DALLAS COUNTY
OFFICE OF BUDGET AND EVALUATION
______________________________________________________
May 13, 2014
TO:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

FROM:

Erica Terrazas, Budget and Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

Elections Department FY2015 Baseline Budget

BACKGROUND
The Elections Department administers elections for jurisdictions throughout Dallas County and is
responsible for maintaining the County's roll of registered voters. Voters roll maintenance
includes roll updates due to voters relocating, voters becoming ineligible for voting, and voters
registering for the first time. The FY2015 Elections Department Baseline Budget includes the
costs of two major elections and a runoff election: November 2014 Gubernatorial Election, May
2015 Local Elections and June 2015 Runoff Elections.
The Elections Department Baseline Budget for FY2015 totals compared to FY2014, are decreased
by $599,532 in funding. Overall operations expenditures are projected to be lower for FY2015
due to the not having a national election and likely less voter turnout.
The purpose of this memorandum is to explain certain line items that have significantly affected
the FY2015 Baseline Budget.
LINE ITEM ANALYSIS
Salaries Overtime (01050) $124,725 decrease/Salaries Extra Help 1060 $125,414 decrease
Decreased voter registration and decreased voter turn-out due to the midterm/Gubernatorial and
off-year elections.
Legal Notices (2013) $5,600 increase
The increase in Legal Notices from $10,000 in FY2014 to $15,600 in FY2015 is due to the
Gubernatorial election in November, 2014.
Postage (02170) $227,935 decrease / Printing and Imaging (02180) $228,795 decrease
Decreased voter registration mail-outs for the midterm/Gubernatorial election and local elections
and no biennial voter registration.
Maintenance Contracts (06520) $173,760 decrease
The maintenance contracts cover much of the voting equipment as well as regular office
equipment. For FY2015, the budget proposed is $672,404 down from $846,164.
Other Professional Fees (05590) $103,905 increase
The total requested under the other Professional Fees expense category is $269,005. The expected
expenditures under this category are: $11,000 to North Texas Council of Governments for
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mapping/website maintenance/redistricting, $183,825 total for Election Systems and Hardware,
$21,000 for Sound Wave Files, $6,000 for Spanish translation of related documents, $4,000 for
Temporary Personnel/Bilingual Regional Site, and $40,980 for Robis Help Desk and Online
Support.
CHAPTER 19 APPROPRIATIONS
Chapter 19 Fund expenditures are expected to total $418,261 for FY2015. The amount of
Chapter 19 funding received each year is based on the change in the number of registered
voters in the County. The use of these funds is restricted to voter registration activities under
the authority of the Secretary of State, rather than Commissioners Court. Funds are expended
directly from the Chapter 19 escrow fund once the Secretary of State has given approval for
fund use, and then funds are reimbursed from the state.
SUMMARY
The FY2015 Baseline Budget of $5,068,230 shows a decrease of $599,532 from the FY2014
budget. This decrease is due in large part to a decrease expenses relating to no biennial voter
registration and an election cycle that includes a midterm/Gubernatorial election and local/runoff
elections.
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DALLAS COUNTY
OFFICE OF BUDGET AND EVALUATION

June 7, 2014

TO:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

FROM:

Ronica L. Watkins, Assistant Budget Officer

SUBJECT:

FY2015 Baseline Budget for the Justice of the Peace Courts

BACKGROUND
The Baseline Budget for Justices of the Peace Offices includes the projected FY2015 staffing based on
workload data using the monthly reporting forms. The Office and Budget Evaluation (OBE) continued the
practice at making the earnings rate more dependent on dispositions rather than filings. The reporting
period utilized was June 2013 through May 2014. The Office of Budget and Evaluation historically uses a
twelve-month reporting period for calculating the staffing. The purpose of this analysis is to describe the
method and rationale used to establish the 2015 Justice of the Peace budgets.
Justice of the Peace Summary
The net change for FY2015 is a decrease of nine clerks as shown in Table I. The decreases in the nine
clerk positions (grade 6 clerk) have a FY2015 net budget impact of $332,783 including salary and fringe
benefits. Currently, four Justice of the Peace Courts (JP 2-1- clerk retire July 2014; JP 2-2 – two current
vacancies; JP 5-1 – one vacancy; and JP 5-2 – one vacancy) have vacancies in their authorized court
staffing or will by the end of September 30, 2014; while four of the remaining Justices of the Peace
Courts (JP 1-1, JP 3-1, JP 4-1, and JP 4-2) will not have physically vacant positions effective October 1,
2014. The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends allowing for attrition for those courts that will
have an individual in all their current authorized positions. When someone retires, resign or transfers to
another department the department will keep that position vacant.
The methodology used in determining the FY2015 staffing for the Justice of Peace Courts was based on
calculating several variables: received cases, disposed cases, and DA dismissals. The Office of Budget
and Evaluation utilized the information provided by the chief clerks on the monthly report forms. The
collecting of the data for reporting is completed manually by the clerks and compiled by the chief clerk.
The number of traffic cases received by Justice of the Peace courts during the reporting period continued
to decrease significantly due to the deletion of the Constable’s traffic safety program and the reduction of
the Sheriff’s traffic safety program. The Justice of the Peace courts that historically received a high
number of traffic case filings experienced the greatest impact which was demonstrated by the decrease in
the workload volume. It is anticipated that the overall decrease in workload volume will continue during
the next two fiscal years as the number of traffic cases are processed and disposed, which will directly
impact staffing in the Justice of the Peace courts.
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Received Cases
This number is based on the assignment of case numbers and inputting the cases into the JP system. The
current reporting forms include the beginning and ending case numbers for each case type which is a
helpful tool in verifying the information in the JP system. The OBE staff verified the beginning and
ending case numbers assigned and input on the system between the months of June 1, 2013 through May
31, 2014.
Disposed Cases
The actual reported number of cases disposed (self-reported) was the only method used in calculating the
earned value for disposed cases. Historically, the Office of Budget and Evaluation developed a disposal
rate on the number of cases disposed from a specified period (random sample of cases during January and
May of the reporting year), with the assumption that cases received were potentially disposed during the
reporting period. The Office of Budget and Evaluation included the following in calculating the disposal
credit: number of cases received and number of cases disposed.
DA Dismissals
The DA Dismissals include the disposed credit and those cases reported by the JP as a DA Dismissal.
This number includes those cases returning from the Sheriff’s Office from Regional. In the past this
number would reflect a large number of cases that were being purged off of the JP system. However, due
to the implementation of the Failure to Appear (FTA) program and the Linebarger, Goggan, Blair, and
Sampson (LGB&S) Collection program, there should not be a large number of cases falling under this
category. The Office of Budget and Evaluation gave complete clean-up credit for dismissals reported on
the monthly reports.
Effective September 1, 2013 – The Justice of the Peace Courts began receiving new case types resulting
in new sequence case numbers for Small Claims (JS), Debt Claims (JX), Repair and Remedy (JY), and
Evictions (JE). All of these cases reported as received, disposed, and D.A. Dismissals were included
under the civil and evictions calculations.
Judge Ellis’ term expires December 31, 2014. The FY2015 budget is 3 months. During FY2014

Human Resources/Civil Services reclassified the Chief Clerk position from a Grade C to a Grade
E, which has been updated for all of the Justice of the Peace Courts in the FY2015 baseline
budget. Justice of the Peace 1-1 organizational three lead staff positions resulted in the upgrade
of the 2 Lead Clerks from Grade 9 to Grade A. There was no change to the secretarial position
grade classification based on the review by Human Resources/Civil Services the scope of the
work did not change for this position.
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Table I.
FY2015 JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
STAFFING ANALYSIS
SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS

Jones
Nash
Cooper
Windham
Cercone
Seider
Ellis
Rideaux
Hubener
Vacant
Jasso

FY2013
19
10
10
15
13
10
0
10
9
11
10
117

FY2014
18
9
9
12
13
10
0
10
9
10
10
110

FY2015
Workload
17
9
8
10
12
10
0
9
8
9
9
101

Net Change
(1)
0
(1)
(2)
(1)
0
0
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(9)

Recommendation
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends the staffing level for each Justice of the Peace
precinct as outlined in Table I. The total number of clerks includes the addition of one chief
clerk, one bookkeeper, and one collections clerk III for each court. There is a net decrease of
nine clerk positions in all of the Justice of the Peace courts with a FY2015 net budget impact of
$332,783 including salary and fringe benefits. The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends for
those courts that do not have vacant positions October 1, 2014 that the Commissioners Court allow for
attrition and as positions become vacant (i.e., retirement, resignation, and/or transfer) in the courts that are
losing position(s), they do not refill those positions.
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Dallas County

Office of Budget and Evaluation
June 6, 2014
To:

Ryan Brown
Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno
Budget & Policy Analyst

Subject:

FY2015 Court Cost Miscellaneous Baseline Budget

Background
Each fiscal year, the Budget Office develops a baseline budget for all County departments.
The purpose of this briefing is to discuss the proposed baseline budget for department 4080
– Court Cost Miscellaneous. This department is used to supplement operating expenses to
the Dallas County courts that exceed their fiscal year operating budgets.
Salaries and Benefits
The only account in Salaries and Benefits for Court Cost Miscellaneous is 1090 – Salary
Lag. This account is used to estimate the combined salary lag for all courts in one budget
in lieu of several small salary lag accounts in every court’s budget. For the past several
years, the salary lag has been set at -$343,225 and will remain at that level for FY2015.
Operating Expenses
The FY2014 Estimates for Court Cost Miscellaneous show that court costs will likely
stay within the FY2014 budget with the exception of a couple of accounts. In FY2015,
the Court Cost Miscellaneous budget remained the same from the previous year. The
FY2014 Estimate takes into account higher seasonal expenditure patterns that are not
captured in previous months. Since the FY2014 expenditures show a similar pattern of
expenses as the previous year, and since more money was allocated for court costs within
each department, the FY2015 Budget for Court Cost Miscellaneous remains the same
with the exception for an increase to account 6185.
Notable accounts:
6185 – Court Appointed Attorney – Death Penalty has seen a trend of increased
expenditures. The FY2015 Proposed Budget proposed a $100,000 increase for
this line item.
Recommendation
It is recommended that the Court Cost Miscellaneous FY2015 Baseline Budget increases
its funding levels for FY2015 by $100,000.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387  Fax (214) 653 - 6387  Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org
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May 6, 2014
To:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Charles Reed, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Road and Bridge Districts FY2015 Baseline Budget Funding Levels

BACKGROUND
Each Road and Bridge District’s budget is developed according to appropriation
parameters established by Administrative Policy 4.01, Sec. J. The budget is made up of
three items: 1) New Revenue, 2) New Allocation, and 3) Rollover Beginning Balance. A
portion of the New Allocation is based on a weighted allocation formula applied to a total
amount of Type “A” roadway (or County owned roadway) located within each district
respectively. The purpose of this analysis is to identify the process used to determine the
funding levels for the Road and Bridge Districts FY2015 Baseline Budgets.
NEW ALLOCATION
Pursuant to County policy, the Office of Budget and Evaluation calculates the appropriate
budget allocation to be distributed to each of the Road and Bridge Districts in each fiscal
year. The aggregate budget amount of $7.5 million is the same as prior allocations since
FY2007. FY2005 – FY20012 reflected a $400,000 decrease due to the $100,000 “New
Look” Fund contribution from each District starting in FY2005. The specific budget
allocation assigned to each Road and Bridge District changes in direct proportion to the
amount of each District’s total Type “A” or County-owned road mileage, which may
increase or decrease due to such factors as annexation or de-annexation by municipalities,
and/or additional road construction complete by the County. Type “A” road mileage is
confirmed each year by the Public Works Department serving to assure accurate budget
allocation computations. After the County-owned road mileage allocation is complete,
the remaining amount of the $7.5 million is divided by four and allocated even to each
District.
ROLLOVER BEGINNING BALANCE
Each fiscal year, districts may not expend their entire allocated budget. For this fact,
Districts are left with available funds that are rolled-over to the next year as a beginning
balance and combined with new revenue and new allocated funds to establish the total
budget allocation.
ANALYSIS
Dallas County Road and Bridge Districts operation within a constitutionally mandated
Road and Bridge Fund (Fund 105) and are funded through the application of a $10 fee
levied on automobile registrations issued within the County. In FY2005, the
Commissioners Court allocated $7.5 million of the automobile registration fee revenue
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for use by all four Districts. An additional $1 million for bridges is allotted and the
balance of the funds are placed in the Major Capital Development Fund for road projects
or used for debt services on road bonds.
The figures below illustrate the methodology applied in the determination of individual
district budget allocations as well as the actual allocations to be distributed to the four
Districts in FY2015.
Summary
Type "A" Roads
Remaining Allocation

District #1 District #2 District #3 District #4
44,243
803,550
26,723
1,656,371
1,656,371
1,656,371
1,656,371

Total District Allocation

1,656,371

1,700,614

2,459,921

1,683,094

7,500,000

FY2014 Total Allocation

1,656,371

1,700,614

2,459,921

1,683,094

7,500,000

7,500
-

5.899
7,500
44,243

107.140
7,500
803,550

3.563
7,500
26,723

116.602
7,500
874,515

Type "A" Roads
Miles
Mile Unit Allocation
Total Type "A" Road Allocation
Remaining Allocation
New Funds Available
Less: Type A Roads
Balance
Share per District

Total
874,515
6,625,485

7,500,000
874,515
6,625,485
/4
1,656,371

RECOMMENDATION
Based on this allocation formula, the Office of Budget and Evaluation has established a
Baseline Budget for the County’s four operational Road and Bridge Districts. Prior to the
adoption of the FY2015 Budget, the Office of Budget and Evaluation will work with the
Road and Bridge Superintendents to produce FY2014 ending balance projects and
FY2015 revenue projections. These projects will be added to each District’s allocation to
determine their FY2015 funding.
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DALLAS COUNTY
OFFICE OF BUDGET AND EVALUATION
______________________________________________________
May 6, 2014
TO:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

FROM:

Erica Terrazas, Budget & Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

FY2015 Baseline Budget Sheriff’s Office

BACKGROUND
The Office of Budget and Evaluation has used estimates based on past expenditures and historic
trends to develop the Sheriff’s Office FY2015 Baseline Budget. The purpose of this analysis is to
highlight key components and provide a detailed explanation of the impact these items will have on
the Baseline Budget.
POPULATION PROJECTION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation is estimating an average jail population of 6,511 for FY2015.
This population is based on recent County inmate trends and estimated population.
FIGURE I
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JAIL FACILITIES
The FY2015 Sheriff’s Office Baseline Budget includes full fiscal year funding for the North Tower,
West Tower, Kays South Tower. The Office of Budget and Evaluation projects that the North
Tower, West Tower and Kay’s South Tower will be operating at full capacity, with George Allen Jail
operating as an overflow facility. The Jail is currently undergoing construction for the Medical
Modification project which is projected to be completed by early FY2015.
DETENTION COSTS
Table I identifies those expenses that are closely correlated with the overall jail population. In
addition, the table shows the FY2015 estimate for total detention expenses along with the projected
cost per inmate. In FY2014, clothing and bedding expenses were funded from the Sheriff’s
Commissary Escrow Fund. The detention expenses listed in Table I have been included in the
FY2015 Baseline Budget.

FY2010
Actual
Average Population
Groceries
Jan Supplies Kitchen
Clothing & Bedding
Laundry Supplies
Jan Supplies - Jails
Total

Groceries - Per Meal
Jan Supplies Kitchen
Clothing & Bedding
Laundry Supplies
Jan Supplies - Jails

TABLE I
DETENTION EXPENDITURES
FY2011
FY2012
FY2013
Actual
Actual
Actual

FY2014
Budget

FY2014
Projection

FY2015
Baseline

6,511

6,511

6,828

6,849

6,127

6,307

6,475

$5,383,384

$5,534,068

$5,351,775

$5,137,984

$5,150,000

$4,770,996

$5,150,000

231,843

221,472

504,647

283,619

300,000

333,109

300,000

734,248

1,056,660

1,146,926

1,185,605

1,096,850

1,288,182

1,288,182

$5,615,227

$6,812,200

$7,003,348

$6,323,589

$6,246,850

$6,059,178

$6,438,182

FY2010
Actual

FY2011
Actual

FY2012
Actual

FY2013
Actual

FY2014
Budget

FY2014
Projection

FY2015
Baseline

$0.52

$0.59

$0.59

$0.58

$0.79

$0.79

$0.79

$24
$0
$13
$99

$32
$0

$82
$0

$45
$0

$46
$0

$51
$0

$46
$0

$155

$187

$188

$169

$198

$198

*Note, clothing, bedding expenses, and laundry supplies were funded through the Sheriff Drug Commissary Escrow Fund beginning in FY2008.

SHERIFF’S OFFICE OVERTIME
Data through March 2014 indicates that the Sheriff’s Office has had an average of 16 Detention
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Service Officer vacancies. The Sheriff’s Office FY2015 Baseline Budget was developed with the
assumption that there will be an average of 16 Detention Service Officer positions vacant throughout
FY2015. For FY2015, $1.5 million in overtime has been budgeted as a result of anticipated
vacancies and incidental overtime usage.
STEP RAISES
The FY2015 Baseline Budget does not include step raises or any other compensation increases.
RECOMMENDATION
The various impacts of the items detailed above result in an FY2015 Sheriff’s Office Baseline
Budget of $143.396 million, which is $61,499 more than the FY2014 projected expenditures of
$143.335 million due to higher expenditures in overtime, fuel, and jail supplies.
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends that the FY2015 Baseline Budget be established
at $143.396 million.
The various impacts of the items detailed above result in an FY2015 Sheriff’s Office Baseline
Budget of $143.396 million, which is similar to the FY2014 projected expenditures of $143.335 to
align with the upward trend in jail population.
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends that the FY2013 Baseline Budget be established
at $143.396 million.
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DALLAS COUNTY
OFFICE OF BUDGET AND EVALUATION
______________________________________________________
June 13, 2014
TO:

Ryan Brown
Budget Officer

FROM:

Ronica L. Watkins
Assistant Budget Officer

SUBJECT:

FY2015 Welfare Baseline Budget

Background
Dallas County Department of Health and Human Services provides many support programs to
Dallas County residents including Welfare Assistance. To be eligible to receive welfare assistance,
the resident must be disabled (as certified by a physician) and have no source of income. The
program is designed with the intent for the consumer to receive assistance for a short period of time
while enrollment in a more permanent, long-term benefit program (i.e. Social Security) is being
carried out. Upon the permanent enrollment, Dallas County welfare assistance benefits cease.
Welfare services include but are not limited to such areas as food, utility, clothing, rental and
mortgage assistance.
The purpose of this analysis is to identify the projected FY2014 welfare expenditures and to
recommend a Baseline Budget for FY2015.
Expenditure Analysis
After the first eight months of FY2014, Welfare expenditures are at $1,262,210. Based on the fiscal
year’s monthly average and historical trends, they are projected to reach $1,152,072 for FY2014. In
FY2014, the largest portions of welfare expenditures are Rental Assistance and Mortgage
Assistance. These two categories compose 74% of total welfare expenditures.
Rental Assistance - Rental assistance was budgeted at $1,200,000 in FY2014. The monthly average
through the first eight months has been $108,979. The first quarter months (i.e. October, November,
and December) are charitable months where giving and community assistance is relatively high.
During the second quarter months, a significant number of intake cases are denied because clients
receive an Income Tax Refund, which can be considered as a form of resource. Historically, the third
and fourth quarter months have a higher number of intake cases that drives the monthly average
upward.
Room and Board - The Welfare program assists applicants by providing mortgage assistance, for the
assistance duration, to prevent foreclosure of clients home. Based on the first eight months of
FY2014, the Room and Board assistance is projected to be $69,168.
Utility Assistance - Three services comprise the utility assistance program: electric, fuel/gas, and
water utilities. For FY2014, the budget was set at $168,000. The budget takes into account a summer
seasonal increase of utility assistance.
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Table I provides a line item history of Total welfare expenditures (General Fund and Housing
Refund Bonds) and an estimated FY2015 baseline budget.
Table I
Total Welfare Expenditures

Account
-------------------------------------------------Salaries and Benefits
01020 Salaries - Assistant
01050 Salaries - Overtime
01080 Mileage Reimbursement
01090 Salary Lag
01111 FICA
01112 Medicare
01120 Sick Leave Payoff
01140 Insurance -Employer
01150 Fringe Benefits Retirement-Employer
01190 Workers Compensation- County
Total Salary and Fringes

Operating Expenses
02090 Property Less than $5,000
02160 Office Supplies
02170 Postage
02180 Printing / Imaging Expense
02590 County Auto Maintenance
02640 Maintenance/Labor on Building/Office Equipme
03095 Fuel
05110 Emergency Food Assistance
05120 Emergency Medical Assistance
05130 Mortgage Assistance
05140 Transportation Assistance
05150 Rental Assistance- Emergency
05160 Furnishings Assistance
05170 Room & Board
05181 Utilities Assistance - Elderly
05182 Utilities Assistance - Emergency
05183 Utilities Assistance - Co Payment
05499 Other Miscellaneous
05590 Other Professional Fees
07020 Equipment Rental
Total Operating

FY2012 FY2013 FY2014
Actuals Actuals Approved
----------- ----------- ----------784,717
353
5,428

792,772
5,696

46,807
46,049
11,015
10,770
22,246
1,943
156,480 169,182
79,672
84,406
8,398
5,993
---------- ---------1,115,115 1,116,811
---------- ----------

0
15,058
2,575
3,815
2,264
233
1,811
10,295

0
13,342
1,993
544
885
140
1,677
11,368

132,092 137,196
9,717
5,840
1,143,438 1,067,058
102,826 106,760
12,953
8,758
104,143
66,885
43,690
31,726
53,531
55,516
5,821
6,639
4,341
---------- ---------1,650,902 1,514,030

FY2014
Current
-----------

FY2014 Feb.
Act + Encum
-----------

FY2014
Projected
-----------

FY2015
Proposed
-----------

866,554
0
0
-21,664
53,726
12,565
0
204,000
98,787
0
----------1,213,968
-----------

859,054
0
0
-21,664
53,726
12,565
0
204,000
98,787
0
----------1,206,468
-----------

445,187
0
3,406
0
25,821
6,039
1,313
92,037
50,222
3,412
----------627,437
-----------

763,178
0
5,839
0
44,265
10,352
2,252
157,778
86,094
5,849
----------1,075,607
-----------

849,412
6,000
(21,235)
52,664
12,316
204,000
97,682
----------1,200,839
-----------

0
17,000
10,000
4,000
2,000
250
1,500
12,000
500
150,000
25,000
1,200,000
1,000
115,000
15,000
113,000
40,000
50,000
0
11,000
----------1,767,250

0
21,087
10,050
4,000
2,000
250
1,500
12,000
500
150,000
25,000
1,200,000
1,000
115,000
15,000
113,000
40,000
58,662
7,500
15,248
----------1,791,797

629.93
7,594
5,826
896
342
173.16
667
7,701
0
118,858
3,360
871,838
0
69,168
9,766
61,918
27,279
66,450
791.62
8,950
----------1,262,208

629.93
13,922
9,711
1,792
684
346
1,001
11,552
0
163,430
5,040
1,307,757
0
103,752
14,649
92,877
40,918
121,825
1,187
13,426
----------1,904,499

21,000
12,000
2,500
2,000
600
1,500
13,000
500
150,000
25,000
1,200,000
1,000
115,000
15,000
113,000
40,000
61,000
3,000
15,248
----------1,791,348

Recommendation
The projected FY2014 expenditures illustrate a continuation of existing service levels with a
$24,547 increase anticipated in the operating budget from the approved FY2014 Approved
Budgeted amount. The FY2015 baseline budget is recommended at $1,791,348.
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June 5, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

ADR FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) department submitted the following requests:
1. The addition of 1 Receptionist/Scheduler (Grade 6) position.
2. The reclassification of 1 Administrative Assistant (Grade 8) to a proposed Grade
10.
1 Receptionist/Scheduler is being requested in order to serve as a primary point of contact
in the front office. The demand for ADR Services has increased and the current
administrative assistant requires some assistance.
The Administrative Assistant has been tasked with complying with the new e-filing
requirements which require all legal documents associated with cases be e-filed.
Secondly, the Administrative Assistant is serving in the role of back up interpreter to the
Spanish speaking cases several times per month when parties do not notify ADR of their
need for an interpreter.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated recurring annual cost of adding 1 Receptionist/Scheduler (Grade 6)
position is $43,445. The estimated recurring annual cost of reclassifying 1 Administrative
Assistant (Grade 8) to a proposed Grade 10 is $6,074. ADR Funding will be utilized for
these positions. There will be no impact to the general fund.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Funding the addition of 1 Receptionist/Scheduler (Grade 6) position
2. Funding the reclassification of 1 Administrative Assistant (Grade 8).
These Recommendations come with an annual recurring cost of $49,519, to be funded
from ADR. There will be no impact to the general fund.
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BUILDING SECURITY
Department #3340

Mission Statement
The mission of the Building Security Department is to protect the lives, environment and property of
the citizens of Dallas County.

Description
The Building Security Department will administer the County’s contracted security as well as the
deployment of Dallas County Security Officers. The Officers patrol all County buildings and respond
to breaches in security as needed.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget represents the addition of four (4) Security Guard positions that
were added during FY2014 to meet high rise building code.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,201,543

$1,227,946

$1,263,482

$1,561,384

852,109

591,385

735,848

759,550

0

173,612

260,389

0

$2,053,652

$1,992,943

$2,259,730

$2,320,934

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

31

32

32

36

$9,879

$16,615

Full Time Employees
Extra-Help

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Chief Security Guard (I)
1 Assistant Chief of Security (D)
1 Security Systems Officer (A)

3 Guard Supervisor (8)
30 Security Guard (6)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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CENTRAL JURY SERVICES
Department # 4060

Mission Statement
The mission of the department is to supply the courts with an adequate number of jurors while maintaining
a cost efficient budget.

Description
The Central Jury Department is responsible for summoning jurors, juror orientation, assembling jury
panels, dispatching jury panels, invoicing juror payments, and responding to public inquiries. Jurors for
Civil, Justice of the Peace, and Juvenile Courts are summoned to the George Allen Courts Building.
Juvenile jurors are transported to the Henry Wade Juvenile Justice Center via the Jury Services van. Jurors
for Criminal Courts are summoned to the Frank Crowley Courts Building.

Organizational Chart

Jury Services Coordinator

Lead Clerks

Clerks

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for Central Jury Services represents a continuation of current service
levels.
During FY2012 Commissioners Court approved reclassification of the following:
o One position, Clerk I, grade 5 – upgraded to Clerk IV (Lead), grade 8, position at
George Allen
o Four positions, Clerk I, grade 5 – upgraded to Clerk II, grade 6, positions
o One position Light Truck Driver, grade 5 –upgraded to Clerk II, grade 6, position

x

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$332,815

$340,501

$382,896

$376,325

Operations

1,741,949

1,768,456

1,747,303

1,851,270

0

0

0

0

$2,074,764

$2,108,958

$2,130,199

$2,227,595

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

8

8

8

8

$0

$0

$0

$0

Full Time Employees
Extra Help

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Manager of Jury Services (F)
2 Clerk IV (8)

5 Clerk II (6)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 5, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Jury Services FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Jury Services Department submitted the following requests:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Central Jury Room Chair Replacement
1 Lead Clerk (Grade 8)
Jury Duty Court
1 Assistant Manager (Grade C)
2 Clerk (Grade 6)
1 Chair

Jury Services is requesting the replacement of approximately 650 auditorium seats in the
Frank Crowley central jury room including installation. Current seating was installed in
1989 at construction of the building and is 25 years old. The chairs have never been
refurbished and replacement parts are not available as the vendor is no longer in business.
Jury Services is also requesting 1 Lead Clerk (Grade 8). Jury Services wants to begin
summoning jurors directly to the JP courts, and the JP lead clerk position would create
the panels and summons for each of the 10 JP courts and perform all supporting clerical
duties.
Jury Services is requesting 1 Assistant Manager (Grade C) and two Clerks (Grade 6) for
the Jury Duty Court. Jury Services is requesting Jury Duty Court in order to increase the
juror show rate (number of jurors appearing for duty).
Jury services are also requesting one chair that is broken in the central jury room office.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x alejandro.moreno@dallascounty.org
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FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated one-time cost of replacing the central jury room chairs is $131,000. The
estimated annual recurring cost of 1 Lead Clerk (Grade 8) is 48,450. The estimated cost
of Jury Duty Court including staff is $147,831. The estimated one-time cost of one chair
is $150.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Funding the replacement of central jury room chairs.
2. Not funding the addition of 1 lead clerk (Grade 8)
3. Not funding the Jury Duty Court and staff
4. Funding one chair.
These recommendations come with a one-time estimated cost of $131,150.
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CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES

Department #5330

Mission Statement
The mission of Child Protective Services is to effectively provide protection to the children of Dallas
County and provide services to enhance the functioning of the clients and their families. Child Protective
Services is committed to the development and provision of prevention, intake, investigation, on-going
legal and permanency services to the client population recognizing and respecting cultural differences.
The Child Protection Services vision is to provide the highest quality services to our clients be responsive
to the individualized needs of our culturally diverse communities, and to be able to manage resources in a
changing environment.

Description
The responsibility for abused and neglected children is shared by Dallas County and Dallas County Child
Protective Services (CPS) as a division of the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services
(DFPS). The personnel involved in direct service delivery are all DFPS employees, although the County
supplements the State budget to provide certain specific programs to protect children. These supplemental
programs are discussed on the following pages.

Organizational Chart
DFPS

Commissioners
Court
Child Welfare
Board

Investigations

Dallas County
CPS

Legal Services

Foster Homes

Family
Preservation
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
•

The FY2015 Baseline Budget represents a continuation of current service levels.

•

In FY2011, as a cost savings initiative, the Dallas County Child Welfare Board eliminated the three
Spanish speaking interpreter positions. The cost savings is approximately $60,000.

•

In FY2010, as a cost savings initiative, the Dallas County Child Welfare Board eliminated the
Supplemental Pay Program which was intended to reduce the vacancy and turnover rate among
frontline workers. After reviewing the program, it was determine by the Child Welfare Board that
the program was not meeting its intended purpose. The annual cost of the program was
approximately $95,000.

•

The Family Based Safety Service Unit (FBSS) deleted one Caseworker, one Human Service
Technician, and one Administrative Technician for a total savings of $106,732.

•

The Dallas County Child Welfare Board determined that the inpatient/outpatient service under the
MPPACT Unit was not meeting the need of the clients. It was determined that there are other
community services providers. The cost savings is $21,312.

•

The Home Study Worker position was eliminated due to the duplication of services. The CPS staff
will utilize the State Home Study Workers for a savings of $48,539.

•

The FY2009 budget for Child Protective Services includes funding for the following continuation
supplemental programs: Family Based Safety Services Unit, High Risk Family Based Safety
Services Unit, Moderate Risk Family Based Safety Services Unit, MPPACT Unit, and Home Study
Caseworker. The staff contracts for these units are on a cost-reimbursement base, meaning the
County will not be charged for any vacancies that occur throughout the year.

•

For FY2009 existing programs, the Federal Title IV-E reimbursement rate from the Title IV-E and
other federal programs is 36.67%

•

For FY2009 new programs, the Federal Title IV-E reimbursement rate for contracted staff above
the FY2007 service level for Title IV-E programs participation rate is 14.93%.

•

The FY2009 budget represents a 2% cost of living increase mandated by the state.

•

The new Family Based Safety Service Unit (FBSS) consisting of a supervisor, five caseworkers,
administrative technician, and a human service technician was added in the FY08 budget process
with the overall FBSS funding level remaining constant. The FY09 contract provides funding
allocation for this new unit in the amount of $403,290.
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Financial Trends
Budget Category
Emergency Foster Care
Placement
FY Supplemental Programs
FY 09 Supplemental Programs
FY 09 Supplemental Pay
Other Operations
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

2,594
2,422,216
0

11,048
2,077,458
0

2,973
3,207,894
0

4,000
3,207,894
0

0

0

0

0

111,123

95,528

105,030

126,000

$2,535,933

$2,184,034

$3,315,897

$3,337894

* FY2010, $95,000 Supplemental Pay Program is eliminated.
* Final FY09 Payment to Texas Department of Protective & Family Services for Supplemental Pay $203,883.
* Final FY09 Payment to Texas Department of Protective & Family Services for Supplemental Programs
$167,597.
* Other Operation category includes: Drug Treatment & Urine Analysis and Other Operations.
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May 6, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

CPS FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, Child
Protective Services and the Dallas County Child Welfare Board submitted the following
requests:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Bed frames and Mattresses
Attendance at 2 to 3 TCCWB Meetings in Austin
Regional Meeting Expenses 4 times/year
Travel related expenses to participate with Child Protection Roundtable in Austin
Administrative expenses
Child Abuse Prevention Month Event
Program Support for CPS Volunteers
Funding for Finger prints for kinship parents

Bed frames and mattresses are being requested so that children placed in their homes will
have adequate furniture for sleeping.
Attendance at 2 to 3 TCCWB meetings in Austin is being requested for two board
members of the Dallas County Child Welfare Board. Expenses include transportation and
lodging.
Funding for transportation expenses for quarterly regional meetings is being requested.
Funding for Travel related expenses is being requested in order to participate with the
Child Protection Roundtable in Austin.
Funding for administrative expenses such as binders, paper, dividers, copiers, is being
requested.
Funding for miscellaneous expenses at the Child Abuse Prevention month is being
requested for things such as a CPS acknowledgment gift and printing expenses and child
abuse prevention bracelets.
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Funding is being requested for Program support for CPS Volunteer programs such as
High School graduation materials and Spring Practice Prom materials.
Funding is being requested for kinship parents seeking approval for licensure in order to
care for their relative children who are hindered by lack of funds to acquire finger prints.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated cost of bed frames and mattresses is $6,300. The estimated cost of
Attendance at TCCWB meetings is $1,000. The estimated cost of attendance at regional
meetings is $200. The estimated cost for travel to Child Protection Roundtable in Austin
is $500. The estimated cost for Administrative expenses is $300. The estimated cost for
Child Abuse Prevention month is $500. The estimated cost for Program support is $500.
The estimated cost of funding for finger prints for kinship parents is $2,652.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Providing funding for bed frames and mattresses.
2. Not funding any travel related expenses for board members of the Dallas County
Child Welfare Board due to the fact that they are not county employees.
3. Provide funding for administrative expenses and program support.
4. Provide funding for the Child Abuse Prevention month.
5. Providing funding for finger prints for Kinship parents
These recommendations come with an annual recurring cost of $10,252.
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CIVIL DISTRICT COURTS

Mission Statement
The mission of the thirteen Civil District Courts is to administer justice in a fair and equitable manner,
while protecting the rights of the parties involved.

Description
Each of the thirteen Civil District Courts has a presiding judge who is elected from the County at large
every four years. In addition to the court staff assigned directly to the judge, each court is assigned
one bailiff and requires support from the District Clerk’s office. The Civil District Courts are located
in the George Allen Courts Building. These courts utilize a visiting judge to hear all matters related to
tax cases in Dallas County.
The Civil District Masters are two individuals appointed by the 13 Civil District Court judges. The
Masters assist the Civil District judges by hearing motions, conducting research, and other duties as
assigned by the Civil District judges.
The Civil District Tax Court has a presiding visiting judge who is appointed to serve at the discretion
of the Civil District Court judges. This court has original jurisdiction over civil tax cases for all taxing
entities within Dallas County. The Visiting Judge’s salary is paid for the majority by the State of
Texas, but Dallas County pays the difference between the State salary and the salary currently being
paid to the Civil District Court judges and a daily per diem for travel and food expenses.

Organizational Chart
Elected Judge
(13)

Court Reporter

Masters

Court
Coordinator
Tax Court
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for the Civil District Courts represents a continuation of current
service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Projection

FY2015 Baseline

$2,883,807

$2,675,597

$3,060,021

$3,161,226

148,455

143,819

195,591

176,527

0

0

0

0

$3,032,263

$2,819,517

$3,255,612

$3,337,753

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Projection

FY2015 Baseline

41

41

41

41

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
13 District Judge (Official)
2 Civil Masters (OO)

13 Court Coordinator (E)
13 Court Reporter (CR)
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COMMISSIONERS
COMMISIONERS COURT
COURTADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR
Department #1020

Mission Statement
The mission of the Commissioners Court Administrator is to ensure an orderly flow of information to the
Commissioners Court and to ensure that their policy decisions are expressed clearly and carried out
appropriately.

Description
The Commissioners Court selects the Commissioners Court Administrator who serves as their chief of
staff, agenda coordinator, and primary implementer of Court policy. The Commissioners Court
Administrator supervises several administrative and grant-related positions, as shown on the organizational
chart below. The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and Open Space Programs are managed
under Planning & Development.

Organizational Chart

Commissioners Court
Administrator

MIS Director

Communications/
Central Services

Assistant Administrator
for Operations

Facilities
Management

M/WBE Coordinator

Engineering Project
Management

Assistant Administrator
for Govt. Affairs

Planning &
Development
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

FY2015 represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$1,030,831

$1,262,307

$1,406,632

$1,429,327

39,473

99,242

173,912

214,400

0

0

0

0

$1,070,305

$1,361,550

$1,580,544

$1,643,727

FY2014 Actual

FY2014 Budget

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

11

12

12

12

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Commissioners Court Administrator (H2)
1 Assistant Administrator (F2)
1 Assistant Administrator of Operations (F2)
1 Assistant Administrator of Governmental
Affairs (O)
1 Director of Planning/Development (A2)
1 Project / Policy Analyst (G)

1 Minority Business Officer (G)
1 Court Recorder (D)
1 Administrative Assistant II (C)
1 Senior Secretary (8)
1 Public Information Officer (H)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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CONSTABLES

Description
Constables are elected officials who are responsible for the service of a variety of legal process within
the boundaries of their precinct and occasionally in other precincts within the county. Each Constable
is assigned to two or three Justice of the Peace Courts and works closely with the Judges of their
respective courts.
Constable Deputy staffing for civil functions is a fixed staffing level determined based on the number
of civil papers received. Constable Deputy staffing for warrant service is capped and standardized by
Commissioners Court. Deputy Constables are required to be sworn peace officers and hold all of the
rights and responsibilities associated with this designation. In particular, Deputy Constables may be
called upon to protect the public in emergencies and may arrest perpetrators of unlawful acts.

Organizational Chart
Constable

Chief Deputy

Sergeant

Chief Clerk

Deputy

Clerk

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget, Constable staffing includes salaries for 119 employees, including the
deletions of two (2) Deputy I and four (4) Clerk I positions and the addition of one (1) Clerk I
position.

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$8,522,148

$8,026,120

$8,107,952

$8,584,650

$477,124

$530,051

$458,536

$545,166

$0

$0

$0

$0

$8,999.272

$8,556,171

$8,556,487

$9,129,816

Operations
Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees

124

FY2013 Proj.

FY2014 Proj.

119

123

FY2015 Baseline
133

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
5 Constable (Official)
5 Deputy Constable IV (69)
5 Deputy Constable III (68)
78 Deputy Constable I (66)

5 Constable Chief Clerk (C)
9 Clerk III (7)
15 Clerk II (6)
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CONSTABLE STEELE

Department #3210

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x
x

The FY2015 Budget for Constable Steele includes the addition of one (1) Deputy and the salaries
of twenty (20) Deputies and nine (9) Clerks.
The FY2015 Budget places two (2) Clean Air Deputies under the supervision of Constable Precinct
1, with salaries paid through the Clean Air Grant.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

Personnel
Operations

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,642,718

$1,563,097

$1,554,612

$1,859,288

138,186

101,273

143,588

161,541

0

0

0

0

$1,780,904

$1,664,370

$1,698,200

$2,020,829

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

26

26

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.
28

FY2015 Baseline
32

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Constable (Official)
1 Deputy Constable IV (69)
1 Deputy Constable III (68)
18 Deputy Constable I (66)
2 Deputy Constable 1 (66)*

1 Constable Chief Clerk (C)
2 Clerk III (7)
6 Clerk II (6)

*Funded through Clean Air Grant
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CONSTABLE GOTHARD
Department #3220

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for Constable Gothard includes the deletion of nine (9) Deputy positions and
two (2) Clerk positions upon attrition, and salaries for thirteen (13) Deputies and five (5) Clerks.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,520,272

$2,076,809

$1,987,805

$ 1,504,064

73,029

120,326

99,945

96,180

0

0

0

0

$1,593,301

$ 2,197,172

$2,087,750

$1,600,449

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

31

29

Full Time Employees

30

19

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Constable (Official)
1 Deputy Constable IV (69)
1 Deputy Constable III (68)
11 Deputy Constable I (66)

1 Constable Chief Clerk (C)
2 Clerk III (7)
2 Clerk II (6)
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CONSTABLE ADAMCIK

Department #3230

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget includes the deletion of one (1) Clerk I and, upon attrition, and salaries for
sixteen (16) Deputies and seven (5) Clerks.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,740,928

$1,820,444

$1,742,719

$1,792,567

96,213

92,038

79,784

102,606

0

0

0

0

$1,837,141

$1,912,482

$1,822,503

$1,895,173

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2011 Actual

Full Time Employees

39

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

25

24

FY2014 Budget
22

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Constable (Official)
1 Deputy Constable IV (69)
1 Deputy Constable III (68)
14 Deputy Constable I (66)

1 Constable Chief Clerk (C)
2 Clerk III (7)
2 Clerk II (6)
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CONSTABLE WILLIAMS
Department #3240

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015Budget includes the deletion of one (1) Clerk I position upon attrition and the salaries
of twenty-two (15) Deputies and five (5) Clerks.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,526,700

$1,543,484

$1,490,530

$2,097,958

91,842

94,305

79,608

104,784

0

0

0

0

$1,618,542

$1,637,789

$1,570,138

$ 2,202,742

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees

23

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

23

22

FY2015 Baseline
29

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Constable (Official)
1 Deputy Constable IV (69)
1 Deputy Constable III (68)
21 Deputy Constable I (66)

1 Constable Chief Clerk (C)
2 Clerk III (7)
2 Clerk II (6)
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CONSTABLE VILLARREAL
Department #3250

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for Constable Villarreal includes the salaries of fourteen (14) Deputies and
five (5) Clerks.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2013 Proj.

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,355,724

$1,518,314

$1,332,285

$ 1,330,772

61,000

69,182

55,611

79,850

0

0

0

0

$1,416,724

$1,227,496

$1,387,897

$1,410,622

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

20

20

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

20

20

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Constable (Official)
1 Deputy Constable IV (69)
1 Deputy Constable III (68)
12 Deputy Constable I (66)

1 Constable Chief Clerk (C)
1 Clerk III (7)
3 Clerk II (6)
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OPERATING EXPENDITURE DETAIL
CONSTABLE'S OFFICE PRECINCT 1
Department____________________________________

2013 FY_________
2014 FY________
Expense FY_________
Codes
Actual
Budget
Projection
02013

15,000

2015
FY_________
Request

Comments/Justification

15,000
500

02080

3210
Budget No._______________

600

Cost of annual TCLEDDS subscription
necessary for submitting all TCLEOSE
forms and training.

02155

142

02160

8,500

8,500

02170

6,250

6,250

02180

300

300

500

Printing of envelopes and business cards
for precinct law enforcement officers.

02230

14,461

02510

500

500

2,500

02590

35,000

02640

500

500

To accommodate fire arms qualification
twice a year the appropriate amount of
ammunition is required, this cost has
increased significantly in the last two
years.

02950

416

457

02970

2,125

3,000

03095

75,000

75,000

05590

700

700

07020

5,500

5,500

6,000

4,000

During the 2013 budget year we were only
able to purchase 2 uniforms per deputy.
With normal wear and tear and laundering
these uniforms have not held up.
Therefore the deputies will require 3
uniforms annually this amount includes
patches and embroidery.
To pay monthly payments of $100 per
deputy @ 3 for the use of "Clear" public
records search engine. Access to this
software will allow for more successful
service by providing better and more
reliable due diligence on all civil process
assigned to this department. This amount
will also provide payment for future
pre-employment medical assessments fees

Staff Review and Comment

Form A

FY 2014
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Reason/Authority for Change (See Budget Manual)
Our department is currently staffed with only two [2] paid supervisors. [Note: The exception is the
department head/elected official] The supervisory staffing allocation is currently inadequate to address
the day-to-day supervisory needs of the department to properly, effectively, and adequately supervise
fifteen [15] sworn deputy positions, and when the need arises, seven [7] clerical staff personnel.
Currently, the Deputy III position has six [6] various assigned duties that are outlined in the Dallas
County Job Description. The Deputy IV position has nine [9] various assigned duties in addition to
supervisory authority. In addition to those supervisory responsibilities, the Deputy III position must also
assist in the day-to-day operations of the delivering/serving of civil process when a Deputy I position is
absent or on any type of approved/extended leave.
On several occasions, the Deputy III and/or Deputy IV supervisory positions have been spread
distressingly thin to properly manage/supervise in these repeated scenarios. Those scenarios, are, but
not limited to, the delivering/serving of civil process when Deputy I personnel are either on approved
leave, training, or other exigent absence or circumstance. In any scenario for example, if the elected
official, the Deputy IV/III were unavailable due to a mandatory training seminars, other approved leave,
and/or exigent circumstance, the possibility of all three [3] supervisory personnel could unexpectedly be
called away at the same time, thereby placing this department without any on-site supervisory presence
as defined by Dallas County Human Resources Department. Other recent examples, but not limited to –
where two [2] Deputy I’s requested the presence of a supervisor at their respected scenes
simultaneously, and another when a supervisor had to cut short either a county meeting and/or lunch
break to assist the needs of a Deputy I in the field. The supervisory staff makes every conscientious
effort to ensure that these scheduling-type scenarios do not repeatedly occur. Unfortunately, all these
scenarios happen routinely, and will no doubt, continue. Furthermore, this department has also been
placed on written notice that the safety and security concerns of the clerical staff are in jeopardy if
sworn personnel are not continuously and ever present in the office during the entire county workday.
In these examples, as you can see, supervisory personnel are routinely spread distressingly thin.
It has been suggested that the department head/elected official may “designate” an “individual in
charge” in these continuing scenarios. However, it is our understanding that Dallas County Human
Resources does not recognize this type of “designee” as a “supervisor,” [pursuant to Dallas County
guidelines] as someone who may take the required and necessary supervisory action on any given
situation when and if the need arises.
It is our request that a Deputy I position be reclassified to a Deputy II, to properly and adequately meet
the ever expanding supervisory needs of the department, and to greatly reduce the current strain of
supervisory responsibility when such scenarios as outlined above continues, and to provide the
additional supervisory layer of oversight as desperately needed. This reclassification will also conform
to the Dallas County Human Resources guidelines of who is a “supervisor.”
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

CONSTABLE'S OFFICE PRECINCT 1

Budget No.

Position Title

DEPUTY CONSTABLE II GRADE 67

Position No.

Current Grade

Job Code

66

9010000

Department
Priority

2014
HIGH

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

With the exception of the Constable, our Department is currently staffed with only two paid supervisors. The
supervisory staffing allocation is inadequate to supervise fifteen (15) sworn deputy positions and, when the
need arises, seven (7) clerical staff personnel. On several occasions, our supervisory personnel have been
spread distressingly thin to respond to various situations (See attachment). It is our request that one of our
current Deputy I position be reclassified to a Deputy II position to meet the supervisory needs of the
department while remaining in compliance with the legal requirements as outlined by the Dallas County
Human Resource Department.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The cost incurred with this request will only impact changes in salary for one current deputy I
grade 66 position. No additional equipment/vehicle will be required, and there is no impact to
medical insurance costs.

Departmental Cost Worksheet

66

Current Grade

Proposed Grade

Salary

$3,775.20 Monthly

Salary

FICA (7.65%)

$288.80

FICA (7.65%)

Retirement (11.5%)
Total

$434.14
$4498.14

67

$4,042.13 Monthly

$309.22
Retirement (11.5%)$464.84
Total
$4816.19
Total Annual Impact

$3816.52

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2015
FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority

1

CONSTABLE’S OFFICE PRECINCT 1

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

BODY ARMOR

8 YRS

Property
Number

N/A

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$7,110.00 @
$474.00 each

Comments/Justification

The current body armor assigned to 15
deputies has exceeded the
manufacturer’s replacement date for
guaranteed viability.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form E

FY2008
FY2008 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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FY2008 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Operating Expenses
Item - Justification

Account

-

$18,312.00

Budget Spend (Excluding: DDA, County Auto Maint.,Fuel.)

Anticipated / Proposed Budget (Excluding: DDA, County Auto Main., Fuel.)

$35,601.00

$1075 / $918
$0.00
$435 / $250
$9938 / $4585
$13421 / $5870
$4000 / $466
n/a
$662.00
Pd by Reserve
utd
$273 / $1000
$385 / $389
$42.00
utd
$0 / $210
$5375 / $3920

Budgeted/Acutal
FY2012

Approved Budget (Excluding: DDA, County Auto Maint., Fuel.)

TCLEDDS Renewl; Internet Research Subscription
Hands Free Telephone Headsets
Necessary for Civil/Criminal Affidavit verification
Standard
Standard/In-House & FedEx
Envelopes/Business Cards/Stationary
n/a
For Training and Duty purposes; Annual Training Required by Law
Bonds for Reserve Deputy Staff
n/a
Standard Maintenance for Office Equipment
Legal Update of Civil and Legal Law Manuels; Mapsco's (20x)
Deputy Replacement Uniforms
n/a
For New Hire Polygraph & Psychologicals
Standard Office Copier Rental

FY2014 Budget Request
Dept. 3230

Dallas County
Constable Pct. 3

02080 - Dues & Subscriptions
02090 - Prop. < $5000
02155 - Notary / Bond Fees
02160 - Office Supplies
02170 - Postage
02180 - Printing/Imaging Expense
02230 DDA - Spendable Balance
02510 - Ammunition/Explosives
02580 - Reserve Deputy Bond
02590 - County Auto Maint.
02640 Maint/Labor on Buildings
02950 Books & Supplements
02970 Uniforms
03095 Fuel
05590 Other Prof. Fees
07020 Equipment Rental

73

-

$20,553.00

$33,200.00

$500 / $755
$0.00
$300 / 0
$9225 / $5302
$11946 / $8734
$2500 / $1515
n/a
$500 / $500
Pd by Reserve
utd
$750 / $259
$590 / $322
$2042 / $42
utd
$150 / $150
$4697 / $2474

Budged/Acutal
FY2013

-

$28,722.00

$35,077.00

$3500 / $3068
$130 / $132
$300 / $200
$9190 / $8000
$11054 / $8000
$3000 / $2000.
n/a
$500 / $500
Pd by Reserve
utd
$750 / $492
$506 / $442
$3342 / $3300
utd
$100 / 0
$2705 / $2588

Budgeted/Spent
whichever is more.
FY2014

$33,760.00

-

-

$5,800.00
$260.00
$200.00
$8,000.00
$8,000.00
$2,000.00
n/a
$1,500.00
Pd by Reserve
utd
$750.00
$1,250.00
$3,300.00
utd
$100.00
$2,600.00

FY2015
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75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87
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94

95

96
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99

100

101

102
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COUNTY AUDITOR
Department #1070

Mission
The mission of the County Auditor is to ensure that the County’s obligations to the taxpayers, of efficiently
managing and reporting the County finances, are fulfilled through strict enforcement of state and federal
statutes.

Description
The Auditor has the duty to protect the assets of Dallas County. As one of the financial officers, the
Auditor must keep the general accounting records; control the disbursements of funds; prepare financial
reports; prescribe systems for the receipt and disbursement of County grants; audit payrolls and voucher
disbursements; and prepare annual estimates of budget revenues. The office must also determine that all
financial transactions are legal and consistent with County policies. The 39 District Judges select the
Auditor.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x The FY2015 County Auditor Budget reflects the continuation of current service levels.
Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$5,361,473

$5,789,984

$5,503,054

$6,350,327

38,570

50,986

60,431

45,010

0

0

0

0

$5,400,043

$5,840,970

$5,563,485

$6,395,337

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help
Overtime

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

91

95

95

95

$11,878

$23,080

$18,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Auditor (00)
1 First Assistant Auditor (D2)
2 Audit Manager III (N)
1 Information Systems Security Mgr (MM)
1 Audit Manager II (L)
3 Audit Manager I (K)
1 Fraud Auditor (J)
1 Sr. Information Systems Auditor (IM)
1 Asst. Manager Accounts Payable (I)
2 Grants Audit Coordinator (I)
2 Internal Auditor IV (I)
1 Information Systems Auditor (HM)
2 Financial Audit Supervisor (I)
1 Asst. Manager Payroll (H)
3 Accounting Systems Controls Auditor (GM)
3 Audit Supervisor II (G)
10 Internal Auditor III (G)
2 Accountant II (E)
13 Internal Auditor II (E)
1 Administrative Coordinator (14)
5 Accountant I (12)
1 Cash Analyst (12)
3 Internal Auditor (12)
2 Administrative Assistant (10)
1 Property Clerk III (10)
1 Purchasing Auditor (10)
3 Accounting Clerk IV (9)
9 Accounting Clerk III (8)
1 Senior Secretary (8)
6 Accounting Clerk II (7)
8 Accounting Clerk I (6)
2 Clerk I (5)
1 Clerical Assistant I (03)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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COUNTY CLERK
Department #4031

Mission Statement
The mission of the County Clerk is to provide quality service to our customers, the citizens, Texas Bar,
real estate community, and other county offices by effectively planning, developing, implementing,
and administering a department through continual improvement that utilizes modern technology and
techniques.

Description
The County Clerk is an elected official with a four-year term of office and must maintain, in
perpetuity, various records related to the courts, the Commissioners Court, real estate transactions, and
vital statistics. The County Clerk’s office also issues marriage licenses and operates a collection
division which aggressively works to collect amounts owed the County in a timely manner.
The Clerk’s office is organized generally along functional lines with a division supporting each of the
major court families. The recording division’s duties include handling deeds, marriage licenses, birth
and death certificates, assumed names, mail control, and indexing of records. The Trust Division
handles investments and notifies parties of their outstanding debts resulting from probate and civil
filings. Lastly, the County Clerk’s Collections division collects on fines and fees for the County
Criminal Courts (see also Collections Department, #4032).

Organizational Chart

County Clerk

Trust Division

Recording Division

Criminal Division

Probate Division

Civil Division

Collections

Call Center
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget includes the addition of:
o 1 Assistant Manager (C)
The deletion of:
o
1 Business Analyst (FM)
o
1 Bond Forfeiture Supervisor (A)
o
4 Clerk I (5)
o
1 Clerical Assistant II (4)

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$6,211,636

$8,654,004

$8,826,821

$9,364,772

376,705

202,632

346,196

290,172

0

0

0

0

$6,588,341

$8,856,639

$9,173,017

$9,654,944

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help
Overtime

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

201

199

193

193

$38,033

$58,722

$57,879

$33,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Clerk (Official)
1 Chief Deputy Clerk (N)
1 Court Operations Manager (K)
1 Financial Administrator (I)
4 Manager I (G)
1 Administrative Services Coordinator (G)
1 Records Information Officer (G)
1 Business Analyst (FM)
1 Trust Accounting Supervisor (F)
1 Human Resources Generalist (E)
1 Assistant Manager II (E)

2 Program Coordinator II (E)
4 Assistant Manager I (C)
1 Imaging Supervisor (C)
1 Administrative Assistant II (C)
1 Process Support Supervisor II (B)
18 Process Support Supervisor I (A)
1 Administrative Assistant Official (A)
1 Records Supervisor I (A)
1 Commissioners Court Clerk (12)
1 Training Technician (9)
1 Lead Telephone Clerk (8)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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3 Accounting Clerk III (8)
5 Clerk IV (8)
2 Cashier III (7)
55 Clerk III (7)
2 Customer Service Rep I (6)
2 Telephone Information Clerk (6)

11 Cashier II (6)
42 Clerk II (6)
13 Clerk I (5)
4 Data Entry Clerk I (5)
8 Clerical Assistant II (4)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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COUNTY CLERK - COLLECTIONS
Department #4032

Mission Statement
The mission of the County Clerk’s Collections Division is to collect the fines and court fees owed to
the County by individuals who have been found guilty of breaking the law.

Description
The Collections Division began in 1993 as a response to large amounts of unpaid fines and fees in the
County Criminal Courts. Originally begun as a pilot program to prove its effectiveness, the program
now sees referrals from all of the courts.
In operation, an adjudicated defendant who cannot immediately pay his or her fine and court costs is
required to attend a session with a County employee who conducts a thorough credit assessment, takes
a partial payment, and assigns a payment plan to the individual. The Collections Division aggressively
monitors the success of the agreed-to payment plan and refers individuals who fail to comply with
their payment plan back to the court for action.

Organizational Chart
Collections
Manager
Assistant
Collections
Manager

Interviewers/
Collectors

Clerical
Supervisor

Data Entry
Operations

Clerks
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights

x

The FY2015 County Clerk Collections Baseline Budget represents a continuation of current
service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$735,340

$868,777

$889,372

$890,991

34,845

26,486

36,176

33,750

0

0

0

0

$770,185

$895,263

$925,548

$924,741

Operations
Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

18

18

18

18

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Manager II (H)
1 Assistant Manager I (C)
1 Process Support Supervisor (A)
7 Interviewer/Collector (10)

3 Clerk II (6)
2 Data Entry Clerk II (6)
3 Clerk I (5)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 5, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

County Clerk FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
County Clerk Department submitted the following requests:
1. Reclassification of 1 (Grade C) office Manager (Administrative Assistant II) to a
Grade E.
2. Reclassification of 1 (Grade E) Assistant Manager II position to Grade G.
3. Reclassification of 2 (Grade C) Assistant Manager I positions to Grade E.
4. Reclassification of 2 (Grade C) Assistant Managers to Grade E.
5. Reclassification of 2 (Grade 5) Clerk I positions to Grade 8.
6. Reclassification of 13 (Grade 6) Clerk II positions to Grade 8.
7. Reclassification of 12 (Grade 6) Clerk II positions to Grade 8.
8. Reclassification of 9 (Grade 7) Clerk III positions to Grade 8.
9. Reclassification of 6 (Grade 7) Clerk III positions to Grade 8.
10. Reclassification of 1 (Grade 4) Clerical Assistant II position to Grade 6.
11. The addition of 1 (Grade E) Truancy Court Assistant Manager position.
Reclassification for a total of 42 Clerks and 2 assistant Managers in the Civil and Probate
Division are being requested. The reasons for this request is due to a mandate which
requires electronic filing (e-filing) in all civil cases, by attorneys in appellate courts,
district courts, constitutional county courts, statutory probate courts and statutory county
courts. As a result, County Clerks are now required to process and handle all e-filing
through an electronic filing service provider (EFSP) as opposed to over the counter
filings. The Clerks are now required to verify that all information is included in the efiling to determine whether a document is accepted or rejected. The technical skill and
job duties necessary for Clerks and Assistant Managers to perform their current job has
not changed significantly from their job description.
Reclassification for an Assistant Manager II position in the Criminal Division is being
requested. In the absence of the court operations manager, the Assistant Manager of the
criminal division acts as the Criminal Manager to oversee the daily operations of several
areas.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x alejandro.moreno@dallascounty.org
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Reclassification for an Office Manager position is being requested. The Office Manager
manages the budget for all three courts and all escrow accounts in accordance with state
law and local government code.
Reclassification of 1 Clerical Assistant II position is being requested. The position
primarily serves as a courier for the County Clerk’s Operations. The position is also
required to make special runs to other outlying county facilities, such as the JP, and
Truancy Courts.
The addition of 1 Truancy Court Assistant Manager position is being requested in order
to oversee the daily operations of the six truancy courts. All of the County Clerk’s courts
consist of a Manager and Assistant Manager, except the Truancy Court. The manager
currently manages 23 employees with no assistant manager.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated annual recurring cost of reclassifying 1 assistant Manager II position from
a salary Grade E to the proposed salary Grade G is $7,782. The estimated annual
recurring cost of reclassifying 1 Officer Manager position from a salary Grade C to a
proposed salary Grade E is $5,711. The estimated annual recurring cost of reclassifying 2
Assistant Manager positions from a salary Grade C to a proposed salary Grade E is
$11,422. The estimated annual cost of reclassifying 2 Assistant Manager I positions from
a salary Grade C to a proposed salary Grade E is $11,420. The estimated annual recurring
cost of reclassifying 12 Clerk II positions from a salary Grade 6 to a proposed salary
Grade 8 is $60, 074. The estimated annual recurring cost of reclassifying 6 Clerk III
positions from a salary Grade 7 to a proposed salary Grade 8 is $17, 695. The estimated
annual recurring cost of reclassifying 2 Clerk I positions from a salary Grade 5 to a
proposed salary Grade 8 is $15, 118. The estimated annual recurring cost of reclassifying
9 Clerk III positions from a salary Grade 7 to the proposed salary Grade 8 is $26,544.
The estimated annual recurring cost of reclassifying 1 Clerical Assistant II from a salary
Grade 4 to a salary Grade 6 is $2,330. The estimated annual recurring cost of adding 1
Truancy Court Assistant Manager position is $65,364 with a one-time cost of $2,300.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Not funding the reclassification for any of the Clerks, or the Assistant Managers.
2. Funding the reclassifying of 1 Office Manager from a salary Grade C to a
proposed salary Grade E.
3. Funding the reclassification of 1 Clerical Assistant II from a salary Grade 4 to a
Salary Grade 6.
4. Not funding the addition of 1 Truancy Court Assistant Manager.
These recommendations come with an associated cost of $8,041.
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COUNTY COURTS AT LAW

Mission Statement
The mission of the County Courts at Law is to administer justice in a fair and equitable manner to
those who bring their disputes before the court.

Description
Dallas has five County Courts at Law. These courts try cases involving debt, damage-collision,
negligence, personal injury, delinquent taxes, and eminent domain. These courts also hear appeals
from the Justice of the Peace Courts. Each County Court at Law is headed by an elected judge and is
located within the George Allen Courts Building.

Organizational Chart

Court at Law Judge
(5)

Court Reporter

Court Coordinator
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x The FY2015 Baseline Budget for the County Courts at Law represents a continuation of service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,744,650

$1,811,292

$1,849,708

$1,912,835

39,419

83,942

20,096

29,872

0

0

0

0

$1,784,069

$1,895,235

$1,868,626

$1,942,707

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

15

15

FY2014 Proj.
15

FY2015 Actual

15

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
5 County Judge (Official)
5 Court Reporter (CR)
5 Court Coordinator (E)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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COUNTY CRIMINAL COURTS

Mission Statement
The mission of the twelve County Criminal Courts is to administer justice in a fair and equitable
manner, while protecting the rights of the accused.

Description
The County Criminal Courts have original jurisdiction over all A and B misdemeanors committed in
Dallas County. These offenses carry a maximum penalty of a $4,000 fine and one year in jail. Each
judge is elected to a four-year term, with unexpected vacancies filled by appointment by the
Commissioners Court.
Each judge appoints a court coordinator and a court reporter to work in his/her court. The twelve
judges together with the judge of the County Criminal Court of Appeals select the County Criminal
Court Manager, who has an administrative assistant. Since FY97, the judges also select a County
Criminal Magistrate Judge.
As of June 1, 2003, two of the twelve courts have been designated to hear only family violence-related
cases. Each of these courts is supported by the County Clerk, the Sheriff (who provides bailiffs), the
District Attorney, and the Public Defender.

Organizational Chart
County Judge
(12)

Court Manager

Magistrate Judge

Court Reporter
(12)

Court Coordinator
(12)
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x The FY2015 County Criminal Courts Baseline Budget includes the County Court of Appeals #1
and #2, County Criminal Magistrate and County Criminal Court Manager budget and staffing.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Projected

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$4,258,452

$4,538,245

$4,681,390

$4,970,814

Operations

1,473,750

1,866,076

1,543,779

1,401,552

0

0

0

0

$5,732,202

$6,177,420

$6,235,149

$6,372,366

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Projected

FY2015 Baseline

Full Time Employees

42

42

42

42

Extra Help

$0

$7,528

$7,500

$7,500

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
13 County Judge (Official)
1 Criminal Court Magistrate (00)
1 County Criminal Court Manager (K)

13 Court Reporter (CR)
13 Court Coordinator (EE)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 5, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

County Criminal Courts FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
County Criminal Courts submitted the following requests:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1 Visiting Judge/Contract Position
10 conference room chairs
1 conference room table
52 courtroom chairs
72 side chairs

The County Criminal Courts are requesting the Magistrate position be utilized as a
visiting senior Judge/Contract Magistrate position. This type of position would allow the
courts to use Visiting and/or contract Judges to perform more judicial functions. The
Magistrate Judge is confined to certain duties defined by the legal definition of the
position. There will be no benefits or set salary associated with this position. The position
will be under the management of the County Criminal Courts. As this is an existing
position, there will be no cost to utilize the position as an open position for a visiting or
contract Judge.
The County Criminal Courts are also requesting 10 conference room chairs and
conference room table for their conference/jury room. They’re also requesting 52
courtroom administration chairs and 72 courtroom guest chairs which are old, tattered,
broken, and stained.
Out of the 52 courtroom chairs, 16 need to be replaced in the following departments:
4 in 4609, 4 in 4616, 4 in 4604, 4 in 4607.
Out of the 72 Guestroom chairs, 56 need to be replaced in the following departments:
8 in 4606, 8 in 4615, 3 in 4610, 8 in 4609, 5 in 4607, 4 in 4605, 8 in 4604, 4 in 4603, 8 in
4602.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x alejandro.moreno@dallascounty.org
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FINANCIAL IMPACT
There is no cost associated with utilizing the magistrate position as a senior
Judge/Contract Magistrate position.
The estimated one-time cost of replacing the conference room table and chairs is $9,200.
The estimated one-time cost of replacing the 52 courtroom chairs is $11,318. The
estimated one-time cost of replacing the 72 guest chairs is $14,616.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. The magistrate position is utilized as a visiting senior Judge/Contract Magistrate
position.
2. Not funding the conference room table and chairs
3. Funding 16 courtroom chairs and 72 Guestroom chairs.
These recommendations come with a one-time cost of $16,968.
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OPERATING EXPENDITURE DETAIL
Department 4620

Budget No.

Expense FY2013
Codes
Actual

FY2014
FY2012
Budget Projection

2155
2160
2170
2180
2950

0
1500
0
15,000
338

0
750
102
16,357
488

0
1100
0
15,609
531

00120

FY2015
Request

200
1500
150
17,000
531

Comments/Justification

2155- Notary
2160 – Office Supplies
2170 – Postage
2180 – Printing
2950 – Publications/Books

Staff Review and Comment
Due to the additional duties of Interpreter Assignments. The Court Manager’s Office is
requesting to add the Notary and Postage expense line items back into our budget.

Form A

FY 2015
FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REQUEST FOR EXTRA HELP BUDGET
Department

Budget No.

4620

Description of Function

Position Title, Grade
and Number

00120

SUBSTITUTE FOR COURT COORDINATORS – COUNTY CRIMINAL COURTS

Annual
Hours

9529, OFFFICE
SUPPORT

Hourly
Rate
16.21

Total
12,000

Retirement
Benefits
N/A

Comments and
Justification
SEE BELOW

750

Total
Staff Review and Comment

This position is currently budgeted at $7500 annually. This department is requesting an increase
to $12,000 for FY14, because the Court Manager will need extra help in covering courts due to
sick days, vacation and FMLA. The Court Manager has been assigned to the ACMS project,
which is estimated to take approximately 18 months.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority

4601,4602, 4603,4604,4605,4606,4607
4608,4609,4610,4611,4615,4616

Item to be
Replaced

Budget No.

0120

Comments/Justification

Age
(years
)
>20
YRS

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

N/A

10 X 650..00
= $8,450.00
1 X $750.00

1

CONFERENCE/
JURY ROOM
TABLE

1

COURTROOM
ADMINISTRATION
CHAIRS

>20
YRS

N/A

52 X $350.00
=$11,318.00

1

COURTROOM
GUEST CHAIRS

>20
YRS

N/A

72 X $203.00
=$14,616.00

This request is made to have this
furniture that is old, tattered, broken,
stained and unsightly replaced.

Quotes provided by the Plano Office
Supply. The current furniture
contractor for Dallas County

Form D

FY2015

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
4620

Department

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

Budget No.

0120

Comments/Justification

Age
(years
)
>20
YRS

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

N/A

1 X $1,250.00

1

CONFERENCE/
JURY ROOM
TABLE

1

CONFERENCE
ROOM
ADMINISTRATION
CHAIRS

>20
YRS

N/A

14 X $451.00
=$6315.

1

CONFERENCE
ROOM
GUEST CHAIRS

>20
YRS

N/A

10 X $365.00
=$3,650.00

Form D

This request is made to have this
furniture that is old, tattered, broken,
stained and unsightly replaced

Quotes provided by the Plano Office
Supply. The current furniture
contractor for Dallas County

FY2015

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Jury Room

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Conference Room

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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OFFICE OF THE COUNTY JUDGE
Department #1010

Mission Statement
The Mission of the Office of the County Judge is to provide executive oversight, leadership, and
coordination in the use of County resources to promote governmental efficiency and fiscal
responsibility.

Description
The County Judge is the senior elected official in the County. The County Judge and the four County
Commissioners comprise the Commissioners Court, the County’s executive and legislative body. The
County Judge presides at all meetings of the Commissioners Court and is generally the individual that
represents the County both ceremonially and contractually. The County Judge is a county-wide
elected official with a four-year term.

Organizational Chart

County Judge

Executive
Assistant II (2)

Office Manager
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for this department represents a continuation of FY2014 service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$395,209

$406,333

$482,780

$480,071

$3,623

$3,203

$6,750

5,550

0

0

0

0

$398,832

$409,535

$489,530

$485,621

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2014 Budget

4

4

5

5

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Judge (Official)
2 Executive Assistant II (H)
1 Executive Assistant I (E)
1 Office Manager (C)
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COUNTY TREASURER
Department #1050

Mission Statement
The Mission of the Dallas County Treasurer’s Office is to operate and maintain a public office fully
compliant with governing law, responsible to the citizens of the County and to build an ongoing spirit of
harmony and cooperation with Officials, employees and citizens regarding the operation of their County
Treasurer’s Office.

Description
In accordance with the statutes of the State of Texas, the Dallas County Treasurer receives, receipts, posts,
deposits and distributes all funds of the County as authorized. As Chief Investment Officer for the County,
the County Treasurer is responsible for the safety, liquidity, and yield on all County Funds. The County
Treasurer also utilizes professional and timely procedures to insure deadlines for payroll deductions,
payments, and required reporting, as well as all other funds and requirements of Dallas County are met.
The County Treasurer seeks to enhance the financial performance of Dallas County by innovative means
of financial operation in association with the banking and financial community, professional associations,
Commissioners Court, and the other Elected and appointed officials in Dallas County and as a member of
various County Committees.

Organizational Chart
County Treasurer
Executive Secretary

Chief Deputy
Chief Accountant

Payments Coordinator

Accountants (2)

Cashiers (4)
Administrative Clerk

Investment Manager
System Accountant
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
•

The FY2015 Budget for the County Treasurer represents a continuation of current service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015
Baseline

$941,642

$968,532

$975,187

$990,049

91,875

98,577

108,138

101,985

0

0

0

0

$1,033,516

$1,067,108

$1,083,325

$1,092,034

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

14

14

14

14

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Treasurer (Official)
1 Chief Deputy Treasurer (K)
1 Chief Accountant (I)
1 Investment Manager (I)
1 Systems Accountant (F)
1 Accountant III (F)
1 Payments Coordinator (C)
1 Accountant I (12)
1 Executive Secretary (10)
4 Cashier III (7)
1 Clerk II (6)
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CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURTS

Mission Statement
The mission of the seventeen Criminal District Courts is to administer justice in a fair and equitable
manner, while protecting the rights of the accused.

Description
Each of the seventeen Criminal District Courts has a presiding judge who is elected from the County at
large every four years. These courts have original jurisdiction over all felony cases. In addition to the
court staff assigned directly to the judge, each court is assigned two bailiffs and requires support from
Staff Attorneys, the District Clerk, the District Attorney, and the Public Defender’s Office (in some
cases). The Criminal District Courts are located in Frank Crowley Criminal Courts Building. The
Criminal District judges select an individual to serve as Court Manager for the group.
There are six full-time criminal magistrates who arraign all prisoners booked into the Dallas County
jail system and who serve as auxiliary criminal district judges of limited jurisdiction. They hear
uncontested pleas, revocations and adjudications, as well as contested examining trials, writs,
extradition cases, bond forfeitures and other matters. They also conduct competency hearings to
determine an individual’s mental ability to stand trial. Cases originate from the seventeen Criminal
District Courts. This department has staff located in the Frank Crowley Criminal Courts Building and
in Central Intake, at the Lew Sterrett Jail.

Organizational Chart
County Judge
(17)

Court Manager

Court Reporter
(12)

Magistrate Judge

Court Coordinator
(12)

Court Coordinator
(12)
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x FY2015 Baseline Budget represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels
x The FY2015 County Criminal Courts Baseline Budget includes Staff Attorneys, the Criminal
District Magistrate and the Criminal District Court Manager budget and staffing.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Projection

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$5,194,084

$5,401,969

$5,511,703

$5,811,796

Operations

11,654,387

12,539,683

11,727,617

8,973,859

0

0

0

0

$16,848,471

$17,941,652

$17,239,320

$14,785,655

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Projection

FY2015 Baseline

66

66

66

66

$208,212

$232,572

$211,312

$197,500

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
17 District Judge (Official)
7 Criminal District Court Magistrate (00)
17 Court Coordinator (EE)
19 Court Reporter (CR)
1 Criminal District Court Manager (K)

1 Chief Staff Attorney (Att.6)
1 Senior Staff Attorney (Att.5)
1 Staff Attorney (Att.3)
1 Drug Court Coordinator (E)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 5, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Criminal District Courts FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Criminal District Courts, which include Criminal District Court Magistrates, Staff
Attorneys, and Criminal District Court Manager, submitted the following requests:
1. 4 Bookshelves
2. 2 Executive desk chair
3. 1 Black and white printer
4. 1 Color printer
5. Filing Cabinet
6. 14 jury room Chairs
7. 1 secretary chair
8. 3 Bailiff chairs
9. 12 Courtroom side Chairs
10. Judicial Bench Chair
11. 1 court reporter chair
The staff attorney’s office is requesting 4 bookshelves and an executive desk chair. They
are currently forced to place books in unconventional areas as well as the floor which
causes damage to the books. At the current rate the Staff Attorney’s office is receiving
new books, taking into account the number of books they currently have no shelf space
for; the office needs at least 3 bookshelves. The executive desk chair was replaced in
FY14.
The District Court Chief Magistrate requested 1 file cabinet, 1 black and white printer,
and a color printer. The Chief Magistrate was able to do a property transfer and obtain a
file cabinet in FY14. The Chief Magistrate is also requesting a color printer for her
chambers. This will be a replacement item. The new computer the Chief Magistrate
received is not compatible with her old printer. The printer is needed in order to produce
reports and conduct legal research and statistics for the Criminal District Judges. A color
printer is needed in order to show statistics which require color comparisons. The lowvolume black and white printer being requested is needed in the Chief Magistrates
chambers of auxiliary court no. 5 in order to do legal research and write reports. There is
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x alejandro.moreno@dallascounty.org
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currently no printer in that location. The Judge is forced to leave the bench every time she
needs to print something.
Criminal District Court No. 6 is requesting a Judicial Bench Chair due to the fact that the
current chair does not provide back support and is in bad condition.
The 194th Judicial District Court is requesting 14 Jury Room chairs. The current chairs
are wobbly, breaking down, and are considered a safety hazard. The court is also
requesting an Executive desk chair, a secretary chair, and a bailiff’s chair.
Criminal District Court No. 4 is requesting 12 courtroom side chairs which are old, worn,
with no support as well as 2 bailiff chairs which are worn with wooden arms that are
splintered.
All faxes and shredders requested by the above departments were recommended for
replacement by the Records Management Officer and were replaced in FY14.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated cost of purchasing the 4 bookshelves is $744. The estimated cost of
purchasing 2 executive desk chairs is $478. The estimated cost of purchasing 1 black and
white printer is $236. The estimated cost of purchasing a color printer is $320. The
estimated cost of purchasing 14 Jury room chairs is $2,832. The estimated cost of
purchasing 1 secretary chair is $239. The estimated cost of purchasing 3 bailiff chairs is
$717. The estimated cost of purchasing 12 courtroom side chairs is $2,904. The estimated
cost of purchasing 1 Judicial Bench chair is $610. The estimated cost of purchasing 1
court reporter chair is $239.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Purchasing 3 bookshelves
2. Replacing 2 executive desk chairs
3. Purchasing 1 black and white printer
4. Purchasing 1 color printer
5. Replacing 14 Jury room chairs
6. Replacing 1 secretary chair
7. Replacing 3 bailiff chairs
8. Replacing 12 courtroom side chairs
9. Replacing 1 Judicial Bench chair
10. Replacing 1 court reporter chair
These recommendations come with an estimated cost of $9,133.
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
Department # 4014

Description
The Criminal Justice Department coordinates the activities related to the diversion of inmates from
entry in the County jail to the appropriate diversion program. The department will monitor the jail
population and propose new programs, systems, procedures and approaches that may reduce lengths of
stay and opportunities for pre and post trial diversion.

Organizational Chart

Commissioners Court

Director

Jail Population
Coordinator

Jail Diversion
Coordinator

Special Needs
Services

Policy Analyst

Pre-Trial Release

Post-Trial Release
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x
x
x
x
x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget includes the addition of 2 positions:
o Post-Trial Service Officer, FF
o Specialty Court Coordinator, E
The FY2014 Budget included the addition of two positions:
o Pre-Trial Services Office, grade FF
o Electronic Monitoring Officer, grade CC
The FY2013 Budget includes high operations costs due to a grant from the Task Force on
Indigent Defense to obtain more video equipment.
In FY2010 three positions were added, 2 Electronic Monitoring Officer (CC) and 1 Clerk II (6)
and one Post-trial Officer (FF) position was deleted to better meet the department’s operational
needs.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015
Baseline

$1,222,985

$1,367,700

$1,424,483

$1,519,771

29,803

423,723

85,710

87,380

0

0

0

0

$1,252,788

$1,791,424

$1,510,193

$1,607,151

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

20

21

23

23

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Director of Diversion Services (P)
1 Program Manager III (J)
1 Jail Population Coordinator (G)
1 Manager I (G)
1 Project/Policy Analyst* (G)
1 Program Coordinator (F)
6 Post-Trial Services Officer (FF)
5 Pre-Trial Service Officer (FF)
*This position is funded entirely by the JAG grant.

3 Electronic Monitoring Officer (CC)
1 Program Coordinator (12)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)
1 Secretary (8)
1 Clerk II (6)
1 Specialty Court Coordinator**(E)
1 Deputy IV*(E

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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**This position is funded entirely through Fund 94088
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Department #4011

Mission Statement
The mission of the District Attorney is to represent the people fairly and efficiently in legal matters within
the judicial system.

Description
The accomplishment of this mission involves work in criminal, juvenile, and family matters of law. The
District Attorney has criminal jurisdiction over felony and misdemeanor cases, as well as statutory duties in
the appellate process, grand jury process, prosecution of juvenile delinquency cases, and in the enforcement
of child support, child welfare, and protective order laws. The office also represents the State in mental
illness cases, and represents the County and its elected officials in civil and federal litigation. The District
Attorney is elected every four years.

Organizational Chart
District Attorney

First Assistant

Investigation

Felony Trial
Bureau Chief

Administration

Appellate

Division A

Division B

Grand Jury

Intake

8 Criminal District
Courts

7 Criminal District
Courts

Civil

Federal

Division C

Division D

Misdemeanor

Public Integrity

Organized and
Specialized Crime

Family Violence
and Child Abuse

Juvenile
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FY2014 Baseline Highlights
x

The District Attorney’s FY2013 reorganization includes the reclassification of three positions: an
Attorney V to Attorney VI; an Accounting Clerk II to Financial Administrator; and a Legal Secretary to
Public Information Officer.

x

In FY2013, the District Attorney added a Senior Caseworker to coordinate the Prostitution Diversion
Initiative, previously coordinated by a position from Road and Bridge District 1.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$33,992,977

$37,638,735

$37,595,574

$38,178,955

1,206,813

1,367,901

1,710,915

1,245,677

0
$35,199,790

0
$39,006,636

0
$39,306,489

0
$39,424,632

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2014 Baseline

400

408

412

412

$235,104

$237,703

$161,098

$200,000
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Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 District Attorney (Official)
1 District Attorney First Assistant (00)
1 District Attorney Trial Bureau Chief (00)
1 Grand Jury Court Reporter (00)
1 Manager of Technology Services (KM)
1 Information System Coordinator (IM)
1 Special Assistant Attorney VIII
11 Attorney VII
16 Attorney VI
51 Attorney V
71 Attorney IV
46 Attorney III
16 Attorney II
23 Attorney I
1 Investigator V
1 Investigator IV
11 Investigator III
55 Investigator II
1 Investigator I
1 Financial Administrator (I)
1 Public Information Officer (H)
1 Grant Writer (G)
1 DA Administrative Assistant (F)
1 Claims Investigator (E)
1 Senior Caseworker (E)
1 Victim/Witness Investigator (D)
1 Office Manager (A)
1 Records Supervisor (A)

2 Paralegal (68)
1 Paralegal (15)
1 Graphic Specialist (14)
3 Protective Order Caseworker (12)
1 Child Abuse Liaison (12)
3 Victim Witness Caseworkers (12)
1 Juvenile Victim Assistant Coordinator (12)
1 HR Analyst (12)
15 Legal Assistant (10)
6 Administrative Assistant (10)
10 Senior Legal Secretary (9)
27 Legal Secretary (8)
2 Clerk IV (8)
1 Accounting Clerk II (7)
8 Clerk II (6)
1 Secretary (6)
9 Clerk I (5)
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Family Violence Division Budget—FY 2015
Division Summary
The Family Violence Division of the District Attorney’s Office is comprised of four major units; Felony
(which includes the intake and trial sections), Misdemeanor, Sexual Assaults, and Protective Orders.
These units operate together to efficiently handle cases involving domestic violence, dating violence and
sexual assault. Each division, with its subparts, plays a critical role in providing victims of domestic
violence in Dallas County with outstanding advocacy, while responsibly handling the resources provided
by the citizens of Dallas County.
To that goal, the Family Violence Division has identified several areas where additional funds could better
provide for the victims of domestic violence here in Dallas County and assure that we, as a division, are
efficiently managing the resources available to us. The greatest of those resources are our current
personnel. With that in mind, the Family Violence Division would request:
1. Dallas County pickup five positions for which federal seed-fund grants have expired.
Grant 6200 administered originally by the Department of Justice and entitled, “The Collaborative
Domestic Violence Project” expires September 30, 2014 and will not be funded after that date.
This grant funds five positions that are critical to the Family Violence Division’s success: one
Felony IV prosecutor, one Felony Investigator II, one Bilingual Felony Victim Advocate, one
Felony Mobile Victim Advocate, and one Misdemeanor Victim Advocate.
2. Dallas County reclassify an Attorney III prosecutor position to an Attorney V prosecutor to
supervise the Family Violence Misdemeanor Division. We lost a position for a supervising
prosecutor over the two family violence misdemeanor courts. That position was refilled with a
Prosecutor III. The misdemeanor supervisor for the family violence courts does the same job as
a deputy chief for misdemeanor (attorney V positions). This position now needs to be reclassified
in accordance with its job responsibilities.
3. Dallas County add an Attorney V intake prosecutor to the Family Violence Division. For
many years, the Family Violence Division has lacked sufficient resources in the Felony Unit to
manage the intake of felony domestic violence cases. The result is that cases cannot be as
closely scrutinized to determine if they are appropriate for acceptance or indictment. The best
method to control the quality of cases within the division, the caseload of its prosecutors, and the
number of inmates in the county jail is with excellence in intake. We would request that an
additional highly trained intake prosecutor be added to the division to assist in these goals.
4. Dallas County renovate the Family Violence Division to allow for a safe victim waiting area
and additional office space. The Family Violence Division has grown in the last several years.
As a result, domestic violence victims and applicants for protective orders are required to wait to
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be seen in a non-secure location. Additionally, we have now run out of office space for our
employees. We would request a sum sufficient to renovate the division’s space to accommodate
more offices and provide a safe and comfortable waiting area for victims.
5. Dallas County provide replacement equipment for the Family Violence Division. Over more
than 10 years, various equipment in the Family Violence Division has deteriorated to a point
where it needs to be replaced. We would request:
a. 50 new chairs to replace the chairs currently in use.
b. Conference Table 12’ x 4’ and Chairs.

These should more adequately provide for

meetings of a division of 50 people.
c.

One new office desk for a supervising prosecutor

d. One new office guest chair for a supervising prosecutor
e. Two wireless headsets for the secretaries at the front window.
6. Dallas County provide new equipment for the Family Violence Division. The growth of the
division and the move to digitalized cases has created or increased the need for technology
within the Family Violence Division. Additionally our growth has created a need for general office
equipment. We are requesting:
a. 12 Printers (HP LaserJet P3015), 9 for prosecutors, 3 for protective order advocates
b. 17 Thumbdrives (128 gigs), for all FV prosecutors
c.

17 External Harddrives (Model WD My Passport Slim 2 TB Portable Metal External Drive
USB 3.0 2/auto and Cloud Backup)

d. 5 Powerpoint clickers for prosecutors
e. 3 Bookshelves for prosecutors
f.

2 Drawer file cabinet

g. 5 Drawer file cabinet
h. 3 Metal, horizontal, desktop organizers with 4 slots for files
i.

2 Electric Staplers

7. Dallas County absorb current grant funded positions into the county budget. The Family
Violence Division has 50 employees assigned to it. Of those 50 positions, 22 are grant funded.
Each year the division deals with the reality of these positions disappearing. The employees
assigned to these positions have proven themselves as indispensible parts of the County’s
pursuit of excellence. We would request these positions be transitioned into the normal budget.
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*Grant Funded Position

Grade 8*
Grade 8*
Grade 8

Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 12*

ADA I

INV I*

Grade F*

ADA III*

Protective Orders

ADA V*
Program Manager
Grade G

Grant Manager

Grade 9
Grade 8
Grade 8
Grade 8

FV Support Staff

INV II
INV II
INV II
INV II
INV II
INV II
INV II*

Grade 12
Grade 12
Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 8*
Grade 6

Misd Victim
Advocates and
Support

Felony

ADA IV*
ADA IV*
ADA IV
ADA IV
ADA III
ADA III
ADA III
ADA III
ADA III

ADA V*

ADA III
Misdemeanor

ADA VI

FAMILY VIOLENCE

INV II*

Intake

ADA V

Grade 12
Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 12*

Felony Victim
Advocates

FY 14

INV II*

Sexual Assault

ADA V*

CURRENT
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*Grant Funded Position

Grade 8*
Grade 8*
Grade 8

Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 12*

ADA I

INV I*

Grade F*

ADA III*

Protective Orders

ADA V*
Program Manager
Grade G

Grant Manager

Grade 9
Grade 8
Grade 8
Grade 8

FV Support Staff

INV II
INV II
INV II
INV II
INV II
INV II
INV II*

Intake

ADA V

Grade 12
Grade 12
Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 8*
Grade 6

Misd Victim
Advocates and
Support

Felony

ADA IV*
ADA IV*
ADA IV
ADA IV
ADA III
ADA III
ADA III
ADA III
ADA III

ADA V*

ADA V
Misdemeanor

ADA VI

FAMILY VIOLENCE

INV II*

Intake

ADA V

Grade 12
Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 12*
Grade 12*

Felony Victim
Advocates

FY 15

INV II*

Sexual Assault

ADA V*

PROPOSED

Sexual Assault Performance Numbers

New Cases Indicted
Cases Disposed
Pending Cases (Avg)

2010
96
82
108

2011
89
65
117

2012
70
55
113

Felony FV Performance Numbers

Total pending cases in
FV (Avg)
*2010 FV had one less
ADA and INV
Pending cases per
prosecutor caseload
(Avg)
Dispositions per
prosecutor
Total Dispositions in FV

2010

2011

2012

1,730

2,209

1,592

204

268

186

218

276

269

1,740

2,405

2,341

Misdemeanor Family Violence

New Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Victim Contacts Made

2010

2011

2012

4321
4222

4113
3962

3989
4391

2878

2148

2930
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Form E - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2015 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests
for additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee
review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered
Nurses for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or
new performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure
can be expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and
Evaluation or other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is
presented to Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on
the above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost
Worksheet” will not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

Dallas County DA, Family Violence Division

Brief Title of PIR

New Funding for Expired Grant 6200

Budget No

Approx. Net Cost
Department Priority

#1

Brief Summary of Request
Grant 6200 administered originally by the Department of Justice and entitled, “The Collaborative Domestic Violence
Project” expires September 30, 2014 and will not be funded after that date. This grant funds five positions that are
critical to the Family Violence Division’s success: one Felony IV prosecutor, one Felony Investigator II, one Bilingual
Felony Victim Advocate, one Felony Mobile Victim Advocate, and one Misdemeanor Victim Advocate.
Discussion of Need

Grant 6200 funded five positions within the Family Violence Division or approximately 1/10 of
the entire division. The loss of these positions would cause irrevocable harm to the cases of
hundreds of victims in our community. The prosecutor funded by this grant, prosecutes all
family violence cases in two felony courts. The Felony Investigator II is our lead sexual assault
investigator and works, along with our sexual assault prosecutor, with every sexual assault case
that is filed in Dallas County. The two felony advocates make the initial contact with hundreds
of victims per year, safety plan for them, and help keep these victims involved in the prosecution
of these cases. One of these advocates also serves as the only mobile advocate in Dallas
County, providing services both in our office and at The Family Place. Finally, the Misdemeanor
Victim Advocate position is responsible for all initial contacts made with victims of misdemeanor
cases where the defendant is currently held in jail. This position is very time sensitive as these
defendants are housed in the jail for only a very short time in most situations and contact is
critical before the defendant is released.
Discussion of Related Performance Measure

See attached, related performance measures.
Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2015
FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form E1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel
cost, use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,500 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

11.5% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
New Funding for Expired Grant 6200

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost
Grade

Atty IV, Inv II, Grade 12, Grade 12, Grade 8

Salary

$261,250

FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

$30,044

Insurance @ $8,500

$42,500
Total

$353,780
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$353,780

Form E1

FY2015

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Family Violence Misdemeanor Supervisor
Family Violence Misdemeanor Supervisor
Atty III
Dallas County DA, Family Violence Division

Kendall Castello
214-653-3706
kendall.castello@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
Supervise the prosecution of all misdemeanor family violence cases in Dallas County.

This is accomplished by
Supervising eight attorneys, one investigator, two legal assistants, and multiple support staff to efficiently represent the victims of Dallas County

in intimate partner violence cases.

Other duties include
Effectuate communication between felony family violence supervisors, attorneys, and support staff with the misdemeanor family violence division.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
The job has not changed although it has grown. It has been under-filled with an Attorney III prosecutor and needs an Attorney V.

Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
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duties/responsibilities.

See above.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.

See above.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?

None.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?

See above.
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?

See above.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
This position is identical to the deputy chief prosecutors in misdemeanor. The only difference is which courts the prosecutors supervise.

What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
A more experienced prosecutor can better manage the flow of cases into and out of the family violence
courts, lowering jail numbers and more effectively representing the citizens of Dallas County.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities

Time

E or NE
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Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Supervision of

30%

E

Time

E or NE

60%

E

Supervising all personnel in the Misdemeanor FV Unit.
Reviewing all complex or high profile cases filed in Dallas County.
Assisting misdemeanor prosecutors in making appropriate sentence recommendations on all cases.

Following up to verify the collection of all necessary evidence.
Negotiating with defense attorneys.
Handling phone calls from victims and witnesses on appropriate cases.

2. Function:

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Serving as supervising attorney on misdemeanor FV trials.

25%

E or NE
E

Picking juries for other FV prosecutors on their assigned trials.
Supervise misdemeanor prosecutor in all aspects of trial work including:
doing all necessary legal research and writing on trial cases, filing all appropriate motions and notices on FV cases set for trial,

conducting all pretrial hearings and handling all pretrial defense motions.

3. Function:

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Assist misdemeanor prosecutors as they conduct all bond hearings on assigned FV cases,

15%

E or NE
E

handle all probation revocation motions on all past FV cases, including any contested revocations or true pleas,

and prosecute all open pleas to the court.
This attorney will also represent the FV Division with local police departments and agencies.

4. Function:

Time

E or NE

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

5. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position,
then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

{
✔

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{
✔

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
{
{
{
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
{ 2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
{
{
{
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
{ 3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51{
{
{
75 pounds.
{ 4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
{
{
{
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
1.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)
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4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
✔
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
2. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{
{

1.
2.

Less than high school education
High school diploma or equivalent

{
{

3.
4.

One year college
Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:
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✔
{

2.

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).

{
{
{

1.
2.
3.

No previous experience required
Six months to one year experience in/as:
Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{
✔
{

4.
5.

Minimum of two years experience in/as: ADA
Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{
{
{

6.
7.
8.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:
Minimum of five years experience in/as:
Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. State Bar License
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes {No If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

✔
{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
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{ Yes

{ No
196

If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.
All activities and projects needed to effectuate the prosecution of misdemeanor intimate partner violence cases.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{ No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

5. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total grant amount $
Total county amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
{Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

Prosecutors

8

Investigator

1

Legal Assistants

2

Victim Advocates and Secretary

5

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
{ 1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
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{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
{ 1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
{ 2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
{ 3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
{ 4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
{ 5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
{ 6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
{ 7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
✔
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
{ 8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
{ 9. Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
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in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{
✔

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3 2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that 1.
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.
Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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Form G - Program Improvement Request Reclassification
Purpose
To request consideration for reclassification of staff within your department if certain conditions
apply (see below).

Reclassification - (or “job study”) results whenever a job being performed no longer matches the job
description which was used to originally classify the job. Furthermore, such mismatch between actual
work and job description must be the result of external factors and not a result of internal reorganization.
That is, reassigning tasks within a department (unless approved in advance by Commissioners Court)
does NOT constitute grounds for reclassification.

Instructions


Submit one Form G for each position category for which a job study is requested.



Attach a current approved job description.



Attach a completed Position Description Reclassification Request Form located in Appendix C
page 49.



Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).



Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for assistance, if needed, on
the above.



Description of Changes in Work Being Performed - detail the specific job duties the position
is performing as compared to the position’s actual job description.



Reason/Authority for Change - a reclassification is typically related to mandated changes in
complexity, rather than change in volume. For example, a supervisor whose staff has increased
in size would not normally qualify for a reclassification solely as a result of the change in the
number of individuals supervised.

To complete the PIR-Reclassification, in addition to a description of the changes, the department must
carefully describe the reason that a job description has changed.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

Dallas County DA, Family Violence Division

Position Title

Misdemeanor Supervisor
Atty III

Current Grade

Budget No.
Position No.

Job Code

Dept. Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
Due to understaffing within the Dallas County District Attorney’s Office, the misdemeanor supervisor position was lost and
then under-filled with an Attorney III position. This position serves in the same role as the other two Deputy Chief’s within the
misdemeanor division (both Attorney V positions). She oversees the work of eight prosecutors, one investigator, two legal
assistants, and multiple support staff members. She has the final authority to dismiss cases. She answers directly to the Chief of
the Family Violence Division and the Chief of the Misdemeanor Division. She conducts all of these duties for the critically
important Family Violence cases in Dallas County.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The Misdemeanor Family Violence Unit consists of eight prosecutors, two legal assistants, and one investigator
that prosecute all of the misdemeanor domestic violence cases between intimate partners in Dallas County. This
unit is supported by four victim advocates and one legal secretary within the broader Family Violence Division.
Historically, these positions have been supervised by the Family Violence Division with the use of a Misdemeanor
Supervisor who reports directly to the Family Violence Division Chief and Deputy Chief. This position has been
under-filled. The effect is that the Misdemeanor Family Violence Unit has not had a highly experienced
supervisor who specializes in Family Violence cases. This lack of experience slows docket management and the
flow of family violence defendants through the jail. Worst of all, it leaves the victims of misdemeanor family
violence cases in Dallas County with less than the representation that they deserve. For these reasons, we need to
reclassify this position and fill it with an appropriately trained prosecutor.
In the last few years, new offenses have been added, protective orders have expanded to protect additional victims,
and Crawford and its progeny have changed how the state must prosecute domestic violence cases. All of this has
increased the need for specialized training and education in this field. In addition, it is the goal of the Family
Violence Division to prosecute all domestic violence cases in a uniform manner. All of these goals are best
accomplished with a highly trained and experienced supervisor.
Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

Atty III

Proposed Grade

Atty V

Salary

$71,660

Salary

$101,231

FICA (7.65%)

$5,482

FICA (7.65%)

$7,744

Retirement (10.8%)

$7,739

Retirement (10.8%)

$10,933

Total

$84,881

Total

$119,908
Total Annual Impact

$35,027

Staff Review and Comment

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

ADA V Intake

Approx. Net Cost

$129,117

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request

Due to the tremendous number of Family/Domestic Violence cases that are filed each year and the
specialized requirements for these cases, the DA’s office is in need of a second highly trained and
experienced intake prosecutor that works solely with Family Violence cases.
Discussion of Need

For many years, the Family Violence Division has lacked sufficient resources in the Felony Unit to
manage the intake of felony domestic violence cases. The result is that cases cannot be as closely
scrutinized to determine if they are appropriate for acceptance or indictment.
This issue is exacerbated by the fact that a victim and defendant often have an ongoing relationship which
can alter the victim’s willingness to participate in prosecution. The victim may well change her mind
about prosecuting more than once. All of these factors require close scrutiny on domestic violence cases.
The best method to control the quality of cases within the division, the caseload of its prosecutors, and the
number of inmates in the county jail is with excellence in intake. We would request that an additional
highly trained intake prosecutor be added to the division to assist in these goals.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

In 2012, more than 2,100 felony domestic violence cases were reviewed by the Family Violence Division.
Of those cases, 173 were rejected and the rest were accepted. Many cases were also rejected over the
phone or eliminated by police departments based on the training and guidelines provided by the division.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email
when completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Assistant District Attorney, ADA V
Assistant District Attorney, ADA V
District Attorney’s Office, Family Violence Division
N/A
Kendall Castello, Chief Prosecutor of the Family Violence
Division
214-653-3706
Kendall.castello@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
Act as the Chief Prosecutor in charge of intaking Family Violence (FV) cases for all county police departments
except Dallas Police Department (DPD). Partner with the Chief Prosecutor in charge of intaking FV cases for DPD.
Make decisions as to accepting or rejecting all incoming felony FV cases, present all cases to the grand jury for
indictment or no-bill, and communicate with all police departments about the guidelines for filing FV cases. Control
the number of cases handled by the FV Division by carefully screening all incoming cases. Keep jail numbers down
by releasing cases that lack sufficient evidence to prosecute.
This is accomplished by
The FV intake prosecutor acts as the most important check for legally sufficient FV cases. The efficient and expert
analysis of FV cases allows the division to maintain manageable caseloads and keep jail numbers down.
Other duties include
Training police departments in analyzing FV cases and collecting appropriate evidence. Educating grand juries on
FV principles and constraints. Ordering and collecting evidence that police departments may fail to include in their
original report. Assisting in setting bonds or conditions of bond in FV cases. Providing immediate action in high risk
cases to protect victims and Dallas County citizens. Interviewing witnesses to domestic violence related crimes.
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C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the
function during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time
50%

E or NE
E

2. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Presenting all accepted cases to a grand jury. Educating the grand jury on the most
important principles of FV cases. Assisting the grand jury with questions regarding the
viability of cases. Scheduling and conducting examinations of witnesses for the grand
jury. Advising grand juries regarding any questions about true-billing or no-billing cases.

Time

E or NE

30%

E

3. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

20%

E

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Reviewing all cases filed by the police. Following up to verify the collection of all
necessary evidence. Handling phone calls from officers in the field on how to handle FV
situations. Advising officers on whether to file certain FV cases. Rejecting cases that
cannot successfully be prosecuted or that lack essential work by the police departments.
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Training and building relationships with police departments throughout the county on the
difficulties in prosecuting FV cases. Educate those departments on building a solid FV
case. Assist police departments in identifying high risk FV perpetrators. Connect police
departments with resources available to victims and perpetrators.

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
0 to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
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1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are

assumed. Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
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{
{

7.
8.

{
{

Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

{
{

{
{

{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Law Degree and State Bar License

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent’s experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

X

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as: ADA

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
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1. State Bar License
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes X No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes X No
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? X Yes { No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.
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4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)
Investigator II

Number of Employees
1

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).
{

1.

X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)
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{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

{

6.

X

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

X

{

{

{

I. Career Path Definition
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Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

1
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
District Attorney/ ADA V

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

ADA V

Grade
Salary

$101,231

FICA @ 7.65%

$7,744.17

Retirement @ 10.8%

$11,641.57

Insurance @ $8,200

$8,500.00
Total

$129,116.74
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total
Form F1

FY2014

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

2
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Form E1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel
cost, use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,500 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

11.5% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
New Funding for Expired Grant 6200

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost
Grade

Atty IV, Inv II, Grade 12, Grade 12, Grade 8

Salary

$261,250

FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

$30,044

Insurance @ $8,500

$42,500
Total

$353,780
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$353,780

Form E1

FY2015

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Office Renovation of Family Violence Division

Estimated Cost

$50,000

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

The Family Violence Division has grown in the last several years. As a result, domestic
violence victims and applicants for protective orders are required to wait to be seen in a nonsecure location. Additionally, we have now run out of office space for our employees. We
would request a sum sufficient to renovate the division’s space to accommodate more offices
and provide a safe and comfortable waiting area for victims.

Discussion of Need

To get an accurate estimate for the renovation we would need to get someone to draw up
plans that would provide for the needs of this division, the Child Abuse Division, and the
Appellate Division.

Staff Review and Comment

Form H
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Family Violence Division

Department

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

1

Office Desk Chairs

2

Conference Table
+
10 Conf Chairs

3

Desk for Atty 5
+
Office Guest Chair

4

2 Wireless headsets
for secretaries at
main windown

Budget No.

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

10+

72230

50 chairs needed

10+

10+

12’x4’ Table-Bigger if we can
Conf Chairs to
Match (attached)

Comments/Justification
Positions: 1 Atty 6, 4 Atty 5, 4 Atty 4, 7
Atty 3, 1 Atty 1, 10 Inv II, 13 Grade 12,
1 Grade 10, 7 Grade 8, 1 Grade 7, 1
Grade F
Family Violence has 50 employees our
conference table seats 8 and we have 10
chairs. Trying to seat more people in
one meeting.
Supervising Misd Prosecutor needs a
full sized desk to replace mini desk.
Needs a chair for visitors to use.
These secretaries take calls while
working throughout the division and so
need the wireless headsets to replace
their current wired headsets.

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D

FY2015

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Equipment Needs

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Specific equipment requests in order of priority:
1. 12 Printers (HP LaserJet P3015), 9 for prosecutors, 3 for PO Advocates
2. 17 Thumbdrives (128 gigs), for all FV prosecutors
3. 17 External Harddrives (Model WD MYPassport Slim 2 TB Portable Metal External
Drive USB 3.0 w/auto and Cloud Backup)
4. 3 Bookshelves for prosecutors
5. 5 Power point clickers
6. 2 Drawer File Cabinet
7. 5 Drawer File Cabinet
8. 2 Electric Staplers
9. 3 Metal, horizontal, desktop organizers with 4 slots for files
Discussion of Need

Printers: We are a division of 50 people that share two main printers in areas that are often
inconvenient for the users. These printers allow prosecutors and protective order advocates
to have ready access to their printing.
Thumbdrives and Harddrives—With ACMS coming online, prosecutors need ways to carry
their work with them to the court or into the field (thumbdrives). Prosecutors also need a
solution to mass storage needs (i.e.—phone drop data) for which our server cannot provide
sufficient space.
All others: With the growth of the division we have some offices and positions that do not
have needed basic supplies and equipment.

Staff Review and Comment
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Form E1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel
cost, use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,500 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

11.5% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
New Funding for Expired Grant 6200

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost
Grade

Atty IV, Inv II, Grade 12, Grade 12, Grade 8

Salary

$261,250

FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

$30,044

Insurance @ $8,500

$42,500
Total

$353,780
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$353,780

Form E1

FY2015

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Chief Protective Order Prosecutor—ADA V

Approx. Net Cost

$80,788

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Near half of the employee positions in the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year
and are often the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act
(VAWA) is a great example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant
funded positions. These grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are
indispensible to the Family Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual
budget to assure the citizens of Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
This Grade IV ADA position is a grant funded position which serves as the Chief Prosecutor of the Protective Order Unit. This
position has experienced many changes in duties since it was created. Originally this position supervised only one Grade I
ADA and two Grade 8 secretaries. Currently this position supervises one ADA III, one ADA I, three Grade 8 secretaries, three
Grade 12 caseworkers, one Investigator I, and one Grade F case manager.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
Please see the related performance measures attached.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2014
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Number of victims
requesting assistance/
information for a
Protective Order
Protective Order
Applications Requested
Protective Order
Applications Filed
Protective Order
Applications Granted

2010

2011

2012

7992

9,344

8,545

1,226
777

1,173
713

925
702

527

546

471

The Protective Order Unit provides information and resources to a high number of victims who request
assistance from the Protective Order Unit but may not end up seeking a Protective Order. In 2012, the
Protective Order Unit fielded 8,545 requests for assistance over the phone and in person.
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Chief Sexual Assault Prosecutor—ADA V

Approx. Net Cost

$79,360

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are
often the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is
a great example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded
positions. These grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are
indispensible to the Family Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual
budget to assure the citizens of Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
This ADA V position is acts as the Chief Sexual Assault Prosecutor for Dallas County. She handles the prosecution of all
sexual assault cases filed in the county where the victim is 17 years of age or older. This ADA picks juries and sits 2nd chair for
new prosecutors and other prosecutors with difficult cases. She supervises a unit consisting of an ADA IV and an investigator.
This position trains personnel within local agencies and police departments.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
See attachment for related performance measures.

Staff Review and Comment
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Felony FV Performance Numbers

Total pending cases in
FV (Avg)
*2010 FV had one less
ADA and INV
Pending cases per
prosecutor caseload
(Avg)
Dispositions per
prosecutor
Total Dispositions in FV

2010

2011

2012

1,730

2,209

1,592

204

268

186

218

276

269

1,740

2,405

2,341

Sexual Assault Performance Numbers
New Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Pending Cases (Avg)

2010
96
82
108

2011
89
65
117

2012
70
55
113
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Sexual Assault Prosecutor—ADA V

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Atty V

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$ 136,846
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$57,216—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$79,360

Form F1

FY2014
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Protective Order Attorney—ADA III

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Attorney III

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$126,519
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$46,519—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$80,000

Form F1

FY2014
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Protective Order Attorney—ADA III

Approx. Net Cost

$80,000

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are
often the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is
a great example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded
positions. These grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are
indispensible to the Family Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual
budget to assure the citizens of Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
Because more victims are accessing the criminal justice system, there is a greater need for requesting and sharing information
with the local law enforcement and other criminal justice entities in order to ensure the consistency of information provided and
to maximize victim safety and offender accountability with a Protective Order. As the Protective Order Attorneys commonly do
not find out until the day of the hearing whether a Protective Order case is contested, the preparation time for each attorney with
the Protective Order applicant may be as little as 15 minutes before they have to appear in front of the Judge. The Unit needs a
specially trained attorney because legal representation in Protective Order cases requires extensive knowledge of both civil and
criminal law and procedures, and insight into how a Protective Order application can impact the applicant’s options in both civil
and criminal justice systems.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
Please see the related performance measures attached.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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Number of victims
requesting assistance/
information for a
Protective Order
Protective Order
Applications Requested
Protective Order
Applications Filed
Protective Order
Applications Granted

2010

2011

2012

7992

9,344

8,545

1,226
777

1,173
713

925
702

527

546

471

The Protective Order Unit provides information and resources to a high number of victims who request
assistance from the Protective Order Unit but may not end up seeking a Protective Order. In 2012, the
Protective Order Unit fielded 8,545 requests for assistance over the phone and in person.
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Bilingual Protective Order Caseworker—Grade 12 x 2
Protective Order Legal Secretary—Grade 8

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Grade 12 x 2
Grade 8

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$125,728
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$45,728—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$80,000

Form F1

FY2014
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

2 Bilingual Protective Order Caseworkers
Protective Order Legal Secretary

Approx. Net Cost

$80,000

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are often
the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is a great
example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded positions. These
grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are indispensible to the Family
Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual budget to assure the citizens of
Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
The Protective Order Caseworker, with support from the Protective Order Legal Secretaries, provides critical support to the Protective
Order Unit in the Family Violence Division by assisting a large number of family violence victims with the Protective Order
application process. The Protective Order Caseworker interviews applicants to determine eligibility for a Protective Order based on the
Texas Family Code. The PO Caseworker takes affidavits for protective orders, informs the applicant about the court process, provides
safety-planning and resource information. Job duties further includes processing all initial protective order paperwork, working with
outside agencies to obtain information to assist in the protective order process, handling requests for emergency protective orders,
providing resources and referrals via phone and in person.
Over the past years, the Protective Order Unit has seen an increase in the complexity of Protective Order cases, both during the
application phase and in the courtroom. Because more victims are accessing the criminal justice system, there is a greater need for
requesting and sharing information with the local law enforcement and other criminal justice entities in order to ensure the consistency
of information provided and to maximize victim safety and offender accountability with a Protective Order.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The Protective Order Unit continues to respond to a high number of individuals requesting information and referrals, and
victims of family violence seeking a Protective Order.
See performance measures below.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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Number of victims
requesting assistance/
information for a
Protective Order
Protective Order
Applications Requested
Protective Order
Applications Filed
Protective Order
Applications Granted

2010

2011

2012

7992

9,344

8,545

1,226
777

1,173
713

925
702

527

546

471

The Protective Order Unit provides information and resources to a high number of victims who request
assistance from the Protective Order Unit but may not end up seeking a Protective Order. In 2012, the
Protective Order Unit fielded 8,545 requests for assistance over the phone and in person.
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
District Attorney/ Bilingual Misdemeanor Victim Caseworker—Grade 12
Misdemeanor Victim Caseworker—Grade12

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Grade 12 x 2

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$111,383
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$38,933—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$72,450

Form F1

FY2014
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Bilingual Misdemeanor Victim Caseworker
Misdemeanor Victim Caseworker

Approx. Net Cost

$72,450

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are often
the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is a great
example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded positions. These
grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are indispensible to the Family
Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual budget to assure the citizens of
Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
The Felony Victim Caseworker is assigned the felony Family Violence section. The Victim Caseworker is attempting and making
contact with victims on felony or misdemeanor family violence cases, including Spanish speaking victims. This Caseworker is usually
the first person from the criminal justice system that a victim of family violence ever speaks to. The amount of information that the
Caseworker must give to the victim is very time consuming and includes the following: explaining the criminal justice process,
discussing protective orders, describing the family violence services available to the victim, safety planning with the victim, discussing
this victim’s history of violence, and obtaining the victim’s input regarding the case(s). Additionally, the Caseworker must frequently
assist the victim with Crime Victim Compensation applications, in locating shelter, help the victim obtain civil legal assistance, and
connect the victim with a host of other necessary services ranging from immigration issues to child support.
The time that the Victim Caseworker spends with victims not only assists the victims and their children, it also lessens the amount of
time the prosecutors and investigators will spend handling the emotional needs of the victim. It thus allows prosecutors to spend more
time focusing on legal and investigative issues in order to more effectively prosecute the case.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
Please see attached related performance measures.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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County Criminal Courts #10 and #11

New Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Victim Contacts Made

2010

2011

2012

4321
4222

4113
3962

3989
4391

2878

2148

2930
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

FV Deputy Chief—ADA V

Approx. Net Cost

$80,000

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are
often the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is
a great example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded
positions. These grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are
indispensible to the Family Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual
budget to assure the citizens of Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
This ADA V position is the Deputy Chief of the Family Violence Division. This prosecutor serves as the lead attorney on many
FV capital murders or other high-profile or “special” cases. This ADA picks juries and sits 2nd chair for new prosecutors and
other prosecutors with difficult cases. This prosecutor also assists the Chief Family Violence Prosecutor with all aspects of
trial, budget, and supervisory work for a division of 49 people. In addition to these duties, the Deputy Chief also carries one
felony FV court docket. This position assists with evaluations and budgetary matters as well as trains personnel within the
division, local agencies, and police departments. Finally, this position serves as a liaison between the Family Violence Division
and local agencies.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
Please see the related performance measures attached.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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Felony FV Performance Numbers

Total pending cases in
FV (Avg)
*2010 FV had one less
ADA and INV
Pending cases per
prosecutor caseload
(Avg)
Dispositions per
prosecutor
Total Dispositions in FV

2010

2011

2012

1,730

2,209

1,592

204

268

186

218

276

269

1,740

2,405

2,341
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Family Violence Deputy Chief—ADA V

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Attorney V

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$133,070
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$53,070—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$80,000

Form F1

FY2014
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Felony Prosecutor—ADA IV

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Atty IV

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$113,717
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$51,909—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$61,808

Form F1
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Felony Prosecutor IV

Approx. Net Cost

$61,808

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are
often the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is
a great example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded
positions. These grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are
indispensible to the Family Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual
budget to assure the citizens of Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
This ADA IV prosecutor handles all the family violence cases assigned to 2 felony courts and currently carries a caseload of
120-150 pending cases. Work involves litigation and legal research; drafting legal documents; and interpreting laws, rules, and
regulations. This work is performed under general direction with authority to make tactical and legal decisions in connection
with assigned cases. This attorney prosecutes the more complex general or special-category felony cases in various courts. The
attorney performs case evaluation, preparation and management; represents the state in pre-trial and evidentiary hearings and
jury/court trials; and ensures effective communications with defense attorneys, court personnel, victims and family members,
witnesses, and other interested parties.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
Please see the related performance measures attached.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2014
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Felony FV Performance Numbers

Total pending cases in
FV (Avg)
*2010 FV had one less
ADA and INV
Pending cases per
prosecutor caseload
(Avg)
Dispositions per
prosecutor
Total Dispositions in FV

2010

2011

2012

1,730

2,209

1,592

204

268

186

218

276

269

1,740

2,405

2,341
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Protective Order Caseworker—Grade 12
Investigator I

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Grade 12
INV I

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$140,211
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$63,941—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$76,270

Form F1

FY2014

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Protective Order Caseworker—Grade 12
Investigator I

Approx. Net Cost

$76,270

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are often
the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is a great
example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded positions. These
grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are indispensible to the Family
Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual budget to assure the citizens of
Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
The Protective Order Caseworker, with support from the Unit Investigator, provides critical support to the Protective Order Unit in the
Family Violence Division by assisting a large number of family violence victims with the Protective Order application process. The
Protective Order Caseworker interviews applicants to determine eligibility for a Protective Order based on the Texas Family Code.
The PO Caseworker takes affidavits for protective orders, informs the applicant about the court process, provides safety-planning and
resource information. Job duties further includes processing all initial protective order paperwork, working with outside agencies to
obtain information to assist in the protective order process, handling requests for emergency protective orders, providing resources and
referrals via phone and in person.
Over the past years, the Protective Order Unit has seen an increase in the complexity of Protective Order cases, both during the
application phase and in the courtroom. Because more victims are accessing the criminal justice system, there is a greater need for
requesting and sharing information with the local law enforcement and other criminal justice entities in order to ensure the consistency
of information provided and to maximize victim safety and offender accountability with a Protective Order. The Investigator I is the
only investigator assigned to assist the 10 member Protective Order Unit in these duties.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The Protective Order Unit continues to respond to a high number of individuals requesting information and referrals, and
victims of family violence seeking a Protective Order.
See performance measures below.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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Number of victims
requesting assistance/
information for a
Protective Order
Protective Order
Applications Requested
Protective Order
Applications Filed
Protective Order
Applications Granted

2010

2011

2012

7992

9,344

8,545

1,226
777

1,173
713

925
702

527

546

471

The Protective Order Unit provides information and resources to a high number of victims who request
assistance from the Protective Order Unit but may not end up seeking a Protective Order. In 2012, the
Protective Order Unit fielded 8,545 requests for assistance over the phone and in person.
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Felony Investigator II
Felony Victim Caseworker—Grade 12

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

INV II
Grade 12

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$144,025
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$82,133—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$61,892

Form F1

FY2014

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Felony Investigator II
Felony Victim Caseworker—Grade 12

Approx. Net Cost

$61,892

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are often the
targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is a great example of the
problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded positions. These grant funded positions
have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are indispensible to the Family Violence Division. We are
requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual budget to assure the citizens of Dallas County excellent representation
in domestic violence cases.
The Felony Victim Caseworker is assigned the felony Family Violence section. The Victim Caseworker is attempting and making contact
with victims on felony or misdemeanor family violence cases, including Spanish speaking victims. This Caseworker is usually the first person
from the criminal justice system that a victim of family violence ever speaks to. The amount of information that the Caseworker must give to
the victim is very time consuming and includes the following: explaining the criminal justice process, discussing protective orders, describing
the family violence services available to the victim, safety planning with the victim, discussing this victim’s history of violence, and obtaining
the victim’s input regarding the case(s). Additionally, the Caseworker must frequently assist the victim with Crime Victim Compensation
applications, in locating shelter, help the victim obtain civil legal assistance, and connect the victim with a host of other necessary services
ranging from immigration issues to child support.
The time that the Victim Caseworker spends with victims not only assists the victims and their children, it also lessens the amount of time the
prosecutors and investigators will spend handling the emotional needs of the victim. It thus allows prosecutors to spend more time focusing on
legal and investigative issues in order to more effectively prosecute the case. The Felony Intake Investigator provides assistance to the Chief
Intake Prosecutor and victim caseworkers in locating witnesses and victims, collecting evidence, and initial victim contact.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The Victim Caseworker attempts or makes contact with victims and provides information and services on about 30% of the total
family violence cases filed in Dallas County’s felony courts. See attached for related performance measures.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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Felony FV Performance Numbers

Total pending cases in
FV (Avg)
*2010 FV had one less
ADA and INV
Pending cases per
prosecutor caseload
(Avg)
Dispositions per
prosecutor
Total Dispositions in FV

2010

2011

2012

1,730

2,209

1,592

204

268

186

218

276

269

1,740

2,405

2,341
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Felony/Misdemeanor Victim Caseworker – Unapprehended—Grade 12
Felony Investigator II – Unapprehended

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Grade 12
INV II

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$138,592.70
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

$59,187—County
Cash Match

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$79,406

Form F1

FY2014

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Felony Investigator II - Unapprehended
Felony Victim Caseworker – Unapp’d—Grade 12

Approx. Net Cost

$79,406

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are often the
targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is a great example of the
problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded positions. These grant funded positions
have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are indispensible to the Family Violence Division. We are
requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual budget to assure the citizens of Dallas County excellent representation
in domestic violence cases.
The Felony Victim Caseworker is assigned the felony Family Violence section. The Victim Caseworker is attempting and making contact
with victims on felony or misdemeanor family violence cases where the defendant is unapprehended and to locate the defendant. To
accomplish this goal, the caseworker works hand in hand with the Felony Investigator over unapprehended cases. This Caseworker is usually
the first person from the criminal justice system that a victim of family violence ever speaks to. The amount of information that the
Caseworker must give to the victim is very time consuming and includes the following: explaining the criminal justice process, discussing
protective orders, describing the family violence services available to the victim, safety planning with the victim, discussing this victim’s
history of violence, and obtaining the victim’s input regarding the case(s). Additionally, the Caseworker must frequently assist the victim
with Crime Victim Compensation applications, in locating shelter, help the victim obtain civil legal assistance, and connect the victim with a
host of other necessary services ranging from immigration issues to child support.
The time that the Victim Caseworker spends with victims not only assists the victims and their children, it also lessens the amount of time the
prosecutors and investigators will spend handling the emotional needs of the victim. It thus allows prosecutors to spend more time focusing on
legal and investigative issues in order to more effectively prosecute the case. The Felony Intake Investigator provides assistance to the Chief
Intake Prosecutor and victim caseworkers in locating witnesses and victims, collecting evidence, and initial victim contact.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The Victim Caseworker attempts or makes contact with victims and provides information and services on about 30% of the total
family violence cases filed in Dallas County’s felony courts.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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Felony FV Performance Numbers

Total pending cases in
FV (Avg)
*2010 FV had one less
ADA and INV
Pending cases per
prosecutor caseload
(Avg)
Dispositions per
prosecutor
Total Dispositions in FV

2010

2011

2012

1,730

2,209

1,592

204

268

186

218

276

269

1,740

2,405

2,341
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Form F1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel cost,
use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,200 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

10.8% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Felony Victim Caseworker—Sex Assault—Grade 12

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Grade 12

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 10.8%
Insurance @ $8,200
Total

$67,643.76
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

$25,643.76—
County
Cash Match

Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$42,000

Form F1

FY2014
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Form F - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2014 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests for
additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered Nurses
for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or new
performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure can be
expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and Evaluation or
other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is presented to
Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on the
above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost Worksheet” will
not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Felony Victim Caseworker – Sexual Assaults

Approx. Net Cost

$42,000

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The Family Violence Division is requesting Dallas County absorb the cost of the 24 grant funded positions that currently
support our division. This will provide security and stability for this division and assure quality service to domestic violence
victims in Dallas County.

Discussion of Need
Over half of the employees of the Family Violence Division are grant funded. These grants must be renewed each year and are often
the targets of budget or funding cuts. The current battle over funding for the Violence Against Women’s Act (VAWA) is a great
example of the problem. VAWA funds 12 of the Family Violence Division’s 13 grants and 23 of its 24 grant funded positions. These
grant funded positions have proven valuable in bringing justice to victims of domestic violence and are indispensible to the Family
Violence Division. We are requesting that Dallas County absorb all current grants into the annual budget to assure the citizens of
Dallas County excellent representation in domestic violence cases.
The Felony Victim Caseworker is assigned the felony Family Violence section. The Victim Caseworker is attempting and making
contact with victims on felony or misdemeanor family violence cases, including Spanish speaking victims. This Caseworker is usually
the first person from the criminal justice system that a victim of family violence ever speaks to. The amount of information that the
Caseworker must give to the victim is very time consuming and includes the following: explaining the criminal justice process,
discussing protective orders, describing the family violence services available to the victim, safety planning with the victim, discussing
this victim’s history of violence, and obtaining the victim’s input regarding the case(s). Additionally, the Caseworker must frequently
assist the victim with Crime Victim Compensation applications, in locating shelter, help the victim obtain civil legal assistance, and
connect the victim with a host of other necessary services ranging from immigration issues to child support.
The time that the Victim Caseworker spends with victims not only assists the victims and their children, it also lessens the amount of
time the prosecutors and investigators will spend handling the emotional needs of the victim. It thus allows prosecutors to spend more
time focusing on legal and investigative issues in order to more effectively prosecute the case. This victim caseworker handles this
process for most of the sexual assault which occur in Dallas County.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The Victim Caseworker attempts or makes contact with victims and provides information and services on about 30% of the total
family violence cases filed in Dallas County’s felony courts. See attached related performance measures.

Staff Review and Comment

Form F
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Sexual Assault Performance Numbers

New Cases Indicted
Cases Disposed
Pending Cases (Avg)

2010
96
82
108

2011
89
65
117

2012
70
55
113

Felony FV Performance Numbers

Total pending cases in
FV (Avg)
*2010 FV had one less
ADA and INV
Pending cases per
prosecutor caseload
(Avg)
Dispositions per
prosecutor
Total Dispositions in FV

2010

2011

2012

1,730

2,209

1,592

204

268

186

218

276

269

1,740

2,405

2,341
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Assistant District Attorney
Assistant District Attorney
Attorney 2
Checks Division/ Appeals 1 Chief Prosecutor
David Bunger
214-653-3677
dtbunger@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to prosecute all Class C Misdemeanor Appeals from the Justice of the Peace
Courts that are appealed. Maintain mental health diversion docket. Prosecute Class A and Class B Animal
Cruelty cases.
This is accomplished by completing on average 2000 disposition recommendations, attending staffing
meetings to determine eligibility for the mental health diversion program and work with public defender
assigned to the mental health diversion court, and additional training and support with the additional.
Animal cruelty cases added to the court.
Other duties include civil forfeitures that transpire with relation to the cases filed in Appeals 1. The
Position has recently been added to the Checks/ID Theft division which will include additional
responsibilities such as covering dockets at the JP Courts and assisting with cases as needed and available.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
Over a time period of several years following the decision to task a single attorney to the post rather than
rotate prosecutors in periodically, the additional responsibilities grew from the basic maintenance of the
appeals cases an increase to a more active role was required with respect to the judicial mental health
program. Recently the responsibility of the Class A and Class B misdemeanor animal cruelty cases.
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Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsibilities.
With the addition of the mental health responsibilities and the civil forfeitures the position and the most
recent addition of the misdemeanor animal cruelty cases by necessity requires increased independent
thinking and decision making as it is often that specific to the cases assigned to Appeals 1 the prosecutor
of that court is the only ADA dealing with those particular issues, as well as working in concert with
Felony prosecutors who share the defendant on other cases.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.
The duties have evolved and are primarily additional in nature. The animal cruelty cases are added from
the regular distribution to the Misdemeanor courts in an effort to centralize their prosecution so that
uniformity and efficiency in disposition of these important cases can be maintained. However it should
be noted that while this prosecutor will manage the cruelty cases they will remain in the court of original
assignment requiring additional time, effort and complexities, while maintaining uniform disposition of
the cases.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?
The position has not been reduced in duties only added.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
Within the three phases of the Mental health Program, the prosecutor is involved in making
recommendations in eligibility, disposition and tracking progress of the defendants participating in the
program. There is a wide range of authority that is specific to this position including signing and
authorizing dismissals for all Class C, B and A cases, as well as preparing and approval of civil
judgments. The diversion program is a three phase program instituted to handle a mental health caseload
of class A and B misdemeanors where the defendant is diagnosed major depressive, bi-polar etc. There
are approximately fifty active cases in this program, however, there are always vacancies because of
defendants who graduate or decide to plea out their case. On average there are ten to fifteen
Misdemeanor Animal Cruelty cases active that will now be under the management of the Appeals 1
Attorney.
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
Staffing and maintaining the mental health dockets, making recommendations as to the disposition of the
cases as well as the eligibility and management of defendants within the program. Preparation of the
animal cruelty cases, disposition of all appealed Class C cases and coordinating with other attorneys
including felony attorneys with respect to the mental health and animal cruelty cases.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
This is a unique position as it is related to a specific court with specific jurisdiction. There are numerous
aspects of this position that are related to the Attorney III’s that are assigned to the Checks Division as
well as the Attorney III’s that are assigned to the Mental Health Division in that this position manages the
-2280

same level of offenses in addition to the Class C cases.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE Ð

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time
30%

E or NE
E

2. Function: Mental Health Diversion Program

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

20%

E

Review a list of potential candidates that are eligible for the program.
Run criminal histories on each candidate that is eligible for mental health
diversion program. Contact any complaining witnesses in order to further
evaluate these cases. Then a determination must be made as to whether or not to
approve a candidate for diversion. The prosecutor attends diversion staffing
every Tuesday and Thursday. Each staffing includes Judges, caseworkers and
prosecutors assigned to the Diversion Program.
3. Function: Mental Health A and B Misdemeanors

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

20%

E

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Class C Cases

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Complete recommendations for disposition on 2000-2500 cases per month
Contact witnesses and prepare for trial
Make contact with defense attorneys for the disposition of cases
Conduct trials
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The prosecutor also handles a docket of approximately 75-100 active cases
involving class A and B misdemeanors that are brought to the court by the
mental health public defender from every other misdemeanor court. This
involves running an NCIC/TCIC for each of these cases in addition to those
mentioned above. Then the cases are reviewed for eligibility for dismissals or
other solutions that will assist the mentally ill defendant.

4. Function: Trials for class A and B misdemeanors and Animal Cruelty.

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time
20%

E or NE
E

Time
10%

E or NE
E

Prepare and prosecute Class A and Class B Misd. Before judge or jury.

5. Function: Civil Appeals from Criminal Courts

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Must have an understanding of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. These hearings are

additional responsibilities for this job because they were never prevalent in
the past because there were fewer courts of record and fewer appeals.
Additionally, recent statutory changes have made it easier to perfect an
appeal involving civil proceedings.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position,
then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
0-1/3
{

1.

X

2.

{
x

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

X

{

{

{

{x

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
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Strength Demands
0-1/3
{
x
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
{
{
x{
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
{
{
{
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
{ 3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51{
{
{
75 pounds.
{ 4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
{
{
{
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
1.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
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5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{
{

2.
3.

High school diploma or equivalent
One year college

{
{

4.
5.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:
Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

{

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Law Degree

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).

{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.
4.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:
Minimum of two years experience in/as: attorney

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{
{
{
{

6.
7.
8.
9.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:
Minimum of five years experience in/as:
Minimum of six years experience in/as:
Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

x
{

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. Law License
2.
-6284

3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes {No If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

x

4.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.

{

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

{

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

X No

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

X No

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.
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4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $
Total grant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
{Yes

X No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
{ 1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
{ 2. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
{ 3. Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
{ 4. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
{ 5. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
{ 1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
{ 2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
{ 3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
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{

4.

{

5.

6.
{

7.

{

8.

X

9.

reviewed periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

X

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3 2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that 1. Misdemeanor Prosecutor
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
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applicants for my current classification.

2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

District Attorney/Check Division

Position Title

Clerk II

Position No.
06

Current Grade

Budget No.

Job Code

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
Demetra is responsible for assisting the division prosecutors, including the Chief Prosecutor, Deputy Chief and Felony
Prosecutor in management of their felony cases, including preparing case files for docket, preparing Pre-Screening Interview
packets for probation, fielding calls from complainants, defense attorneys and merchants. Under direction of the Chief Demetra
has added responsibilities of coordinating coverage of both the Checks Division Window and the Main Switchboard, to
accommodate the proper coverage when someone is absent from their assignments.
Demetra handles the paper work and
database entries of case information pertaining to disposed cases, collecting the files and preparing them for distribution to
records.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
These additional and more complex duties are added to Demetra as a result of loss of the Office manager position due to
budget cuts three years ago. She continues to maintain her responsibilities of data entry as well as the assistant
responsibilities.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

06

Proposed Grade

08

Salary

29,328

Salary

33,529

FICA (7.65%)

2,244

FICA (7.65%)

2,565

Retirement (11.5%)

3,373

Retirement(11.5%).

3,856

Total

34,945

Total

39,950
Total Annual Impact $ 5,005

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST

ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney’s Office: Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Cold Case Prosecutor V

Approx. Net Cost

$99,246

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Cold Case Prosecutor: Office Space, Desk, Computer, Printer, Chair

Discussion of Need
The child abuse division has approximately 632 child abuse cold cases. Cold cases are defined as cases in which the
defendant is unapprehended either due to an at large filing or bond forfeiture. This number means that over 632 victims have not
received justice on their cases. It also means that many defendants will never be held accountable for their crimes. The delay in
the apprehension and prosecution of the defendant causes many legal problems for the prosecution. The law affords every
criminal defendant the right to a speedy trial. If the defendant is apprehended in one of these cases, and it is determined that he
has previously been in the custody of law enforcement and the warrant was not executed, the defendant could file a speedy trial
motion and possibly win. If he wins, he never has to stand trial for the crime. A defendant found guilty in a court of law was
recently released from prison and will never be held accountable for his crime due to a speedy trial motion. This defendant’s
case was one of the hundreds of cold cases we have in our division. We are requesting a cold case prosecutor so that we can
avoid the injustice that happened in the above mentioned case. The cold case prosecutor will review the cold cases, conduct
interviews of the victim and witnesses, research all legal issues, conduct all legal hearings, and conduct all negotiations, pleas,
bench trials and jury trials.
We have 13 prosecutors assigned to our division. Nine prosecutors carry case loads of approximately 80 cases. . The majority
of those cases are first or second degree felonies. Most of those cases are set for jury trial disposition. Preparing a child abuse
cases for disposition is equivalent to preparing a murder case. Thus, the prosecutor spends all of their time preparing their cases
for disposition. The other four prosecutors have several other duties. One prosecutor handles all administrative duties of the
child abuse division, trains new prosecutors, and tries high profile cases. One prosecutor intakes cases and presents them to the
grand jury and tries some high profile cases. The other two prosecutors prosecute serious bodily injury /capital murder cases,
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old active cases and monitors interns. We need a prosecutor that can focus all of his/her efforts on the cold cases.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The number of cases disposed (either by plea, trial or dismissal)
The number of cases reviewed
The number of victims contacted
The number of defendant’s arrested
The number of hearings conducted
Preparing cases for trial
Preparing cases for hearings

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET

Brief Title of PIR

Cold Case Prosecutor

Staff Cost
Grade

05

Salary

$99246.00

FICA @ 7.65%

7592.00

Retirement @ 10.8%

10718.56

Insurance @ $8,200

8200
Total

Related Equipment

125,756.56
$ Amount

Number
Desk

679

Furniture

247

Computer

700

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager

292

Cell Phone

700

Other
Total

2326

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

128,082.00

Grand Total

128,082.00
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DALLAS DISTRICT ATTORNEY
MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION
BUDGET PROPOSALS 2014
for 2015 FISCAL YEAR

Part I – Exhibit A
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EXHIBIT A
DALLAS DISTRICT ATTORNEY MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION
BUDGET PROPOSALS 2014
Prepared by Cindy Stormer, Assistant District Attorney
I. Necessity and importance of increasing the Mental Health Program
The Mental Health caseload has grown since the Mental Health Division of the
Dallas County District Attorney’s Office was established in 2007 (tripled in six years).
Successful operation of the Mental Health program in the criminal justice system
of Dallas County for six years has resulted in the referral of many more defendants to the
program. More staff in this program would result in:
•
quicker diversion from the jail of mentally ill defendants,
•
quicker movement to the State penitentiary (when necessary via getting cases to
trial faster),
•
more work with the intake division to identify the mentally ill earlier so they do
not languish in the jail unnecessarily,
•
more work with private attorneys to identify appropriate services,
•
more uniformity in the treatment of mentally ill defendants,
•
more education of prosecutors and defense attorneys about mental illness and the
services available, etc..
Approximately one-third of the people in the Dallas County Jail have a diagnosed
mental illness. i Mentally ill defendants spend more time in jail and cost more to house. ii
iii

The mental health caseload continues to grow because more people are being
diagnosed as mentally ill in the jail all the time. It is a goal of the Division to ensure that
a mentally ill person is provided with services before they are released back into the
community, receiving those services can cause the person to be flagged as mentally ill
once they come back into the jail (e.g. Northstar and Metrocare), and once someone is
classified as mentally ill they are assigned to the Mental Health Division each time they
come back into the system.
The Dallas County jail is the largest provider of mental health services in the
county and the 4th largest in the state (after TDC, the State Hospital and Harris County
Jail). The Dallas County jail has a 40 bed psychiatric ICU which is the largest in the
state. iv
There are six Public Defenders assigned to mental health (compared to three
Assistant District Attorneys who are responsible for responding to the private bar as
well as the Public Defender’s Office). The Public Defender’s Office also has four
full-time case managers with Master’s degrees assigned to the Public Defender’s
Mental Health Division. The District Attorney’s Mental Health Division has three
attorneys and no additional staff.
In 2007, when the Division was created, it was recommended by the Criminal
Justice Administrator that the District Attorneys Office designate an Investigator to this
Division. This was never done as no additional funding was provided. For six years the
prosecutor has either done the work herself (not a judicious use of resources) or borrowed
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another investigator from other duties (resulting in a lack of continuity and uniformity).
Although the attorneys assigned to this Division frequently work after hours and
weekends and utilize lawyers on loan and as many as five interns (volunteers) at a time; it
is still necessary to turn cases away due to the sheer volume of requests.
II. Goals
Operational Impact
Approximately 22% of all jail bookins involve an inmate with a diagnosed mental
illness that would result in approximately 22,000 individuals a year with a diagnosed
mental illness. This leaves many cases that should be referred to Mental Health Public
Defenders and Mental Health District Attorneys to be handled by the Public Defenders
and District Attorneys in the Courts. The result of this is that defendants with mental
illness are not always receiving the same level of representation as they do when they are
handled by the Mental Health attorneys.
Ryan Brown’s memo to Commissioner’s on March 26th, 2013 states “Defendants
handled by the Mental Health Public Defender have caseworkers that interview and
assess the needs of the defendant, which frequently results in the case being handled
quickly and efficiently including connecting the defendant to appropriate treatment and
services. In addition, having a Mental Health District Attorney who understands the
particular needs of mentally ill defendants and the victims of the crimes perpetrated by
the mentally ill defendants increases the cooperation between all parties and enhances the
likelihood of quick and efficient outcomes of the criminal proceedings. Having a
dedicated Mental Health District Attorney means they understand the recommended
assessment and treatment program that is developed by the trained caseworker for the
defendant and can take this into consideration when determining what the State will offer
to the defendant.” And “The addition of these positions should have a positive impact on
jail population and recidivism rates thereby saving the County jail costs in the future.”
More personnel in the division would allow for more of those individuals in the
jail to receive the mental health treatment that they should be receiving and to receive it
more promptly. The increasing caseload without an addition of personnel tends to defeat
one of the most important functions of the Mental Health Division, i.e. allowing mentally
ill individuals to receive prompt attention and treatment, and not languish in the jail
unnecessarily.
More mentally ill individuals could be placed on probation or conditional
dismissals with conditions which require the individuals:
(1) to stay on their medications;
(2) not consume illegal drugs, in some cases alcohol (imperative as this
diminishes and conflicts with the affect of the medications they should be taking);
(2) to see mental health professionals; and
(4) to see case managers who can obtain supportive housing, transportation, etc.
for them.
Currently the bulk of the cases that the District Attorney’s Office Mental Health
Division Supervising Attorney is able to give attention to are those referred from the
Public Defenders office. This results in a lack of uniformity for the defendants
(defendants represented by the private bar are not as likely to receive services) and many
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mentally ill defendants slipping through the system or languishing in jail without the
attention that they need. With more resources in the District Attorney’s Office, more
attention could be placed on the intake process in grand jury to identify eligible
defendants early.
Education of the criminal defense bar is also essential. This would allow for more
uniformity in the treatment of the mentally ill. The private bar cannot begin to compete
with the Public Defender’s Offices resources for the mentally ill. The District Attorney’s
Office must be the catalyst for uniformity. Representation by the private bar requires far
more work on the part of the District Attorney’s Office (requiring the prosecutor to do
not only the additional mental health work required of the prosecutor in these cases but
also the work that public defenders would have done regarding mental health, i.e. convey
the knowledge that the Mental Health Public Defenders would normally do for the client
regarding services, housing, etc.).
Additional personnel would also provide more time for training other prosecutors
in the office, as all prosecutors should be aware of mental health issues and consider
addressing the mental health issues as part of their duties.
There could be more coordination with other agencies; e.g. more coordination
with the Mental Health Coordinator and ADAPT to obtain supportive housing and
transportation and services, more training for police, more coordination with the
misdemeanor divert attorney (that is currently dealing with more than just mentally ill
defendants), etc..
More personnel in the division would allow for more cases to be taken to trial and
thus disposed of more promptly. This was seen with the recent creation of the State Jail
Division, allowing prosecutors to bring cases to trial quicker resulting in a significant
lowering of the jail population. This is essential in cases involving mentally ill
defendants as:
(1) they cost an average of three times as much to house – $58 per day for
inmates in the general population compared to $150 per day estimated for the
mentally ill (doctors, nurses, medications, special procedures [i.e. restraint
chairs], etc;
(2) they tend to “decompensate” when they are left languishing in the jail, and
(3) their incarceration results in more injury to staff with their unpredictable
assaultive behavior in some instances with very sick individuals.

The Impact of Adding an Additional Person in 2013
The impact and advantages of receiving the additional mental health staff to the
department on June 3rd, 2013, resulted in us not saying to a single person “sorry, we
can’t take your case, our caseload is too heavy right now” for months. With the
additional assistance, Cindy Stormer, the Chief of the Mental Health Division, has been
able to work with the jail to have more of the severely mentally ill assigned to the
Division and go to the grand jury attorneys asking them to screen cases for mental health
and refer them to the division. Previously the Division was in triage mode, responding to
the avalanche of cases routed from the Public Defender’s office and private attorneys.
She has spoken with the jail administrator to facilitate routing of the mentally ill to the
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Mental Health Division sooner in the process. Now we can put more of an emphasis on
cases such as illegal drug possession and prostitution, and get more sick people out of jail
and into services sooner. Stormer now has time to work with the drug court to receive
their cases where the individuals are too mentally ill to complete the program.
In the first month, approximately 60 felony cases were assigned to the new
attorney. That is 60 mentally ill defendants who will have their cases moved quicker and
will receive services sooner than before. By the second month, 125 felony cases had
been assigned to the new attorney. Those defendants will be getting out of jail sooner
(where appropriate, as is the case in most situations) and receiving the necessary services.
Previously, the competency attorney was working long hours, 7 days a week. Now he is
able to maintain a manageable work schedule.
The attorneys are able to spend more time on the competency cases, moving them
faster, preventing decompensation in the jail. This is resulting in a quicker resolution of
those cases. The number of persons in the out-patient restoration program is
consequently slowly dwindling.
The Chief of the Division is now able to spend more time consulting with
attorneys, law enforcement and other professionals which is improving the system and
has presented continuing legal education to prosecutors, defense and training to law
enforcement (previously there was no time for this).

III. Personnel
1. Staffing
A. Current - Attorney V
i. Supervising Attorney Mental Health Division
a. Current Position:
This position supervises two mental health attorneys and manages a very heavy,
felony (all types of offenses including murders) caseload, trying extremely difficult and
complex cases involving issues of insanity, competency, mental illness, etc.. (see attached
Attorney V Job Description). Cases involving mentally ill defendants in the Public
Defender’s office (80 attorneys) are routed to this Assistant District Attorney Supervisory
Attorney position. The workload of this position has far more than tripled since it was
originally created in 2007 (see above statistics, more mentally ill are being identified and
more of those identified are being assigned to this prosecutor). This position more than
pays for itself, by moving hundreds of mentally ill defendants out of the jail each year
and into programs reducing recidivism.
The Chief’s position of the Mental Health Division of the Harris District
Attorney's Office (Houston) receives Division Chief pay equivalent to other Division
Chiefs such as the Family Violence Division and the Child Abuse Division. The
attorney's in the Dallas Mental Health Division carry a far greater combined caseload
than the combined caseload of the attorney's in the Houston District Attorney's office.
b. Change in Demands of Position Since Creation:
Duties that this attorney (Supervising Attorney) does that were not included in the
original job description are numerous. This attorney has been litigating the most complex,
difficult and serious and highly visible cases and all other duties as listed in the Dallas
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County Job Description Attorney VI. Chiefs of the trial courts (Attorney V) frequently
request this attorney to take over complex cases. The Mental Health Attorneys advise
other prosecutors and attorneys on mental health issues daily. With each mass murder
elsewhere committed by a mentally ill individual, there are increased demands for the
services of the Mental Health Division. These Mental Health attorneys now provide
continuing legal education to the District Attorney’s Office; provide liaison and training
to police and firefighters; speak to citizens and families about issues (APOWW –
Apprehension by Police Officer Without Warrant, civil commitments, services available,
etc.); presentations to the grand jury (briefing each session and presentation of individual
cases as needed); holding hearings and monitoring releases of defendants found “not
guilty by reason of insanity” when hospitals deem it is appropriate; attendance at
meetings of BHSC (Behavioral Health Steering Committee); BHLT (Behavioral Health
Leadership Team); NAMI (National Alliance on Mental Illness), etc.; respond to
emergency requests from judges (sometimes requiring extensive legal research that
includes contacting other jurisdictions for procedures); bond hearings (agreeing to
personal bonds, holding bonds insufficient, and overseeing the re-arrest of defendants
that are deemed dangerous), etc.. Also, with the reduction in beds at the State Hospital –
it is necessary to obtain creative solutions and alternatives for treatment of the mentally
ill.
C. Increasing Caseload
Also, since mental illness cases in the District Attorney’s office tend to be
“defendant specific” (as opposed to fact or crime specific), all the defendant’s cases are
given to the mental health division each time the defendant is arrested, i.e. once a Mental
Health Assistant District Attorney takes on a defendant’s case, all that defendant’s cases
forever more are assigned to that same prosecutor. This results in the caseload in the
Mental Health Division growing larger and larger.
Further, since chapter 17 of the Code of Criminal Procedure requires that nonviolent, mentally ill defendants be released on personal bonds, the Mental Health
Division of the District Attorney’s office should be dealing with those cases along with
the monitoring of out-patient competency restoration cases and diversion cases, to ensure
that the mentally ill are receiving and complying with mental health services.
ii. Competency Attorney Mental Health Division Attorney IV
a. Current Position:
An Assistant District Attorney IV position handles competency matters including
monitoring all out-patient competency restoration which is a full time caseload. This
position’s, “Out-patient Competency Restoration Program” alone, more than pays
for itself. This position was created specifically in response to a lawsuit filed in 2006
regarding defendants being held in the Dallas jail for months before transfer to State
Hospitals and after one Dallas inmate nearly died awaiting transfer. In 2009 the pilot
program saved the county $300,000 by not housing the mentally-ill defendants in the jail.
And the program has grown significantly since then, saving more money for Dallas
taxpayers. This program allows defendants to be treated in their communities which is
more beneficial than being in a hospital. v TODAY, there are an estimated 30 to 50
individuals in this out-patient program at any given time (and hundreds more in the
mental health diversion programs over which this attorney monitors check-ins),
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saving taxpayers of Dallas County approximately $150 per day each, i.e. an
estimated 300 individuals at $150 per day time 365 days per year equals $millions in
savings per year!!!
These defendants are less frequently charged with new crimes than defendants
that are sent to the hospital. This requires weekly staffings (meetings with the Judge,
defense attorney, case managers, etc. in court). These individuals are required to come to
court at least every two weeks. The attorney monitors the community based programs,
whether the defendant is taking medications, attending the court ordered doctors visits,
drug testing, etc..
b. Change in Demands of Position Since Creation:
Duties that this attorney (Competency Attorney) does that were not included in
the original job description are numerous. They include those duties listed above for the
supervising attorney (Change in Demand of Position Since Creation) and the following
additional duties: trial work; intake of cases; monitoring those found “not guilty by
reason of insanity” monthly after release from the hospital for the duration of the court’s
jurisdiction of the defendants (for the duration of the defendant’s life in cases of first
degree felony); providing interface with the F.B.I. and Homeland Security to keep them
apprised of threats to National Security; community outreach; etc..
iii. Unique Demands of the Positions:
These two positions are currently occupied by two attorneys with a combined
legal and law enforcement experience of fifty-six years. Staff monitoring phone calls and
the front desk at the District Attorney’s Office indicate that the services of the mental
health attorneys are requested more than any other attorneys in the office. These
attorneys frequently work until late at night and weekends, taking work home, and even
enlisting family members to assist in staying on top of the ever burgeoning case-load.
The mental health attorneys carry a caseload that is equal to or greater than other
prosecutors in the office; however their cases require additional work that other
prosecutors do not do (and work that is difficult to document), e.g.:
* review of voluminous medical and psychiatric records;
* hearings regarding incompetency and insanity;
* monitoring the necessity for extensions for hospital and psychiatric
commitments (competency and insanity);
* continued monitoring of cases (insanity and incompetency institutionalizations);
* knowledge of the DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual regarding mental
illness);
* consultations with judges on the issues of mental health;
* education of, consultation with, and advice to prosecutors, other attorneys,
police, grand juries, probation officers, firemen, SMU Criminal Defense Clinic,
and other professionals, which includes the presentation of Continuing Legal
Education;
* attendance at mental health committee meetings;
* legal research specific to mental health;
* keeping informed and being knowledgeable about services available;
* communications with family members about services available;
* communications with the mental institutions were defendants are sent;
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* being aware of the rules and peculiarities of the seventeen different felony
courts, specialty courts, and the misdemeanor courts, as these attorneys practice in
all courts;
* the attorneys of the Mental Health Division are the only attorneys in the District
Attorneys office that practice law in every court in the Frank Crowley Courts
Building;
* knowledge of HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act);
*out-patient competency restoration;
*presentations to grand jury regarding mental illness;
* attendance at committees and meetings regarding mental illness;
* apprising appropriate authorities regarding security threats; and
* the additional burden of obtaining services, i.e. housing, transportation, etc. for
the defendants, among other things,
* training, consulting, and educating other prosecutors, law enforcement, fire
department, the public, etc. on the issues of mental health, etc..
B. Needed
(1) Raising the current supervisor’s position to Attorney VI (currently Attorney V). The
following division chiefs are Attorney Level VI: Public Integrity, Specialized, Organized,
Family Violence, and Child Abuse. As a Supervisor of cases in all courts in the Frank
Crowley Courts Building, this position should be raised to harmonize with the other
Division Chiefs. This position is currently held by an experienced attorney with 27 years
as a trial and appellate attorney and 10 years in law enforcement. The position should be
increased to have the authority to assign cases to courts or chiefs and continuing
monitoring the prosecution of said cases. This would allow for more mentally ill
defendants to receive services. It should further be increased as it has the responsibility
of handling and consulting on complex cases with potential for being high profile. It
should also be increased for the position to command the respect that it should in the
office. The value that an organization puts on a position is reflected in the compensation.
Compensation is the litmus test for worth.
(2) Raising the current competency attorney position to an Atty V position (currently
Attorney IV). This position is currently held by an experienced attorney with 19 years
experience and hundreds of jury trials. The position should be elevated for purposes of
being able to fill in for the supervising attorney when that attorney is out of the office,
allowing for time to attend BHLT meetings, more education of police, attendance at
chief’s meetings, etc..
(3) Adding the following positions:
*Felony Attorney IV (1) – to work closely with the intake division and private attorneys
in identifying cases where diversion and services are needed and general assistance with
the current caseload to expedite cases.
*Felony Attorney III (2) – same as above
Misdemeanor attorney (1)- same as above but to work exclusively with misdemeanor
cases. vi
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*Investigator vii (1) – assist the prosecutors in locating witnesses, investigations, etc..
training of law enforcement personnel. In addition to the same general duties as a trial
court investigator, the investigator will be the liaison with the law enforcement agencies
in the determination of which direction to proceed with the criminal case, i.e. divert preindictment with no criminal case accepted, No Bill at grand jury or dismiss at a later date.
The investigator would also contact mental health providers and subpoena medical
records early in the case.
*Legal Assistant/Caseworker/Forensic coordinator (1)- to keep statistics, and coordinate
activities, to communicate with families of defendants and complaining witnesses, file
acquisition, etc..
Adding the attorney positions is the most important goal, as that will allow more mentally
ill to receive attention more promptly. Any of these positions would allow more time for
the current attorneys to move more cases, more quickly.
2. Equipment and Computers
Furniture and computers would be needed for the added positions and is set out in
the Program Improvement Requests herein.
IV. Statistics Supporting Necessity and Effectiveness of the Mental Health Program
Dallas County was one of the first to adopt a mental health criminal justice
program and was found to have the most successful mental health program in Texas
(of the counties studied) according to a 2010 comprehensive, eighteen month study
conducted by a research scientist from Texas A & M in conjunction with the Texas Task
Force on Indigent Defense. Defendants from the mental health caseload in Dallas
exhibited the lowest risk of recidivism of the counties studied. Dallas has the broadest
and most comprehensive array of diversion-oriented programming of any Texas county
studied in that research. The Dallas County Probation Department claims to have a
reduction in recidivism of 70% via CATS [Comprehensive Assessment Treatment
Services] Evaluation. viii This is better than that of the general jail population.
With more support in the Division, there could be more involvement with the
families and therefore possibly more civil commitments, resulting in a safer and healthier
community. Involuntary civil commitments are very rare and sometimes difficult to
obtain with the current law. Intervention in a criminal setting may be the only help these
people and their families will ever get.
Therapeutic Justice, problem solving courts, dramatically reducing the high
recidivism rate in criminal cases (especially of drug offenders which is the offense of
many of the mentally ill – attempting to self-medicate their illnesses). These courts
work—individuals successfully treated do not re-offend, or do so at a much lower rate,
thus saving money and public resources. ix These courts compel individuals to respect the
system and participate in the treatment services offered or face swift consequences,
which is regarded as a superior form of accountability to traditional sentences. With
more personnel in the Mental Health Division, there could be more mentally ill
defendants receiving the attention that they should be receiving in those courts.
While the mentally ill commit all types of offenses, the most common offenses in
Dallas that the mentally ill defendant commits are:
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* criminal trespass (16% of charged offenses against mentally ill defendants),
followed by :
* assault,
* possession of a controlled substance,
* prostitution, then
other crimes.
This is why a misdemeanor prosecutor would be especially beneficial in the
Mental Health Division.
The most common mental illnesses of defendants in the Dallas County jail are:
bipolar, schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, in that order. These mental illnesses can
be seen on a brain scan and can be treated by medication allowing the individuals to lead
normal, productive lives. This is why early detection, intervention and diversion from the
criminal justice system is so crucial for these individuals.
CONCLUSION
It is very difficult to document what is done by mental health attorneys because so
much of it is not statistics driven. These attorneys are constantly being consulted for their
advice. Also, these cases are subject to long term involvement on the part of the
attorneys because of the severity of the defendant’s mental issues or competency issues,
i.e. the office has been monitoring one individual since 1978 (two cases of attempted
capital murder where he was found not guilty by reason of insanity and his
institutionalization must be renewed annually). These defendants can no longer be
committed to mental hospitals long term. Once released, the mental health prosecutors
must coordinate with ADA PT, the mental hospitals, housing, etc. to make sure the
community stays safe.
It is estimated that for every dollar spent on mental health and substance abuse
disorders, Texas would see a return of $23. Proper funding of mental health prosecutors
will result in less exposure to liability. x There is no better way to be SMART ON
CRIME than investing in the evidence-based best practices demonstrated in the Mental
Health Division.
The events at Newtown, Connecticut in 2012 (deaths of 20 children and 6 adults),
and numerous other mass murders (almost all of which were done by a person with a
diagnosed mental illness) and the 2014 shooting at Fort Hood by a mentally ill individual,
are a reminder to us that we are on the front lines and in a unique position to recognize
mental illness in dangerous individuals. Unlike most prosecutors, Dallas prosecutors can
have defendants evaluated by psychologist via CATS where they can determine those
with mental illness and more importantly, homicidal ideations. Some low level cases
(usually assaults against family members) have had homicidal ideations revealed in the
CATS evaluation. To prevent tragedies like those of Newtown; Columbine; Aurora,
Colorado; etc. there must be early mental health intervention. Early mental health
intervention is equivalent to prevention of more crime and tragedies. With each mass
murder consciousness is raised regarding mental illness and there is a corresponding
increase in the demands for service on the Division. Currently there are far too many
defendants and their families that we are not able to assist. It is smart public policy to
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treat the mentally ill. Not only is it the right thing to do, it reduces expenditures in other
areas.

i

In 2009, the average daily population in the Dallas County Jail was 6,164 persons. Of that total,
the average mental health census was 1,201 inmates, or 19 percent who self-disclosed a mental
illness. In September 2010 Sheriff Lupe Valdez stated that of the 7,100 inmates in the jail, 2,200
had a mental illness – 31%. Locally, the number of persons committed to the Dallas County Jail
who also have a history of receiving mental health or substance abuse services has increased from
7% of jail admissions in 2007 (6,501 admissions) to 20% in 2012 (17,012 admissions). Since the
jail population at any given time is 31 percent mentally ill but admissions of the mentally ill are
20% annually, this is evidence that mentally ill defendants spend more time in jail. This is in part
due to the fact that there are insufficient resources allocated to assist the mentally ill.

ii

Research shows that it costs 11 times more to treat individuals with mental illness in the
criminal justice system than in the community. (Quoting Sheriff Lupe Valdez at the Mental
Health Symposium Dallas 2/5/13). Nearly 8 times more Texans with serious mental illness are in
jails and prisons than in hospitals. Nationally, the ratio is 3 to 1.
Texans in prison are 4 times more likely to have a serious mental illness than Texans in
the general population. One in three Texans with serious mental illness will be re-incarcerated
within 3 years.
iii

The following figures show a percentage reflecting a NorthStar (Metrocare) match, i.e. these are the
individuals that are receiving treatment (medications) in the jail (and does not necessarily represent the total
number of mentally ill in the jail).
2007 - 7%
2008 - 8%
2009 - 11%
2010 - 14%
2012 - 20% (tripled in six years)

iv

The cause of the burgeoning number of prison inmates with mental illness in recent decades
appears to be linked to the falling number of state psychiatric beds (90%) since the 1960’s. Such
beds were supposed to be replaced with a system of community mental health centers, which
never materialized due to lack of funding. Prisons are now the largest mental health providers in
the United States. According to a recent article in USA Today (2013), psychiatric beds in the
United States have dwindled back to the per-capita level of 1850, and those services have not
been replaced with sufficient community-based treatment services. At Terrell (State Hospital for
the mentally ill), in 1900 - 2300 were housed there; in 1960 - 3000 were housed there; as of
2/7/13 a mere 316 mentally ill persons are housed there.
v

Dallas Morning News April 12, 2010.

v

When defendants are sent to the hospital, their medications are frequently changed. Releasing these nonviolent offenders back to their homes allows for more consistency, crucial in the treatment of the mentally
ill.
vi

More emphasis on the lower offenses that the mentally ill commit might result in earlier intervention and
reduced recidivism.
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vii

There have been at least five wrongfully charged, mentally ill defendants discovered by the Supervising
Assistant District Attorney of the Mental Health Division in recent years. These people should not have
spent time in jail. Sometimes the discoveries are not made until the case is being prepared for trial. An
investigator assigned to this Division would alleviate that problem.
In a recent murder trial, the Supervising Attorney of the Mental Health Division had to use six
different investigators in the course of the case because there is not an investigator assigned to the Division
and the attorney is only able to use whoever is available at the time. This results time expended getting the
new investigator up to speed on the case taking up valuable time of the attorney and the investigative
division.
Many investigators in the office can attest to the need for this section to have an investigator
assigned exclusively to the attorneys of this Division.
viii

In 2012, the CATS (Comprehensive Assessment Treatment Services) (a program started in Dallas)
reviewed 2900 cases prior to early intervention and 2900 after early intervention and found that there was a
70% reduction in recidivism in those cases with early intervention.
ix

Texas is home to 155 Drug Courts and 19 innovative Veterans Treatment Courts. The evidence-based
reforms implemented have saved an estimated $2 billion in new prison spending since 2007, led to the
closure of three prisons and six juvenile lock-ups, brought about a 39 percent reduction in the parole failure
rate, and reduced the statewide crime rate to levels not seen since the 1960s.

x

Gregg County Texas was ordered to pay a $1.9 million settlement to relatives of a drug-recovering inmate
who died in custody. The inmate died after being denied her prescription drugs from a methadone clinic
while she was in jail. Two jailers were indicted based on their actions stemming from the incident. Dallas
Morning News 2/13/13.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST

CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Cold Case Investigator

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

x
x
x
x
x

1 Ballistic Vest
Car –Sedan 4-door full size, police package -$27,636
Desk,- $679
Chair - $247
Computer-700

Discussion of Need

320

x
x

Ballistic Vest because will be contacting unapprehended defendants
Car: to transport defendants and to locate and visit families from cases that happened as
much as 20 years ago.

Staff Review and Comment

321

F

H

FY2014

322

323

3,690.00

Cost
Yearly Maintenance
35,000.00
11,000.00
11,000.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
5,114.00
1,119.00
5,114.00
1,119.00
12,583.00
3,000.00
12,583.00
3,000.00
1,495.00
1,495.00
2,995.00
299.00
2,995.00
299.00
6,000.00
249.00
1,999.00
349.00
1,999.00
349.00
1,999.00
550.00
1,999.00
550.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
975.00
1,500.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
1,599.00
80.00
80.00
5,000.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
845.00
2,200.00
845.00

Total 140,229.00

BlackLight Black Bag Technologies for Mac OS X, IOS, and Windows
BlackLight Black Bag Technologies for Mac OS X, IOS, and Windows

EQUIPMENT
Server & Data Storage
FOX Ultimate Investigator
FOX Ultimate Investigator
Ditto Forensic Field Station
Ditto Forensic Field Station
FTK vs 5 (Software) w/dongle
FTK vs 5 (Software) w/dongle
Cellebrite UFED Touch
Cellebrite UFED Touch
Ramsey STE300f - Teel Technology
Ramsey STE300f - Teel Technology
Oxygen Forensic Analyst
Oxygen Forensic Analyst
Mac Pro - Apple
MacBook Pro 1TB- Apple
MacBook Pro 1TB- Apple
IEF- Magnet (Software) advance w/dongle
IEF- Magnet (Software) advance w/dongle
DVR Field Recovery Kit - Oceans Systems
AMPED 5 (software)
Samsung TV
Adobe Creative Cloud
HTCI Write Protection Kit - for MACs
APC Pro 1500 back up batteries
APC Pro 1500 back up batteries
DVR Examiner
Initial Training
Cellebrite Certification
Cellebrite Certification
Oxygen Forensic Analyst
Oxygen Forensic Analyst

Cost
5,000.00
20,000.00
2,500.00
5,000.00

Total

8,298.00

Cost
3,850.00
3,850.00
299.00
299.00

Total 32,500.00

Yearly OnGoing Support
Spare HDD, USB, DVDs, CD-R
Training (3 people)
Video Forensic System
Misc Software

Positions
Sr. Digital Forensic Examiner
Sr. Digital Forensic Examiner

Annually
68,000 to 115,000
68,000 to 115,000

Discussion of Need

The Public Integrity Division (“Division”) is responsible for the enforcement of the
criminal statutes as they apply to public servants acting under the color of law. These public
servants range from elected officials; to government workers; to doctors and nurses; to
pharmacists and pharmacy technicians; and to those posing as public servants. At the present
time there are three (3) prosecutors assigned to the Public Integrity Division: the Division Chief
and two Level IV prosecutors. One Level IV prosecutor handles any cases dealing with licensed
professionals, including doctors, nurses, pharmacists and pharmacy technicians. This Level IV
prosecutor also handles all cases that are either filed or referred to the Division by Parkland
Hospital. This attorney also carries a “normal” caseload of cases that involve such crimes as:
theft by public servant, frauds, tampering with government records, official oppression and
official misconduct. The second Level IV prosecutor carries a “normal” caseload like the other
Level IV prosecutor but is also responsible for investigation and prosecution of violations of the
Election Code. Even though the Election Code cases are cyclical with the election process, they
can consume a lot of time. The Division Chief handles all cases with regards to shootings or
serious injuries involving peace officers, any form of detention officer, and any person acting as
a law enforcement officer under the law of the State of Texas. This also includes the further
investigation of and prosecution of a peace officer’s, any form of detention officer’s, or any
person acting as a law enforcement officer, under the laws of the State of Texas, use of force, or
alleged use of force, against any person. The Division Chief also has a small “normal” caseload
but spends the vast amount of time on these cases and performing administrative duties. The
Division also handles all inquiries regarding Brady issues with regards to law enforcement
witnesses. To this end, the Division is in the process of implementing protocols for handling
officer involved shooting/death in custody cases and Brady inquiries. The new Level IV
Prosecutor would be tasked with the administration of the new Brady Protocol. This new
protocol is vital in order to comply with our discovery obligations. These procedures are
necessary (1) to ensure that instances of law enforcement employee and expert witness
misconduct and credibility issues that come to the attention of the District Attorney’s office are
reviewed to determine if disclosure is required under Brady v. Maryland, (2) to maintain a
depository for such information, and (3) to ensure that assistant district attorneys know of the
existence of such information regarding potential witnesses so that disclosure can be provided to
the defense. The Division has accepted very few complaints from citizens and agencies due to
the lack of resources to adequately investigate these cases. The Division has recently accepted
direct complaints from both citizens and agencies that requested we investigate. These cases are
currently being investigated by the Division’s only two investigators. This also requires the
attorneys in the Division to expend time to help direct the investigation and prosecution of these
cases.
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The role of both the attorneys and investigators in the Division has expanded. Much of
their time is spent on tasks that take a great deal of time but are not reflected in numbers of case
dispositions. The Public Integrity Division is similar to the Specialized Crime and Organized
Crime Divisions in terms of case flow. All three divisions handle cases from: filing; grand jury
presentation; and prosecution. The one difference is the fact that the Public Integrity Division is
now actively investigating cases. The role of the Division continues to expand and the staff must
expand to adequately and professionally handle these sensitive cases. This Level IV Attorney
would handle the administration of the Brady Protocal, as well as carrying a small docket of
cases. The addition of a Level IV prosecutor would help meet Vision 3 of the Dallas County
Strategic Plan. Vision 3 is that “Dallas County is safe, secure and prepared.” The complexity
and sensitivity of the cases handled by the Division have increased, especially officer involved
shooting/death in custody cases. More time and resources must be expended to restore
confidence in the criminal justice system when it comes to these cases. Therefore, making
Dallas County more safe, secure and prepared when it comes to these volatile and sensitive
cases. The addition of another Level IV prosecutor will give the Public Integrity Division the
chance to help Dallas County achieve this vision.
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Discussion of Need

The Public Integrity Division (“Division”) is responsible for the enforcement of the
criminal statutes as they apply to public servants acting under the color of law. These public
servants range from elected officials; to government workers; to doctors and nurses; to
pharmacists and pharmacy technicians; and to those posing as public servants. At the present
time there are two (2) Level II investigators assigned to the division. Both investigators handle
every type of case that comes into the Division. These cases involve such crimes as: theft by
public servant, frauds, tampering with government records, official oppression and official
misconduct. Both investigators assist in any investigations and prosecutions of violations of the
Election Code. Both investigators assist the Level IV Prosecutor that handles the Parkland
Hospital cases. Both investigators assist the Division Chief with regards to shootings or serious
injuries involving peace officers, any form of detention officer, and any person acting as a law
enforcement officer under the law of the State of Texas. This also includes the further
investigation of and prosecution of a peace officer’s, any form of detention officer’s, or any
person acting as a law enforcement officer, under the laws of the State of Texas, use of force, or
alleged use of force, against any person. When the Division receives one of these cases, the
investigator is tasked with taking apart the investigation and seeing if anything is missing. This
could include further investigation if necessary. Once they are satisfied that the investigation is
complete they turn it over to the Division Chief for grand jury preparation. The Division has
accepted very few complaints from citizens and agencies due to the lack of resources to
adequately investigate these cases. The Division has recently accepted direct complaints from
both citizens and agencies that requested we investigate. These cases are currently being
investigated by the Division’s only two investigators. The New Level II Investigator would
assist the other investigators in the investigation of these cases. This is, and will continue to be,
very time consuming for the investigators. They will be working these complaints up like any
other law enforcement agency would before filing the case with our Division. Doing this takes
away from the investigators being in the office and able to assist the attorneys with the daily
administration of their caseloads.
The role of both the attorneys and investigators in the Division has expanded. Much of
their time is spent on tasks that take a great deal of time but are not reflected in numbers of case
dispositions. The Public Integrity Division is similar to the Specialized Crime and Organized
Crime Divisions in terms of case flow. All three divisions handle cases from: filing; grand jury
presentation; and prosecution. The one difference is the fact that the Public Integrity Division is
now actively investigating cases like any other law enforcement agency. The addition of another
Level II Investigator will prepare the Division for the continued expansion of this role. The
addition of the Level II Investigator is also critical to the administration of the upcoming Brady
Protocol. The role of the Division continues to expand and the staff must expand to adequately
and professionally handle these sensitive cases. The addition of a Level IV prosecutor would
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help meet Vision 3 of the Dallas County Strategic Plan. Vision 3 is that “Dallas County is safe,
secure and prepared.” The complexity and sensitivity of the cases handled by the division have
increased, especially officer involved shooting/death in custody cases. More time and resources
must be expended to restore confidence in the criminal justice system when it comes to these
cases. Therefore, making Dallas County more safe, secure and prepared when it comes to these
volatile and sensitive cases. The addition of another Level II Investigator will give the Public
Integrity Division the chance to help Dallas County achieve this vision.
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Discussion of Need

The Public Integrity Division (“Division”) is responsible for the enforcement of the
criminal statutes as they apply to public servants acting under the color of law. These public
servants range from elected officials; to government workers; to doctors and nurses; to
pharmacists and pharmacy technicians; and to those posing as public servants. At the present
time there are two (2) Level II investigators assigned to the division. Both investigators handle
every type of case that comes into the Division. These cases involve such crimes as: theft by
public servant, frauds, tampering with government records, official oppression and official
misconduct. Both investigators assist in any investigations and prosecutions of violations of the
Election Code. Both investigators assist the Level IV Prosecutor that handles the Parkland
Hospital cases. Both investigators assist the Division Chief with regards to shootings or serious
injuries involving peace officers, any form of detention officer, and any person acting as a law
enforcement officer under the law of the State of Texas. This also includes the further
investigation of and prosecution of a peace officer’s, any form of detention officer’s, or any
person acting as a law enforcement officer, under the laws of the State of Texas, use of force, or
alleged use of force, against any person. When the Division receives one of these cases, the
investigator is tasked with taking apart the investigation and seeing if anything is missing. This
could include further investigation if necessary. Once they are satisfied that the investigation is
complete they turn it over to the Division Chief for grand jury preparation. The Division also
handles all inquiries regarding Brady issues with regards to law enforcement witnesses. To this
end, the Division is in the process of implementing protocols for handling officer involved
shooting/death in custody cases and Brady inquiries. The new Level II Investigator would assist
the requested Level IV Prosecutor with the administration of the new Brady Protocol. This new
protocol is vital in order to comply with our discovery obligations. These procedures are
necessary (1) to ensure that instances of law enforcement employee and expert witness
misconduct and credibility issues that come to the attention of the District Attorney’s office are
reviewed to determine if disclosure is required under Brady v. Maryland, (2) to maintain a
depository for such information, and (3) to ensure that assistant district attorneys know of the
existence of such information regarding potential witnesses so that disclosure can be provided to
the defense. The Division has accepted very few complaints from citizens and agencies due to
the lack of resources to adequately investigate these cases. The Division has recently accepted
direct complaints from both citizens and agencies that requested we investigate. These cases are
currently being investigated by the Division’s only two investigators. The New Level II
Investigator would assist the other investigators in the investigation of these cases. This is, and
will continue to be, very time consuming for the investigators. They will be working these
complaints up like any other law enforcement agency would before filing the case with our
Division. Doing this takes away from the investigators being in the office and able to assist the
attorneys with the daily administration of their caseloads.
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The role of both the attorneys and investigators in the Division has expanded. Much of
their time is spent on tasks that take a great deal of time but are not reflected in numbers of case
dispositions. The Public Integrity Division is similar to the Specialized Crime and Organized
Crime Divisions in terms of case flow. All three divisions handle cases from: filing; grand jury
presentation; and prosecution. The one difference is the fact that the Public Integrity Division is
now actively investigating cases like any other law enforcement agency. The addition of another
Level II Investigator will prepare the Division for the continued expansion of this role. The
addition of the Level II Investigator is also critical to the administration of the upcoming Brady
Protocol. The role of the Division continues to expand and the staff must expand to adequately
and professionally handle these sensitive cases. The addition of a Level IV prosecutor would
help meet Vision 3 of the Dallas County Strategic Plan. Vision 3 is that “Dallas County is safe,
secure and prepared.” The complexity and sensitivity of the cases handled by the division have
increased, especially officer involved shooting/death in custody cases. More time and resources
must be expended to restore confidence in the criminal justice system when it comes to these
cases. Therefore, making Dallas County more safe, secure and prepared when it comes to these
volatile and sensitive cases. The addition of another Level II Investigator will give the Public
Integrity Division the chance to help Dallas County achieve this vision.
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Department __District Attorney/Child Abuse__

Pay To

Description of Services

Child Abuse Division:
Grooming of the Therapy Dog
Thad Labarre (The Dog Keeper)

Budget No. ____________________

FY2014
Budget

FY2015
Amount
Requested
$ 500

Process Improvement Consulting Request

FORM C

FY 2015

362

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

District Attorney/Specialized Crime

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

1

Swivel office
chairs (9)
Donna Strittmatter
Rick Watson
Amy Croft
Melissa Meyers
Amber HamiltonGriggs
Alexis Goldate
Michael Hunsucker
Hoyt Hoffman
Greg Sherrell

15+

2

2 Office desks

20+

Priority

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement
$

-43663
-cannot locate
other

Comments/Justification
Arms of chair are completely worn
through

$
Desks are old, drawers do not open

3

4

6

7

8

10

Form D

FY2015

363

364

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

District Attorney/Juvenile

Item to be
Replaced
6 Executive High
Back Chairs

Age
(years)

Budget No.

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

There are no
property #s

HON 2901 = $239
x 6= $1,434

Comments/Justification
We have several executive / desk chairs
in need of being replaced because they
are not properly functional.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FY2015

Form D

26

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

365

26

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department District Attorney/Child Abuse Division

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Priority
1
2 horizontal locking 14
file cabinets with
pullout drawer

2

4 conference tables
(72 in long and 30
inch wide)

Property
Number
39984

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification
$652 x 2
Drawers and doors hard to open. Been
2 drawer (HON 782 here for approximately 14 years.
L)

$ 172 each
We have additional staff in the division
(HON HESR 3072L) and we have nowhere to sit for full
division meetings, gathers, and pitch
sessions

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Form D

FY2015

367

Form D - Request for Replacement Equipment
Purpose
To request replacement of current property items for FY2015. This form should not be used for
major upgrade of equipment or for replacement of computer equipment.
Request for replacement should be submitted to the Office of Budget
and Evaluation. The Office of Budget and Evaluation will send the
request to the reviewing department

Recommendation will be provided by the departments shown below:
TYPE

REVIEWING DEPARTMENT

File cabinets and other storage devices

Central Services - Records Management

Office and FAX machines

Central Services - Records Management

Copiers

Purchasing

Vehicles

Central Services - ASC

Other

Office of Budget and Evaluation

Instructions


Priority - list items in general priority order.



Item - brief description.



Age - the age of the item to be replaced.



Property Number - the serial number or County property number.



Estimated Cost of Replacement - the estimated cost of the replacement item. Use the Price List
tables in Appendix A of this manual to determine the cost of replacement items, where
applicable.



Comments/Justification - a justification for replacement, e.g., “item is broken and more costly
to repair”.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 10 -
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

2

3

4

5

Organized Crimie Division
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

over 5
Chair
Leticia Flores-Rojas years

Chair
Roquel Mayhorn

Chair
Tracy Dotson

over 5
years

over 5
years

over 5
Chair
Michelle Baptiste years

Chair
Jason Bonham

over 5
years

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

002540

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

001008

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

001946

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

1118

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

002214

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

6

7

8

9

10

FY2015

Form D
FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 11 -
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Form D - Request for Replacement Equipment
Purpose
To request replacement of current property items for FY2015. This form should not be used for
major upgrade of equipment or for replacement of computer equipment.
Request for replacement should be submitted to the Office of Budget
and Evaluation. The Office of Budget and Evaluation will send the
request to the reviewing department

Recommendation will be provided by the departments shown below:
TYPE

REVIEWING DEPARTMENT

File cabinets and other storage devices

Central Services - Records Management

Office and FAX machines

Central Services - Records Management

Copiers

Purchasing

Vehicles

Central Services - ASC

Other

Office of Budget and Evaluation

Instructions


Priority - list items in general priority order.



Item - brief description.



Age - the age of the item to be replaced.



Property Number - the serial number or County property number.



Estimated Cost of Replacement - the estimated cost of the replacement item. Use the Price List
tables in Appendix A of this manual to determine the cost of replacement items, where
applicable.



Comments/Justification - a justification for replacement, e.g., “item is broken and more costly
to repair”.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 10 -
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

2

3

4

5

Organized Crimie Division
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

over 5
Chair
Leticia Flores-Rojas years

Chair
Roquel Mayhorn

Chair
Tracy Dotson

over 5
years

over 5
years

over 5
Chair
Michelle Baptiste years

Chair
Jason Bonham

over 5
years

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

002540

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

001008

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

001946

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

1118

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

002214

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

6

7

8

9

10

FY2015

Form D
FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 11 -
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Juvenile

Brief Title of PIR

Attorney IV

Approx. Net Cost

112,992
*Eligible for Title IV reimbursement

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
The juvenile division is requesting an attorney to handle cases that are finalized, but require motions and hearings needed to
comply with recent laws to increase the number of youth adopted by family members rather than remaining in foster care.

Discussion of Need
The Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act passed in 2008 aims to increase the number of adoptions
by family members of children in foster care. It has resulted in more CPS cases being disposed of by granting custody to CPS
rather than terminating parental rights while allowing a family member of the child to meet certain conditions that would make
the family member a viable option for adoption. Once that occurs, the DA’s Office files a new lawsuit seeking to have the child
placed with family rather than in foster care. We currently have 60 such cases pending which has increased our workload.
Exacerbating the need is the fact that Dallas County has an insufficient number of foster homes. See the attached Dallas
Morning News article from March 19, 2014.
Another change in the law now requires more frequent hearings on CPS cases that are otherwise finalized with CPS having
permanent custody. As of 3/31/14 we have 770 of these “finalized” cases where we must have review hearings every six
months. This is in addition to our regular pending cases that have not been finalized. We have been trying to cover these
hearings the best we can, but now the volume is such that we need a lawyer dedicated to prosecuting these matters.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
At the end of 2008 our division had 48 child welfare cases pending per court prosecutor. That number grew to 102 by the end
of 2013. Our workload has more than doubled in the past 6 years and we have the added duties imposed by the two laws as
described above. While we actually need an extra attorney in each court, adding this one position will at least help us be more
effective in getting these children out of foster care and with families; and assuring their safety while they are in foster care.

Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Certified Spanish Translator/Interpreter

Approx. Net Cost

98,480

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
Certified Spanish Translator/Interpreter to interpret defendant’s statements , witness statements, conduct witnesses interviews
and listen to jail calls.

Discussion of Need
The Child Division of the District Attorney’s Office services the most innocent victims of the most horrific crimes. Hundreds
of child victims and their families throughout Dallas County--already devastated by horrific acts of violence--are traumatized
further during the prosecution process. Many victims and their families wait years for resolution of their cases. Many of the
delays are as a result of a language barrier. Most of the prosecutors and investigators do not have the ability to speak Spanish.
Thus, they are unable to conduct witness interviews or review Spanish evidence. This forces us to seek outside interpretation
services which cost an absorbent amount of time and money. The delay in prosecution because of the language barrier also
results in the defendant having a longer stay in the county jail.
Throughout the prosecution process, Spanish speaking victims and their families should be afforded equal access to the criminal
justice process. These victims deserve to have Spanish speaking confessions translated so that those defendants can face equal
punishment. Moreover, Spanish speaking defendants also deserve equal justice. The inability to translate the Spanish
statements results in the defendants waiting longer for their cases to be processed through the criminal justice system. A
translator/interpreter will aid in processing the cases through the criminal justice system faster and thus cause the defendant to
spend less time in the county jail.
In 2012, there were approximately 777 Hispanic victims serviced in the Child Abuse Division. This makes up over 50% of the
entire Child Abuse Division docket. There were over 392 victim contacts conducted in Spanish in 2012. (Initial contacts and
follow-up contacts). Moreover, a large percentage of the 777 Hispanic victims will need Spanish speaking interviews.
Currently, there are no Spanish speaking prosecutors in the Child Abuse Division and only 2 Spanish speaking investigators. In
2012, the Child Abuse Division spent at least $24,000 getting Defendant’s video/written confessions translated. A Certified
Spanish Speaking Translator will make the criminal justice more efficient, cut cost for the county, and give Hispanic victims
equal access to justice.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
x Conduct witness interviews
x

Translate/certify defendant statements and confessions

x

Translate/certify witness statements

x

Translate/certify forensic interviews

x

Listen to jail calls

x

Translate jail mail

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2014
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse Division

Budget No

Brief Title of PIR
Estimated Cost

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request
x
x
x
x
x
x

5 Desk Chairs – Executive, high-back chair, Hon 2901-Fabric Code IV)
1 personal desk scanner
1 Office Desk
1 L shaped Office desk
2 24 hour chairs (Hon 7754)
Office Space: Permanent Partitions Walls –At least 3 different areas (offices)

Discussion of Need

5 prosecutors need new desk chairs. Their chairs have suffered the normal wear and tear of chairs that have
been used for years. We interview the public in our offices. It is necessary that we appear to be a professional
organization with professional furniture.
1 prosecutor needs a personal scanner so that the prosecutor can quickly produce documents quickly to the
defense during discovery request.
1 prosecutor needs an L-shaped desk: the old desk and side desk are worn out
1 prosecutor needs a regular desk: the desk is worn out
Partitions for Secretary area, Victim interview area, jail call and other office duty area.
1 telephone

Staff Review and Comment

Form H

FY2014
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse

Budget No.

Title of PIR
PIR #

Request Type
(assigned by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
5 power point clickers for power point presentations
1 new color printer for the Child Abuse Intake Prosecutor: give her access to colored pictures so that she can present it to Grand Jury.
1 new personal desk scanner

Expected Benefits
1 new color printer for the Child Abuse Intake Prosecutor: give her access to colored pictures so that she can present it to Grand
Jury.
Prosecutors use power point presentations in trial at our speaking engagements. They need the power point clickers to make these
presentations.
1 new personal desk scanner- process discovery to defense.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form I

FY2014
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Cold Case Prosecutor - Attorney V

Budget No

Approx. Net Cost
Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
Cold Case Prosecutor: Office Space, Desk, Computer, Printer, Chair

Discussion of Need
The child abuse division has approximately 632 child abuse cold cases. Cold cases are defined as cases in which the defendant
is unapprehended either due to an at large filing or bond forfeiture. This number means that over 632 victims have not received
justice on their cases. It also means that many defendants will never be held accountable for their crimes. The delay in the
apprehension and prosecution of the defendant causes many legal problems for the prosecution. The law affords every criminal
defendant the right to a speedy trial. If the defendant is apprehended in one of these cases, and it is determined that he has
previously been in the custody of law enforcement and the warrant was not executed, the defendant could file a speedy trial
motion and possibly win. If he wins, he never has to stand trial for the crime. A defendant found guilty in a court of law was
recently released from prison and will never be held accountable for his crime due to a speedy trial motion. This defendant’s
case was one of the hundreds of cold cases we have in our division. We are requesting a cold case prosecutor so that we can
avoid the injustice that happened in the above mentioned case. The cold case prosecutor will review the cold cases, conduct
interviews of the victim and witnesses, research all legal issues, conduct all legal hearings, and conduct all negotiations, pleas,
bench trials and jury trials.
We have 13 prosecutors assigned to our division. Nine prosecutors carry case loads of approximately 80 cases. . The majority
of those cases are first or second degree felonies. Most of those cases are set for jury trial disposition. Preparing a child abuse
cases for disposition is equivalent to preparing a murder case. Thus, the prosecutor spends all of their time preparing their cases
for disposition. The other four prosecutors have several other duties. One prosecutor handles all administrative duties of the
child abuse division, trains new prosecutors, and tries high profile cases. One prosecutor intakes cases and presents them to the
grand jury and tries some high profile cases. The other two prosecutors prosecute serious bodily injury /capital murder cases,
old active cases and monitors interns. We need a prosecutor that can focus all of his/her efforts on the cold cases.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The number of cases disposed (either by plea, trial or dismissal)
The number of cases reviewed
The number of victims contacted
The number of defendant’s arrested
The number of hearings conducted
Preparing cases for trial
Preparing cases for hearings

Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Felony Trial Division

Brief Title of PIR

Attorney V

Approx. Net Cost

$124,831 (Requesting 2 positions) = $249,662

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
This prosecutor would serve as a “Floater Chief” and step into the shoes of any prosecutor that is out on FMLA, vacation,
sick time, or extended periods of time due to trials. Because of their experience they would literally assume the
responsibility of the absent prosecutor and avoid any continuances normally incumbent with a prosecutor absent for an
extended period of time.
Discussion of Need
There are 17 Felony Trial Courts. Each court has three prosecutors assigned to the court; there are additional prosecutors handling a
case load for the court from specialized divisions. Each prosecutor averages 150 to 200 active cases at any given time. Each
prosecutor has their own docket that consumes their entire day. At any given time we have multiple felony prosecutors absent for
extended periods of time. I.e. FLMA (three months for pregnancy), involved in Capital Murder voir dire (lasting on average 8 weeks),
time off for surgery, sick days, vacation, etc. When any one of these prosecutors is absent either short term or long term, the docket
slows down. For prosecutors absent for extended period of time their docket often comes to a standstill; cases are continued and the
docket and jail chain does not get the attention it needs in order to efficiently move.
An absent prosecutor contributes to the culture of continuances that jam up the jail population and overburdened dockets. While other
prosecutors do their best to assist with the overflow and backlog, taking over an entire caseload is physically and logistically
impossible. Cases are continued, dockets do not move efficiently, jail chain suffers and grows.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
In 2012 approximately 70 felony attorneys (ATT 3, ATT 4, and ATT 5) took FMLA; none of these include the Civil or
Juvenile Division. The total number of days taken for FMLA were 2608. This translates to eight full time
prosecutors gone. These 2608 days do not include the felony chief prosecutors involved in Capital Murder Voir Dires
that lasted an average of 8 weeks. Nor does this number include person taking vacation or short term sick time. In 2013
we had 18 attorneys out on FMLA for a total of 522 days. This does not include persons taking vacation and sick time.

Staff Review and Comment
Because of the expertise and authority given to a Floater Chief, he or she is capable and has the authority to also handle
State Jail cases, Grand Jury intake, and misdemeanor. These divisions suffer the most when prosecutors are out for
extended periods of time.

Form E

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Brief Title of PIR

District Attorney/ Specialized Crime
ADA IV

Approx. Net Cost

$112,992

Department

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
An additional felony level 4 ADA position needs to be dedicated to the Specialized Crime Division in order to adequately
investigate and prosecute financial crimes for Dallas County. This position request is restoring the Felony Level IV ADA
position that was cut from the Specialized Crime Division in the FY 2010 Budget. No equipment or computer is needed for the
position as those remain from the FY 2010 cut.

Discussion of Need
The Specialized Crime Division is responsible for investigating and prosecuting financial crimes in Dallas County. At the
present time there are ten (10) prosecutors assigned to SCD- the Division Chief, a Deputy Chief, five Level IV prosecutors and
three Level III prosecutors. One of the Level IV prosecutors spends a large amount of his docket handling a caseload of
approximately 100+ Mortgage Fraud cases. Another Level IV prosecutor spends one hundred percent (100%) of her time
handling a caseload of approximately 110 Elder Abuse cases while yet another Level IV prosecutor deals with all cases of fraud
relating to Parkland Hospital. One Level III prosecutor’s docket consists of a caseload of approximately 300 Environmental
Criminal cases. The Chief and the Deputy Chief of the Division each carry half a docket in order to perform administrative
functions. The net result is that Dallas County only has the equivalent of five (5) ADA’s available to handle the investigation
and prosecution of all other financial crimes in Dallas County- less than the number it had when SCD was created in 1974. “All
other financial crimes” includes all thefts, embezzlements, Medicaid Fraud, counterfeiting, money laundering, securities fraud,
unemployment fraud, welfare fraud, massive organized retail theft cases, and cargo theft cases.
The growth Dallas County has experienced over the past 35 years has been accompanied by an increase in the number of
financial crimes being committed. The current economic downturn has also contributed to this increase with certain types of
crimes. Compounding the problem is the fact that the sizes of the investigations undertaken by SCD have become increasingly
more complex and time consuming to handle. Many of our cases take hundreds of man hours to investigate. In some cases,
various financial records must be subpoenaed and then scheduled out. Some of the records in one case can be over 15,000
pages of documents which all have to be analyzed. SCD utilizes the resources of various local law enforcement agencies for
assistance when feasible, but such resources are limited due to lack of expertise and inadequate training for financial matters.
Regardless of the help available from outside sources, the fact remains that attorneys are needed to guide the investigations,
assimilate evidence and make the necessary decisions regarding the filing of charges. SCD has to turn away victims routinely
because we do not have the resources to investigate their complaint. Sadly, this often happens on the cases with the largest
amount of loss and greatest complexity due to the amount of resources that would have to be expended on those cases. A
restoration of a Level IV prosecutor would enable SCD to add a more experienced prosecutor to assist with the more complex
investigations and cases being handled at SCD, especially considering the increases in intake that we have each year. The loss
of the Level IV prosecutor position in FY 2010 meant that a caseload of approximately 100 cases had to be divided among 5
prosecutors. It also means that each of those prosecutors’ caseloads has increased by 1/5 with the intake of new cases.
Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The performance measures required by the County has been a filing of 360 cases and a disposition of 360 cases per year for the
Specialized Crime Division. In recent years, we have surpassed our numbers. In FY2009, SCD had 732 cases filed and 628
cases disposed. In FY 2010, SCD had 727 filings and 596 cases disposed. In FY 2011, SCD had 671 cases filed and 712 cases
disposed.
Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney – Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Child Victim Assistant – Grade 12

Approx. Net Cost

$55,765

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
Child Victim Assistant –Grade 12

Discussion of Need
A high volume of cases, competing court dockets, and language and cultural barriers prevent prosecuting attorneys in the Dallas
County District Attorney's Office (DCDAO) Child Abuse Division (CAD) from promptly and continuously contacting their
victims.
Victim cooperation for the duration of a pending case is essential. Jury trial delays of several months to years significantly
impacts victim cooperation and representation, as well as case outcomes. Conviction rates drop dramatically the longer a case
remains on the docket awaiting trial.
Implementation of this grant created a substantial initial reduction in the number of cases that had to be dismissed due to victimrelated issues and thus reduce the amount of time a defendant stays in the county jail.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
x Number of times survivors are accompanied to court
x Number of survivors assisted through the legal process
x Number of survivors assisted with crime victim compensation applications
x Number of survivors receiving information and or referral (in person/by phone)
x Number of volunteers trained to provide direct assistance to victims
Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney – Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Cold Case Prosecutor – ADA V

Approx. Net Cost

$ 121,878

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
Cold Case Prosecutor: Office Space, Desk, Computer, Printer, Chair

Discussion of Need
The child abuse division has approximately 632 child abuse cold cases. Cold cases are defined as cases in which the defendant
is unapprehended either due to an at large filing or bond forfeiture. This number means that over 632 victims have not received
justice on their cases. It also means that many defendants will never be held accountable for their crimes. The delay in the
apprehension and prosecution of the defendant causes many legal problems for the prosecution. The law affords every criminal
defendant the right to a speedy trial. If the defendant is apprehended in one of these cases, and it is determined that he has
previously been in the custody of law enforcement and the warrant was not executed, the defendant could file a speedy trial
motion and possibly win. If he wins, he never has to stand trial for the crime. A defendant found guilty in a court of law was
recently released from prison and will never be held accountable for his crime due to a speedy trial motion. This defendant’s
case was one of the hundreds of cold cases we have in our division. We are requesting a cold case prosecutor so that we can
avoid the injustice that happened in the above mentioned case. The cold case prosecutor will review the cold cases, conduct
interviews of the victim and witnesses, research all legal issues, conduct all legal hearings, and conduct all negotiations, pleas,
bench trials and jury trials.
We have 13 prosecutors assigned to our division. Nine prosecutors carry case loads of approximately 80 cases. . The majority
of those cases are first or second degree felonies. Most of those cases are set for jury trial disposition. Preparing a child abuse
cases for disposition is equivalent to preparing a murder case. Thus, the prosecutor spends all of their time preparing their cases
for disposition. The other four prosecutors have several other duties. One prosecutor handles all administrative duties of the
child abuse division, trains new prosecutors, and tries high profile cases. One prosecutor intakes cases and presents them to the
grand jury and tries some high profile cases. The other two prosecutors prosecute serious bodily injury /capital murder cases,
old active cases and monitors interns. We need a prosecutor that can focus all of his/her efforts on the cold cases.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The number of cases disposed (either by plea, trial or dismissal)
The number of cases reviewed
The number of victims contacted
The number of defendant’s arrested
The number of hearings conducted
Preparing cases for trial
Preparing cases for hearings

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Technology

Brief Title of PIR

Forensic Video Analyst

Approx. Net Cost

$120,000

Budget No

4011

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
See Attached

Discussion of Need

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Grand Jury/Intake

Brief Title of PIR

Grade 9

Approx. Net Cost

54,547

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The addition of a Grade 9 Support Staff is requested in the Grand Jury/Intake Division.

Discussion of Need
With the implementation of the ACMS Prosecutor Module, numerous support staff are busily digitizing hundreds of thousands
of pieces of paper and thousands of digital multi-media evidence annually. The process that must take place can be a tedious
and laborious one, and a supervisor is respectfully requested in order to help manage staff, trouble shoot issues before they
become problems, and help increase the productivity and flow of the work process.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
With the need to increase efficiency in getting cases into the system as quickly as possible, the better the process works, the
more there will be expeditious disposition of cases, thus reducing costs.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney – Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Cold Case Investigator II

Approx. Net Cost

$80,351

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
Cold Case Investigator: Office Space, Desk, Computer, Printer, Chair

Discussion of Need
The child abuse division has approximately 632 child abuse cold cases. Cold cases are defined as cases in which the defendant
is unapprehended either due to an at large filing or bond forfeiture. This number means that over 632 victims have not received
justice on their cases. It also means that many defendants will never be held accountable for their crimes. The delay in the
apprehension and prosecution of the defendant causes many legal problems for the prosecution. The law affords every criminal
defendant the right to a speedy trial. If the defendant is apprehended in one of these cases, and it is determined that he has
previously been in the custody of law enforcement and the warrant was not executed, the defendant could file a speedy trial
motion and possibly win. If he wins, he never has to stand trial for the crime. A defendant found guilty in a court of law was
recently released from prison and will never be held accountable for his crime due to a speedy trial motion. This defendant’s
case was one of the hundreds of cold cases we have in our division. We are requesting a cold case investigator so that we can
avoid the injustice that happened in the above mentioned case. The cold case investigator will review our cold cases, run
criminal histories, contact the families to determine a location of the defendant, aid in the interview process of the victim, process
extraditions, and eventually get justice for the victim. We have 10 active investigators assigned to our division. Each investigator
has a case load of approximately 80 cases. The majority of those cases are first or second degree felonies. Most of those cases
are set for jury trial disposition. Preparing a child abuse cases for disposition is equivalent to preparing a murder case. Thus, the
investigators spend all of their time preparing their cases for disposition. We need an investigator that can focus all of his/her
efforts on the cold cases.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
x
x
x
x
x
x

The number of cases disposed (either by plea, trial or dismissal)
The number of cases reviewed
The number of victims contacted
The number of defendant’s arrested
The number of warrants the investigator has to get activated
Preparing cases for trial (routing, finding witnesses, ordering records)
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST

ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney – Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Part-time Child Care Provider

Approx. Net Cost

$26,239

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
Part-time Child Care Provider

Discussion of Need

The Child Abuse Division is responsible for prosecuting sexual assault and injuries to children. A Child is defined as anyone
under the age of 17. Most of the cases prosecuted by the child abuse division involve children under the age of 14. Many of
these children are of an age that they have to have an adult care giver with them at all times. The part-time child care provider
provides emotional support and staffs a supportive and child-friendly waiting room for children to play and rest while awaiting
interviews or court hearings.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
Number of children attending the child friendly waiting room

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Juvenile

Brief Title of PIR

Secretary

Approx. Net Cost

Budget No

51,425
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
The juvenile division is requesting a legal secretary to assist attorneys in producing discovery items.

Discussion of Need
The Michael Morton Act, which went into effect January 1, 2014, requires prosecutors to make available or reproduce all
tangible things that are gathered or generated by law enforcement that pertains to a criminal matter for the purpose of giving or
making available these items to the attorney representing the accused. The law also requires prosecutors to document
specifically what has been provided to the accused’s attorney. This applies to all juvenile delinquency cases that we file. The
end result has been lawyers spending countless hours (including nights and weekends) making copies and documenting what is
being given to the opposing attorney per the new law. We need a designated secretary tasked with this duty because our current
situation is inefficient and causes prosecutors to divert their attention from victims, case preparation, visiting crime scenes and
other important aspects of their cases in order to comply with this new statute. The juvenile courts have morning and afternoon
dockets that require prosecutors to be in court which provides even fewer normal work day hours for juvenile prosecutors to
complete their regular tasks. We should not be paying attorneys to do secretarial work but we must comply with the law.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
A recent time survey shows that prosecutors in the juvenile division are spending roughly 6 hours per week per attorney
complying with this new law. Copying DVDs, CDs, reports, statements etc. and documenting everything that is given to the
opposing attorney on every case is taking about 60 attorney hours per week in the juvenile division. A secretary dedicated to
performing this function 40 hours weekly would be a better use of resources and lighten the burden on lawyers so they can
focus on their cases.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney – Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Certified Spanish Translator/Interpreter

Approx. Net Cost

$ 102,048

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
Certified Spanish Translator/Interpreter to interpret defendant’s statements , witness statements, conduct witnesses interviews
and listen to jail calls.

Discussion of Need
The child abuse division has approximately 632 child abuse cold cases. Cold cases are defined as cases in which the defendant
is unapprehended either due to an at large filing or bond forfeiture. This number means that over 632 victims have not received
justice on their cases. It also means that many defendants will never be held accountable for their crimes. The delay in the
apprehension and prosecution of the defendant causes many legal problems for the prosecution. The law affords every criminal
defendant the right to a speedy trial. If the defendant is apprehended in one of these cases, and it is determined that he has
previously been in the custody of law enforcement and the warrant was not executed, the defendant could file a speedy trial
motion and possibly win. If he wins, he never has to stand trial for the crime. A defendant found guilty in a court of law was
recently released from prison and will never be held accountable for his crime due to a speedy trial motion. This defendant’s
case was one of the hundreds of cold cases we have in our division. We are requesting a cold case investigator so that we can
avoid the injustice that happened in the above mentioned case. The cold case investigator will review our cold cases, run
criminal histories, contact the families to determine a location of the defendant, aid in the interview process of the victim,
process extraditions, and eventually get justice for the victim. We have 10 active investigators assigned to our division. Each
investigator has a case load of approximately 80 cases. The majority of those cases are first or second degree felonies. Most of
those cases are set for jury trial disposition. Preparing a child abuse cases for disposition is equivalent to preparing a murder
case. Thus, the investigators spend all of their time preparing their cases for disposition. We need an investigator that can focus
Discussion of Related Performance Measure
x The number of cases disposed (either by plea, trial or dismissal)
x The number of cases reviewed
x The number of victims contacted
x The number of defendant’s arrested
x The number of warrants the investigator has to get activated
x Preparing cases for trial (routing, finding witnesses, ordering records)
Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

District Attorney/Technology

Position Title

Senior Secretary
08

Current Grade

Job Code

Budget No.

4011

Position No.

3506

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
See Attached

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

08

Proposed Grade

10

Salary

33,529

Salary

38,626

FICA (7.65%)

2,565

FICA (7.65%)

2,955

Retirement (11.5%)

3,856

Retirement (11.5%)

4,442

Total

39,950

Total

46,023
Total Annual Impact $ 6,073
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

District Attorney/Check Division

Position Title

County Court of Appeals 1, Prosecutor

Current Grade

Attorney II

Budget No.
Position No.

Job Code

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
The current position has acquired additional complex tasks such as the mental health diversion docket and civil forfeitures when
associated with cases filed in Appeals 1. The position has been added to the checks division. Doing so will allow opportunities
for the appeals 1 attorney to assist the Checks Division with its needs, such as covering dockets. The grade for the attorneys
that will be potentially covered by this position are Attorney 3.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
These additional and complex duties have been added to the regular duties of the Appeals I prosecutor to improve efficient
and cohesive and economical disposition of Class C Appeals, Mental Health Diversion, and Misdemeanor Animal Cruelty
cases so that in the end time and money are saved.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

ADA II

Proposed Grade

ADA III

Salary

65,150

Salary

71,660

FICA (7.65%)

4,984

FICA (7.65%)

5,482

Retirement (11.5%)

7,492

Retirement (11.5%)

8,241

Total

77,626

Total

85,383
Total Annual Impact $ 7,757

Staff Review and Comment
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Form F - Program Improvement Request Reclassification
Purpose
To request consideration for reclassification of staff within your department if certain conditions
apply (see below).

Reclassification - (or “job study”) results whenever a job being performed no longer matches the job
description which was used to originally classify the job. Furthermore, such mismatch between actual
work and job description must be the result of external factors and not a result of internal reorganization.
That is, reassigning tasks within a department (unless approved in advance by Commissioners Court)
does NOT constitute grounds for reclassification.

Instructions


Submit one Form F for each position category for which a job study is requested.



Attach a current approved job description.



Attach a completed Position Description Reclassification Request Form located in Appendix C
page 45.



Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 54).



Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for assistance, if needed, on
the above.



Description of Changes in Work Being Performed - detail the specific job duties the position
is performing as compared to the position’s actual job description.



Reason/Authority for Change - a reclassification is typically related to mandated changes in
complexity, rather than change in volume. For example, a supervisor whose staff has increased
in size would not normally qualify for a reclassification solely as a result of the change in the
number of individuals supervised.

To complete the PIR-Reclassification, in addition to a description of the changes, the department must
carefully describe the reason that a job description has changed.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

District Attorney/Check Division

Position Title

Investigator II

Position No.

68

Current Grade

Budget No.

Job Code

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed: This position is usually staffed by an Investigator II. Investigator II’s,
investigate cases, assist prosecutors in preparation of trial cases, locate witnesses, apprehend suspects. These are the general
duties of an Investigator II. The position that is currently being held requires these same duties. But, this position also requires
more in depth investigating. There are other duties associated with this position. Such as, supervision of other Investigator II
investigators, coordinating large scale investigations often involving multiple law enforcement agencies, intake and review
incoming felony & misdemeanor cases, assign incoming cases to other investigators, follow up on the assigned cases at a later
date, meet with corporate investigators to discuss criminal complaints, meet with bank investigators to discuss criminal
complaints regarding organized crime rings operating forgery schemes, counterfeiting and other similar crimes. Work with and
assist various DFW area Task Forces to investigate different criminal elements.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual): This position needs to be reclassified in order that a well defined
supervisory position is established. This will enable existing and future investigators to follow the direction of an established
supervisor, creating a more cohesive work environment. Placing the investigators under the supervision of an existing
Lieutenant from another division would be detrimental to the overall mission of the check division. This is a specialized
division that requires extensive training and experience. Reclassifying this position would save Dallas County money, since
the present acting supervisor has been working in this capacity for 4 years. The existing acting working supervisor has the
required experience necessary to effectively supervise this division.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

68

Proposed Grade 69

69

Salary

56,880

Salary

65,478

FICA (7.65%)

4,351

FICA (7.65%)

5,009

Retirement (11.5%)

6,541

Retirement (11.5%)

7,530

Total

67,772

Total

78,017
Total Annual Impact $ 10,245
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse

Brief Title of PIR

Ballistic Vest

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request
(1) Ballistic Vest

Discussion of Need
Ballistic Vest – Will be contacting unapprehended defendants.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Organized Crime Division

Brief Title of PIR

Office furniture request

Estimated Cost

$588

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Requesting bookshelves for 2 offices,

Discussion of Need

2 bookshelves are needed, one for Soni Lewis and one for Katherine Robinson. Both are
ADAs who only have bookshelves that were personally provided and are not large enough
to meet the needs of the books, materials, and files.

Staff Review and Comment
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Felony Trial Divisions

Brief Title of PIR

Cabinet

Estimated Cost

$186 per court x 17 = $3,162

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
17 Vertical, legal size, locking, metal 2-drawer (HON 312CP) $186. One for each DA workroom (the workrooms
attached to each of the Felony District Courts).

Discussion of Need
We have 17 Felony Courts. Each workroom is equipped with a scanner, printer and fax machine in order to facilitate
discovery and case movement. There is no room on any of the attorney’s desks to accommodate all the necessary
equipment. As such the attorneys are making makeshift shelves, placing them on the floor, or cramming them onto small
shelves. This creates a hazard and can/will cause damage to equipment. With locking cabinets they can secure the DVD,
Compact Discs, paper and other supplies necessary to run the equipment.

This is the current set up in most of the DA workrooms. Shelves are constructed out of
boxes or overflowing with equipment.
Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Juvenile

Brief Title of PIR

Access Card Readers

Estimated Cost

unknown

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
3 electronic access card readers to replace traditional locks and keys

Discussion of Need
We have 3 exterior doors that do not have electronic card readers. Instead these doors use keys. This creates significant security
concerns due to the fact that these keys can be duplicated and / or lost. It is impossible to know how many of these keys may be
in existence at this time or who has them. If we limit access to these doors to electronic cards only then if a card is lost we can
have the card turned off. Furthermore, whenever someone enters the office the identity of that person will be recorded based on
the card that is swiped. This is an important security measure that has been lacking in the Juvenile Division of the DA’s Office
since it relocated to Henry Wade in the mid 90s.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
396

CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Budget No

Brief Title of PIR
Estimated Cost

unknown

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

We need four offices for the attorneys that are assigned to the George Allen Building

Discussion of Need

The Juvenile Division of the DA’s Office has 4 attorneys who spend the majority of their time
working at the George Allen Courts Building. They all share one common work area. In
order to function more appropriately these lawyers need the requested office space so that
they have a place where they comfortably talk to witnesses or advise their clients outside of
this large workroom type setting where opposing attorneys are often present, which can
make matters extremely difficult especially as it relates to the attorney client privilege. There
may be space that is readily available in George Allen to remedy this situation, but there is a
definite need.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Budget No

Brief Title of PIR
Estimated Cost

cost not in appendix ($452.99 each per Fujitso
website total $11,777.74)

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

The Juvenile Division of the DA's Office is requesting 26 Scansnap ix500 desktop scanners. That is 1
desktop scanner per attorney.

Discussion of Need

The District Clerk's Office now requires electronic filing on our juvenile civil cases. This
requires all of our attorneys to have the capacity to be able to scan documents for filing
purposes. These desktop scanners would also be used to make document sharing a lot easier for
discovery on all cases. Discovery has become increasingly more burdensome with the enactment
of the Michael Morton Act. The Juvenile Division is requesting 1 Scansnap ix500 desktop
scanner per attorney.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION,
MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Specialized Crime

Brief Title of PIR

Training for Certified Fraud Examiners

Estimated Cost

$4,000

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
The investigators in the Specialized Crime Division are required to be Certified Fraud Examiners, licensed by the
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners. For each investigator, there is an annual requirement of 20 hours of Certified
Fraud Examiner approved training to carry this license. Ten hours of the training must be specifically fraud related. The
training averages $40/hr. For each investigators to fulfill his or her 20 hour requirement would total $800 each times 5
investigators. The division has 5 investigators that carry CFE licensure.

Discussion of Need
The 5 investigators need this training in order to maintain their Certified Fraud Examiner license. This license is required
for these investigator positions.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Child Abuse Division

Brief Title of PIR

Cold Case Investigator

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

x
x
x
x
x

1 Ballistic Vest
Car –Sedan 4-door full size, police package -$27,636
Desk,- $679
Chair - $247
Computer-700

Discussion of Need

401

x
x

Ballistic Vest because will be contacting unapprehended defendants
Car: to transport defendants and to locate and visit families from cases that happened as
much as 20 years ago.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse

Brief Title of PIR

Color Printer and Scanner

Estimated Cost

Budget No

4011

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
Color Printer and Scanner

Discussion of Need
Prosecutor needs a color printer and scanner to print out pictures of our injury cases of which she has a number of them.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse

Brief Title of PIR

Cordless Phones w/Speaker Components

Estimated Cost

Budget No

4011

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
3 Cordless Phones with Speaker Components

Discussion of Need
Phones are old and we need to be able to move around the office with the phone and to have the ability to use the speaker.

Staff Review and Comment
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Desk/ chair mats – (5)

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Desk Chairs (10)

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Investigators

Brief Title of PIR

Glock Pistols and Parts

Estimated Cost

37,052

Budget No

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request
Please see attached Quote. (85 Glock Pistols and Parts)

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

DA’s Office

Brief Title of PIR

IPAD for Community Prosecution

Estimated Cost

770.00

Budget No

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request

IPAD for chief of community prosecution unit.

Discussion of Need This position requires attendance at a great deal of meetings away from the courthouse on a
variety of different subjects. Some of those meetings requires the use of the internet for access to the county’s
criminal history database. Because of the large number of meetings and the need for access to the county’s criminal
history database such as Forvus having an Ipad to take notes and then be able to simply place the electronic file that
was simultaneously created rather than retyping the notes will streamline communications and increase
productivity. A laptop is too heavy for the type of continued and repetitive use that this position would require.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Felony Trial Divisions

Brief Title of PIR

External Hard Drive for Computers

Estimated Cost

$150 per prosecutor x 51 = $2,250.00

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
51 external hard drives. Specifically, Model- WD My Passport Slim 2TB Portable Metal External Hard Drive USB 3.0
with Auto and Cloud Backup (WDBQDZ0020BAL-NESN). The approximate retail cost $150.00 max.

Discussion of Need
There are 51 prosecutors assigned to the Felony Trial Divisions. These are the prosecutors located in the small workrooms
outside the courtrooms. With an increasing work load many ADA’s have elected to bring case files home in order to work
on them after hours or on weekends. Many of these cases are often voluminous and cumbersome to carry making it
unmanageable to take home. While there are many ADA’s willing to work overtime, logistics prevent them from doing so.
I.e. they can’t stay too late at the office, coming in on the weekend is impractical, and hauling large boxes of case files is
impossible. With an external hard drive the ADA can easily transport their entire case file to and fro.
The ADA will have a portable office to take to interviews and into the courtrooms.
In addition, putting their larger case files on an external hard drive also frees up server space in the system.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Horizontal bookshelves- ( 5 )

Estimated Cost

)

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Family Violence

Brief Title of PIR

Lobby Chairs (10)

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request
Family Violence is in need of (10) Lobby Chairs. (Please see attachment)

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Felony Trial Divisions

Brief Title of PIR

Office Chairs for Assistant DA workrooms

Estimated Cost

$239 per x 51 = $12,189

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
Executive, high-back chair Swivel Tilt Arms- Pillow soft (HON2091 ) $239

Discussion of Need
The chairs in the DA workrooms have become worn and damaged. The ADA’s spend a tremendous amount of time at
their desks. There is a lot of traffic that comes through the DA workroom and finds itself sitting in our attorney’s chairs.
As such they have become worn out and sparse. We have reviewed surplus and find no acceptable replacement. We can,
however, transition the older chairs into guest chairs.
Included in this request are photos of some of the chairs.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Juvenile

Budget No

Brief Title of PIR Offices
Estimated Cost

unknown

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
We need four offices for the attorneys that are assigned to the George Allen Building

Discussion of Need
The Juvenile Division of the DA’s Office has 4 attorneys who spend the majority of their time working at the George Allen
Courts Building. They all share one common work area. In order to function more appropriately these lawyers need the
requested office space so that they have a place where they comfortably talk to witnesses or advise their clients outside of this
large workroom type setting where opposing attorneys are often present, which can make matters extremely difficult especially
as it relates to the attorney client privilege. There may be space that is readily available in George Allen to remedy this
situation, but there is a definite need.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY 2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Budget No

Brief Title of PIR
Estimated Cost

cost not in appendix ($452.99 each per Fujitso
website total $11,777.74)

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

The Juvenile Division of the DA's Office is requesting 26 Scansnap ix500 desktop scanners. That is 1
desktop scanner per attorney.

Discussion of Need

The District Clerk's Office now requires electronic filing on our juvenile civil cases. This
requires all of our attorneys to have the capacity to be able to scan documents for filing
purposes. These desktop scanners would also be used to make document sharing a lot easier for
discovery on all cases. Discovery has become increasingly more burdensome with the enactment
of the Michael Morton Act. The Juvenile Division is requesting 1 Scansnap ix500 desktop
scanner per attorney.

Staff Review and Comment

415

26
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse

Brief Title of PIR

Partitions

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request
We need wall partitions to build out office space.

Discussion of Need
We have several spaces that need to be converted into rooms. We have wall partitions in some of those spaces, but the
partitions are falling down. We need permanent partitions with doors because some of the rooms will be used to interview
victims or families regarding sensitive issues. Another room will be used for Jail Calls that should be kept from the
public’s ear.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse

Brief Title of PIR

Printer, Copier, Fax Machine Combination

Estimated Cost

Budget No

4011

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
Printer, Copier, Fax Machine Combination (3)

Discussion of Need
Because the printer, copier, fax machine combination that we have is broken and our Child Advocate orders all of our
records and prints information, faxes requests from outside agencies.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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Form G - Program Improvement Request - Capital, Equipment,
Renovation, Miscellaneous
Purpose
To request any new (rather than replacement) resources other than full-time staff additions or
computer hardware/software.

NOTE: Do not use this form for computers, hardware, or software. For these
purposes, use Form I, “PIR - Computer Hardware/Software”. Use Form E
“Replacement Equipment Request” when requesting replacement equipment.

Instructions


Estimated Cost - approximate cost of equipment, service, or renovation. Equipment prices are
provided in Appendix A. The Purchasing Department will provide estimates for those items not
listed. Facilities Management will assist departments in estimating the costs associated with facility
modifications.



Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested. Below are some
examples:
 Ultra-low Temperature Freezer for Laboratory,
 Reconfiguration of office space,
 Requests for copiers, pagers, furniture, etc.



Discussion of Need, etc. - describe in detail the need and justification of the requested items with
cost information described as accurately as possible. Please make sure to address how this request
implements the County’s Strategic Plan. Attach any backup material that you think may be helpful
in evaluating the cost/benefit value of the new item. If any annual costs will result from the
requested item (e.g., staff to operate it, insurance, repair costs, etc.), provide an estimate of this cost.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Organized Crime Division

Brief Title of PIR

Office furniture request

Estimated Cost

$588

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Requesting bookshelves for 2 offices,

Discussion of Need

2 bookshelves are needed, one for Soni Lewis and one for Katherine Robinson. Both are
ADAs who only have bookshelves that were personally provided and are not large enough
to meet the needs of the books, materials, and files.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Juvenile

Budget No

Brief Title of PIR

ScanSnap Scanners (26)

Estimated Cost

cost not in appendix ($452.99 each per Fujitso website Department Priority
total $11,777.74)

Brief Summary of Request
The Juvenile Division of the DA's Office is requesting 26 Scansnap ix500 desktop scanners. That is 1 desktop scanner per
attorney.

Discussion of Need
The District Clerk's Office now requires electronic filing on our juvenile civil cases. This requires all of our attorneys to have
the capacity to be able to scan documents for filing purposes. These desktop scanners would also be used to make document
sharing a lot easier for discovery on all cases. Discovery has become increasingly more burdensome with the enactment of the
Michael Morton Act. The Juvenile Division is requesting 1 Scansnap ix500 desktop scanner per attorney.

Staff Review and Comment



421

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department
Brief Title of PIR

District Attorney/Child Abuse
Small Marker Board

Estimated Cost

Budget No

4011

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
(1) Small Marker Board

Discussion of Need
1 Small Marker Board to Keep Track of the Docket.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Organized Crime Division

Brief Title of PIR

Office furniture request

Estimated Cost

$588

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Requesting bookshelves for 2 offices,

Discussion of Need

2 bookshelves are needed, one for Soni Lewis and one for Katherine Robinson. Both are
ADAs who only have bookshelves that were personally provided and are not large enough
to meet the needs of the books, materials, and files.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse

Brief Title of PIR

Vehicle

Estimated Cost

$ 27,636

Budget No

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request
(1) Car – Sedan – 4 door full size, police package

Discussion of Need
Car to transport defendants and to locate and visit families from cases that happened as much as 20 years ago.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Vertical bookshelves- (5)

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/Child Abuse

Brief Title of PIR

Visitor Chair

Estimated Cost

Budget No

4011

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
(1) Visitor Chair

Discussion of Need
Visitor Chair for Interviews in the Office.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department
Brief Title of PIR

District Attorney/Child Abuse
White Board

Estimated Cost

Budget No

4011

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
(1) White Board

Discussion of Need
1 White Board to keep track of the docket.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Horizontal file cabinets –( 5 )

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Kensington Expert Mouse –( 2 )

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

L shaped desks ( adequately sized for allocated office
space) – (5)

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department
Brief Title of PIR

District Attorney/ Civil
Microsoft Natural Ergonomic Keyboard 4000 ( 2 )

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Requests for Updated phones for offices –( 5 )

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Sets of Speakers for monitors that do not have speakers or
monitors with speakers – ( 2 )

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney/ Civil

Brief Title of PIR

Working tables – ( 5 )

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

1

0
Brief Summary of Request

Discussion of Need

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

District Attorney/Specialized
Crime

Budget No.

Financial Investigation Software

Title of PIR
PIR #

Request Type
(assigned by
Data Services)

S

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
Financial Investigation Software by Actionable Intelligence Technologies would greatly assist the entire
office in assimilating, sorting, processing and presenting large amount of data in our prosecutions.
Presently, either investigators manually enter all data needed onto Excel spreadsheets or the data is not
analyzed and demonstrative evidence that would assist in prosecutions is not created. This results in the
larger cases, ie., those with the most information, do not get worked up and presented as well as the smaller
cases. Quite often, a case in the Specialized Crime Division will have over 5,000 pages of bank records. A
huge amount of manpower is used to create spreadsheets to analyze that amount of data.
Expected Benefits
AIT- Actionable Intelligence Technologies incorporated in 1998, is a technology and services organization
with solutions tailored specifically for financial investigations and forensic accounting. Investigations can
be taken from its beginning stages to its conclusion in a courtroom using their software. Clients include
government entities, corporations, law enforcement and regulatory agencies, forensic accountants and
prosecutors. A team of experts maintains a singular focus on the specific needs of financial investigators.
FIS- Financial Investigative Software. The unmatched power and utility of the FIS™' feature set has been
recognized by federal and state law enforcement agencies. FIS gives you instant decision making abilities
with near perfect reconciliation of bank records. This means the prosecutor can believe in the accuracy of
the work product. FIS will allow prosecutors to display information in different formats according to the
needs of the case utilizing tables, graphs and charts making proving the case easy to explain. In addition to
its outstanding performance, FIS™ provides a common database format for financial transaction data, case
management information, and information on organizations and individuals. When implemented across an
agency, FIS™ provides the infrastructure for creating a national financial crimes database. It also allows
case information to be integrated and cross-referenced with other databases.
Quite often the sheer volume of financial evidence is literally overpowering. The time it takes to organize,
review, analyze and make decisions on evidence is just too long. As a result, arbitrary thresholds and
statistical sampling techniques are used, corners may be cut, pertinent evidence and witnesses may not be
used, and charges omitted from indictments and subsequent trials. Time did not allow for their proper
inclusion. Because of this, cases may be lost, weaker plea bargains may be offered because the State is not
coming from a position of strength, sentences were too mild for what the defendant had actually done, but
there was not the requisite time to prove all aspects of the case.
FIS REPRESENTS A PARADIGM SHIFT IN TIME MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL
INVESTIGATIONS AND ANALYSIS and ultimately allows the time to make the quality case the

435

prosecutor wants to, regardless of the volume of the evidence. With FIS, there is better control of time
which translates into better control of the case. The comprehensive case that includes all of the charges you
want included. The full case with the results you need all on a disk. Take those forty boxes of subpoenaed
documents, scan them into FIS. FIS will perform algorithms and analytics, on the data and supply with
tables tailored to your needs. It can all be saved to a disk or exported to a desired format. Case theories can
be instantly tested to see if the investigator is pursuing the right track or cases can be discontinued at an
earlier stage based on the analyzed financial evidence. Based on the time savings agents can pursue bigger
and better investigations with unprecedented speed allowing them TIME to be more PRODUCTIVE,
increasing arrests and seizures for the agency.
The scope of investigations and subsequent prosecutions are no longer constrained by the limited resources
available to conduct comprehensive investigative analysis. Agencies will not have to leave criminal
proceeds untouched merely because the volume of financial records exceeds their ability to process and
review the records. Criminal defendants now have to fear the totality of their criminal activities being
exposed. Using FIS to perform a comprehensive review of all bank accounts and assets raises the possibility
of additional charges, along with the identification and seizure of additional illegally obtained assets. FIS
allows investigators to process transactions a thousand times faster than inputting transactions manually on
spreadsheets. This allows for increased production by investigators. Arrest stats increase and seizure stats
rise. FIS becomes a self-funding investment.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H

FY2015
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Form H - Program Improvement Request - Computer
Hardware/Software
Purpose
To provide IT Services with sufficient information on computer-related requests to make a
determination concerning replacement or new computer hardware/software.
Instructions


Request Type - for the FY2015 budget submission process, there are three types of requests:
(1) new hardware, (2) replacement hardware, and (3) P.C. packaged software products. Please
note all of the types that apply to your request.
H
R
S

Request for new mainframe and P.C. hardware
Request for replacement mainframe and P.C. hardware
Request for P.C. packaged software products (spreadsheets, data base, word processing,
etc.)

 PIR Number - a tracking number to be assigned by IT Services.
 Possible Funding Source - provide alternative funding, if any, for this request.
 Description of Need and Justification - describe the hardware and software you are requesting
along with its intended purpose. Please be sure to use sufficient detail and indicate how this
request implements the County’s Strategic Plan.
 Expected Benefits - the benefits you expect to realize from your requested hardware/software must
be clearly documented. The expected benefits should include cost savings, increased productivity,
increased public service, mandates, etc.
 Department Head Signature, etc. - each request should be signed and prioritized by the department
head. Include a contact name and telephone number in case additional information is needed.
 Scoring - this section will be used by IT Services in evaluating the request.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Child Abuse Division

Department

Budget No.

Title of PIR

Request Type
(assigned by Data
Services)

PIR #

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
2 Flat Screen Monitors
1 Keyboard
3 Computer Speaker Bars
1 CD/DVD Burner
23 2TB Portable Drives
128 Gig Flash Drives
47 Inch Television
Expected Benefits
* Flat Screen will allow more space on the desk
* The investigator needs a keyboard because they keyboard is difficult to push certain keys
* 3 people need speaker bars so that we can listen to forensic interviews and defendant's statements
* CD/DVD burner. A lot of our evidence comes in the form of a cd or dvd that we have to burn for
the defense attorney or for a witness to review
* We have a lot of digital evidence in the child abuse cases and we need to be able to review and
store this evidence
* We also need the ability to transport digital evidence, pictures, etc to work on cases outside of the
courthouse.
* We do several pitch sessions a month. A lot of our cases involve pictures or other pieces of
evidence that is in digital form which makes it impossible to view at a pitch session. A TV would
allow us to view the evidence as the pitch is going and to plan on a way to present the evidence
effectively to a jury
Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department
Title of PIR

District Attorney/Technology
Digital Forensic Lab

PIR #

(assigned by
Data Services)

Budget No.

4011

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

Expected Benefits

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department
Title of PIR

Budget No.

District Attorney/Specialized Crime
PDF Converter Enterprise Pro 7.0
Licenses (9)

PIR #

(assigned by
Data Services)

Request Type

S

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
Prosecutors in the Specialized Crime Division have to provide voluminous amounts of discovery to the
defense on every case. Our files are scanned and then redacted. The type of records our division deals with
involves sensitive information, including social security numbers and financial data. This information has
to be redacted. Every prosecutor needs a licensed copy of the PDF Converter Enterprise Pro 7.0 to be able
to redact this sensitive information. License costs approximately $100 each.

Expected Benefits
Presently, prosecutors either have to physically redact files by making a copy and using a marker to mark
through the information. This process wastes both time and paper. A few prosecutors in the division
currently have a licensed version of PDF Converter Enterprise Pro 7.0 on their computers. However, when
another prosecutor needs to use the software, the prosecutor that has the software is deprived of their
computer and office. This is inefficient use of prosecutor time. The software can also Bates number pages,
which is needed for trial. Current methods of numbering pages can take hours (including putting a
numbered sticker on every single page of a set of records.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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441

442

443

444

445

446

447

448

449

450
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ADA I
ADA I

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

¨/HJDO$VW5HSRUWWRWKLV3RVLWLRQ

**Grant Funded Position

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

CCC1

CCCA2

CCCA1

Grade5

Grade 6

VIDEO EVIDENCE ROOM

Grade 10
(Exec Sec)

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC2

INV III

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC3

¨

ADA V

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA II

CCC4

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC5

ADA VII

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC6

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC7

ADA V

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC8

MISDEMEANOR

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC9

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC10

Magistrate Court
ADA III
ADA III

FY 13

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

INV I**

ADA I

ADA I

ADA II

CCC11

Current

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Attorney IV
04
District Attorney – Public Integrity Division
N/A
Jamie Bagnall
Chief
(214) 653-3816
James.Bagnall@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to carry out the general operations for an attorney in the Public Integrity Division
and administer the upcoming Brady Protocol.
This is accomplished by assisting in investigations; evaluating cases upon assignment; the management and
prosecution of all cases dealing with any public servant that commits a crime under the color of law; and
assuring that the District Attorney’s office is in compliance when it comes to Brady v. Maryland.
Other duties include intake of cases; presentation of cases to grand jury; the resolution of all indicted cases via a
plea bargain agreement or trial before a judge or jury; and administration of the Brady Protocol.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Time

E or NE

452

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Intake of Cases
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Meeting with law enforcement agencies
regarding criminal investigations regarding public servants. Review of case upon
assignment by division chief.

30%

E

Time

E or NE

E

2. Function: Preparation and Presentation of Cases to Grand Jury
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Preparing all assigned cases for
presentation to Grand Jury. Creation and use of Power Point presentations to assist
the Grand Jury’s understanding of the cases. Presenting cases to the Grand Jury.

Time

3. Function: Maintenance of Case Docket
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Maintaining a docket of cases for
disposition by either plea bargain agreement or trial before a judge or jury.

Time

4. Function: Brady Protocol Administration
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: This new protocol is vital in order to

Time

E or NE

E
E or NE

E

comply with our discovery obligations. These procedures are necessary (1)
to ensure that instances of law enforcement employee and expert witness
misconduct and credibility issues that come to the attention of the District
Attorney’s office are reviewed to determine if disclosure is required under
Brady v. Maryland, (2) to maintain a depository for such information, and
(3) to ensure that assistant district attorneys know of the existence of such
information regarding potential witnesses so that disclosure can be
provided to the defense.
5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E or NE

E

Time

E or NE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

453

z

3.

concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of the
time.

{

{

z

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
z

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

z

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
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{
{
{
{

5.
6.
7.
8.

{
{
{
{

Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
z
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent’s
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

z

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

{

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

z

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
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certification or requirement.
1. Must be licensed to practice law in Texas
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes

{No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

z

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

z No

z No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.
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4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total grant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

zYes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)
Investigators
Administrative Assistant

Number of Employees
2
1

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
z

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of freedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
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z

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

z

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

z

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold
1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
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To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Investigator II
02
District Attorney – Public Integrity Division
N/A
Jamie Bagnall
Chief
(214) 653-3816
James.Bagnall@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to carry out the general operations for an investigator in the Public Integrity
Division and assist in the administration of all aspects of investigation of public integrity cases.
This is accomplished by assisting law enforcement agencies with cases: assisting Division attorneys in
investigations; assisting Division attorneys in preparation for Grand Jury; assisting Division attorneys in all
aspects of trial preparation; and assuring that the District Attorney’s office is in compliance when it comes to
Brady v. Maryland.
Other duties include witness interviews; serving subpoenas; assistance with presentation of cases to grand jury;
assistance with the resolution of all indicted cases via a plea bargain agreement or trial before a judge or jury;
the investigation of complaints; and assistance with the administration of the Brady Protocol.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
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typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Brady Protocol Administration
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: This new protocol is vital in order to

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE

comply with our discovery obligations. These procedures are necessary (1)
to ensure that instances of law enforcement employee and expert witness
misconduct and credibility issues that come to the attention of the District
Attorney’s office are reviewed to determine if disclosure is required under
Brady v. Maryland, (2) to maintain a depository for such information, and
(3) to ensure that assistant district attorneys know of the existence of such
information regarding potential witnesses so that disclosure can be
provided to the defense. Will assist the requested Level IV Prosecutor in the

E

administration of the protocol.
2. Function: Investigation of Election Code Violations
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: By interviewing witnesses; issuing
subpoenas; and briefing the requested Level IV Prosecutor on how to proceed with
the case

Time

3. Function: Investigation of Complaints
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: By conducting a full-fledged criminal
investigation like any other law enforcement agency would do before filing a case
with the Division.

Time

4. Function: Review of Officer Involved Shootings/Death in Custody Case
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: By reviewing the case file to ensure

Time

E
E or NE

E

that everything is present for the Division Chief to present the case to the
Grand Jury. This may include further investigation and gathering of
whatever is missing or whatever the Division Chief feels is necessary to
properly prepare the case for Grand Jury presentation.
5. Function: General Investigatory Duties
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: By assisting the Division attorneys in all
aspects of trial preparation. This may include, but is not limited to the following:
subpoenaing witnesses; arranging witness interviews; assisting in preparing witnesses
for trial; obtaining any necessary documents or evidence for trial; assisting the
Division attorney with preparation of exhibits; and testifying at trial.

E or NE

E or NE

E
Time

E or NE

E

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
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{

1.

{

2.

z

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of the
time.

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

z

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
z

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

z

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

1.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{

1/3-2/3
{

2/3-Over
{

Seasonally
{
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{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
z
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent’s
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

z

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

{

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

z

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
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{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.
1. Must be a licensed peace officer
2. Must be TCLEOSE certified
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes

{No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

z

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

z No

z No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
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{

4.

Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total grant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

{Yes

zNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
z

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of freedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
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{

3.

{

4.

z

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

z

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

z

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold
1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.
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J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Investigator II
02
District Attorney – Public Integrity Division
N/A
Jamie Bagnall
Chief
(214) 653-3816
James.Bagnall@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to carry out the general operations for an investigator in the Public Integrity
Division and assist in the administration of the upcoming Brady Protocol.
This is accomplished by assisting law enforcement agencies with cases: assisting Division attorneys in
investigations; assisting Division attorneys in preparation for Grand Jury; assisting Division attorneys in all
aspects of trial preparation; and assuring that the District Attorney’s office is in compliance when it comes to
Brady v. Maryland.
Other duties include witness interviews; serving subpoenas; assistance with presentation of cases to grand jury;
assistance with the resolution of all indicted cases via a plea bargain agreement or trial before a judge or jury;
the investigation of complaints; and assistance with the administration of the Brady Protocol.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
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typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Brady Protocol Administration
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: This new protocol is vital in order to

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE

comply with our discovery obligations. These procedures are necessary (1)
to ensure that instances of law enforcement employee and expert witness
misconduct and credibility issues that come to the attention of the District
Attorney’s office are reviewed to determine if disclosure is required under
Brady v. Maryland, (2) to maintain a depository for such information, and
(3) to ensure that assistant district attorneys know of the existence of such
information regarding potential witnesses so that disclosure can be
provided to the defense. Will assist the requested Level IV Prosecutor in the

E

administration of the protocol.
2. Function: Investigation of Election Code Violations
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: By interviewing witnesses; issuing
subpoenas; and briefing the requested Level IV Prosecutor on how to proceed with
the case

Time

3. Function: Investigation of Complaints
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: By conducting a full-fledged criminal
investigation like any other law enforcement agency would do before filing a case
with the Division.

Time

4. Function: Review of Officer Involved Shootings/Death in Custody Case
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: By reviewing the case file to ensure

Time

E
E or NE

E

that everything is present for the Division Chief to present the case to the
Grand Jury. This may include further investigation and gathering of
whatever is missing or whatever the Division Chief feels is necessary to
properly prepare the case for Grand Jury presentation.
5. Function: General Investigatory Duties
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: By assisting the Division attorneys in all
aspects of trial preparation. This may include, but is not limited to the following:
subpoenaing witnesses; arranging witness interviews; assisting in preparing witnesses
for trial; obtaining any necessary documents or evidence for trial; assisting the
Division attorney with preparation of exhibits; and testifying at trial.

E or NE

E or NE

E
Time

E or NE

E

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
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{

1.

{

2.

z

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of the
time.

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

z

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
z

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

z

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

1.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{

1/3-2/3
{

2/3-Over
{

Seasonally
{
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{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
z
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent’s
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

z

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

{

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

z

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
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{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.
1. Must be a licensed peace officer
2. Must be TCLEOSE certified
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes

{No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

z

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

z No

z No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
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{

4.

Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total grant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

{Yes

zNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
z

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of freedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
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{

3.

{

4.

z

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

z

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

z

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold
1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.
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J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email
when completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information

Proposed Position Title:

Spanish Translator/Interpreter

Proposed Position Grade:

KM

Department Name:

District Attorney

Position Number:

N/A

Supervisor Name & Position Title

Carmen P. White, Child Abuse Division Chief

(“Reports To”):

Tammy Kemp Child Abuse and Family Violence Administrative
Chief

Supervisor Phone:

214-653-3609

Supervisor Email:

tkemp@dallascounty.org

Court Order # and Date:

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.

The purpose of this position is to reduce the amount of time and money spent obtaining translations of Spanish

476

language statements, both videotaped and written, in preparation for the trial of felony criminal offenses.

This is accomplished by hiring a qualified, professional, licensed translator/interpreter as a full-time county
employee. This person would be responsible for translating/interpreting Spanish language statements obtained by
law enforcement agencies during the investigation of criminal offenses. Having a full-time employee dedicated to
this task would lessen the wait time for translations to be done by outside vendors, allowing disposition of cases
more quickly and efficiently.

Other duties include assisting in the translation of Spanish language witness interviews and witness contacts on new
cases. This would help prosecutors make plea recommendations on new cases more quickly, thus alleviating some
of the current delay in the process.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.

Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Translating Spanish language audio/videotaped statements/confessions

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Watching/listening to recorded
statements in Spanish and providing an accurate, certified written English translation
of all of the spoken words in the recording.

50%

2. Function: Translating Spanish language written statements/confessions

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Reading written statements in Spanish
taken in the course of a criminal investigation and creating a certified written English
translation of the statement.

20%

3. Function: Assisting prosecutors with English translation of Spanish witness interviews

Time

E or NE

E or NE

E or NE
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Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Translating questions/statements by
prosecutors in English into Spanish during witness/victim interviews and translating
the witness/victim’s statements from Spanish into English for the prosecutors. This
must be done in “real time” and must be an exact, accurate translation of each word
spoken so that there are no misunderstandings that would inhibit a witness/victim’s
understanding of the conversation or the prosecutor’s understanding of the facts of a
case or the witness/victim’s input into the prosecution. The Code of Criminal
Procedure, in Chapter 56 outlines Crime Victims’ Rights and this position would assist
the District Attorney’s Office in protecting those rights and living up to our
responsibilities to Spanish speaking citizens of Dallas County who find themselves the
victim of crime.

30%

4. Function:

Time

E or NE

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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D. Visual-Mental Demands

1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
0 to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

Frequency of Time
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

{

1.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.

{

{

{

{

2.

Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.

{

{

{

x

3.

Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

{

{

x

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions

1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means
your job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

Strength Demands

Frequency of Time
0-1/3

1/3-2/3
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2/3-Over

x

1.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.

{

{

x

{

2.

Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.

{

{

{

{

3.

Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.

{

{

{

{

4.

Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed.
Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Frequency of Time

Environmental Condition
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

Seasonally

{

1.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)

{

{

{

{

{

2.

Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)

{

{

{

{
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{

3.

Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)

{

{

{

{

{

4.

Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

{

{

{

{

0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

Seasonally

Health and Safety Conditions
{

1.

Driving

{

{

{

{

{

2.

Mechanical hazards

{

{

{

{

{

3.

Chemical hazards

{

{

{

{

{

4.

Electrical hazards

{

{

{

{

{

5.

Fire hazards

{

{

{

{

{

6.

Communicable diseases

{

{

{

{

{

7.

Physical danger or abuse (specify):

{

{

{

{

{

8.

Other (specify):

{

{

{

{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
x

1.

Office Environment

{

4.

Clinic

{

6.

Residential Facility (not secure)

{

2.

Shop or Warehouse

{

5.

Secured Facility

{

7.

Vehicle

{

3.

Other (Specify)

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
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1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

x

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in: liberal arts or related

{

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent’s experience).

{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

x

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as: certified translator/interpreter

{

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

1.Master Court Interpreter through the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes x No If Yes, what type?
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G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

x

4.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.

{

5.

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.

{

6.

Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?

{ Yes

x No

If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
No

x
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If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total grant amount $

Total county amount $

Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

{Yes

x No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees
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6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).

{

1.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.

{

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.

{

2.

Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.

{

3.

Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.

{

4.

Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.

{

5.

Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
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special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
x

6.

Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning
and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.

{

7.

Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.

{

8.

Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.

{

9.

Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal
interaction with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The
interaction may include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and
representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and
suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time
used in performing this job.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

{

1.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.

{

{

{

{

2.

Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.

{

{

{

x

3.

Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.

{

x

{

{

4.

Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception

{

{

{
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policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Attorney V
ATT 5
District Attorney
N/A
Andrea Handley Administrative Felony Trial Division Chief
214-653-3646
andrea.handley@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to fill in for any trial ADA that is out on FMLA, vacation, sick time, or extended
periods of time due to trial. By assuming the responsibilities and docket of the absent prosecutor we avoid a stagnate
docket and continuances normally incumbent with a prosecutor absent for an extended period of time.

This is accomplished by having an experienced attorney available to rotate through any trial court that needs assistance
and offer additional assistance to overburdened courts.

Other duties include: Because of the experience they can work in any division in the office; grand jury for example.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
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Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.
Time

E or NE

100%

E

Time
40%

E or NE
E

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE

20%

E

Time

E or NE
E

Time

E or NE
E

Function: Legal work

.
1. Function: Assume the duties and docket of absent felony trial court Prosecutor
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Stands in the stead of absent prosecutor; assumes responsibility for the prosecutor’s docket
and management of their caseload and court with priority on jail docket.
Uses experience and Chief status to immediately assume duties of docket; uses authority
and experience to make quick decisions to ensure docket efficiency and avoid continuances
in cases and stall in docket. I.e. Pleading cases/and case disposition.
2. Function: Docket Management
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Reviews Court’s daily docket, prioritizes and assigns cases and work to felony prosecutors.
Manages the court docket by assisting felony prosecutors, attorneys and other staff in the
court.
Resolves disputes between the court, defense attorneys and staff, and determines
appropriate action to be taken for unusual, extremely serious or complex situations
Approves case resolution and plea bargains for felony prosecutors in the court.
3. Function: Case Management
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Evaluates assigned cases by:
x Reviewing cases and documentation,
x Conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable law, rules and regulations.
x Interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases,
x Gathering evidence, and
x Determining the appropriate actions to be taken.
x Negotiating with defense counsel for appropriate case resolution.
Assesses strengths and weaknesses of cases, negotiates settlements or plea-bargains and
obtains approval, if necessary, of plea-bargain agreements.
Prepares legal documents if plea-bargain agreements are reached and insures proper
signatures are executed and documents filed as required.
4. Function: Trial Docket Management
Prioritize and manage trial docket; work with and advise court personnel of pending cases.
Drafts, files and responds to motions, briefs or other legal documents for trial and/or
hearings.
Ensures that records and documents are accurate, up-to-date and processed in accordance
with standard procedures.
Explain legal process to potential witnesses, prepare witness for court testimony and
ensures clients or victims/families are kept informed on status of case.
5. Function: Jury Trial
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related materials for trials and
hearings.
Represent the State or clients in pre-trials, evidentiary hearings and jury/court trials by:

5%

5%
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x
x
x
x

Conducting jury selection,
Presenting opening statements,
Conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
Presenting closing arguments.

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of the
time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)
Proficiency in accessing and working FORVUS, AIS, and Court Notify.
4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
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time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent’s
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

2.

{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Graduation from an accredited law school.
Three years work related experience in
Dallas County District Attorney’s office;

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).
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{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

X

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

Assistant DA with Dallas County DA

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.
1. Requires current license to practice law in the State of Texas.
2. Requires experience as lead prosecutor for more complex felony cases.
3. Requires experience in managing a felony court.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes

X No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

X No

There are no additional projects or work activities to plan outside of docket and trial management.
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3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
X Yes
{No
If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)
Attorney IV and Attorney III

Number of Employees
2

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
{

1.

X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.
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7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of freedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

X

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

{

1.

X

2.

X

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

X

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

I. Career Path Definition
495

Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold
1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Legal Secretary

District Attorney

N/A

Durrand Hill Administrative Chief of the Juvenile Division
214 698 2255
durrand.hill@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
provide secretarial assistance to attorneys in order to comply with discovery demands as a result of new discovery law.

This is accomplished by
reproducing, reports, cds, dvds and other forms of documents generated by police in and for the prosecution of criminal cases;
and careful documentation of the items reproduced and provided to opposing attorneys in juvenile criminal cases.

Other duties include
other secretarial duties as needed.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.
- 51 497

EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
All functions will be secretarial in nature. Specifically this resource would gather the files of proseuctors

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE

75%

E

before a specific court setting and duplicate all items in the file that refer to the pending case except
attorney work product. Items to be duplicated include, but are not limited to, offense reports, witness statements

(written and recorded), hospital records, lab reports, autopsies, photos, 911 recordings and any other paper or

digitally preserved items generated or recovered by police that refer to a given case. The copies are to

be placed in a specific file to be later given to the attorney representing the accused juvenile.

2. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
This employee would also document with clear specificity the items reproduced for the

Time

25%

E or NE

E

purpose of turning the items over to the attorney representing the accused juvenile.
This document would later be filed with the court in order to show compliance with
the recently enacted discovery law aka the Michael Morton Act. All duties to facilitate
the above described duties would be performed by this employee. This is a more
efficient approach than adding another attorney.

3. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE
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Assisting misdemeanor prosecutors in making appropriate sentence recommendations on all cases.

Following up to verify the collection of all necessary evidence.
Negotiating with defense attorneys.
Handling phone calls from victims and witnesses on appropriate cases.

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of the
time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)
Standard computer equipment and software
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4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent’s
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{
✔

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

{

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:
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2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{
✔

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

{

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

legal secretary

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes ✔
{No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

✔
{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

{ No
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3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{ No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total grant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

*This position would be eligible for Title IV reimbursement

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

{Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees
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6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of freedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

{
✔

3.

{

4.

{

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
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public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold
1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Clerk II
Clerk IV
6
Checks Division
David Bunger
214-653-3677
dtbunger@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to support the prosecution staff of the Checks Division, coordinate coverage
of Main Switchboard window and Checks Division Window with proper personnel, interact with the
Defense bar on behalf of prosecutors and interact with public fielding questions and providing information.
This is accomplished by greeting visitors to the department, takes and screens calls

Other duties include managing attorney’s dockets, entering forgery check data, assisting defense attorneys
With information needed, maintain case disposition stats, manage staff coverage due to absences.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
These changes occurred three years ago when the Checks Division support staff was reduced by 4
employees which included an office manager and bookkeeper position being removed. Additional
responsibilities have been added in order to ensure the efficient disposition of criminal cases prosecuted
in the Checks Division. The assistant that is assigned to the Chief, Deputy Chief and attorney 3
prosecutor is essential in bringing about efficient and timely disposition of cases which directly relates to
the overall costs of operation.
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Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsibilities.
Clerk II duties in the Checks Division are restricted to check data entry and front window coverage. This
particular position which is being considered for Clerk IV performs more complex tasks that are essential
for the prosecutors to perform their functions efficiently and accurately . Those tasks that have increased
complexities include, gathering information for defense attorneys, maintain DA files, assist in
preparation Pre-Screening Interview documentation for court probation, prepares DA file for pleas,
prepare case files for theft by check case filings, assists Chief in coordinating staff coverage when staff
members are absent or reassigned, prepares photo line-up photos and case information for investigators,
coordinates scheduling for complainants to come in for photo line-ups, completes compliance orders and
data removal for expunction orders, maintains stats for division copiers, maintain printer supplies, orders
Division supplies, receive and log and distributes all incoming certified and official mailings, coordinates
all attorney, investigator and staff meetings and arrange for location for meetings, field all calls for the
Chief Prosecutor, manages dockets and case files for the felony and misdemeanor cases, including
preparing files for prosecutors with the appropriate documents required for prosecution, including
recommendation form, restitution documentation, other documents that are not included in the file.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.
These new duties are additional and were added at the time the Office Manager and Bookkeeper
positions were removed from the Checks Division. Due to the Division being short the personnel new
duties have been added to this position to ensure efficient operation of this division and timely
prosecution of the cases filed in the division.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?
None, as this position continues to perform data entry functions in addition to the more complex
managerial tasks she performs now.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
With situations pertaining to support staff coverage she is given authority to act on my behalf in making
temporary placement decisions as to who will cover the Main Switchboard and the Checks Division
window due to absences and allocation of staff in other duties within the division.
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
File and case management for attorneys, directing defendant meetings with prosecutors, maintaining
coverage of staff designations, docket management for attorneys, preparation of case files for presentencing interviews with probation, maintenance of case disposition and other statistics for the
division, management of all division supply needs, legal books, printer supplies, coordinating machine
maintenance and repairs with vendors, and fielding calls from public, complainants, defense attorneys
and other DA personnel.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
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Administrative assistants to other Divisions within the DA’s office, legal secretaries and legal assistants.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
Dallas County is the destination of choice for residents and businesses. This is accomplished by
increasing productivity within case management and dispositions of financial based crimes by supporting
the prosecution and investigative staff within the Checks Division that are responsible for the disposition
of cases so that the citizens of Dallas County are adequately represented when they are victims of
financial based crimes.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE Ð

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time
25%

E or NE
E

2. Function: Maintains Case disposition Database and statistics

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

30%

E

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Assists Prosecutors in efficient management of cases

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Communicating with prosecutors which cases are docketed for the day,
coordinating off-docket meetings with defendants and complainants for the
Purpose of gathering information and sharing the information with the appropriate
personnel.

Closes out each disposed case file, under the direction for the Chief distributes
newly filed cases to the prosecutors within the division, prepares appropriate
Documents for case files, and provides financial information obtained from
database that manages restitution and fees. Closes cases and records disposition
information, compiles files and distributes the case files to the records dept.
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3. Function: Coordinates Window coverage

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

20%

E

Time
15%

E or NE
E

Time
10%

E or NE

Under direction of Chief makes determination of which staff members will be
assigned coverage of a particular window or other task while a support staff
member is away from their assigned location and/or duties. Informs staff as to where they
mill be covering and at what times their coverage will encompass.

4. Function: Maintains Supplies and Equipment maintenance for Division

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Coordinates with DA Administration and with vendors when maintenance and
Service needs arise on any of our copiers, fax machines, computers, scanning
equipment, and facility issues that arise within the Checks Division. Makes
Inquiries to Checks personnel as to their supply needs and determines what
Supplies needs to be ordered for the division.

5. Function: Assignment to Main Switchboard and Front Window

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Is assigned as needed to cover the DA Main Switchboard when staff are absent, covers
lunches and full day assignment when needed and once a week on the front window,
to assist in covering for lunch breaks to the staff member assigned permanently to the
front window.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position,
then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
0-1/3
{

1.

x

2.

{

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

x

{

{

{

{

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
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1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
{
{
x
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
{ 2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
{
{
{
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
{ 3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51{
{
{
75 pounds.
{ 4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
{
{
{
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
x

1.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)

Odyssey Check and Financial Management modules, MS Access, Welfare Fraud Database, Memo
Agreement Database, AIS, FORVUS, Clarity case management, court notify, TELIX
4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
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{
{
{

6.
7.
8.

{
{
{

Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

{
{
{

{
{
{

{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
x
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

X
{

2.
3.

High school diploma or equivalent
One year college

{
{
{

4.
5.
6.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:
Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:
Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).

{

1.

No previous experience required

{
{

2.
3.

Six months to one year experience in/as:
Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{
{

4.
5.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:
Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X
{
{
{

6.
7.
8.
9.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:
Minimum of five years experience in/as:
Minimum of six years experience in/as:
Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
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1.35 WPM
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes {No If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

{

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

X No

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

X No

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
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{

4.

Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $
Total grant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
{Yes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
{ 1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
{ 2. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
{ 3. Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
{ 4. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
{ 5. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
{ 1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
{ 2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
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{

3.

X

4.

{

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

close supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3 2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

{

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that 1. Administrative Assistants
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hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.Senior Legal Secretary
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1. Clerk II
applicants for my current classification.
2.Legal Secretary

K. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.
Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Clerk II
Clerk IV
6
Dallas County DA’s Office - Checks Division
David Bunger
214-653-3677
dtbunger@bungerlaw.com

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to oversee and perform activities in the management of receipts, payments
accounting, database management, and other duties involved in bookkeeping and software maintenance
within the checks division
This is accomplished by overseeing the taking in and receipting of payments received, voiding out payments
made in error, coordinating with DA financial manager receipts and deposits, overseeing memo agreement
payments and non check restitution payments
Other duties include: contacting software vendors when there are problems, contacting complainants,
Third party contracted check reporting agencies with requirements for case filings.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
The bookkeeping position in the checks division was dissolved last April when the holder of that position
retired. At that point I was forced to add most of the duties to Erin Weaver who is classified as a Clerk
II. Because she had already been assigned similar tasks by me she worked in close proximity to the
bookkeeper and assisted him in his day to day activities. I began to ask her to take on the task of
maintaining the Odyssey system, the MOU agreement database, restitution check payments, report
generating and all of the other tasks that the bookkeeper performed. In addition to her Clerk II
assignments of data entry, case filing and coordination with her assigned Justice Court as well as her
assignment with the Dallas County Treasurer.
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Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsibilities.
Erin’s responsibilities have grown to the extent that she is the person that is responsible for anything that
is related to maintaining the databases and records of all payments and receipts and outgoing payments to
complainants and other agencies. She is responsible for the accounting and balances within the Checks
Division and reports the information to the DA Financial Manager Paul Ingram. She is responsible for
the newly acquired credit and debit payment acceptance and is responsible for the reconciliation of those
and all other payments received and outgoing payments that are made within this division including
check restitution, non-check restitution, Welfare Fraud restitution, Memo Agreements, and Advents
check filing.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.
All of these new duties are additional and have been added as a result of the removal of the Bookkeeper
and Office manager positions in the Checks Division.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?
No duties have been removed. Erin is still responsible for data entry and other Clerk II related duties.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
Erin’s responsibilities encompass increased authority particular in advising staff on what policies to use
when accepting payments, reconciling the receipts on daily basis, printing restitution checks, and
completing the closing of tills and voided transactions.
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
All of the bookkeeping and accounting responsibilities that remain needed but that are not done by a
bookkeeper or Accounting Clerk due to not having those positions in the Division any longer. Because
the Bookkeeper was also responsible for the maintenance and problem solving of software related issues,
Erin is now responsible for those tasks. Although I as the Chief have been trained and have all the rights
within the software management protocols, I rely heavily on Erin for the day to day management of the
systems. When there are major issues she comes to me and I resolve them with her assistance. Erin and I
both originate service tickets with the Software Vendors and spend whatever necessary time in
communication with their representatives in resolving software and hardware malfunctions. Systems
management including setup of new users, training users, administration of software and data
management for the DA’s Office Checks Division and the JP Court end users. Liaison to Advents and
Check Connection companies for policies and corrections of case filings that are unacceptable.
Responsible for locating missing payments and mailings by contacting banking institutions,
complainants, postal offices, and couriers in the event that payments have been misplaced. Responsible
for communicating to Paul Ingram when stop payments need to be applied to missing or unclaimed
payments are identified.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
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specific reasons why.
Accounting Clerk III, Cashier III, due to the combined responsibilities of reconciliation and acceptance of
payments and the overseeing of all receipts, voids and payments made within the Checks Division
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
To increase efficiency, accuracy and productivity of our Hot Checks and Non-restitution financial
transactions so that the citizens of Dallas County can bring their complaints to the Dallas County DA’s
office Checks Division with confidence that their cases will be handled effectively and accuratelt. Dallas
County is the destination of choice for residents and businesses.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE Ð

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time
50%

E or NE
E

Administrator of Software functions for DA office and JP courts, training, voids,
credits, financial, set up new users, change passwords, grant access,
oversee restitution payments, collections from defendants, reconcile tills, locate
missing payments, train staff on credit card payments, complete voids and
reconcile voids in databases, field calls involving lost or late restitution payments,
contact vendors and merchants pertaining to their information and restitution
Amounts and receipts. Oversees non-check restitution reconciliation and
maintains database
2. Function: Liaison/ Case Manager for Advents and Check Connections

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

25%

E

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Odyssey and Database Management - Bookkeeping

Maintains frequent contact with representatives from the respective companies
Regarding their submitted check complaints, maintaining that the Division
Guidelines are being adhered to, following the policies as outlined by the DA’s
Office, the Chief Prosecutor and the statutory requirements with respect to the
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Requirements for accepting, processing and prosecuting checks cases.

3. Function: Data Entry of Advents and Check Connection and Treasury Cases

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

15%

E

Time
10%

E or NE
E

Time

E or NE

Receives, reviews and returns any cases that do not meet the standards for
processing and prosecution, enters case information into the Odyssey check
management system, generates demand letters, tracks demand letters, and recommends
further actions after required time has elapsed.

4. Function: Problem Solving

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Works directly under and at the request of the Chief when issues arise that are
Related to the Odyssey, Non-Check, MOU agreements and other bookkeeping and
Software related issues.

5. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position,
then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
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1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
{
X
{
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
{ 2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
{
{
{
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
{ 3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51{
{
{
75 pounds.
{ 4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
{
{
{
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
X

1.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)

Odyssey Checks and Financial Management Modules, Access Database for Non-checks, MOU’s and
Welfare Fraud Databases, FORVUS, AIS,
4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
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{
{
{
{

5.
6.
7.
8.

{
{
{
{

Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

X
{
{
{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

3.
4.
5.

One year college
Two-year Associate’s degree in:
Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

{

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).

{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{
{
{

3.
4.
5.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:
Minimum of two years experience in/as:
Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X
{
{
{

6.
7.
8.
9.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:
Minimum of five years experience in/as:
Minimum of six years experience in/as:
Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
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name of the license, certification or requirement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes {No If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

X

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

{ No

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

{ No

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
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{

4.

Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $
Total grant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
XYes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)
Clerk II

Number of Employees
3

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
{ 1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
X
2. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
{ 3. Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
{ 4. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
{ 5. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
{ 1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
{ 2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
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{

3.

{

4.

X

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

close supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

X

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3 2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that 1. Accounting Clerk III
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hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1. Accounting Clerk II
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.
Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Investigator II (Senior)
Deputy IV (Lieutenant)
68
Dallas County DA’s Office - Check Division
Asst. Chief Mae Jackson
214-653-3867
Ola.Jackson@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to ensure the timely and efficient operation of a division that has been
tasked with duties not normally performed by a DA Investigator. The duties include but are not
limited to intake new felony/misdemeanor cases, reviewing them for completeness, and then assigning
the cases to DA Investigators for further investigation. Assist Federal, State and Local law
enforcement agencies with investigations.

This is accomplished by creating a Lieutenant position giving supervisor authority to a Sr Sgt
presently supervising 5 other Sr. Sgt, DA Investigators, also assigned to the check division.

Other duties include: Coordinating various task force operational commitments. Accountable for fleet
vehicles assigned to the check division. Maintain evidence room to ensure that seized evidence is not
contaminated. Dispose of seized evidence in accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
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The Dallas County District Attorney’s Office is in agreement with numerous Federal, State and
Local Law Enforcement agencies to participate in and assist various task forces. Presently, the
DCDA’s Office participates and assists with 5 different Task Forces. Each Task Force investigates
different types of crimes. The Task Force participation is conducted by DA Investigators from the
DCDA’s Office Check Division. This is in addition to their regular duties as check division
investigators. The check division has also recently entered into agreements with two separate
check collection companies. These companies are expected to file between 500 – 800 additional
checks with the DCDA’s Office Check Division each month. This will certainly increase the check
division investigators case load.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsibilities.
The Sr. Sgt presently doing the job of the working supervisor has been called upon to perform
these duties. The other investigators in the check division are also hold the title of Sr. Sergeant. He
assumed the responsibilities of a working supervisor for the check division. This includes the
intake of all felony/misdemeanor cases, then assigning them to the other investigators. Previously,
the DCDA’s Office did not participate in more than two – three task forces at any time. However,
the DCDA’s Office has experienced an influx of new felony cases such as human trafficking,
intellectual property rights violations, identity theft and forgery cases. This is due to local law
enforcement agencies reducing manpower in time of budget cuts. The cases are brought directly to
the DCDA’s Office by other law enforcement agencies or often times by corporate investigators.
Cases of this type are investigated by the DCDA’s Office Check Division investigators. The
investigators will then file the cases with the grand jury or obtain arrest warrants for the suspects.
There has been a noted increase of these type cases within the past few years. A new type case
that came about after the first of the year is Theft by Check or Similar Sight Order. These type
cases will increase the work load of the check division investigators. The Similar Sight Order cases
are ACH debit transactions. These cases require additional steps in order to successfully
investigate and prosecute them. This position also requires interaction with administrative staff.
The Sr Sgt does not directly supervise the administrative staff. However, he does dictate authority
over the performance of certain duties.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.
The new duties were not transferred to the check division. The new duties came about due to the
needs of victims looking for assistance and also by the new law, Theft by Check or Similar Sight
Order, mandated by the Texas Legislature.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?
There have not been ay duties removed from the check division investigators.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
Since this position is that of a working supervisor, this person is often called upon for investigator
evaluations and or letters of commendation for check division investigators. This position has also
been responsible for creating policy as it regards to the use of newly installed point of sale
transaction machines. The POS machines are a new addition to the check division.
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What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
The assigned tasks of the check division investigators are different than any other tasks performed
by DCDA Investigators. The DCDA Check Division Investigators investigate, and file cases. Often
times, they seize evidence. This must be done in accordance with the policies of the DCDA’s Office
and the Texas Penal Code. The check division maintains an evidence locker. This is to ensure that
seized evidence is not contaminated. The evidence must also be disposed of in accordance with the
Code of Criminal Procedure.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
There are 4 Lieutenant positions within the DCDA’s Office. The Lieutenants are responsible for
the supervision of investigators assigned to the various divisions within the DCDA’s Office. The
Lieutenants report directly to the Assistant Deputy Chief of Investigators. The check division
investigators do not fall under the supervision of a lieutenant. The Sr Sgt working as a supervisor
in the check division has comparable responsibilities. Providing a Lieutenant for this position will
ensure cohesion between the investigators as well as with other law enforcement agencies.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
Should this position be approved for reclassification, this will enable the supervisor to effectively
supervise the investigators in the DCDA’s Office check division. This will create a better working
relationship between subordinates and supervisor.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function:

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE

20%

E

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Intake and review incoming check felony/misdemeanor cases. Assign cases to
the various investigators or make notations on cases and return to the clerks
for further action. Conduct follow up review of assigned cases at a later time
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2. Function:

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

10%

E

3. Function:

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

50%

E

Time
10%

E or NE
E

Intake and review direct file cases from various banks. These type cases
require additional investigation due to the complexity of bank fraud. Direct
file bank cases usually involve multiple suspects operating in an organized
ring. Direct file cases may consist of check forgery, credit card abuse,
counterfeit money orders or cashier’s checks.
These cases are carefully reviewed and then assigned to a check division
investigator.
Conduct follow up of the assigned case with the investigators.

Coordinate various task force operational requirements. The DCDA’s Office
participates in five different DFW area Task Forces. The various Task
Forces are listed below:
1) Secret Service Task Force
2) HIDTA IRS Task Force
3) Homeland Security Investigations Task Force
4) Intellectual Property Rights HSI Task Force
5) Human Trafficking Task Force
Each Task Force conducts different investigations. This requires different
operational commitments from the DCDA’s Office. The check division has
been tasked with assisting and participating in the various Task Forces.

4. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Responsible for the fleet vehicles assigned to the check division. Ensure that
they are properly maintained. This includes seized vehicles forfeited to the
DCDA’s Office for undercover and surveillance work. The acting supervisor
also ensures that forfeited vehicles are properly disposed of in accordance
with the Code of Criminal Procedure.
-4-
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5. Function:

Time
10%

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E or NE
E

Supervise five investigators assigned to the check division.
Submit written performance evaluations of the assigned investigators.
Submit letters of commendation when warranted. .
Refer investigators to the Assistant Chief of Investigators for punitive action when
warranted.
Coordinate scheduling of vacations, and taking of comp time ensuring there are
sufficient investigators available.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position,
then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
{
{
{
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
{ 2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
{
{
{
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
X
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51X
{
{
75 pounds.
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
{
{
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
1.
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position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
Audio/Video Digital digital surveillance equipment

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)

Odyssey Database, TLETS/NCIC Database, Lexis Nexis Database, DPS Image Retrieval System
Database, Forvus Database

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Environmental Condition
X

1.

X

2.

X

3.

X

4.

X
{
{
{
{
{
{
X

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
Possible confrontation with armed suspects

Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify): Apprehending Suspects

0-1/3
X

Seasonally
{

X

{

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

X

{

{

0-1/3
X
{
{
{
{
{
{
X

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.
Ballistic Body Armor
Standard side arm weapon
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G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.
4.

One year college
Two-year Associate’s degree in:

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

X
{
{
2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).

{
{

1.
2.

No previous experience required
Six months to one year experience in/as:

{
{

3.
4.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:
Minimum of two years experience in/as:

{
{
{
{

5.
6.
7.
8.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:
Minimum of four years experience in/as:
Minimum of five years experience in/as:
Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9. Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
10. Minimum of eight years experience as: Inv & Sup

X

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1.Master Peace Officer Certificate
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes {No If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
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{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

{

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

{ No

Coordinate and schedule large in depth operations that include investigating, executing of search
warrants, arrest of individuals, and the seizure of property and assets. These type operations are
lengthy and may last several months.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $
Total grant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
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X Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)
Investigator II

Number of Employees
5

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
{ 1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
X
2. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
{ 3. Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
{ 4. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
{ 5. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
{ 1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
O
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
{ 3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
{ 4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
{ 5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
X
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
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{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3 2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

{

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that
1.Deputy IV
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.Investigator II
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.
Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature

Date
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Comments:
Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Family Violence Misdemeanor Supervisor
Family Violence Misdemeanor Supervisor
Atty III
Dallas County DA, Family Violence Division

Kendall Castello
214-653-3706
kendall.castello@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
Supervise the prosecution of all misdemeanor family violence cases in Dallas County.

This is accomplished by
Supervising eight attorneys, one investigator, two legal assistants, and multiple support staff to efficiently represent the victims of Dallas County

in intimate partner violence cases.

Other duties include
Effectuate communication between felony family violence supervisors, attorneys, and support staff with the misdemeanor family violence division.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
The job has not changed although it has grown. It has been under-filled with an Attorney III prosecutor and needs an Attorney V.

Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
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duties/responsibilities.

See above.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.

See above.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?

None.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?

See above.
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?

See above.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
This position is identical to the deputy chief prosecutors in misdemeanor. The only difference is which courts the prosecutors supervise.

What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
A more experienced prosecutor can better manage the flow of cases into and out of the family violence
courts, lowering jail numbers and more effectively representing the citizens of Dallas County.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities

Time

E or NE
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Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Supervision of

30%

E

Time

E or NE

60%

E

Supervising all personnel in the Misdemeanor FV Unit.
Reviewing all complex or high profile cases filed in Dallas County.
Assisting misdemeanor prosecutors in making appropriate sentence recommendations on all cases.

Following up to verify the collection of all necessary evidence.
Negotiating with defense attorneys.
Handling phone calls from victims and witnesses on appropriate cases.

2. Function:

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Serving as supervising attorney on misdemeanor FV trials.

25%

E or NE
E

Picking juries for other FV prosecutors on their assigned trials.
Supervise misdemeanor prosecutor in all aspects of trial work including:
doing all necessary legal research and writing on trial cases, filing all appropriate motions and notices on FV cases set for trial,

conducting all pretrial hearings and handling all pretrial defense motions.

3. Function:

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Assist misdemeanor prosecutors as they conduct all bond hearings on assigned FV cases,

15%

E or NE
E

handle all probation revocation motions on all past FV cases, including any contested revocations or true pleas,

and prosecute all open pleas to the court.
This attorney will also represent the FV Division with local police departments and agencies.

4. Function:

Time

E or NE

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

5. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position,
then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

{
✔

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{
✔

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
{
{
{
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
{ 2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
{
{
{
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
{ 3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51{
{
{
75 pounds.
{ 4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
{
{
{
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
1.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)
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4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
✔
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
2. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{
{

1.
2.

Less than high school education
High school diploma or equivalent

{
{

3.
4.

One year college
Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:
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✔
{

2.

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).

{
{
{

1.
2.
3.

No previous experience required
Six months to one year experience in/as:
Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{
✔
{

4.
5.

Minimum of two years experience in/as: ADA
Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{
{
{

6.
7.
8.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:
Minimum of five years experience in/as:
Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. State Bar License
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes {No If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

✔
{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
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{ Yes

{ No
551

If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.
All activities and projects needed to effectuate the prosecution of misdemeanor intimate partner violence cases.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{ No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

5. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total grant amount $
Total county amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
{Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

Prosecutors

8

Investigator

1

Legal Assistants

2

Victim Advocates and Secretary

5

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
{ 1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
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{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
{ 1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
{ 2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
{ 3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
{ 4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
{ 5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
{ 6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
{ 7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
✔
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
{ 8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
{ 9. Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
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in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{
✔

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3 2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that 1.
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.
Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PART 2 - Mental Health Division Budget Proposal 2014 for 2015 FY
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Mental Health Division Supervisor, Assistant District Attorney
Attorney VI
Attorney V
District Attorney
7248
Russell Wilson II
214 653 2357
Russell.Wilson@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to oversee the prosecution/diverson from the criminal justice system of those
defendants with a diagnosed mental illness. The position supervises two to three other attorneys and
consults with and educates the entire District Attorney’s office about mental health related issues.

This is accomplished by reviewing cases and managing a criminal caseload and supervision of and
consultation with other attorneys and trying extremely complex cases in the courtroom

Other duties include consultation with and coordination of entities in the criminal justice system and mental
health professionals (see attached Exhibit A).

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational
structure, changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of
other employees in the work unit, etc.
ANSWER:
Since the Division’s inception in 2007 it has increasingly become more demanding (see attached Exhibit
A). One third of the defendants in the Dallas jail have a diagnosed mental illness. The Metrocare Match
(individuals on psychotropic medication in the jail) has tripled in the last five years. Successfully
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operating the Mental Health program results in more referrals over the years, including more referrals of
complex cases.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
independence, problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for
$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
specific new job duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
(See attached Exhibit A) There has been increasing complexity of services available and requests for
assistance. The position was created as an Attorney V and the caseload has more than tripled since its
creation. The position was previously responsible for supervising one Attorney IV and now supervises
two Attorney IV positions and frequently also supervises Attorneys-on-Loan and interns (as many as five
at one time).

Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
The duties are additional and a result of more diagnoses of mental illness (See attached Exhibit A)
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now
responsible for them?
ANSWER:
None. The duties and responsibilities continue to increase each year.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
N/A
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
ANSWER:
The increased volume of cases. There is a need for mare attorneys and personnel to manage and be
supervised due to the success of the program. Prosecutors and defense attorneys need education and
advice regarding mental health. More complex cases are being referred to the Division by court Chiefs
that need to be tried.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
ANSWER:
The following Division chiefs are Attorney VI level: Public Integrity, Specialized, Organized, Family
Violence, Child Abuse. This position should be raised to harmonize with the other Division Chiefs.
This position is a supervisor of cases in ALL the criminal courts in the Frank Crowley courts building.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position
classification recommendation support?
Supervision of more attorneys and staff to enable quicker diversion from the jail, quicker movement to
the State penitentiary, more uniformity of the treatment of defendants, etc..
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D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: managing a felony caseload and supervision of the Competency
Attorney and another Mental Health Attorney added in 2013

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function: In addition to all the
functions in the Attorney VI job description: trying extremely complex
felony cases with issues of insanity, competency, mental illness, etc. .

E

Allowing defendants to receive prompt attention and treatment for their mental
illness so they do not languish in the jail unnecessarily.
Reviewing files, talking to witnesses and complaining witnesses, preparing cases
for trial when necessary, authorizing reduction in the level of offenses, approving
the granting of probation, dismissals, etc.
This includes all seventeen felony District Courts (unlike most prosecutors who
are only responsible for one court).

2. Function: coordination with the public defenders office

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E

Determining the action to be taken for serious and complex situations.
Approving treatment options for the mentally ill.
Coordinating for housing, treatment, transportation, safe release from jail, etc. via
the case managers in the Public Defender’s Office.
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3. Function: reviewing cases recently filed

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E

Working with the grand/jury intake division to identify appropriate cases needing
attention of a mental health nature

4. Function: coordination with private attorneys

Time

E or NE
E

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Coordination with the County Mental Health/Jail Diversion officer to consult with
defendants.
Investigating and approving treatment options.
Coordinating for housing and /or transportation of mental ill defendants to court.

5. Function: consultations with attorneys, Judges, law enforcement, doctors,
family members, etc.

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E

Consultation with and education of the various parties in the system to coordinate the best
resolution of a case.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time.

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X
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F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
{
{
{
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
X
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
X
{
{
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
{ 3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
{
{
{
51-75 pounds.
{ 4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
{
{
{
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
1.

Telephone: office (1); cell (1)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)

Computer and software (Forvus, ACMS, AIS, Court Notify, etc)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
X
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
X
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
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{
{
{
X

4.
5.
6.
7.

{

8.

Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
prosecution of mentally ill defendants with
great potential for violence
Other (specify):

{
{
{
X

{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{

{

{

{

{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
X

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify):
Courtroom

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.
N/A

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{
{

2.
3.

High school diploma or equivalent
One year college

{
{

4.
5.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:
Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent’s experience).

{
{

1.
2.

No previous experience required
Six months to one year experience in/as:

{
{
{

3.
4.
5.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:
Minimum of two years experience in/as:
Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{
{

6.
7.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:
Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{
{

8.
9.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:
Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
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X

10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

Prosecutor and/or criminal defense attorney

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. Graduation from an accredited law school and licensed by the State Bar of Texas
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes {No

If Yes, what type? Texas driver’s license

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks
require in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.
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{ No

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

Training, supervising, advising the Mental Health Attorney, Competency Attorney, lawyers-on-loan, interns
and volunteers to do various jobs in the Division.
Presenting Continuing Legal Education to prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, etc. on the issue of mental
health.
Presenting a paper on Mental Health/Therapeutic Justice to the Advanced Criminal Law Course.
Educating attorneys from other jurisdictions that call or come to review our mental health criminal justice
system.
Coordinating services for individuals: training, housing, employment, etc..
Managing a criminal caseload. Etc. . . . .
3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? X Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{ No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less
than department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $
Total grant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)
Number of Employees
Attorney IV – Competency Attorney, Mental Health Attorney
2
Lawyers on Loan
When available
Interns
When available
Volunteers
When available
6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
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position. (Choose one)
{ 1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees,
interns, volunteers or temporary employees.
{ 2. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as
those directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
X
3.
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
{ 4. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary
actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and
staffing assignments as necessary.
{ 5. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department
managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing
broad organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (Choose one)
{ 1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
{ 2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
{ 3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
{ 4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
{ 5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
{ 6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
X
7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of
assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
{ 8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on departmental goals and objectives.
{ 9. Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
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Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most
closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

X

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring
inquiries to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not
of a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in
presentation to obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3 2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

{

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that 1. Attorney VI
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare 1. Attorney V
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.
Employee Signature
Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:
Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

3/31/14
Date
Date
Date
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3 Program Improvement Request Reclassification
Program Improvement Request Cost Work Sheet
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

District Attorney

Position Title

Attorney VI (Mental Health Division Supervisor)

Budget No.

V

Current Grade

Job Code

Position No.
703550

Department
Priority

7248
#1
Hign/Immediate

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

This attorney has been litigating the most complex and serious of highly visible cases. Judges have begun
requesting opinions and legal research specific to mental illness. This position was originally created as an
Attorney V position but the Attorney VI, Managing Attorney, job description better describes the duties
and responsibilities today.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The complexity of the position has increased. This position tried two complex murder jury trials
recently which included issues of competency and mental illness. Numerous other complex murder
cases have been tried in recent years involving those issues and insanity. Prosecutors within the office
and private attorney are increasingly requesting assistance with cases involving mental illness. The
complexity is increasing because with the success of the program, many more issues are being brought to
the attention of the Division. Court Chiefs (Attorney V) are referring complex, difficult cases. The
position also now provides education to other prosecutors. (See Attached Exhibit A). Due to the
increasing complexity of mental health issues and services available, the receptionists at the front desk
indicate that the two Mental Health Division Attorneys services are requested more than any other
attorneys in the office. Much overtime work is necessary to handle the increasingly complex cases.
Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade Atty V
Salary $8397.36 mo
FICA (7.65%) $642.37
Retirement (11.5%)

$906.87

Total $9,944.23

Proposed Grade

Attorney VI

Salary

$13,456.03 mo

FICA (7.65%)

$1,029.38

Retirement (11.5%)

$1,423.54

Total

$15,981.01
Total Annual Impact $6,036.78

Staff Review and Comment
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Form G

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
District Attorney, Current Competency Attorney – Mental Health

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

VI

Grade
Salary

117,318
8,974

FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

13491.57

Insurance @ $8,500

8,500
Total

146,283
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer

+

Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other

146,283

Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total
Form E1

FY2015
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2(c)

Division Chief current job description – Attorney V
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2(d) Division Chief requested job description – Attorney VI
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney VI (Managing
Attorney)

Job Code:

7035600

Reports To:

Division Chief

Pos. No:

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

B0101

Job Grade:

Various FLSA Code:

ATT6

E

Summary of Functions: Directs and manages the operations of an organizational section of the District
Attorney's Office. Supervises, evaluates and trains attorneys/prosecutors and staff. Oversees all operations
including case assignments, docket call, and plea bargains or settlement negotiations. Prosecutes or litigates the
most complex and serious or highly visible cases. Performs case evaluation, preparation and management;
represents the state/client in pre-trial and evidentiary hearings and jury/court trials; and ensures effective
communication with defense attorneys, court personnel, victims and family members, witnesses, the general
public, the media and other interested parties. Work involves litigation and legal research; drafting legal
documents; and interpreting laws, rules and regulations. Work is performed independently with general
direction and guidance from the Division Director.
Management Scope: Trains and supervises staff.

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

1. Directs and manages the overall operation, including the court docket, if
applicable, which includes assigning cases and work to felony prosecutors,
attorneys and/or staff.

E

2. May prepare budgetary input, attend management meetings, provide input on
policies and procedures, and perform related operational management duties.

E

3. Supervises, evaluates and trains staff.

E

4. Authorizes reduction in level or class of offenses, recommends PR bonds,
approves granting of probation, and signs various types of dismissals.

E

5. Resolves disputes between the court, defense attorneys and staff; and
determines appropriate action to be taken for unusual or extremely serious or
complex situations.

E

6. Ensures that records and documentation are accurate, up-to-date and
processed in accordance with standard procedures.

E

7. Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:
x reviewing documentation,
x conducting necessary legal research on applicable laws,
x interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases,

E
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x
x

gathering evidence, and
determining most appropriate action(s) to be taken.

8. Drafts, files and responds to necessary motions, briefs or other legal
documents for trials and/or hearings.

E

9. Explains legal process to potential witnesses, and prepares witnesses for court
testimony, and ensures clients or victims/families are kept informed on status
of cases.

E

10. Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related material for
trials or hearings.

E

11. Represents the State or client in trials and hearings by:
x conducting jury selection,
x presenting opening statements,
x conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
x presenting closing arguments.

E

12. Assesses strengths and weaknesses of cases and negotiates settlements or
plea-bargain. Obtains approval, if necessary, if plea bargain or settlement
agreement is reached.

E

13. Prepares necessary legal documents, if settlements or plea-bargain
agreements is reached, and ensures proper signatures are secured and
documents filed as required.

E

14. Conducts presentations at conferences and seminars; instructs law
enforcement and other criminal justice personnel in legal aspects of
investigations, prosecutions, and other litigation; and speaks before
community and citizens groups.

E

15. Performs other duties as assigned.

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school. with a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Four
(4) years experience. Experience supervising other attorneys or equivalent managerial work and/or extensive
experience in advanced legal work relevant to assigned section.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Requires experience supervising other
attorneys or equivalent managerial work and/or extensive experience in advanced legal work relevant to
assigned section.

Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Standard office and court room environment.
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Disclaimer:
This is an “at will” position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an employment
agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time without notice.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
N/A
Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date 06/05

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is
not intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time included on each function is only an estimate and may change
depending on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet
these requirements will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the
job with reasonable accommodation.
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5

Organization Chart
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7 Reclassification of Attorney IV
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Mental Health Division – Mental Health Assistant District
Attorney
Attorney V
Attorney IV
District Attorney
7245
Cindy Stormer, Assistant District Attorney
214 653 3873
cstormer@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to oversee the prosecution/diversion from the criminal justice system of
defendants with a diagnosed mental illness with an emphasis on competency issues and competency
restoration.
This position also monitors those defendants found not guilty by reason of insanity, from the initial hearings
to the release into the community of some of those defendants.
This position coordinates with hospitals and doctors throughout the State.
Overseeing competency hearings, monitoring cases where the defendant is deemed incompetent (whether in
a mental institution, jail or on out-patient competency restoration) etc..

Other duties include reviewing and managing a felony criminal caseload which includes trying extremely
complex and difficult cases

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational
structure, changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of
other employees in the work unit, etc.
ANSWER:
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The number of mentally ill defendants in the Dallas jail has increased dramatically since the Division
was created resulting in more complex cases being assigned and referred to the Division.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
independence, problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for
$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
specific new job duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
More independent judgment is needed with the increasing complexity of services available and different
options available in the different specialty courts. The caseload of this position continues to grow daily.
(See Attached Exhibit A)
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
The duties are additional and a result of more diagnoses of mental illness and more defendants in the
Out-Patient Competency Restoration Program that continues to grow each year – keeping sick
defendants out of the jail.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now
responsible for them?
ANSWER:
None. The duties and responsibilities continue to increase each year.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
ANSWER:
N/A
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
ANSWER:
Increased volume of cases due to the success of the program. There is now a need for more attorneys to
supervise that would manage the increasing caseload, this makes it necessary to determine other
available options, e.g. housing for the mentally ill. The position is responsible for coordinating
dispositions with hospitals throughout the State and doctor’s offices and the seventeen felony courts.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
ANSWER:
Deputy Division Chiefs that are currently at Attorney Level V: Public Integrity, Specialized, Organized
Family Violence, Child Abuse. This position should be raised to harmonize with the other Deputy
Division Chiefs.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position
classification recommendation support?
ANSWER:
Supervision of more personnel to enable quicker diversion from the jail, quicker movement to the State
penitentiary, more uniformity of the treatment of defendants, more work with the intake division to reach
cases earlier.
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D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Competency (evaluation of the current mental state)

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE
E

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
In addition to all the functions in the Attorney V job description: managing the
Out-Patient Competency Restoration Program (OCR), a program that saves
taxpayers of Dallas hundreds of thousands of dollars each year.
This entails locating the files of defendants deemed incompetent, holding
competency hearings, preparing legal documents, monitoring each of the cases of
people in mental institutions for the 60, 90, 102 day or one year extensions for
continuity of care.
Many cases last several years.
Constant communications with the hospitals and mental hospitals to monitor defendants and calendar and
perform the necessary court proceedings as applicable

2. Function: Managing a felony caseload

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E

Trying extremely difficult and complex felony cases with issues of insanity,
competency mental illness, etc.
This includes all 17 felony District Court (unlike most prosecutors who are only
responsible for one court).
This includes all aspects of docket management, reducing conflicts between
courts, reviewing files, consultations, treatment options, services, etc.)
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working extensively with the Mental Health Coordinator and the Competency
Coordinator, insuring that the appropriate legal document arrive timely at the
hospitals.
Maintaining lines of communication with doctors and hospitals .
Consultations with attorney, Judges, mental health care professionals, etc.
3. Function: Insanity (mental state at the time of offense)

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E

Having defendants evaluated for insanity.
Continual monitoring of defendants who are found Not-Guilty-by-Reason- of
Insanity (in mental institutions or after they are released from mental institutions
to family or boarding homes).
Jurisdiction over these defendants last for the maximum term of imprisonment
provide by law for the offense, e.g. “life” for murder.
Continuing communications with doctors, hospital, attorneys, etc..

4. Function: Managing a misdemeanor caseload

Time

E or NE
E

Time

E or NE
E

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
(see section 2 above for more detailed description) an additional hundreds of new cases
per year.
All felony and misdemeanor cases regarding competency require staffing, monitoring
which includes consultations with judges and other health care professionals.

5. Function: Cases referred by private Attorneys, grand jury, judges, etc.

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Numerous other cases are referred to this attorney that do not have competency issues but
do have mental health issues.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Frequency of Time
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{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time.

0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
{

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
{
{
{
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
X
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
X
{
{
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
{ 3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
{
{
{
51-75 pounds.
{ 4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
{
{
{
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
1.

Telephone: office (1); cell (1)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)

Computer (1); TCIC/NCIC access to update criminal histories

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{
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{

4.

Health and Safety Conditions
X
{
{
{
{
{
X
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
X
{
{
{
{
{
X
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
X

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other: Courtroom

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.
N/A

G. Position Minimum Requirements
3. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{
{

1.
2.

Less than high school education
High school diploma or equivalent

{
{

3.
4.

One year college
Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.
6.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:
Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

X
2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent’s experience).

{

1.

No previous experience required

{
{
{
{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

3.
4.
5.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:
Minimum of two years experience in/as:
Minimum of three years experience in/as:
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{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

X
{
{

7.
8.
9.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:
Minimum of six years experience in/as:
Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. Graduation from an accredited law school and licensed by the State Bar of Texas
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes {No

If Yes, what type? Texas Driver’s license

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks
require in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.
{ No

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.
Supervising Attorneys-on-Loan and interns.
Coordinating services for individuals: training, housing, employment, etc..
Managing a criminal caseload.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
No If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

{
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X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less
than department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

5. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $
Total grant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

XYes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
{ 1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees,
interns, volunteers or temporary employees.
{ 2. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as
those directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
X
3.
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
{ 4. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary
actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and
staffing assignments as necessary.
{ 5. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department
managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing
broad organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
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7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (Choose one)
{ 1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
{ 2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
{ 3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
{ 4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
{ 5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
X
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
{ 7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of
assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
{ 8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on departmental goals and objectives.
{ 9. Work is generally unguided.
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I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

X

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring
inquiries to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not
of a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in
presentation to obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3 2/3-Over
{
{
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that 1.Attorney V
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare 1. Attorney III
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position or the proposed position.
Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:
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8 Program Improvement Request Reclassification
And
Program Improvement Request Cost Work Sheet
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

District Attorney

Position Title

Mental Health Division – Competency Attorney

Current Grade

Budget No.

Attorney IV

7035400

Job Code

7245

Position No.
Department
Priority

#2
High/Immediate

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

This position saved the County over $300,000 in 2009 by not housing mentally ill defendants in the jail
and has saved millions more each year since then. (See attached Exhibit A). In addition, the ever
increasing demands for the services of the Mental Health Division prosecutors have resulted in this
attorney position taking on difficult, complex felony cases from intake, to mental institution, to trial. This
attorney also monitors those found Not-Guilty-By-Reason-of-Insanity.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The complexity of the position has increased. Numerous duties were not anticipated when the position
was created in 2007. This attorney now utilizes as many as five interns (volunteers) at any given time.
The position also now provides education to other prosecutors. (See Attached Exhibit A). Due to the
increasing complexity of mental health issues and services available, the receptionists at the front desk
indicate that the three Mental Health Division Attorneys services are requested more than any other
attorneys in the office. Much overtime work is necessary to handle the increasingly complex cases.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade Atty IV

Proposed Grade

Attorney V

Salary $8397.36 mo

Salary

$

FICA (7.65%)

$642.37

FICA (7.65%)

$

Retirement (11.5%)

$906.87

Retirement (11.5%)

$

Total

$

Total $9,944.23

Total Annual Impact $

Staff Review and Comment

Form G
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
District Attorney, Current Competency Attorney – Mental Health

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

Atty V

Grade
Salary

$100,764

FICA @ 7.65%

7,708

Retirement @ 11.5%

1,158

Insurance @ $8,500

8.500
Total

$118,130
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
663

Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer

+

Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total

$663

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total
Form E1
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4(c) – Current Job Description – Atty IV
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4 (d) – Requested Reclassification – Job Description Atty V
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5.New Position Description Request Form - Attorney IV
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Mental Health Prosecutor, Assistant District Attorney
Attorney IV
District Attorney
N/A
Cindy Stormer, Assistant District Attorney
214 653 3873
cstormer@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to allow more mentally ill to receive attention quicker.
To reduce the burgeoning number of mentally ill defendants who are not receiving needed services.
This is accomplished by working with the intake division and private attorneys representing mentally ill defendants.

Other duties include educating prosecutors, attorneys, families, etc. about services available and educating service
providers about the legal system.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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E or NE
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E
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By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Manages a docket
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Reviewing cases, trying cases.

Time

E or NE
E

2. Function: Intake
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
To put an emphasis on cases when they first arrive in the District Attorneys office.
This attorney would work closely with Grand Jury/Intake attorneys to identify and focus
on mentally ill defendants early in the process.
Early intervention has been proven to reduce recidivism.

Time

E or NE

3. Function: Private Attorneys
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Allowing for more work with private attorneys.
Currently there is insufficient staff in the division and response to the demands of the
public defender’s office tend to have priority.
This would result in more uniformity of the treatment of mentally ill defendants.

Time

4. Function: Assist with caseload
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Although the two attorneys currently assigned to this Division frequently work long hours
and weekends, many cases are turned away due to the sheer volume of cases.

Time

E or NE
E

5. Function: assist with competency caseload
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE
E

Managing a docket of cases among many different courts.

E

E or NE

E

Assist the Competency attorney with the Out-Patient Competency Restoration
caseload.
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D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{

1.

X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position.
(Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
Telephone: Office (1); cell (1)
Desk, Office chairs (3), filing cabinet (1); bookcase (1)
3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if

no computers or software are used to perform this function)
Computer (1)
4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency
of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.
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Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards

0-1/3
{
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{
{

{

Seasonally
{
{

598

{

3.

{

4.

X
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
X
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
X

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.
N/A

F. Position Minimum Requirements
4. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

X

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as: prosecutor

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:
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{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. Graduation from an accredited Law School.
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes {No If Yes, what type? Texas D.L.

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

{ No

Managing a criminal caseload.
Coordinating services for individuals: training, housing, employment, etc..
Supervising interns.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.
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X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget

600

{

4.

expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

5. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X

Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)
Interns and Attorneys-on-loan
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Number of Employees
When available
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6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

{

6.

X

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in
the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this
position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.
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{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1. Attorney V
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1. Attorney III
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney

Brief Title of PIR

Furniture for Mental Health Attorney IV

Estimated Cost

$3,612.00

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Telephones : office (1), cell (1) $840 plus car adapter/charger $25 = $865.00
Desk(1) $663
Office chairs - Desk (1) $315.
Office Chairs- guest (2) $208 x 2 = $416
Filing cabinet (four drawer) (1) $668.00
Bookcase (1) $351.00
Shredder (1) $331.00
Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by diverting the mentally ill
from the jail and into services where appropriate and moving the mentally ill out of the jail
faster.
Discussion of Need Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by moving the
mentally ill out of the jail faster (to mental institutions, prison, or the community as
appropriate). This attorney will work in every court in the building and must communicate
with defense attorneys and courts. This is why a cell phone with texting capabilities is
necessary. A shredder is necessary because this division deals with sensitive documents,
i.e. criminal histories, medical records, identification documents with sensitive information
that could lead to identity theft if not properly destroyed (e.g. driver’s licenses numbers,
social security numbers, etc). Other requests are standard for this type of position.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

District Attorney

Title of PIR

Computer for Mental Health Attorney
IV

PIR #

Budget No.

(assigned by
Data Services)

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

Computer (standard desktop) $1,025.00
Printer
250.00

Total $1,275.00
Expected Benefits

Necessary for the attorney’s legal work: preparation of documents, legal research;
communications via e-mail; some internet access for investigations, access to Forvus
(criminal histories locally), Court Notify (case preparation); Kronos; On-Base (Clerks
information and some sensitive medical records); ACMS (Adult Case Management
System); AIS (Adult Information System) (jail status); etc.. (See attached Exhibit A).

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Mental Health

Brief Title of PIR

Attorney IV

Budget No

Approx. Net Cost
Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request

The addition of an Assistant District Attorney position is needed in the Mental Health Division. Additional
attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings to taxpayers by moving the mentally ill out of the jail
faster (to mental institutions, prison, or the community as appropriate).
Discussion of Need Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by moving the
mentally ill out of the jail faster (to mental institutions, prison, or the community as appropriate).
This attorney will work in every court in the building. (See attached Exhibit A).

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment
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Form E
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
District Attorney , Attorney IV

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

IV

Grade
Salary

71,856.00
5,497

FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

7,185

Insurance @ $8,500

8,500
Total

$92,738
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number

$663

Desk

1,750

Furniture

1,205

Computer

250

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager

685

Cell Phone

331

Other Shredder

$3,679

Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
$96,417

Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total
Form E1
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5 (e) Attorney IV and III job description
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title:

Attorney III

Job Code:

Reports To:

Section Chief Pos. No:

Department:
WC Code:
8810

District Attorney
9222

Division:

Various

7035300

Job Grade:

Various

FLSA Code: E

Loc. Code:

CS Code:

A

ATT3

0862004

SIC Code:

EEO Code:

B01

Summary of Functions: Performs assignments involving litigation and legal research with authority to
make tactical and legal decisions in connections with assigned cases OR prosecutes felony cases in
assigned court, to include case evaluation, preparation and management.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities: % of Time
Non-essential

Essential

1.
Evaluates criminal complaints, accepts or rejects cases for prosecution, determines appropriate
charges to be filed, and prepares required documentation for indictments.
E
2.

Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:
reviewing documentation,
conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable laws, rules and interviewing witnesses or
persons with knowledge of the cases, and
gathering evidence.
E
3.

Drafts, files, and responds to motions, briefs or other legal documents for trials and/or hearings.
E

4.
Explains legal process to potential witnesses, prepares witnesses for court testimony, and ensures
clients or victims/families are kept informed on status of cases.
E
5.

Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related material for trials or hearings.
E

6.

Represents the State or clients in hearings and jury/court trials by:
conducting jury selection,
presenting opening statements,
conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
presenting closing arguments.
E

7.
Negotiates settlements or plea-bargains and obtains approval of plea-bargains or settlement
agreements.
E
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8.
Prepares legal documents, if settlements or plea-bargain agreements are reached, and ensures
proper signatures are secured and documents filed as required.
E
9.
May manage court dockets and case schedules to ensure deadlines are met and records and
documentation are accurate and up-to-date.
E
10.

Trains or assists in training Attorneys I and II.

11.

Performs other duties as assigned.

E

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school. One (1) year work related experience.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Requires experience as a lead prosecutor
for all levels of misdemeanor offenses, or experience providing legal services in conjunction with civil
litigation, or appellate work on direct appeals.
Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Standard office and court room environment.
Disclaimer:
This is an “at will” position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an
employment agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at
any time without notice.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
N/A
Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

Approved by Civil Service Commission on Date

10/20/2003, 1/31/2006

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description
is not intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions
and requirements. The percentage of time devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change
depending on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet
these requirements will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of
the job with reasonable accommodation.
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6 New Position Description Request Form – Investigator
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Investigator, Mental Health Division
Investigator II
District Attorney
N/A
Tony Robinson, Investigations Chief and
Cindy Stormer, ADA Mental Health
214 653 3873
cstormer@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to assign an investigator to the Mental Health Division to work exclusively on the
cases of this Division.

This is accomplished by doing the work as described in the Dallas county Job description for investigators (see
attached).

Other duties include running criminal histories on the competency cases which many times must be resolved so early
that the information is not yet available in the normal course of the process.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð
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E or NE
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Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Investigate cases early (office work)
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
In addition to the duties described in the Investigator Job description (see attached):
There have been five or more wrongfully charged mentally ill defendants discovered by
the Supervising Mental Health Assistant District Attorney in the past four years. These
people should not have spent time in jail. Sometimes the discoveries are not made until
the case is being prepared for trial. An investigator assigned to this Division would
alleviate that problem (among others).

2. Function: Investigate (outside the office, i.e. in the field)
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Locate witnesses, locate victims, service subpoenas
Run criminal histories on witnesses, victims and defendants
Serve subpoenas
Obtain voluminous medical records.
Assist at trial as needed.

3. Function: Assist with cases at trial
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
In a recent murder trial, the supervisor of the Mental Health Unit used six different
investigators in the course of the case.
This is because current investigators have their own caseload and can only assist the
Mental Health Division as time permits.

30%

E

Time
50%

E or NE

Time

E or NE

50%

Time

E or NE

Included
above
(see Job
Description
)

Numerous investigators who have assisted this Division in the past can attest to
the fact that this Division needs a permanently assigned investigator.

4. Function: Investigate cases early (grand jury)
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
The investigator could work closely with grand jury, flagging cases with mental illness.
The investigator could identify cases in which mentally ill individuals are wrongfully
charged

Time

E or NE

5. Function: Training law enforcement personnel in the office on mental health issues
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE
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The investigator could receive specific mental health training, i.e. identifying the
mentally ill, dealing with the mentally ill, etc. and share this training with others.
The investigator could educate other staff on specific mental health issues.

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
{

1.

X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position.
(Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
Telephones: office and cell
Desk, Office chairs (3); filing cabinet (1); bookcase (1)
3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if

no computers or software are used to perform this function)
Computer (1)
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4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency
of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

X
{
{
{
{
{
{
X

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify): service of process and
investigations (especially of the mentally ill) may
expose the person to danger

0-1/3
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
X
{
{
{
{
{
{
X

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
X

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment 50%
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify) 50% is
typical law enforcement
street experience

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
6. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

X

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in: or equivalent experience

{

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.
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Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s

617

experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

X

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as: Law

{

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. License by TCLEOSE, Texas Commission of Law Enforcement Officer Standards and Education
2.Intermediate Certificate
3. Certified Peace Officer proficient in the use of firearms
4. Must pass criminal background investigation
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes {No If Yes, what type? Tx DL

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

No

The investigator would be responsible for training other investigators and staff about issues specific to mental health.
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3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

7. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

{Yes

X No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.
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Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.

619

{

Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

5.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

X

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in
the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this
position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

{

4.
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Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

{

620

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1. Lt. Investigator III
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1. NA
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney

Brief Title of PIR

Furniture for Investigator Mental Health Division

Estimated Cost

$3,609.00

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Telephones : office (1), cell (1) $840 plus car adapter/charger $25 = $865.00
Desk(1) $663
Office chairs - Desk (1) $315.
Office Chairs- guest (2) $208 x 2 = $416
Filing cabinet (four drawer) (1) $668.00
Bookcase (1) $351.00
Shredder (1) $331.00

Discussion of Need

With an investigator assigned to this Division,(1) there will be more time for the Mental Health
Attorneys to focus on their legal work, (2) cases will move quicker and (3) wrongfully charged
mentally ill individuals will be released from jail sooner. Currently, attorneys in the Mental
Health Division do much of their own investigative work. There will also be a reduction in
overlapping of work. When there is not a full-time investigator assigned to the Division (as it
is now) the attorney can only use an investigator that is available. Many times this is not the
investigator assigned to the court as they must give priority to their own court chief. The next
time the Mental Health attorney needs an investigator on the same case, the new
investigator must be brought up to speed, taking up valuable time for both the attorney and
investigator. In one murder trial the supervising attorney for the Mental Health Division had to
use six different investigators throughout the course of the case and trial, each time having to
take time to explain the facts of the case to the new investigator.
Cell phone to use in the field to communicate with attorneys and others.
Staff Review and Comment

Form G
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department
Title of PIR

District Attorney Mental
Health Division

Budget No.

Computer for Investigator

PIR #

Request Type

(assigned by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
Computer (standard desktop) $1,025.00
Printer
$ 250.00

Expected Benefits
Necessary for the investigator’s work: preparation of documents, subpoenas , letters, etc.; communications
via e-mail; some internet access for investigations, access to Forvus (criminal histories locally), Court
Notify (case preparation); Kronos; On-Base (Clerks information and some sensitive medical records);
ACMS (Adult Case Management System); AIS (Adult Information System) (jail status); etc.. (See attached
Exhibit A).

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST

ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney Mental Health Division

Brief Title of PIR

Investigator II

Budget No

Approx. Net Cost
Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request

The addition of an Investigator II position is needed in the mental Health Division.

Discussion of Need

With an investigator assigned to this Division,(1) there will be more time for the Mental Health
Attorneys to focus on their legal work, (2) cases will move quicker and (3) wrongfully charged mentally ill
individuals will be released from jail sooner. This is especially important at the intake and grand jury
level. Currently, attorneys in the Mental Health Division do much of their own investigative work. There
will also be a reduction in overlapping of work. When there is not a full-time investigator assigned to the
Division (as it is now) the attorney can only use an investigator that is available. Many times this is not
the investigator assigned to the court as they must give priority to their own court chief. The next time the
Mental Health attorney needs an investigator on the same case, the new investigator must be brought up to
speed, taking up valuable time for both the attorney and investigator. In one murder trial the supervising
attorney for the Mental Health Division had to use six different investigators throughout the course of the
case and trial, each time having to take time to explain the facts of the case to the new investigator.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

Form E
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
District Attorney Investigator

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

68

Grade
Salary

$51,563.00
$3,945

FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

5,929.74

Insurance @ $8,500

8,500.0
Total

$69,937.74
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

633

Furniture

1,750

Computer

1,205

Printer

250

Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone

685
331

Other (shredder)

$4,854

Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

74,791

Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total
Form E1
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6 Investigator job description
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Job Title:
Investigator I
Job Code:
70601
Job Grade:
67
Former Investigator I, II, III
Reports to:

Deputy Chief Investigator

Pos. No:

See below

SIC:

9222

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

FLSA Code:

N

Division:
CS Code:
A
EEOC Code: B01
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Summary of Functions: Provides basic law enforcement/investigative support and assistance to Assistant District
Attorney assigned to case.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% of
Essential (E) or
Duties and Responsibilities:
Time
Non-Essential (N)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Gathers pertinent information, statements and evidence in
support of the assigned Assistant District Attorney which
includes interviewing and interrogating witnesses and running
criminal background checks using the NCIC/TCIC system, etc.

30%

E

2. Locates, interviews and notifies witnesses of trial dates by
means of serving subpoenas, summons and writs, and
checks criminal histories of witnesses for trial.

20%

E

3. Works as a member of a trial team or section in preparing
cases for disposal and assists in the jury selection process.

20%

E

4. Coordinates the collection, preparation and review of physical
evidence for trial by following strict legal requirements for maintraining chain of custody.

10%

E

5.

Secures the cooperation and attendance of witnesses and
coordinates and facilitates their appearance.

10%

E

6.

Assists in preparing arrest and search warrants B may make
arrest.

05%

E

7. Performs other related duties as assigned.
05%
N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Education and experience equivalent to an Associates Degree from an accredited college or university or equivalent
experience in a related field plus an additional two (2) years law enforcement related experience is required.
Special Requirements
Must be a Certified Peace Officer and proficient in the use of a firearm. Knowledgeable of investigative techniques
and ability to communicate both verbally and in writing with a diverse group of individuals. Skilled at applying
interviewing techniques while assisting the prosecutors in adverse or hostile conditions. Must pass criminal
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background investigation.
Mandatory drug test prior to and during employment. Approved by Commissioners Court on 7/6/99.
Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Normal office environment 50% of the time with the remainder of time spent in a typical Law Enforcement Street
environment.

Disclaimers:
This is an at will position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an employment
agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time without notice.
Hay Points: KH=
Position numbers:

pts, PS=

pts, AC=

pts, TTL=

pts,

3470, 3310, 5020, 3435, 3469, 4393, 5205, 3311, 3436, 3393, 3392, 5652.

Supervisor Signature _____________________________________Date __________

Approved by Commissioners Court and/or Civil Service Commission: *12/06/99;
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14 New Position Description Request Form Attorney I (Misdemeanor Attorney)
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Mental Health Division – Misdemeanor Attorney
Attorney
District Attorney
N/A
Cindy Stormer, Assistant District Attorney
214 653 3873
cstormer@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to allow more mentally ill defendants to receive attention in a more timely manner.
To reduce the burgeoning number of mentally ill defendants who are not receiving needed services.
This is accomplished by working with the intake division, private attorneys, and mental health coordinator to insure
quicker movement of cases involving the mentally ill.

Other duties include educating others about services available.
To reduce the number of cases being turned away by the division due to volume.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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Time

E or NE

30%

E

630

By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Managing a court docket as described in the Job Description attached.
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Obtaining files, reviewing files, talking with witnesses, making recommendation, plea

Time

E or NE

2. Function: Working with intake to identify mentally ill defendants earlier.
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
To give more direct attention to cases involving the mentally ill as early as possible.
To divert the mentally ill from the jail as quickly as possible where feasible.

Time

E or NE

3. Function: Dealing with private attorneys.
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Allowing for more interaction with private attorneys to ensure that defendants represented
by private attorneys receive the same advantages that defendants represented by the PD

Time

E or NE

4. Function: Assist with mental health caseload
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Allowing for more cases to be handled by the Division.
Many cases are currently turned away due to the sheer volume.

Time

E or NE

5. Function: Competency
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

Negotiations, trying cases promptly. Etc.
Overall assistance with the caseload of the division.
Emphasis on misdemeanor cases.
These cases are currently being handled (for the most part) by prosecutors with no mental health training or
background

Allowing for more uniformity of treatment of defendants.
Defendants receiving the same services they would receive from mental health
PDs

Assist with the competency hearings and the out-patient competency restoration
program.

D. Visual-Mental Demands
- 77 -
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1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{

1.

X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position.
(Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
Telephone: office and cell
Desk, office chairs (3), filing cabinet(1); bookcase (1)
3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if

no computers or software are used to perform this function)
Computer, printer
4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency
of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.
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Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

632

{

4.

X
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

{

{

{

{

Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
X
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
X

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)
courtroom

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
8. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).
X

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

{

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:
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{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1.Graduation from an accredited law school and licensed by the State Bar of Texas
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes {No

If Yes, what type? Tx DL

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

{

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

{ No

Managing a criminal caseload.
Trials and trial preparation.
Coordinating services for individuals: training, housing, employment, etc..

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.
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X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.

634

{

4.

Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4.Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)
Interns
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Number of Employees
As available
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6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

X

4.

{

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in
the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this
position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.
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{

1.

X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold
1.Attorney II
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.N/A
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney

Brief Title of PIR

Furniture for Mental Health Atty I

Estimated Cost

$3,612

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Telephones : office (1), cell (1) $840 plus car adapter/charger $25 = $865.00
Desk(1) $663
Office chairs - Desk (1) $315.
Office Chairs- guest (2) $208 x 2 = $416
Filing cabinet (four drawer) (1) $668.00
Bookcase (1) $351.00
Shredder (1) $331.00
Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by diverting the mentally ill
from the jail and into services where appropriate and moving the mentally ill out of the jail
faster.
Discussion of Need

Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by moving the mentally ill out
of the jail faster (to mental institutions, jail, or the community as appropriate). This attorney
will work in every misdemeanor court in the building and must communicate with defense
attorneys and courts. This is why a cell phone with texting capabilities is necessary. A
shredder is necessary because this division deals with sensitive documents, i.e. criminal
histories, medical records, identification documents with sensitive information that could lead
to identity theft if not properly destroyed (e.g. driver’s licenses numbers, social security
numbers, etc). Other requests are standard for this type of position.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

District Attorney

Title of PIR

Computer for Mental Health Attorney
I

PIR #

Budget No.

(assigned by
Data Services)

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

Computer (standard desktop) $1,025.00
Printer
250.00

Total $1,275.00
Expected Benefits

Necessary for the attorney’s legal work: preparation of documents, legal research;
communications via e-mail; some internet access for investigations, access to Forvus
(criminal histories locally), Court Notify (case preparation); Kronos; On-Base (Clerks
information and some sensitive medical records); ACMS (Adult Case Management
System); AIS (Adult Information System) (jail status); etc.. (See attached Exhibit A).

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST

ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney – Mental Health

Brief Title of PIR

Attorney I

Budget No

Approx. Net Cost
Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request The addition of an Assistant District Attorney, Attorney I (misdemeanor) position is
needed in the Mental Health Division.

Discussion of Need Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by moving the mentally ill out of the
jail faster (to mental institutions, prison, or the community as appropriate). This attorney will work in every court in
the building. (See attached Exhibit A).

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

Form E
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
District Attorney Assistant District Attorney Mental Health
Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost
I

Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%
Insurance @ $8,500
Total

$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

633

Furniture

1,750

Computer

1,205

Printer

250

Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone

685

Other shredder

331
Total

$4,854.00

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total
Form E1
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Attorney I Job description
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8. New Position Description Request Form – Legal Assistant
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Legal Secretary Mental Health
Legal Secretary
District Attorney
N/A
Cindy Stormer, Assistant District Attorney
214 653 3873
cstormer@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to assign a Legal Assistant to the Mental Health Division to work exclusively
with the cases of this Division.
This is accomplished by performing the work required as described in the Dallas County job description for Legal
secretaries.
Other duties include maintaining spread sheets (currently done by the Supervision Attorney of the Division) that
document file acquisition (among other things); maintaining spreadsheets and overseeing competency issues.
Coordination with the hospitals, freeing up valuable attorney time.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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Time

E or NE

30%

E
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By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Legal Secretary work as described in the attached job description
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
This legal secretary could perform numerous tasks that are currently being performed by

Time

E or NE

2. Function: Monitoring competency cases
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Maintaining spreadsheets and calendars to track cases involving competencies.
Insuring that appropriate documents and dismissals are sent to the doctors and hospitals.
This is currently the duty of individual court clerks.
Occasionally these documents to do get to the appropriate parties in a timely fashion.

Time

E or NE

3. Function: Monitoring file acquisition
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Most of the mental health files are acquired from the other prosecutors in the office when
mental health issues are discovered and brought to the attention of the attorneys.
Currently a mental health prosecutor must physically obtain the file, then document in the
county computer system (JI55) that the attorney of record has changed

Time

E or NE

4. Function: coordination of mental health services
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

Time

E or NE

the attorneys of this Division, i.e. tying documents, communications with the hospitals, communications with
complaining witnesses when applicable, communications with service providers, etc.
Allowing the attorneys to take more cases.

A list of the ever changing mental health services available could be maintained
on a county web site to assist families of the mentally ill.

5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{

1.

X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position.
(Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
Telephone: office
Desk (1), office chairs (3), filing cabinet (1), bookcase (1)
3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if

no computers or software are used to perform this function)
Computer (1); printer (1)
4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency
of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.
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Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards

0-1/3
{
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{
{

{

Seasonally
{
{

646

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
X
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
5.Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
{

1.

Less than high school education

X

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

{

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

X

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:
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{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
Three years experience OR 45 hours of college credit
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes {No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

{

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.
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X No

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget

648

{

4.

expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4.Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

{Yes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.
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Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.

649

{

3.

{

4.

X

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in
the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this
position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1.Legal Secretary Grade 9
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.N/A
applicants for my current classification.
2.
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J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

District Attorney

Brief Title of PIR

Furniture for Legal Secretary Mental Health Division

Estimated Cost

$1,750

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Telephone (office) (1)
Desk (1) $383
Office chairs – Desk (1) $315
Office Chairs – guest (2) $208 X 2 = $416
Filing cabinet (four drawer) (1) $668
Bookcase (1) $351

Discussion of Need

Basic needs of a Legal Secretary for the Mental Health Division.
The Legal Assistant would be able to do work that is currently the responsibility of the
attorneys of the Mental Health Division, for obtaining files, maintaining the records of the
cases in the different criminal courts and the disposition of same, entry into the JI55 of which
prosecutor is now handling the case, the preparation and mailing of letters to victims,
communications with hospitals and families of defendants and complaining witnesses, etc..
All this work would allow the prosecutors of this Division to have more time to move cases.
Please see attached job description.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

Budget No.

Title of PIR
PIR #

Request Type
(assigned by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
Computer (standard desktop) $1,025.00
Printer
250.00

Total $1,275.00

Expected Benefits
The Legal Assistant would be able to do work that is currently the responsibility of the attorneys of the
Mental Health Division, for obtaining files, maintaining the records of the cases in the different criminal
courts and the disposition of same, entry into the JI55 of which prosecutor is now handling the case, the
preparation and mailing of letters to victims, communications with hospitals and families of defendants and
complaining witnesses, etc.. All this work would allow the prosecutors of this Division to have more time
to move cases. Necessary for the attorney’s legal work: preparation of documents, legal research;
communications via e-mail; some internet access for investigations, access to Forvus (criminal histories
locally), Court Notify (case preparation); Kronos; On-Base (Clerks information and some sensitive medical
records); ACMS (Adult Case Management System); AIS (Adult Information System) (jail status); etc..
(See attached Exhibit A and attached job description.)
Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney – Mental Health

Brief Title of PIR

Legal Secretary, Grade 8

Approx. Net Cost

$47,127.00

Budget No

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
One Grade 8 Legal Assistant is needed in the Mental Health Division of the District Attorney’s Office.

Discussion of Need
Mission: The intended mission of the Mental Health Division is to maintain an efficient case filing prosecution and disposition
system for defendants with mental illnesses committed in Dallas County which includes the management of cases, obtaining
files, preparing documents, maintaining records of defendants, etc..
Justification for additional personnel: The request for one Grade 8 Legal Assistant is due to the increased demands placed on
the Mental Health Division.
The Legal Assistant would be able to do work that is currently the responsibility of the attorneys of the Mental Health Division,
for obtaining files, maintaining the records of the cases in the different criminal courts and the disposition of same, entry into
the JI55 of which prosecutor is now handling the case, the preparation and mailing of letters to victims, communications with
hospitals and families of defendants and complaining witnesses, etc.. All this work would allow the prosecutors of this Division
to have more time to move cases.
Please see attached job description.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
.

Staff Review and Comment

Form E
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Legal Secretary

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

8

Grade
Salary

$32,864.00

FICA @ 7.65%

$2,514.00

Retirement @ 11.5%

$3,549.00

Insurance @ $8,500

$8,500.00
Total

$47,127.00
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number

533

Desk

1733

Furniture

700

Computer
Printer

N/A

Network Cabling

N/A

Software

N/A

Vehicle

N/A

Travel

N/A

Pager

N/A

Cell Phone

N/A

Other

N/A
$2966

Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$47,127.00

Form E1
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17. Legal Assistant Current job description
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title:

Legal Secretary

Job Code:

605110

Job Grade:

08

Reports To:

Supervisor

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

N

Department:

Various

Loc. Code:

Various

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9311
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:*

A, B, C, or
D

EEO Code:

F01

Summary of Functions: Provides routine secretarial support for a unit of attorneys to ensure completion of
their work in an efficient and conscientious manner. Utilizes computer knowledge to create forms for
documents that are used repeatedly, screens telephone calls, compiles routine data in established formats,
organizes and maintains all files and calendars. Works with minimal supervision and relies on experience and
judgment to plan and accomplish assigned tasks.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

1. Assists attorneys by making follow-up calls on their cases, retrieving
documentation and evidence and drafting legal correspondence and documents
utilizing standardized formats.

30

E

2. Serves as a liaison for the department: greets, screens and routes visitors and
incoming calls, takes messages and/or answers routine inquiries.

20

E

3. Enters and maintains case and statistical data and generates related reports.

20

E

4. Maintains filing system, including receiving, filing, sorting, verifying and
routing a variety of legal documents.

15

E

5. Assists attorneys with tasks such as making copies, delivering correspondence,
filing papers with the courts and maintaining office supplies.

10

E

6. Provides limited assistance to attorneys regarding computer and/or software
related issues.

05

N

7. Performs other duties as assigned.

05

N

*

The Code depends on the Department where the position is located and/or funded in accordance with 86-1
of Dallas County Code.

Minimum Qualifications:
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Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited high school/GED Program. Three (3) years of work related experience or 45
hours of college credit or a combination of the two.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Ability to type 50 wpm, with proficiency in using word processing, spreadsheet and database software.
Ability to understand and follow written and verbal instructions, organize and process work and establish and
maintain effective working relationships with other County employees and the general public while
maintaining confidentiality.

Physical/Environmental Requirements:
May require prolonged sitting, standing and ability to lift and carry up to 25 lbs., unassisted.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
HS12=100, E3=30, VM2C=20, PD1A=5, WH1A=5, WE1C=5, IC2C=35, DL3=20, PS3=25, RE2B=20,
SF1A=5, TTL=270 points.

Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date 6/16/03, 10/18/04

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is
not intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time included on each function is only an estimate and may change
depending on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet
these requirements will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the
job with reasonable accommodation.
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Form E - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2015 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests
for additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee
review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered
Nurses for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or
new performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure
can be expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and
Evaluation or other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is
presented to Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on
the above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost
Worksheet” will not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

Dallas County DA, Family Violence Division

Brief Title of PIR

New Funding for Expired Grant 6200

Budget No

Approx. Net Cost
Department Priority

#1

Brief Summary of Request
Grant 6200 administered originally by the Department of Justice and entitled, “The Collaborative Domestic Violence
Project” expires September 30, 2014 and will not be funded after that date. This grant funds five positions that are
critical to the Family Violence Division’s success: one Felony IV prosecutor, one Felony Investigator II, one Bilingual
Felony Victim Advocate, one Felony Mobile Victim Advocate, and one Misdemeanor Victim Advocate.
Discussion of Need

Grant 6200 funded five positions within the Family Violence Division or approximately 1/10 of
the entire division. The loss of these positions would cause irrevocable harm to the cases of
hundreds of victims in our community. The prosecutor funded by this grant, prosecutes all
family violence cases in two felony courts. The Felony Investigator II is our lead sexual assault
investigator and works, along with our sexual assault prosecutor, with every sexual assault case
that is filed in Dallas County. The two felony advocates make the initial contact with hundreds
of victims per year, safety plan for them, and help keep these victims involved in the prosecution
of these cases. One of these advocates also serves as the only mobile advocate in Dallas
County, providing services both in our office and at The Family Place. Finally, the Misdemeanor
Victim Advocate position is responsible for all initial contacts made with victims of misdemeanor
cases where the defendant is currently held in jail. This position is very time sensitive as these
defendants are housed in the jail for only a very short time in most situations and contact is
critical before the defendant is released.
Discussion of Related Performance Measure

See attached, related performance measures.
Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2015
FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form E - Program Improvement Request - Additional Staff
Purpose
To request new or expanded programs involving additional staffing.
The continued focus of the FY2015 budget process is establishing performance measures to evaluate the
effectiveness of County programs. Requests for new resources will continue to be limited by the traditional
“critical need” test. In addition, new programs will be evaluated on their improvement to County services and
how they will implement the visions listed in the County’s Strategic Plan. All requests for additional staff
resources must include this form, the cost-worksheet (Form F1) and must be associated with performance
measures currently reported or added to the quarterly Performance Measure report.
Instructions
•

Approximate Net Cost - transfer the Grand Total from the “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1).

•

Department Priority - prioritize this request in relation to all other program improvement requests
for additional staff. Computer requests should be prioritized separately for Governance Committee
review.

•

Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested (e.g. “2 Registered
Nurses for Tuberculosis Clinic plus associated desks and computers”).

•

Discussion of Need - the detailed justification of the expenditure requested. This narrative should
include a description of current operations and how the requested resources would improve these
operations. The narrative should also address how this request meets the visions in the County’s
Strategic Plan.

•

Discussion of Related Performance Measures - provide a description of one or more existing or
new performance measures which relate to this request. Describe how the performance measure
can be expected to change with and without the new resources.

•

Staff Review and Comment - analysis and recommendation by the Office of Budget and
Evaluation or other reviewing department. This process will be completed before this request is
presented to Commissioners Court and prior to budget hearings.

•

Complete the Position Description Questionnaire found in Appendix C page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C page 59).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for, assistance, if needed on
the above.

All requests for additional staff must have a “Cost Worksheet” (Form F1) attached. The “Cost
Worksheet” will not be presented during budget hearings, but will be utilized in the evaluation process.

FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

Dallas County DA, Family Violence Division

Brief Title of PIR

New Funding for Expired Grant 6200

Budget No

Approx. Net Cost
Department Priority

#1

Brief Summary of Request
Grant 6200 administered originally by the Department of Justice and entitled, “The Collaborative Domestic Violence
Project” expires September 30, 2014 and will not be funded after that date. This grant funds five positions that are
critical to the Family Violence Division’s success: one Felony IV prosecutor, one Felony Investigator II, one Bilingual
Felony Victim Advocate, one Felony Mobile Victim Advocate, and one Misdemeanor Victim Advocate.
Discussion of Need

Grant 6200 funded five positions within the Family Violence Division or approximately 1/10 of
the entire division. The loss of these positions would cause irrevocable harm to the cases of
hundreds of victims in our community. The prosecutor funded by this grant, prosecutes all
family violence cases in two felony courts. The Felony Investigator II is our lead sexual assault
investigator and works, along with our sexual assault prosecutor, with every sexual assault case
that is filed in Dallas County. The two felony advocates make the initial contact with hundreds
of victims per year, safety plan for them, and help keep these victims involved in the prosecution
of these cases. One of these advocates also serves as the only mobile advocate in Dallas
County, providing services both in our office and at The Family Place. Finally, the Misdemeanor
Victim Advocate position is responsible for all initial contacts made with victims of misdemeanor
cases where the defendant is currently held in jail. This position is very time sensitive as these
defendants are housed in the jail for only a very short time in most situations and contact is
critical before the defendant is released.
Discussion of Related Performance Measure

See attached, related performance measures.
Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2015
FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form G - Program Improvement Request - Capital, Equipment,
Renovation, Miscellaneous
Purpose
To request any new (rather than replacement) resources other than full-time staff additions or
computer hardware/software.

NOTE: Do not use this form for computers, hardware, or software. For these
purposes, use Form I, “PIR - Computer Hardware/Software”. Use Form E
“Replacement Equipment Request” when requesting replacement equipment.

Instructions


Estimated Cost - approximate cost of equipment, service, or renovation. Equipment prices are
provided in Appendix A. The Purchasing Department will provide estimates for those items not
listed. Facilities Management will assist departments in estimating the costs associated with facility
modifications.



Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested. Below are some
examples:
 Ultra-low Temperature Freezer for Laboratory,
 Reconfiguration of office space,
 Requests for copiers, pagers, furniture, etc.



Discussion of Need, etc. - describe in detail the need and justification of the requested items with
cost information described as accurately as possible. Please make sure to address how this request
implements the County’s Strategic Plan. Attach any backup material that you think may be helpful
in evaluating the cost/benefit value of the new item. If any annual costs will result from the
requested item (e.g., staff to operate it, insurance, repair costs, etc.), provide an estimate of this cost.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Organized Crime Division

Brief Title of PIR

Office furniture request

Estimated Cost

$588

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Requesting bookshelves for 2 offices,

Discussion of Need

2 bookshelves are needed, one for Soni Lewis and one for Katherine Robinson. Both are
ADAs who only have bookshelves that were personally provided and are not large enough
to meet the needs of the books, materials, and files.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G
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Form G - Program Improvement Request - Capital, Equipment,
Renovation, Miscellaneous
Purpose
To request any new (rather than replacement) resources other than full-time staff additions or
computer hardware/software.

NOTE: Do not use this form for computers, hardware, or software. For these
purposes, use Form I, “PIR - Computer Hardware/Software”. Use Form E
“Replacement Equipment Request” when requesting replacement equipment.

Instructions


Estimated Cost - approximate cost of equipment, service, or renovation. Equipment prices are
provided in Appendix A. The Purchasing Department will provide estimates for those items not
listed. Facilities Management will assist departments in estimating the costs associated with facility
modifications.



Brief Summary of Request - short description of resources being requested. Below are some
examples:
 Ultra-low Temperature Freezer for Laboratory,
 Reconfiguration of office space,
 Requests for copiers, pagers, furniture, etc.



Discussion of Need, etc. - describe in detail the need and justification of the requested items with
cost information described as accurately as possible. Please make sure to address how this request
implements the County’s Strategic Plan. Attach any backup material that you think may be helpful
in evaluating the cost/benefit value of the new item. If any annual costs will result from the
requested item (e.g., staff to operate it, insurance, repair costs, etc.), provide an estimate of this cost.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Organized Crime Division

Brief Title of PIR

Office furniture request

Estimated Cost

$588

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Requesting bookshelves for 2 offices,

Discussion of Need

2 bookshelves are needed, one for Soni Lewis and one for Katherine Robinson. Both are
ADAs who only have bookshelves that were personally provided and are not large enough
to meet the needs of the books, materials, and files.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2015
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Form H - Program Improvement Request - Computer
Hardware/Software
Purpose
To provide IT Services with sufficient information on computer-related requests to make a
determination concerning replacement or new computer hardware/software.
Instructions


Request Type - for the FY2015 budget submission process, there are three types of requests:
(1) new hardware, (2) replacement hardware, and (3) P.C. packaged software products. Please
note all of the types that apply to your request.
H
R
S

Request for new mainframe and P.C. hardware
Request for replacement mainframe and P.C. hardware
Request for P.C. packaged software products (spreadsheets, data base, word processing,
etc.)

 PIR Number - a tracking number to be assigned by IT Services.
 Possible Funding Source - provide alternative funding, if any, for this request.
 Description of Need and Justification - describe the hardware and software you are requesting
along with its intended purpose. Please be sure to use sufficient detail and indicate how this
request implements the County’s Strategic Plan.
 Expected Benefits - the benefits you expect to realize from your requested hardware/software must
be clearly documented. The expected benefits should include cost savings, increased productivity,
increased public service, mandates, etc.
 Department Head Signature, etc. - each request should be signed and prioritized by the department
head. Include a contact name and telephone number in case additional information is needed.
 Scoring - this section will be used by IT Services in evaluating the request.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Child Abuse Division

Department

Budget No.

Title of PIR

Request Type
(assigned by Data
Services)

PIR #

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
2 Flat Screen Monitors
1 Keyboard
3 Computer Speaker Bars
1 CD/DVD Burner
23 2TB Portable Drives
128 Gig Flash Drives
47 Inch Television
Expected Benefits
* Flat Screen will allow more space on the desk
* The investigator needs a keyboard because they keyboard is difficult to push certain keys
* 3 people need speaker bars so that we can listen to forensic interviews and defendant's statements
* CD/DVD burner. A lot of our evidence comes in the form of a cd or dvd that we have to burn for
the defense attorney or for a witness to review
* We have a lot of digital evidence in the child abuse cases and we need to be able to review and
store this evidence
* We also need the ability to transport digital evidence, pictures, etc to work on cases outside of the
courthouse.
* We do several pitch sessions a month. A lot of our cases involve pictures or other pieces of
evidence that is in digital form which makes it impossible to view at a pitch session. A TV would
allow us to view the evidence as the pitch is going and to plan on a way to present the evidence
effectively to a jury
Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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Form H - Program Improvement Request - Computer
Hardware/Software
Purpose
To provide IT Services with sufficient information on computer-related requests to make a
determination concerning replacement or new computer hardware/software.
Instructions


Request Type - for the FY2015 budget submission process, there are three types of requests:
(1) new hardware, (2) replacement hardware, and (3) P.C. packaged software products. Please
note all of the types that apply to your request.
H
R
S

Request for new mainframe and P.C. hardware
Request for replacement mainframe and P.C. hardware
Request for P.C. packaged software products (spreadsheets, data base, word processing,
etc.)

 PIR Number - a tracking number to be assigned by IT Services.
 Possible Funding Source - provide alternative funding, if any, for this request.
 Description of Need and Justification - describe the hardware and software you are requesting
along with its intended purpose. Please be sure to use sufficient detail and indicate how this
request implements the County’s Strategic Plan.
 Expected Benefits - the benefits you expect to realize from your requested hardware/software must
be clearly documented. The expected benefits should include cost savings, increased productivity,
increased public service, mandates, etc.
 Department Head Signature, etc. - each request should be signed and prioritized by the department
head. Include a contact name and telephone number in case additional information is needed.
 Scoring - this section will be used by IT Services in evaluating the request.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Child Abuse Division

Department

Budget No.

Title of PIR

Request Type
(assigned by Data
Services)

PIR #

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
2 Flat Screen Monitors
1 Keyboard
3 Computer Speaker Bars
1 CD/DVD Burner
23 2TB Portable Drives
128 Gig Flash Drives
47 Inch Television
Expected Benefits
* Flat Screen will allow more space on the desk
* The investigator needs a keyboard because they keyboard is difficult to push certain keys
* 3 people need speaker bars so that we can listen to forensic interviews and defendant's statements
* CD/DVD burner. A lot of our evidence comes in the form of a cd or dvd that we have to burn for
the defense attorney or for a witness to review
* We have a lot of digital evidence in the child abuse cases and we need to be able to review and
store this evidence
* We also need the ability to transport digital evidence, pictures, etc to work on cases outside of the
courthouse.
* We do several pitch sessions a month. A lot of our cases involve pictures or other pieces of
evidence that is in digital form which makes it impossible to view at a pitch session. A TV would
allow us to view the evidence as the pitch is going and to plan on a way to present the evidence
effectively to a jury
Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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Form E1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel
cost, use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,500 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

11.5% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
New Funding for Expired Grant 6200

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost
Grade

Atty IV, Inv II, Grade 12, Grade 12, Grade 8

Salary

$261,250

FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

$30,044

Insurance @ $8,500

$42,500
Total

$353,780
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$353,780

Form E1

FY2015
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Form E1 - Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with “Additional Staff” form.
Note: All “Additional Staff” requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions


Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit information. To estimate the total personnel
cost, use the salaries shown in Appendix A-1 and the fringe benefits as follows:
(1) Group Health Insurance

$8,500 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

11.5% of salary expense



Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.



Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.



Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a “selfliquidating” PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
New Funding for Expired Grant 6200

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost
Grade

Atty IV, Inv II, Grade 12, Grade 12, Grade 8

Salary

$261,250

FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

$30,044

Insurance @ $8,500

$42,500
Total

$353,780
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

$353,780

Form E1

FY2015
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Form H - Program Improvement Request - Computer
Hardware/Software
Purpose
To provide IT Services with sufficient information on computer-related requests to make a
determination concerning replacement or new computer hardware/software.
Instructions


Request Type - for the FY2015 budget submission process, there are three types of requests:
(1) new hardware, (2) replacement hardware, and (3) P.C. packaged software products. Please
note all of the types that apply to your request.
H
R
S

Request for new mainframe and P.C. hardware
Request for replacement mainframe and P.C. hardware
Request for P.C. packaged software products (spreadsheets, data base, word processing,
etc.)

 PIR Number - a tracking number to be assigned by IT Services.
 Possible Funding Source - provide alternative funding, if any, for this request.
 Description of Need and Justification - describe the hardware and software you are requesting
along with its intended purpose. Please be sure to use sufficient detail and indicate how this
request implements the County’s Strategic Plan.
 Expected Benefits - the benefits you expect to realize from your requested hardware/software must
be clearly documented. The expected benefits should include cost savings, increased productivity,
increased public service, mandates, etc.
 Department Head Signature, etc. - each request should be signed and prioritized by the department
head. Include a contact name and telephone number in case additional information is needed.
 Scoring - this section will be used by IT Services in evaluating the request.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Child Abuse Division

Department

Budget No.

Title of PIR

Request Type
(assigned by Data
Services)

PIR #

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
2 Flat Screen Monitors
1 Keyboard
3 Computer Speaker Bars
1 CD/DVD Burner
23 2TB Portable Drives
128 Gig Flash Drives
47 Inch Television
Expected Benefits
* Flat Screen will allow more space on the desk
* The investigator needs a keyboard because they keyboard is difficult to push certain keys
* 3 people need speaker bars so that we can listen to forensic interviews and defendant's statements
* CD/DVD burner. A lot of our evidence comes in the form of a cd or dvd that we have to burn for
the defense attorney or for a witness to review
* We have a lot of digital evidence in the child abuse cases and we need to be able to review and
store this evidence
* We also need the ability to transport digital evidence, pictures, etc to work on cases outside of the
courthouse.
* We do several pitch sessions a month. A lot of our cases involve pictures or other pieces of
evidence that is in digital form which makes it impossible to view at a pitch session. A TV would
allow us to view the evidence as the pitch is going and to plan on a way to present the evidence
effectively to a jury
Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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Form D - Request for Replacement Equipment
Purpose
To request replacement of current property items for FY2015. This form should not be used for
major upgrade of equipment or for replacement of computer equipment.
Request for replacement should be submitted to the Office of Budget
and Evaluation. The Office of Budget and Evaluation will send the
request to the reviewing department

Recommendation will be provided by the departments shown below:
TYPE

REVIEWING DEPARTMENT

File cabinets and other storage devices

Central Services - Records Management

Office and FAX machines

Central Services - Records Management

Copiers

Purchasing

Vehicles

Central Services - ASC

Other

Office of Budget and Evaluation

Instructions


Priority - list items in general priority order.



Item - brief description.



Age - the age of the item to be replaced.



Property Number - the serial number or County property number.



Estimated Cost of Replacement - the estimated cost of the replacement item. Use the Price List
tables in Appendix A of this manual to determine the cost of replacement items, where
applicable.



Comments/Justification - a justification for replacement, e.g., “item is broken and more costly
to repair”.
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

2

3

4

5

Organized Crimie Division
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

over 5
Chair
Leticia Flores-Rojas years

Chair
Roquel Mayhorn

over 5
years

Chair
Tracy Dotson

over 5
years

over 5
Chair
Michelle Baptiste years

Chair
Jason Bonham

over 5
years

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

002540

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

001008

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

001946

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

1118

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

002214

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

6

7

8

9

10

FY2015
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Form D - Request for Replacement Equipment
Purpose
To request replacement of current property items for FY2015. This form should not be used for
major upgrade of equipment or for replacement of computer equipment.
Request for replacement should be submitted to the Office of Budget
and Evaluation. The Office of Budget and Evaluation will send the
request to the reviewing department

Recommendation will be provided by the departments shown below:
TYPE

REVIEWING DEPARTMENT

File cabinets and other storage devices

Central Services - Records Management

Office and FAX machines

Central Services - Records Management

Copiers

Purchasing

Vehicles

Central Services - ASC

Other

Office of Budget and Evaluation

Instructions


Priority - list items in general priority order.



Item - brief description.



Age - the age of the item to be replaced.



Property Number - the serial number or County property number.



Estimated Cost of Replacement - the estimated cost of the replacement item. Use the Price List
tables in Appendix A of this manual to determine the cost of replacement items, where
applicable.



Comments/Justification - a justification for replacement, e.g., “item is broken and more costly
to repair”.
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

2

3

4

5

Organized Crimie Division
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

over 5
Chair
Leticia Flores-Rojas years

Chair
Roquel Mayhorn

Chair
Tracy Dotson

over 5
years

over 5
years

over 5
Chair
Michelle Baptiste years

Chair
Jason Bonham

over 5
years

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

002540

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

001008

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

001946

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

1118

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

002214

$239.00

Executive, high-back chair (HON2091)

6

7

8

9

10

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

District Attorney/Check Division

Position Title

Clerk II

Position No.
06

Current Grade

Budget No.

Job Code

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
Bookkeeping duties related to the checks system, MOU agreements and non-check restitution payments. Erin is responsible for
reconciling of receipts and deposits that will be taken to the DA Financial Manager. She is responsible for problem solving any
software issues related to the Odyssey system. Erin oversees credit and debit card transactions, trains support staff on how to
use the machines completes voids, locates lost payments, contacts complainants, merchants and banks in order to determine
what has happened to missing payments. Erin is the point person for both Advents and Check Connection which are the two
primary third party distributors of hot check cases.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
The reason for the change is that the Bookkeeper and the IT position that was assigned to the Checks Division were
eliminated by budget cuts three years ago. I have been adding duties to Erin because she has the most experience in this area
than the other remaining support staff and has the skills to perform these more complex and advanced functions.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

06

Proposed Grade

08

Salary

29,328

Salary

33,529

FICA (7.65%)

2,244
3,373

FICA (7.65%)
Retirement (11.5%)

2,565

34,945

Total

Retirement (11.5%)
Total

3,856
39,950
Total Annual Impact $ 5,005

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2015
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK
SHEET
Attorney District Attorney Grade IV

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

IV

Grade
Salary

$83,312

FICA @ 7.65%

$6373.36

Retirement @ 10.8%

$8997.69

Insurance @ $8,200

$8200.00
Total

$106,883.05
$ Amount

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total

$106,883.05

Total

$106,883.05

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

Less Additional Revenue Source

684

Grand Total
Form F1

FY2015
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DISTRICT CLERK
Department #4020

Mission Statement
The mission of the District Clerk is to provide the Judicial System and the public with information and
support in the most technologically advanced method possible by: 1) Fulfilling our statutory duties as
record custodian and fee officer to the best of our abilities. 2) Fostering an environment for our
employees that encourage the development of new ideas and the willingness to improve productivity.
3) Implementing our goals and objectives with a team based approach to decision making throughout
the organization. 4) Striving to be a leader and example to other county and state agencies.

Description
The District Clerk provides direct clerical staff to each of the thirty-nine District Courts in Dallas County,
as well as staff to handle many related accounting, billing, and records management functions. In
particular, the District Clerk has a large billing and trust accounting division to insure that cash associated
with resolved civil and family cases is appropriately transferred, invested, or distributed. The District
Clerk also has a role in advising the Commissioners Court on matters related to records management and
preservation.
The District Clerk also serves as collection agent for the Juvenile and Criminal District Courts. The
Juvenile District Court collection program generates letters to parents and youth who have not made
payment for court costs, probations fees, and restitution. If the individuals do not respond to the letter, a
contempt of court motion is filed and served. A similar program is used for the Criminal District Courts.
All seventeen courts are participating in the program that requires probationers to pay all fees before their
probation is complete.

Organizational Chart
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x
x
x
x

FY2015 Baseline Budget represents a continuation of FY2014 current service levels.
FY2014 Budget included the addition of 3 Clerk III (grade 7) positions.
FY2012 Budget includes the deletion of one Human Resources Administrator (grade G) positions
and one Special Assistant (grade F) position.
FY2011 Budget represents a continuation of FY2010 service levels and includes the deletion of
one Accounting Clerk I (grade 6) position.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2014 Baseline

$10,995,259

$11,508,699

$11,752,113

$12,402,648

447,196

503,904

396,500

450,888

0

0

0

0

$11,402,454

$12,012,603

$12,148,613

$12,853,536

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help
Overtime

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

257

257

255

255

$75,199

$108,747

$120,586

$85,000

$140

$1,730

$20,000

$9,000
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Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 District Clerk (Official)
1 Chief Deputy Clerk (N)
1 Civil/Family Courts Operations Manager (K)
3 Manager III (I)
1 Quality Assurance Administrator (H)
1 Records Information Officer (G)
1 Manager I (G)
1 Accounting Supervisor (F)
1 Assistant Manager III (F)
4 Assistant Manager II (E)
4 Assistant Manager I (C)
1 Investment Analyst (C)
1 Imaging Supervisor (C)
1 Records Supervisor II (B)
2 Process Support Supervisor (B)
1 Process Support Supervisor (A)
1 Records Supervisor I (A)
1 Administrative Assistant (A)
2 Accountant I (12)
6 Interviewer/Collector (10)
2 Clerk V (9)
3 Training Technician (9)
1 Evidence Registrar (8)
3 Accounting Clerk III (8)
33 Clerk IV (8)
1 Accounting Clerk II (7)
68 Clerk III (7)
5 Accounting Clerk I (6)
4 Cashier II (6)
58 Clerk II (6)
33 Clerk I (5)
6 Clerical Assistant II (4)
3 Clerical Assistant I
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 5, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

District Clerk FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
District Clerk Department submitted the following requests:
1. 1 Glass Partition
2. The addition of 1 (Grade 7) Court Clerk-Protective Order
3. 4 Guest chairs
4. 15 Secretary chairs
5. 10 Chairs
6. 1 Time stamp
7. 2 Side chairs
8. 2 Desks
9. 1 Manager’s chair
10. 1 Credenza
A glass partition is being requested due to the fact that the cashier stations in the Juvenile
sections are open and accessible to the public. The District Clerk Department requests the
glass partition in order to provide safety and security for the cashiers while they conduct
financial transactions.
The addition of 1 (Grade 7) Court Clerk-Protective Order is being requested. The position
was deleted during the FY2010 Budget Cycle in order to reach the requested goal. Since
the deletion, the Interviewer/Collector assigned to the Protective Order court has assumed
the clerical duties. The District Clerk is moving forward in digitizing this court as well as
emphasizing the collections on these cases. The interviewer/collector will no longer be
able to perform the clerk responsibilities.
4 guest chairs which are falling apart are being requested in the Tax section. 15 secretary
chairs are being requested, 10 in the Felony courts and 5 in in Criminal P.O. 10 chairs are
being requested which include 2 chairs for the 282nd Court clerks and 1 chair for the
following courts, 363rd, 194th, 203rd, 292nd, Mag court, 291st, CDC 7, CDC 6. 1 Time
stamp which can no longer be repaired is being requested in the Criminal-P.O. 2 side
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x alejandro.moreno@dallascounty.org
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chairs are being requested to replace chairs that are still in good condition for the Mac
court. 2 desks which are being requested to replace desks that are still in good condition
for the Mag court. 1 Manager’s chair is being requested for the Mag court. 1 Credenza is
being requested in order to store files which are required to be kept for 24 months.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated one-time cost of 1 glass partition is $2,000. The estimated annual recurring
cost of adding 1 Court Clerk (Grade 07) is $45,501 with a one-time cost of $1,525. The
estimated one-time cost of purchasing 4 guest chairs is $208. The estimated one-time cost
of 15 secretary chairs is $2,250. The estimated one-time cost of 10 chairs is $1,500. The
one-time cost of a time stamp is $900. The estimated one-time cost of 2 side chairs is
$484. The estimated one-time cost for 2 desks is $766. The one-time cost for 1 manager’s
chair is $239. The one-time cost of 1 credenza is $623.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Not Funding 1 glass partition
2. Funding 1 Court Clerk-Protective Order
3. Funding 4 guest chairs
4. Funding 15 secretary chairs
5. Funding 10 chairs
6. Funding 1 time stamp
7. Not funding 2 side chairs
8. Not funding 2 desks
9. Funding 1 manager’s chair
10. Not funding 1 credenza
These recommendations come with an annual reoccurring cost of $45,501 and a one-time
cost of $6,622.
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DISTRICT COURT ADMINISTRATION
Department # 4051

Mission Statement
The mission of District Court Administration is to facilitate County support for the effective
administration of justice.

Description
The office manages the service delivery of the Alternate Dispute Resolution and Jury Services, connecting
them with one another, with other County departments, and with the Commissioners Court to facilitate
County support for the effective administration of justice. The District Court Administrator is appointed
by the Local Administrative District Judge, who is elected annually by the 39 District Judges to handle
administrative matters on their behalf. This Office is located in the George Allen Courts Building.

Organizational Chart
Local Administrative
District Judge
District Court
Administrator
Executive Secretary
Alternative Dispute
Resolution
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x
x

The FY2015 District Court Administration Baseline Budget represents a continuation of current
service levels.
During FY2012 the Dallas County Dispute Mediation Center was created to schedule, facilitate,
and coordinate all activities related to mediations.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$152,340

$164,505

$163,922

$166,871

7,618

4,191

3,433

4,542

0

0

0

0

$159,958

$168,696

$167,355

$171,413

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

2

2

2

2

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Court Services Director (N)
1 ADR Coordinator (J)*
1 Administrative Assistant (10)
1 Clerk IV (8)*

*Positions are funded 100% through the Alternate Dispute Resolution Fund 162
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DOMESTIC RELATIONS OFFICE
Department #4056

Mission Statement
The mission of the Domestic Relations Office is to provide Family Court Services and Child Support
enforcement.

Description
The Domestic Relations Office is composed of two separate divisions: 1) Family Court Services and
the Child Support Office.
The Family Court Services assists the Family and Juvenile District Courts and to facilitate decisions
concerning the best interests of children by evaluating, mediating and educating families regarding
contested and uncontested conservatorship issues.
The Child Support Office is responsible for receiving child support payments as ordered by the Family
and Juvenile Courts. The Child Support Office records, monitors, and disburses these payments in a
timely manner to help maintain the standard of living for recipient children.
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Organizational Chart

Domestic Relations
Office Director

Child Support
Manager

Assistant
Manager

Attorney

Family Court Services
Manager

Support
Staff

Case Management
Supervisor

Support
Staff

Systems Support Analyst

Interviewer/Collector

Family Court
Counselors

Clerks

Cashier

Case Work
Specialists

Clerks

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

FY2015 Budget represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.
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Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$1,948,583

$2,112,208

$2,278,660

$2,241,352

35,932

37,504

52,634

47,875

0

0

0

0

$1,984,515

$2,149,712

$2,331,294

$2,289,227

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Budget

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

34

33

33

33

$14,873

$20,551

$35,000

$35,000

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Domestic Relations Office Director (N)
1 Child Support Manager (K)
1 Family Court Services Manager (K)
12 Family Court Counselor (G)
1 Attorney IV (Att IV)
1 Fiscal Monitor (E)
1 Systems Support Analyst (C)
2 Program Analyst I (C)
1 Clerk IV (8)
3 Interviewer/Collector (10)
2 Senior Secretary (8)
1 Clerk III (7)
1 Data Entry Clerk II (6)
3 Clerk II (6)
1 Cashier II (6)
1 Clerk I (5)
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ELECTIONS
Department #1210

Mission Statement
The mission of the Elections Department is to conduct reliable elections and accurately maintain voter
registration records for Dallas County’s citizen; uphold the laws, policies and court decisions of federal,
state, and local jurisdictions; commit to excellence and competence by maintaining the highest level of
knowledge and expertise in the election process; maintain public confidence in honest and impartial
elections. Provide equal opportunity to participate in the democratic process; be responsible for just and
equitable treatment to the general public, elected and appointed officials and county staff; maintain a
positive role in community relations by being accessible, informative and receptive to both individuals and
groups; protect the public’s interest from manipulation for personal or partisan gain while respecting the
rights of all; maintain a productive and efficient operation through a well-managed election environment
through actions and communication; and maintain the highest level of integrity in performing all duties of
the electoral process. It is therefore understood, that nurturing and protecting Democracy are a team effort
in the profession of voter registration and election administration.

Description
Under the direction of the Elections Administrator, the department strives to enhance the following
processes: voter registration, ballot preparation, absentee balloting, early voting, and acquisition and
security of voting machines. In addition to conducting all County-wide elections, the department further
provides service to the communities and political parties of the County by contracting with them to hold
various elections within their jurisdiction.

Organizational Chart

Elections
Administrator

Elections
Asst. Administrator

Elections Equipment
Division

Elections
Division

Voter Registration
Divison
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FY2015 Budget Highlights
≠ The FY2015 Elections Department Baseline Budget includes the costs of three major elections:
November 2014 Constitutional Amendment Election, May 2015 Local Elections, and June
2015Runoff Elections.
≠ Maintenance contracts which cover much of the voting equipment expenditures are projected to
be lower for FY2015.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$2,341,856

$2,885,446

$2,760,113

$3,025,391

Operations

1,923,793

1,868,708

2,609,221

2,042,839

0

0

0

0

$4,265,649

$4,754,157

$5,369,335

$5,068,230

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

40

40

42

42

Extra Help

$435,639

$483,153

$474,707

$349,293

Overtime

140,187

231,223

189,162

334,305

Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Election Administrator (A2)
1 Asst. Elections Administrator (I)
1 Voter Registration Supervisor (F)
3 Elections Supervisors (E)
1 Elections Warehouse Manager (E)
1 GIS Analyst (DM)
1 Assistant Elections Supervisor (B)
2 Program Coordinators I (12)
1 Accountant I (12)
1 Electronic Technician (10)

1 Administrative Assistant (10)
1 Administrator Coordinator (9)
8 Election Technicians (9)
1 Lead Election Technician (10)
1 Accounting Clerk IV (9)
1 Lead Clerk IV (8)
2 Clerk III (7)
8 Clerk II (6)
6 Clerk I (5)
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DALLAS COUNTY
OFFICE OF BUDGET AND EVALUATION
______________________________________________________
May 13, 2014
TO:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

FROM:

Erica Terrazas, Budget and Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

Elections Department FY2015 Baseline Budget

BACKGROUND
The Elections Department administers elections for jurisdictions throughout Dallas County and is
responsible for maintaining the County's roll of registered voters. Voters roll maintenance
includes roll updates due to voters relocating, voters becoming ineligible for voting, and voters
registering for the first time. The FY2015 Elections Department Baseline Budget includes the
costs of two major elections and a runoff election: November 2014 Gubernatorial Election, May
2015 Local Elections and June 2015 Runoff Elections.
The Elections Department Baseline Budget for FY2015 totals compared to FY2014, are decreased
by $599,532 in funding. Overall operations expenditures are projected to be lower for FY2015
due to the not having a national election and likely less voter turnout.
The purpose of this memorandum is to explain certain line items that have significantly affected
the FY2015 Baseline Budget.
LINE ITEM ANALYSIS
Salaries Overtime (01050) $124,725 decrease/Salaries Extra Help 1060 $125,414 decrease
Decreased voter registration and decreased voter turn-out due to the midterm/Gubernatorial and
off-year elections.
Legal Notices (2013) $5,600 increase
The increase in Legal Notices from $10,000 in FY2014 to $15,600 in FY2015 is due to the
Gubernatorial election in November, 2014.
Postage (02170) $227,935 decrease / Printing and Imaging (02180) $228,795 decrease
Decreased voter registration mail-outs for the midterm/Gubernatorial election and local elections
and no biennial voter registration.
Maintenance Contracts (06520) $173,760 decrease
The maintenance contracts cover much of the voting equipment as well as regular office
equipment. For FY2015, the budget proposed is $672,404 down from $846,164.
Other Professional Fees (05590) $103,905 increase
The total requested under the other Professional Fees expense category is $269,005. The expected
expenditures under this category are: $11,000 to North Texas Council of Governments for
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653-6389 x Fax (214) 653-6517
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mapping/website maintenance/redistricting, $183,825 total for Election Systems and Hardware,
$21,000 for Sound Wave Files, $6,000 for Spanish translation of related documents, $4,000 for
Temporary Personnel/Bilingual Regional Site, and $40,980 for Robis Help Desk and Online
Support.
CHAPTER 19 APPROPRIATIONS
Chapter 19 Fund expenditures are expected to total $418,261 for FY2015. The amount of
Chapter 19 funding received each year is based on the change in the number of registered
voters in the County. The use of these funds is restricted to voter registration activities under
the authority of the Secretary of State, rather than Commissioners Court. Funds are expended
directly from the Chapter 19 escrow fund once the Secretary of State has given approval for
fund use, and then funds are reimbursed from the state.
SUMMARY
The FY2015 Baseline Budget of $5,068,230 shows a decrease of $599,532 from the FY2014
budget. This decrease is due in large part to a decrease expenses relating to no biennial voter
registration and an election cycle that includes a midterm/Gubernatorial election and local/runoff
elections.
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FAMILY DISTRICT COURTS

Mission Statement
The mission of the seven Family District Courts is to administer justice in a fair and equitable manner,
while protecting the rights of the parties involved.

Description
Each of the seven Family District Courts has a presiding Judge elected from the County at large every
four years. These courts have original jurisdiction over divorce cases, and any subsequent legal
actions in the same case. Each court has an Associate Judge and is assigned one Bailiff from the
Sheriff’s Department. The courts also require support from the District Clerk, the District Attorney,
and the Public Defender’s Office (in some courts). The Family District Courts are located in the
George Allen Courts Building.

Organizational Chart
District Judge (7)

Associate Judge

Court Coordinator

Court Reporter

Court Clerk
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x The FY2015 Baseline Budget for the Family District Courts represents a continuation of current
staffing levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$2,325,814

$319,773

$2,419,138

$2,501,618

789,994

142,022

1,034,191

869,804

0

0

0

0

$3,115,808

$461,795

$3,453,329

$3,371,422

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

28

28

29

29

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
7 District Judge (Official)
7 Associate Judge (00)
1 Court Clerk (NI)

7 Court Coordinator (E)
7 Court Reporter (CR)
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FIFTH DISTRICT COURT OF APPEALS
Department # 4071

Mission Statement
The mission of the Fifth District Court of Appeals is to administer justice in a fair and equitable
manner, while protecting the rights of the accused.

Description
The Fifth District Court of Appeals consists of thirteen Justices elected to staggered six-year terms.
The number of seats elected by each of the seven 5th District Court counties’ (Dallas, Collin, Grayson,
Hunt, Kaufman, Rockwall, Van Zandt) is determined by the population distribution of each county.
The jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals extends to intermediate appeals from both civil and criminal
cases from District and County Courts.
The budget for the Fifth District Court of Appeals is not administered by the Commissioners Court,
although Dallas County supplements the Justices’ salaries through this department. The State pays an
Appeals Court Justice ($154,000) which is equal to 110% of the salary of a district judge ($140,000).
Dallas County has chosen to supplement the salary of each Justice up to a combined total of $5,000
less than the salary of a Supreme Court Justice ($168,000). Dallas County supplements the salary of
each 5th District Court of Appeals Justice by $9,000 for a total Justice salary of $163,000 ($154,000+
$9,000).
•

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for the Fifth District Court of Appeals represents a continuation of
current service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$113,557

$113,818

$113,955

$139,406

Operations

0

0

0

0

Capital

0

0

0

0

$113,557

$113,818

$113,955

$139,406

Personnel

Total
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FIRE MARSHAL
Department #3342

Mission Statement
The mission of the Dallas County Fire Marshal Department is to protect the lives, environment and
property of the citizens of Dallas County through an incident management system of mitigation,
preparedness, response and recovery, fire inspection and investigation of unincorporated parts of Dallas
County and within those municipalities operating under mutual aid agreements. The Department will
use its resources for the protection of the health, welfare and property of the citizens of Dallas County
through a cost effective, cost efficient and highly trained team of professionals proficient in the
specialties of fire suppression, law enforcement, intelligence gathering and analysis, hazardous
materials management.

Description
The Fire Marshal will investigate the causes of fires, inspect buildings for fire safety, educate citizens
in fire prevention and coordinate emergency management planning. The office is also responsible for
fire safety in all County owned/occupied buildings and fire suppression as well as emergency medical
services in the unincorporated areas of the County.
The Dallas County Volunteer Fire Department is managed by this office and is responsible for fire
suppression, first responder emergency medical services and Haz Mat responses in the unincorporated
areas of the County.

Organizational Chart

County
Fire Marshal

Assistant
Fire Marshal

Deputy Fire
Inspector

Clerk I
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FY2015 Budget Highlights
x
x

For the FY2014 Budget, the Clerk I Grade 5 was reclassified to a Senior Secretary Grade 8.
During FY2013, one Assistant Fire Marshal was reclassified into the civilian position of Deputy
Fire Inspector, Grade 13.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$257,219

$297,366

$241,057

$273,200

Operations

443,967

505,900

613,076

494,575

0

0

0

0

$701,187

$785,266

$854,133

$767,775

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

4

4

Full Time Employees

4

4

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Fire Marshal (70)
1 Assistant Fire Marshal (68)
1 Deputy Fire Inspector (13)
1 Senior Secretary (8)
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HUMANRESOURCE/CIVIL
RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE
HUMAN
SERVICE
Department #1040

Mission Statement
The mission of the Human Resource (HR)/Civil Service department is to provide effective personnel
services by developing and implementing policies, programs and services which contribute to the
attainment of County and employee goals by assisting County departments in their effort to: 1) Hire
qualified employees 2) Provide a safe, discrimination /harassment free work environment 3) Provide
employee/staff development 4) Retain their valued employees.

Description
The HR/Civil Service Department is responsible for establishing policies related to hiring, evaluating, and
retaining County employees, including training, orientation and grievance processes. In addition, the
HR/Civil Service Department advises the Commissioners Court on appropriate classification of employees
and salary levels. The risk management team is also under the management of the HR/Civil Service
Department.

Organizational Chart
HR/Civil Service
Director

Assistant Director

HR Management
Team

Employee
Relations Team

Risk Management
Team
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x
x

x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget represents a continuation of current service levels.
During FY2014 the Human Resources/Civil Service was approved a reorganization by Court
Order #2014-0730 resulting in the following:
o Addition of three positions
x Assistant Director of Program Grade K
x Human Resources, Analyst Grade H
x Human Resources, Technician Grade 10
o Deletion of two positions
x Human Resources, Manager Grade J
x Human Resources, Technician Grade 8
The FY2013 Budget for Human Resources/Civil Service included a reorganization approved by
Court Order #2012-1820 resulting in the following:
o Reclassification of three positions
x Assistant Director Human Resources/Civil Service from a grade L to a grade M.
x Risk Manager position from grade J to a grade I, Human Resources Analyst V
x Human Resources Analyst IV grade H to a grade I, Human Resources Analyst V
x Human Resources Analyst II grade E to a grade G, Human Resources Analyst
III

x

The FY2012 Budget for Human Resources/Civil Service included a reorganization approved by
Court Order #2011-505 resulting in the following:
o Deletion of four positions – Clerk I, grade 5, two Clerk II, grade 6, and one Trainer II,
grade D.
o Reclassification of eight positions
x Assistant Director of Personnel/Civil Service, grade L to a Manager of Risk,
grade J
x Human Resources Administrator, grade 1 to Manager of Employee Services,
grade J
x Trainer III, grade F to Trainer II, grade E
x Senior Compensation Analyst III, grade G to Human Resources Analyst II,
grade E
x Trainer IV, grade G to Trainer V, grade H
x Employee Relations/Organization Specialist, grade I to Employee
Relations/Organization, grade H
x Personnel/Technician, grade 8 to Human Resources Technician, grade 10

x

The FY2011 Budget for Human Resources/Civil Service included the elimination of a Human
Resources Analyst I, grade 12. In addition, the DART supplement for employees was
eliminated for a savings of $222,682. Lastly, the Juvenile Human Resources function will be
absorbed by the Human Resources/Civil Service Department.

x

The FY2009 Budget for Human Resources eliminated the following positions:
o 1 Human Resource Coordinator, Grade E (deleted midyear FY2008)
o 1 Data Clerk II, Grade 6 (deleted midyear FY2008)
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x

The FY2009 Budget for Human Resources froze the following positions:
o 1 HRIS/Compensation Coordinator, Grade J will be frozen four months.
o 1 Risk Specialist, Grade I will be frozen four months.

x

The Behavioral Personnel Assessment Devices (B-PAD) testing system is given twice per year to
screen Sheriff Department deputies and ranking candidates. Use of this test in the screening
process for Sheriff Deputy Candidates was eliminated, resulting in a savings to the County of
approximately $11,400.

x

Human Resources ceased obtaining education verification from outside agencies and now require
all applicants to provide it, resulting in a savings to the County of approximately $15,000.

x

Human Resources/Civil Service was reorganized resulting in the following changes providing a
savings of $15,105 to the County:
o 1 Assistant Director, Grade M position was downgraded to an Assistant Director of Human
Resources/Civil Service – Risk Management & Compensation, Grade L position.
o 1 Risk Specialist/Coordinator, Grade L was re-titled as Assistant Director of Human
Resources/Civil Service – Employment Services & Training/Staff Development.
o 1 HRIS/Compensation Coordinator, Grade J was downgraded to a Risk Specialist, Grade I.
o 1 HR Analyst III, Grade G will be downgraded to an HR Analyst II, Grade E.
o 1 HR Analyst I, Grade 12 will be upgraded to an HR Analyst II, Grade E.

x

Although Workers Comp is budgeted in this department, appropriations are periodically distributed
to all departments to cover the workers comp “premiums” charged to departments going to
Workers’ Comp Escrow Account where the actual program expenditures are charged. This
bookkeeping procedure of charging premiums to all departments and all funds, allows the Auditor
to charge grants and other funds their fair share of the Workers’ Comp cost.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Workers Comp
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$2,504,150

$2,077,405

$2,678,785

$2,734,214

2,005

1,625

2,300,000

2,300,000

$347,502

$410,602

$481,339

$540,347

0

0

0

0

$2,853,657

$2,488,007

$5,460,124

$5,574,561
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

24

24

24

25

$13,273

$14,402

$0

$0

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Director of Personnel/Civil Service (F2)
1 Assistant Director Human Resources/Civil Service (M)
1 Assistant Director of Programs (K)
1 Safety Officer/Workers Comp Specialist (H)
1 Employee Relations/Organization (H)
3 Human Resources Analyst III (G)
1 Human Resources Analyst IV (H)
3 Human Resources Analyst V (I)
1 Benefits Specialist (G)
3 Human Resources Analyst II (E)
2 Human Resources Technician III (10)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)
4 Personnel Technician II (8)

1 Trainer II (E)
1 Trainer V (H)
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OFFICE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Department# 1090

Mission Statement
The mission of the Office of Information Technology is to provide high quality service to Dallas
County relating to information technology (IT) while achieving total customer satisfaction and
practicing the highest professional standards.

Description
The County employs a senior level executive the Chief Information Officer responsible for managing
and overseeing development and implementation of applications supporting systems, databases,
programming languages, design approaches, middleware/software packages and components and
managing contracted services. The County IT Steering Committee acts in a top level advisory capacity
to the Commissioners Court concerning the allocation of current resources and the development of a
long-range Computer Services Master Plan.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Information Technology Baseline Budget reflects the addition of several positions that
were added during FY2014 through a combination of position additions, reorganizations, and
conversion of contractors to full-time employees.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$6,656,019

$7,567,769

$8,170,833

$9,720,024

Operations

7,218,768

7,605,890

13,858,662

14,985,444

161,554

240,723

21,707

0

$14,939,261

$15,414,472

$22,051,202

$24,705,468

Capital
Total
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category

Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

82

80

80

92

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Chief Information Officer (H2)
1 Asst. Chief, IT App. Support/Dev. (PM)
1 Asst. Chief, IT Operations (PM)
1 Asst. Chief, IT Program Mgmt. (PM)
1 Manager of Server and Network Systems (OM)
3 Senior Oracle Database Admin. (OM)
1 Senior Security Analyst (OM)
1 IT Enterprise Security Officer (NM)
1 Java Programmer/Web Master (NM)
3 Senior Database Administrator (NM)
4 Senior Network Engineer (NM)
4 Senior Oracle Database Developer (NM)
5 Senior Project Manager, IT Services (NM)
2 Senior Unix/Linux Systems Admin. (NM)
5 Software Support Manager (NM)
1 Manager, IT Customer Service (MM)
3 Project Manager, IT Services (LM)
10 Senior Programmer (LM)
5 Senior Business Analyst (KM)
8 Senior Systems Analyst (KM)
1 Oracle System Admin. Programmer (KM)
1 Technical App. Support Analyst (KM)
1 Graphics Designer (JM)
2 Network Engineer (JM)
1 Programmer (JM)
5 Senior Server Admin. (JM)
4 Information Systems Coordinator (IM)
3 Server Admin. (IM)
1 System Administrator / Trainer (IM)
8 Technical Support Analyst/Trainer (GM)
1 IT Technology Buyer (E)
1 Asst. Technical Support Analyst/Trainer (DM)
1 Web Designer (BM)
1 Administrative Coordinator II (12)
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 15, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

From:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

Subject:

Office of Information Technology FY2015 Budget Request

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Office of Information Technology has submitted the following requests:
1. reclassification of one (1) IT Customer Service Manager position;
2. reclassification of five (5) Senior Server Administrator positions;
3. reclassification of one (1) Web Designer position;
4. addition of two (2) Mainframe Developer positions;
5. addition of two (2) Senior Systems Analyst positions;
6. addition of two (2) Technical Analyst / Trainer positions;
7. addition of one (1) SharePoint Administrator position;
8. addition of one (1) Senior SQL Database Administrator position;
9. addition of one (1) Security Analyst position;
10. addition of one (1) Enterprise Server and Storage Architect position;
11. addition of one (1) IT Applications Architect;
12. purchase of Taleo software to replace iRecruitment;
13. and the replacement of twenty (20) chairs.
Information Technology requests the reclassification of one (1) IT Customer Service
Manager position. This position develops the desktop computer standards, obtains the
best desktop computer and printer values, manages the procurement and inventory of
assets, and oversees the installation of computer equipment. The 2011 Tatum Report saw
this position as primarily a contract management position.
The department also requests the reclassification of five (5) Senior Server Administrator
positions. The information technology environment was much less complicated when the
existing job descriptions were developed in 2007. Data rooms have increased from three
to five and the County utilizes more than one hundred times the disk storage space.
Also, Information Technology requests the addition of two (2) Mainframe COBOL
Developer positions. The department currently utilizes two contract Mainframe COBOL
Developers to provide mainframe support and maintenance, resolve technical problems,
and provide project support. The addition of the two positions will eliminate the need for
the two contractors.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6655 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x charles.reed@dallascounty.org
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A reclassification of one (1) Web Designer position is also included in the department’s
request. This position is increasingly being asked to develop and maintain a more robust
online presence for the County which requires more in depth experience with HTML,
JavaScript, CSS, SQL, PHP, AJAX, as well as graphics creation with the Adobe Creative
Suite.
The department also requests the addition of one (1) Technical Analyst / Trainer position.
Information Technology is currently utilizing a contractor to fill these rolls providing
support for the Microsoft CRM upgrade which is designed to convert Microsoft Access
databases throughout the County to a common platform that is centrally supported by the
department. Information Technology, with direction from the Information Technology
Executive Governance Committee plans to increase the footprint of CRM in the future.
Also included with the Information Technology budget request is the addition of one (1)
SharePoint Administrator. The County initially invested $82,759 along with an annual
licensing cost to deploy Microsoft SharePoint in May 2013. This only provided the
County with basic portal functionality so that Information Technology could provide the
County with project transparency. Full utilization of the SharePoint software requires an
administrator dedicated to deploy and support full functionality of the software
Countywide.
Information Technology also requests the addition of one (1) Senior SQL Database
Administrator. The County has significantly increased the utilization of SQL databases
which are critical infrastructure to the day-to-day operations of several County programs
including Odyssey, TIS, AIS, and more recently the ACMS and JCMS packages.
The department also requests the addition of one (1) Security Analyst. Currently, the
department has one position dedicated to network security. In recent years, the County
has been required to become CJIS and PCI compliant. Multiple systems have been
implemented and require support such as two-factor authentication, login management,
IPS/IDS, network scanning, and wireless / mobile device management.
Also included with the Information Technology budget request is the addition of one (1)
Enterprise Server and Storage Architect. The department requests this position to provide
oversight to the overall information technology environment, planning for future changes,
and ensuring consistency with the direction and goals of the County.
Information Technology also requests the addition of one (1) IT Applications Architect
position. The County is currently transitioning the mainframe based applications to
W/Intel-based platforms and to utilize more cloud-based infrastructure. The addition of
this position will enhance the County’s ability to deploy new applications, quickly
expand infrastructure to accommodate growing business needs, and enhance the
infrastructure maintenance program.
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Also included in the department’s budget request is the purchase of Taleo to replace
iRecruitment. iRecruitment was implemented in FY2008 and offers a variety of features
that Human Resources / Civil Service feels does not adequately meet current industry
trends for recruiting and onboarding. Taleo would provide the County with the ability to
utilize social media to improve the County’s recruitment and also integrates with the
Oracle suite currently used by the
County.
Figure 1
FY2015 Revenues vs. Expenditures
Beginning Balance
Revenues
Total Sources

$2,213,849
$22,869,911
$25,083,760

IT Baseline Salaries
IT Operations Budget Request
Transfer to Other Funds
Hardware Refresh
Microsoft Site License
Total Expenditures

$9,720,024
$14,985,444
$2,952,017
$800,000
$935,000
$26,440,468

Ending Balance

-$1,356,708

Position Reclassifiations
IT Customer Service Manager
Five Senior Server Administrators
Web Designer
New Positions
Two Mainframe COBOL
Developer
Technical Analyst / Trainer
SharePoint Administrator
Senior SQL Database
Administrator
Security Analyst
Enterprise Server and Storage
Architect
IT Applications Architect
Projects
Taleo Software
Furniture
Twenty Replacement Chairs

$8,577
$28,790
$38,080
$206,114
$75,568
$98,115
$118,735
$118,735
$118,735
$118,735
$600,000
$6,000

Total Cost of Budget Requests

$1,536,184

FY2015 MTF Ending Balance

-$2,892,892

The department also requests the
replacement of twenty (20) chairs
that have either broken or have
deteriorated to an unusable state.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Figure 1 shows the FY2015 Major
Technology Fund Budget is
estimated to have an ending
balance of -$1,356,708. This is
primarily due to an increase in
transfers to other funds of
$1,843,363 for the repayment of
ACMS Courts, ACMS
Prosecutor, JCMS, and Sheriff
Ticketing which were funded in
the Major Capital Development
Fund and the General Fund with
future repayment by the Major
Technology Fund.
The annual recurring cost of
reclassifying the IT Customer
Service Manager position is
$8,577. The annual recurring cost
of reclassifying the five (5) Senior
Server Administrator positions is
$28,790. The annual recurring
cost of reclassifying one (1) Web
Designer position is $38,080. The
annual recurring cost of adding
two (2) Mainframe COBOL
Developer positions is $206,114
while eliminating two contractors
with an annual recurring cost of
$257,280 for a total savings to the
County of $51,166. The annual
recurring cost of adding the
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Technical Analyst / Trainer position is $75,568. The annual recurring cost of adding the
SharePoint Administrator position is $98,115. The annual recurring cost of adding the
Senior SQL Database Administrator position is $118,735. The annual recurring cost of
adding the Security Analyst position is $118,735. The annual recurring cost of adding the
Enterprise Server and Storage Architect is $118,735. The annual recurring cost of adding
the IT Applications Architect position is $118,735. The cost of purchasing the Taleo
software package is $600,000 with an ongoing license fee of $155,000 per year. The onetime cost of replacing the twenty chairs is $6,000.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends the Information Technology Executive
Governance Committee review the requests submitted by the department and make a
recommendation on the use of funds for FY2015.
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OPERATING EXPENDITURE DETAIL
Department

Expense
Codes

Data Services

FY2013
Actual

Salaries and Benefits
1010
$177,349
1020
$5,668,414
1070
$9,137
1080
$2,149
1090
($158,189)
1111
$337,872
1112
$80,107
1140
$654,257
1150
$622,928
1160
$7,506
1190
$8,049
$7,409,579

Budget No.

FY2014
Budget

FY2014
Projection

$180,336
$6,389,398
$9,137

$180,336
$189,353
$6,389,398
$8,262,868
$9,137
$9,137
$2,000
$2,000
($164,168)
($211,306)
$407,324
$524,038
$91,976
$118,331
$656,973
$845,222
$683,252
$972,005
$6,570
$0
$19,709
$0
$8,282,507 $10,711,648

($164,168)
$407,704
$95,350
$680,000
$749,649

$8,347,406

FY2015
Request

Operating Expenses
2090
$1,987
2093
2095
$28,445
2160
$42,336
2170
$1,222
2180
$45
2230
$128
2460
$106,255
2690
$15,932
4010
$25,285
5590
$3,200,482
6520
$3,556,920
6540
$618,258
7020
$1,371
7211
7213
$4,726

$21,979
$63,453
$1,500
$719
$8,942
$190,513
$9,127
$9,446
$3,517,149
$4,429,589
$4,200,000
$3,142
$138,000
$7,100

$21,979
$63,453
$1,310
$719
$8,942
$190,513
$11,000
$25,000
$3,517,149
$3,865,000
$4,200,000
$3,142
$138,000

$7,603,392

$12,600,659

$12,046,207

$11,848,369

$0

$176,505
$932,149
$1,108,654

$176,505
$932,149
$1,108,654

$176,505
$932,149
$1,108,654

$179,534
$61,189
$240,723

$21,707
$21,707

$22,000
$22,000

$460,000
$0
$460,000

$15,253,694

$22,078,426

$21,459,368

$24,128,671

Repayments
7910
7996

Capital Items
8630
8640

$6,000
$0
$0
$63,453
$1,500
$719
$8,942
$190,513
$9,000
$20,000
$3,500,000
$4,100,000
$3,800,000
$3,142
$138,000
$7,100

Comments and Justification
Salaries reflect 5% increase
Salaries - Official
Salaries - Staff
Add 6 for 2014; 7 for 2015; 6 reclass
Automobile Allowance
Milage Reimbursement
Salary Lag
2.5% of Salaries
FICA
Medicare
Insurance - Employer
Retirement-Employer
Unemployment Insurance
Workers Compensation - Employer
Total Salaries and Benefits

Property < $5,000
See form D
Hardware < $5,000
Software < $5,000
Office Supplies
Postage
Printing (business cards)
DDA
Training
Hardware and Electrical Supp Reduced Tape Purchases
Reduced ACMS travel
Business Travel
Professional Services
Maintenance
Remove MF maintenance; 4% increase
Data Processing Contracts
Reduced MF staffing
Equipment Rental
Internet Circuit / Fiberlight
Cellular Phone
Total Operating Expenses

Repay General Fund
Repay Capital Fund
Total Repayments
.

Hardware > $5,000
Software > $5,000
Total Capital Items

See PIR Forms

Total

Budget Office Review FY2015

Page 1
Form B
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ReclassPositionsfor2015
Wayne
Sr.ServerAdmin
Wayne
Sr.ServerAdmin
Wayne
Sr.ServerAdmin
Wayne
Sr.ServerAdmin
Wayne
Sr.ServerAdmin
Rodney
ITCustomerServiceManager

NewPositionsfor2015
Richard
ApplicationsArchitect
Wayne
EnterpriseServer/StorageArchitect
Randy
SecurityAnalyst
Richard
SharePointAdministrator
Richard
Sr.Programmer
MF
Richard
Sr.Programmer
MF
Richard
SR.SQLDBA
Richard
TechnicalAnalyst/Trainer CS

JM
JM
JM
JM
JM
MM

$70,432
$70,432
$70,432
$70,432
$70,432
$85,381

$5,388
$5,388
$5,388
$5,388
$5,388
$6,532

Current
Salary
FICA

Grade

$7,728
$7,083
$7,083
$5,758
$6,079
$6,079
$7,083
$4,309

FICA

$101,016
$92,585
$92,585
$75,269
$79,462
$79,462
$92,585
$56,331

Salary

OM
NM
NM
KM
LM
LM
NM
GM

Grade

$8,100
$8,100
$8,100
$8,100
$8,100
$9,819

Retirement

$11,617
$10,647
$10,647
$8,656
$9,138
$9,138
$10,647
$6,478

$8,500
$8,500
$8,500
$8,500
$8,500
$8,500
$8,500
$8,500

Retirement Insurance

$83,920
$83,920
$83,920
$83,920
$83,920
$101,731

$128,861
$118,815
$118,815
$98,183
$103,179
$103,179
$118,815
$75,618

StaffCost

KM
KM
KM
KM
KM
NM

Grade

$647
$647
$647
$647
$647
$647
$647
$647

Desk
$1,200
$1,200
$1,000
$1,200
$1,200
$1,200
$1,200
$1,200

$75,268
$75,268
$75,268
$75,268
$75,268
$92,585

$5,758
$5,758
$5,758
$5,758
$5,758
$7,083

Proposed
Salary
FICA

$311
$311
$311
$311
$311
$311
$311
$311

$89,682
$89,682
$89,682
$89,682
$89,682
$110,315

$2,358
$2,358
$2,158
$2,358
$2,358
$2,358
$2,358
$2,358

EquipCost

TotalImpact:

$8,656
$8,656
$8,656
$8,656
$8,656
$10,647

Retirement

$200
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200

Furniture Computer Cabling

$921,523

$37,394

$5,762
$5,762
$5,762
$5,762
$5,762
$8,584

Difference

$884,129

$131,219
$121,173
$120,973
$100,541
$105,537
$105,537
$121,173
$77,976

GrandTotal

5(3/$&(0(17(48,30(175(48(67
'HSDUWPHQW

3ULRULW\
1

1090
,WHPWREH
5HSODFHG

20 Chairs

%XGJHW1R
$JH
\HDUV 

7 - 12


3URSHUW\
1XPEHU

N/A


(VWLPDWHG&RVW
RI5HSODFHPHQW

$6,000


&RPPHQWV-XVWLILFDWLRQ
The chairs are breaking. Primarily the
hydraulics fail; also broken / stripped bolts
impacting safety; torn / dirty upholstery.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10


)RUP'

- 11 -


)<
)<2SHUDWLQJ%XGJHW&DSLWDO,PSURYHPHQW3ODQ3UHSDUDWLRQ0DQXDO
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

Office of Information Technology

Position Title

IT Customer Service Manager
MM

Current Grade

Budget No.
Position No.
7001400

Job Code

6641
1

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
This is more of a clarification of job duties than a change. In 2011, Tatum saw this position as primarily a contract management
position. However, they did not take into account many of the responsibilities of this position. More than just managing a
contract or two (worth $1.4 MM), this position is key in preparing the requirements for the contracts, reviewing potential
vendors as part of the selection process and monitoring the contract during its term to ensure compliance.
Another key component of this position is the development of desktop computer standards for the County, obtaining the best
desktop computer and printer values for the County, managing the procurement of assets, maintenance of inventory and
overseeing the installation of computer equipment.
Another area is the work with project teams to coordinate change notification and training with the Service Desk to ensure that
issues can be responded to in an acceptable timeframe.
This position is responsible for the desktop computer inventory, the value of which (including hardware, software and licenses)
is in excess of $8,000,000. Also provides guidance and management to an organization of 29 individuals.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
I believe that Tatum understated the level of effort / work required for this position when they were here in 2011. Adding the
additional, omitted tasks is the rational for this request.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

MM

Proposed Grade

NM

Salary

$86,381

Salary

$92,585

FICA (7.65%)

$6,532

FICA (7.65%)

$7,083

Retirement (11.5%)

$9,819

Retirement (11.5%)

$10,647

Total

$101,731

Total

$110,315
Total Annual Impact

$8,584

Staff Review and Comment

26
FY2015 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

Office of Information Technology

Position Title

Sr. Server Administrator
JM

Current Grade

Budget No.
Position No.
7020400

Job Code

Department
Priority

5 Positions
1

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
Because of demands that candidates interface with multiple levels of staff and involvement in projects requiring good teamwork,
organizational skills, managerial skills, user interface, etc. please increase the education level to Bachelor’s degree in Computer
Science, Information Technology, Mathematics, Business or other job related studies.
Regularly supervises the activities of one to two server staff members.
At Dallas County, Sr. Server Administrators are asked to do more than their peers in other organizations. These positions are
very often specialized. Our staff, however, handles the responsibilities of multiple roles. The individual that supports the
County’s Exchange e-mail system also supports the County’s data back-up process. The individuals over the VMWare virtual
server environment also support the NetApp SAN (storage), GPO, Active Directory and log-in scripts for the entire County. All
of this, while also supporting project needs, addressing trouble tickets, and supporting equipment in 4 physical locations (Cyrus
One, Records, FCCB, Elections).
An individual specializing in any one of these areas, will earn 20% - 30% more in many organizations.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The existing job descriptions are 7 years old. When initially drafted, the County’s IT environment was much less
complicated. We only had three (3) data centers / data rooms – we now have five (5); the current e-mail application is the
industry standard (Exchange) – not an outdated one (Novell); we have replaced two (2) small storage arrays (SANs) with five
(5) large SANs; our disk storage is hundreds of times greater than it was; Virtual server environments did not exist at Dallas
County – now they account for the majority of the servers in the County; the GPO and log-in script that allows each desktop
computer to connect to the network is now over 2,000 lines and managed by a Sr. Server Administrator; the Sr. Server
Administrators are often called upon for the database and/or VBScript knowledge to automate processes and help solve
County-related IT issues that go beyond the server environment.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

JM

Proposed Grade

KM

Salary

$70,432

Salary

$75,268

FICA (7.65%)

$5,388

FICA (7.65%)

$5,758

Retirement (11.5%)

$8,100

Retirement (11.5%)

$8,656

26
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Budget No

Department

Office of Information Technology

Brief Title of PIR

Mainframe Developers – Criminal and LEA
Community x 2

Approx. Net Cost

$105,537 (each) = $211,074

2015

1
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Request to convert the two contract Mainframe COBOL Developers to permanent Dallas County
employees as part of the FY2014 budget for cost savings. The Mainframe COBOL Developers will
continue to provide mainframe support and maintenance, resolve technical problems and provide project
support for several key business initiatives, including the Mainframe Application Offload Project, the new
JP Case Management System deployment and the Mainframe JPAS State-mandated Update.
T
Discussion of Need
The need and/or ability to modify and support currently utilized mainframe programs will exist for the next several
years as programs are gradually and strategically offloaded to non-mainframe centric applications. Currently two of
the four available Mainframe COBOL Developers are providing technical services via a professional services
agreement on a contract basis. If approved, the two Mainframe COBOL Developers will continue to provide
support for the following items:

x

Providing mainframe support and maintenance support

x

Resolving technical problems

x

Assist with the JP Mainframe conversion efforts

x

Assist with the ACMS (Courts) Mainframe conversion efforts

x

Assist with the mainframe relocation effort

x

Assist with the offloading of programs on the mainframe to non-mainframe centric
applications.

Contractor
Position
Community
EdwardPatterson DeveloperͲMainframe Criminal
JohnDesanges
DeveloperͲMainframe Criminal

YearlyContractCost YearlyPermCost
$67/hour@$128,640 JobgradeLM@$79,462
$67/hour@$128,640 JobgradeLM@$79,462
$257,280
$158,924
Withbenefitsand
equipment:

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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$211,074
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Budget No

Department

Office of Information Technology

Brief Title of PIR

Community Services IT Resource Request –
Technical Analyst/Trainer

2015

Approx. Net Cost

2
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Requesting the addition of two Senior Systems Analyst, and two Technical Analyst/Trainers to provide support for
the Community Services Community within the IT Applications department. Contractors are currently being
utilized for two of these roles (Sr., Systems Analyst & Technical Analyst/Trainer) over the last several months.
Converting these two contract positions to full-time will reduce the recurring costs for having the contract positions.
Discussion of Need

The Community Services Community was established in October 2012 in order to provide its members (HHS,
Juvenile, Elections, VA, Forensics & PW) with Dallas County IT support to address needs, issues, concerns and aid
in strategic planning. Previous support activity for those departments within Community Services Community was
sparse at best. Dedicated resources are needed to provide the aforementioned support which was previously not
available in order to provide the appropriate level of support for the end-user Departments in this Community.
The IT Support Staff for this Community are also charged with the deployment and support of Microsoft CRM for
the County as an enterprise. The primary goal of this initiative is to convert the 7000+ Microsoft Access databases
to a common, centrally support IT platform as well as deploy Microsoft CRM for the County Departments in the
other Business Communities to address their business unit needs using an enterprise-wide, centrally-supported tool.

Implementing the CRM work flow platform enterprise-wide is expected to reduce the County’s overall risk with the
business units currently using in many cases individually-supported Access databases, MS Word files and Excel
spreadsheets to perform critical business functions. Through the current implementation of CRM at County
Juvenile, at the DCSO and at the County Tax Office, we have already reduced costs, work efforts and risks in key
areas and with the approved additional IT Staffing, plan to extend the enterprise CRM footprint throughFY2014 to
FY2018.

Application

Community

Department

Positions Requested

Job Grade

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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MS CRM

Community Services

Position



TechnicalAnalyst/Trainer


Salary



$56,331

County wide

Technical Analyst/Trainer

BenefitsperHR

TotalCost

$19,287

$75,618

GM



Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2014

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

Office of Information Technology

Brief Title of PIR

SharePoint Administrator

Approx. Net Cost

$100,541

Budget No

2015
1

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request

SharePoint 2010 was deployed in May 2013 to provide the basic portal functionality for project transparency.
Full utilization of SharePoint (workflow, full collaboration, etc.) will require a SharePoint administrator in
order to subsequently deploy and support the aforementioned SharePoint functionality throughout Dallas
County for its business users that have made requests for access.

Discussion of Need:

Dallas County will be providing its currently supported business partners with access to SharePoint for
project transparency as of August 2013. Requests for streamlining business processes as well as automated
workflow and collaboration through SharePoint have been received from various Dallas County
Departments.. Support for the existing project portal and for the further expansion of the Sharepoint asset to
meet other needs in the County as an enterprise will require a full time SharePoint Staff resource to ensure
consistent delivery of the requested solutions and ensure sustainability or maintenance of those solutions upon
which Dallas County business units will heavily rely. Additional development and deployment efforts that
could optimize and supplement current business practices to create additional efficiencies have been placed
on hold at this time.
Requestor
Sheriff DSO
Tax Assessor’s Office
Forensics

Dash boarding
Utilization of SharePoint Workspace
Dash boarding

Having a contract Staff resource to provide what is deemed a recurring, long-term operational support need
would be typically more costly than hiring a full-time Staff person to perform this function.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

Office of Information Technology

Brief Title of PIR

Sr. SQL DBA

Approx. Net Cost

$121,173

Budget No

2015
1

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request

A total of 3 SQL DBA’s support all of the SQL Databases (100+ instances) to the applications that are being
utilized within Dallas County. Due to the amount of databases that are business-unit critical, an additional Sr.
SQL DBA resource is needed in order ensure proper support and maintenance of the various SQL databases
and to support the Dallas County business units.

Discussion of Need:

This was initially submitted for briefing to the Commissioners Court on 7/2/13; however, it was pulled in
favor of submitting it as an IT PIR for FY13-14. For the justification and discussion of need, please refer to
attached 07/02/2013 Court Briefing for details.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

Department of Information Technology

Brief Title of PIR

Security Analyst for Security Team

Approx. Net Cost

$120,973

Budget No

Department Priority

2015

2

Brief Summary of Request; additional staff due to increased IT Security, audit and compliance requirements.

Discussion of Need

Dallas County is required to be CJIS and PCI compliant; in addition, the annual external financial audit
requires IT to meet and follow IT “best practices”. Multiple systems (2-Factor Authentication, Log
Management, IPS/IDS, Network Scanning, Identity, wireless and mobile device Management) along with
the development of supporting processes and procedures are required. This position is crucial to
implement and maintain the IT Security platforms and supporting processes required for Dallas County to
be compliant with Federal and regulatory guidelines.
Dallas County may not be able to meet or maintain compliance for new CJIS requirements and additional
PCI requirements without additional staff, which will put the LEAs and County Judicial agencies at risk of
having access to TCIC/NCIC terminated; the County may also receive financial penalties from the credit
card brands and possibly not allow Dallas County to accept credit cards.
In surveying other similarly-sized Texas Counties, learned that Tarrant County has nine (9) IT Security
positions while Travis County has five (5) such positions. Dallas County has 2 such positions.
Discussion of Related Performance Measure

This person will be evaluated on technical and nontechnical skills:
Technical - manage audits (working with auditors as well as coordinating resolution efforts), project
participation and manage security applications.
Nontechnical - ability to develop/document process and procedures, communication and customer service.
Staff Review and Comment

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

Office of Information Technology

Brief Title of PIR

Enterprise Server and Storage Architect

Approx. Net Cost

$118,074

Budget No

2015
1

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request

Requesting a new position for an Enterprise Server and Storage Architect.

Discussion of Need
When the Server team was insourced 7 years ago, the County’s IT environment was much less complicated. There were only
three (3) data centers / data rooms – now there are five (5); the current e-mail application is the industry standard (Exchange) –
not an outdated one (Novell); the County’s data storage needs have grown from two (2) small storage arrays (SANs) – to five
(5) large SANs; disk storage is hundreds of times greater than it was; Virtual server environments did not exist at Dallas County
– now they account for the majority of the servers in the County; the GPO and log-in script that allows each desktop computer to
connect to the network is now contains over 2,000 lines of code. and managed by a Sr. Server Administrator; the Sr. Server
Administrators are often called upon for the database and/or VBScript knowledge to automate processes and help solve Countyrelated IT issues that go beyond the server environment. The majority of the County’s critical applications now process on
server-based computing and within a few years it is expected that all will be on server hardware.
At Dallas County, the Server Team is asked to do more than their peers in other organizations – where these positions are very
often specialized. Our staff, however, handles the responsibilities of multiple roles. The individual that supports the County’s
Exchange e-mail system also supports the County’s data back-up process. The individuals over the VMWare virtual server
environment also support the NetApp SAN (storage), GPO, Active Directory and log-in scripts for the entire County. All of
this, while also supporting project needs, addressing trouble tickets, and supporting equipment in 5 physical locations (Cyrus
One, Records, FCCB, Elections, JJC).
The Enterprise Server and Storage Architect will provide oversight to the overall environment; planning for future changes in
the environment to keep current with industry trends and ensuring projects and other change efforts to this server and storage
environment are consistent with the direction and goals of IT and the County.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Expectations will be to have senior, lead position that has the education, knowledge, and skills to provide an overall
perspective of the server and storage environment at Dallas County as well as an understanding of the industry as a
whole. This will provide better support of the environment and the ability to respond more quickly to changes and
updates, project requests and issues as they arise.
Staff Review and Comment

Form G
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

Budget No

Office of Information Technology

Brief Title of PIR

IT Applications Architect

Approx. Net Cost

$131,219

2015
2

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request

Requesting the addition of an Applications Architect. The Dallas County IT infrastructure has grown over the
last several years in terms of its IT hardware complexity, applications diversity and applications integration
requirements. The County is currently transitioning its mainframe-based applications to W/Intel-based
platforms. It is the County’s long-term plan to leverage to the degree possible vendor-hosted or “Cloudbased” IT infrastructure to enhance the County’s ability to deploy new applications, to more quickly expand
infrastructure to accommodate growing business needs, to enhance the IT infrastructure maintenance program
and to improve its business continuity of operations. Having an Applications Architect would greatly
facilitate realizing this plan and with sustaining the plan long into the future. The IT Applications Architect
would do this by developing these plans for the County IT Leadership’s review and consideration and by
overseeing the implementation of the approved plans. The IT Applications Architect would ensure the
associated plans and work activities link the business mission, strategy, and processes of Dallas County to its
IT strategy. This position would also document this model through multiple architectural views that show
how the current and future needs of Dallas County will be met in an efficient, sustainable, agile and adaptable
manner. An Enterprise Architect position was previously utilized, but later on frozen due to budget
constraints.

Discussion of Need

Responsibility of the Applications Architect and benefits to Dallas County are:
x

Alignment of IT strategy and planning with Dallas County business unit goals.

x

Optimization of information management approaches through an understanding of evolving business
needs and technology capabilities.

x

Long-term strategic responsibility for the Dallas County IT systems and infrastructure.

x

Promotion of shared infrastructure and applications to reduce costs and improve information flows.
Ensure that technologies do not duplicate functionality or diverge from each other and business and
IT strategies.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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x

Work with across IT and with business units to provide a consensus based enterprise solution that is
scalable, adaptable and in synchronization with ever changing business needs.

x

Management of the risks associated with information and IT assets through appropriate standards and
security policies.

x

Direct or indirect involvement in the development of policies, standards and guidelines that direct the
selection, development, implementation and use of Information Technology within the enterprise.

Position
EnterpriseArchitect

Salary BenefitsperHR
$101,016
$27,845

TotalCost

$128,861

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2014
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INSTITUTE OF FORENSIC SCIENCES
Mission Statement
The Dallas County Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences is committed to serving the needs of
Dallas County residents and other governmental agencies by providing a broad spectrum of forensic
services that are performed in an accurate, impartial and timely manner.

Description
The Institute is comprised of two County Departments: the Medical Examiner’s Office and the Crime
Laboratory. The Institute offers its services in support of law enforcement, prosecution, private
agencies and individuals which operate in Dallas County and the surrounding areas. In addition, the
Institute operates the Breath Alcohol Program within the Crime Lab. The Institute is a teaching
facility which offers medical students an opportunity to learn and study forensic and laboratory
analysis.

Organizational Chart

Administration

Medical
Examiner

Crime
Laboratory

Breath Alcohol
Program
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INSTITUTE OF FORENSIC SCIENCES:
BREATH ALCOHOL PROGRAM
Department #3313

Mission Statement
The mission of the Breath Alcohol Program is to support breath alcohol testing programs operated by
local police departments through qualified supervision and training of instrument operators,
maintenance and certification of breath test instruments and testifying in legal proceedings.

Description
This program oversees breath alcohol testing equipment and operators and provides applicable
testimony. The activities of the program are regulated by the Texas Department of Public Safety
(DPS). Currently, the Dallas County program contracts with twenty-one agencies on a fee for service
basis for supervision of local breath test programs.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Breath Alcohol Baseline Budget represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$269,869

$283,349

$294,730

$278,272

6,024

6,810

16,289

11,220

0

0

40,000

0

$275,893

$290,159

$351,019

$289,492

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees

4

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

4

4

FY2015 Baseline
4

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
3 Intoxilyzer Tech Supervisor (HM)
1 Secretary (6)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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INSTITUTE OF FORENSIC SCIENCES:
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY
Department #3311

Mission Statement
The mission of the Criminal Investigation Laboratory is to provide the best scientific, technical and
analytical expertise and information possible to its consumers.

Description
The accomplishment of this mission requires that Crime Lab employees have excellent knowledge and
skills in the various areas of analysis, identification and assessment of drugs, environmental hazards,
firearms and fingerprints. The Crime Lab provides analysis of biological specimens for presence of
drugs and/or other toxic substances to the Medical Examiner and other municipal and County
agencies.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Criminal Investigation Laboratory Budget represents the continuation of current
service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$3,822,998

$3,992,034

$3,888,206

$4,355,105

Operations

1,444,383

987,995

1,137,050

1,068,035

Capital
Total

0
U

$5,267,381

U

0
U

U

$4,980,029

210,000

0

U1

$5,235,256

U

U

$5,423,140

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

60

FY2014 Actual

58

FY2015 Baseline

61

61

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Chief of Forensic Chemistry (PM)
1 Chief of Physical Evidence (PM)
1 Deputy Chief of Forensic Chemistry (MM)
1 Deputy Chief of Physical Evidence (MM)
1 Controlled Substance Supervisor (IM)
1 Firearms Supervisor (IM)
1 Toxicology Supervisor (IM)
1 Quality Manager (IM)
4 Forensic Biologist III (HM)
2 Toxicology Chemist III (GM)
4 Drug Chemist III (GM)
11 Forensic Biologist II (GM)

3
2
7
8
5
1
1
1
1
1
1

Firearms Examiner (GM)
Trace Evidence Examiner (FM)
Drug Chemist II (FM)
Toxicology Chemist II (FM)
Evidence Registrar (8)
Senior Secretary (8)
Accounting Clerk II (7)
Secretary (6)
Data Entry Operator III (6)
Clerk I (Typist) (5)
Laboratory Aide (4)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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INSTITUTE OF FORENSIC SCIENCES:
MEDICAL EXAMINER
Department #3312

Mission Statement
The mission of the Medical Examiner is to properly determine and certify the cause and manner of death of
all individuals within its jurisdiction, focusing on those persons dying suddenly, violently or unexpectedly
in Dallas County.

Description
The accomplishment of this mission involves meticulous investigation and documentation
(written/photographic) of scenes of death, collection of physical evidence, application of appropriate
identification techniques, autopsies and analysis as needed. The Medical Examiner has responsibility
for the disposition of indigent and unclaimed/unidentified bodies to the State Anatomical Board or by
interment within the County.
The Chief Medical Examiner/Institute of Forensic Sciences Director is appointed by the
Commissioners Court.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Medical Examiner Baseline Budget represents a continuation of current service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$4,376,022

$4,824,641

$4,787,167

$5,144,255

587,418

697,393

1,160,768

710,000

0

0

0

0

$4,963,438

$5,522,034

$5,947,935

$5,854,255

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

49

49

49

49

$42,141

$15,389

$21,387

$32,126

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Director – Institute of Forensic Sciences (N2)
1 Chief Deputy Medical Examiner (G1)
9 Medical Examiner (F1)
2 Pathologist (B1)
1 Forensic Operations Administrator (K)
1 Chief Medicolegal Death Investigator (I)
1 Deputy Chief Medicolegal Death Invest. (G)
1 Autopsy Room Supervisor (F)
1 Assistant Autopsy Room Supervisor (C)
12 Medicolegal Death Invest. (14)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)
1 Senior Medical Transcriptionist (9)
9 Autopsy Technician (9)
3 Medical Transcriptionist (8)
1 Clerk IV (8)
2 Secretary (6)
1 Clerk I (Typist) (5)
1 Clerical Assistant (3)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

May 15, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

From:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

Subject:

Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences FY2015 Budget Request
Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such,
Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences (SWIFS) has submitted the following
requests:
1. addition of one (1) Medical Examiner position;
2. addition of one (1) Senior Forensic Chemist position;
3. reclassification of one (1) Biologist II position;
4. purchase of one (1) GC/MS/FID used for drug analysis;
5. replacement of one (1) SEM / EDX System;
6. replacement of one (1) compound microscope with hostage;
7. replacement of five (5) analytical balances;
8. replacement of one (1) LC/MS/MS machine;
9. replacement of one (1) centrifuge and rotor with buckets;
10. replacement of eleven (11) heat sealers;
11. replacement of five (5) autopsy saws;
12. replacement of nine (9) task chairs;
FY2007 was the last time the County increased the staffing to the Medical Examiner’s
Office. In that year, two Medical Examiners were added to bring the autopsy caseload
within the National Association of Medical Examiners, the department’s accreditation
agency, standards. It is anticipated that the Medical Examiners will exceed the maximum
caseload of 325 autopsies per year per medical examiner. As such, the department
requests the addition of one (1) Medical Examiner position. The department is currently
examining the possibility of raising fees to offset the cost of the additional position.
Likewise, the department also requests the addition of one (1) Senior Forensic Chemist
position. The department is currently examining the possibility of raising fees to offset
the cost of the additional position.
SWIFS also requests the reclassification of one (1) Biologist II position. This position has
seen an increased volume and complexity of work along with the additional quality
management requirements associated with the mandatory accreditation.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6384 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x ryan.brown@dallascounty.org
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The department also requests the purchase of one (1) GC/MS/FID machine. These
machines are used to identify suspected controlled substances. The current sample
volume has increased to a level that the current machines are frequently at capacity which
impacts productivity of analysts. The department is currently seeking grant funding to
purchase this machine.
Also requested is the replacement of one (1) SEM / EDX System. This system is used to
perform gunshot residue analysis as well as other microscopic chemical analysis. The
current machine is becoming harder to find replacement parts for and is significantly
slower than newer models.
SWIFS also requests the replacement of one (1) compound microscope with a hotstage.
The current machine being used was purchased in 1995 and is beginning to hinder
productivity due to its age. A compound microscope with a hotstage is used to find the
melting point measurements of fibers which are used to determine if a fiber found at the
scene of a crime is the same fiber found on the suspect.
The department also requests the replacement of five (5) analytical balances. These
instruments are used routinely to weigh drug evidence to determine penalty group and to
make standard solutions for testing.
Also requested is the replacement of one (1) LC/MS/MS machine. This machine is used
for quantitation of benzodiazepines, cannabinoids, and other drugs in the Toxicology
Lab. The current instrument has frequent communication problems with computer
equipment which limits unattended operations.
SWIFS also requests the replacement of one (1) centrifuge and rotor with buckets. This
instrument is used by the Toxicology lab for routine specimen processing and has
become unreliable due to the age.
The department also requests the replacement of eleven (11) heat sealers. These
instruments are used to seal medical specimens and other evidence processed by both the
Crime Lab and the Medical Examiner. The current instruments have deteriorated beyond
repair.
Also requested is the replacement of five (5) autopsy saws. The current saws receive
frequent use and the units are repaired multiple times before the replacement is requested.
SWIFS also requests the replacement of nine (9) task chairs. The current chairs range
from ten to fourteen years old and have become increasingly unstable.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The cost to add one (1) Grade F1 Medical Examiner position is $222,865. The cost to add
one (1) Grade KM Senior Forensic Chemist position is $98,115. The cost to reclassify
one (1) Biologist II position is $4,871. The cost to purchase one (1) GC/MS/FID machine
is $110,000. The cost to replace one (1) SEM / EDX System is $180,000. The cost to
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replace one (1) compound microscope with a hotstage is $18,000. The cost to replace one
(1) LC/MS/MS machine is $260,000. The cost to replace one (1) centrifuge and rotor
with buckets is $5,000. The cost to replace eleven (11) heat sealers is $1,520. The cost to
replace five (5) autopsy saws is $6,250. The cost to replace nine (9) task chairs is $3,945.
The total cost of the SWIFS FY2015 Budget Request is $910,566.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. authorize the addition of one (1) Medical Examiner position assuming the
associated fees are increased to offset the cost;
2. authorize the addition of one (1) Senior Forensic Chemist position assuming the
associated fees are increased to offset the cost;
3. authorize the reclassification of one (1) Biologist II position;
4. authorize the purchase of one (1) GC/MS/FID used for drug analysis assuming the
department is able to secure grant funding;
5. not authorize replacement of one (1) SEM / EDX System as the current machine
is still functional;
6. authorize the replacement of one (1) compound microscope with hot stage;
7. authorize the replacement of five (5) analytical balances;
8. not authorize replacement of one (1) LC/MS/MS machine as the machine can still
function while being attended;
9. authorize the replacement of one (1) centrifuge and rotor with buckets;
10. authorize the replacement of eleven (11) heat sealers;
11. authorize the replacement of five (5) autopsy saws;
12. authorize the replacement of nine (9) task chairs.
These recommendations have a total cost of $470,566 with a revenue offset of $430,980
for a net cost of $39,586.
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accreditation standards requires the addition of a full-time Medical Examiners (Gr. F1). Failure 

to add the Medical Examiner positions will result in the loss of NAME accreditation.


 


'LVFXVVLRQRI1HHG


The last increase in Medical Examiner staffing was made in FY2007, when two Medical Examiners were added to bring the autopsy

caseload within NAME standards. Prior to that, the most recent Medical Examiner position additions were made during FY2000 and

FY91, also to decrease the average per physician caseload.


NAME standards rank performance criteria as Phase I (important) or Phase II (essential). To receive full accreditation, no Phase IIs are 
permitted. The updated standards assign a Phase I deficiency to offices where MEs are required to perform more than 250 autopsies
per year, and a Phase II deficiency if more than 325 autopsies per year are performed. To calculate the “number of autopsies”,

Pathology Fellows “count” as ½ a position and residents may not be counted. External examination workload also must be factored in,

with 3-5 externals counting as 1 autopsy (we count 1/5). The administrative duties of the Chief and Deputy Chief Medical Examiner
should be considered (i.e., their caseload allocation should appropriate recognize administrative responsibilities*).

*In large and complex offices, the chief may spend almost all of his or her time in non-autopsy activities; in such instances, that position 
should be eliminated from the fractional denominator. By contrast in a small office or in an office organized so that administrative duties 

are not a substantial burden, it may be appropriate to make only a modest reduction of the fractional denominator.




'LVFXVVLRQRI5HODWHG3HUIRUPDQFH0HDVXUH


The OME currently reports autopsy numbers and total case turnaround time in the performance 
measures quarterly report. The numbers in this report are generated using NAME standards

(i.e., limiting “credit” for cases performed by Fellows and adding a portion (1/5) of external

examinations to the autopsy case count).
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SWIFS: Criminal Investigation Laboratory: Forensic Biology


'HSDUWPHQW
3RVLWLRQ7LWOH

Upgrade Forensic Biologist II to Forensic Biologist III


&XUUHQW*UDGH

-RE&RGH

GM

3019300

%XGJHW1R



3210


3RVLWLRQ1R 1014

'HSDUWPHQW
3ULRULW\
9010000

'HVFULSWLRQRI&KDQJHVLQ:RUN%HLQJ3HUIRUPHG

See attached job descriptions for Forensic Biologist II (Job Code 3019200) and Forensic
Biologist III (Job Code 3019300).

5HDVRQ$XWKRULW\IRU&KDQJH VHH%XGJHW0DQXDO 


The cost incurred with this request will only impact changes in salary for one current deputy I
grade 66 position. No additional equipment/vehicle will be required, and there is no impact to
medical insurance costs.



'HSDUWPHQWDO&RVW:RUNVKHHW
Current Grade

GM

Proposed Grade

HM

Salary

$261,250

Salary

63,838.20

FICA (7.65%)

4309.31

FICA (7.65%)

4883.62

Retirement (11.5%) 6478.05

Retirement (11.5%) 7341.39

Total

Total

$353,780

76063.22
Total Annual Impact

$8,945

6WDII5HYLHZDQG&RPPHQW
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Crime Lab/Forensic Chemistry

Additional GC/MS/FID for Drug Analysis Lab

$588

'HSDUWPHQW


%ULHI7LWOHRI3,5
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'HSDUWPHQW3ULRULW\ 9010000

 


%XGJHW1R

%ULHI6XPPDU\RI5HTXHVW

NOTE: The Department plans to seek grant funding for this equipment; however, if grant
funding is not available, SWIFS will request purchase of the equipment from Dallas County.
The Department is requesting purchase of a new GC/MS/FID for the Drug Analysis
Laboratory. The Drug Lab currently has 4 GC/MS/FIDs with a fifth being purchased as
replacement equipment in FY14. However, sample volume is such that instrumentation is
often at capacity impacting analyst productivity. Annual charges resulting from analysis by
GC/MS/FID was $528,710 in 2013 for the Drug Lab. Expected equipment life is 5-7 years.



'LVFXVVLRQRI1HHG

The GC/MS/FID provides conclusive identification of suspected controlled substances. In
2013, the GC/MS was used to identify suspected controlled substances in 6246 drug
(non-marihuana) exhibits. 5609 of these exhibits contained one item and required one
GC/MS analysis. However, 313 exhibits required GC/MS analysis of 2-5 items for each
exhibit; 142 exhibits required analysis of 6-10 items per exhibit; 120 exhibits required
analysis of 11-25 items per exhibit; 30 exhibits required analysis of 26-50 items per exhibit;
and 23 exhibits required analysis of >50 items per exhibit. Each item takes about 30
minutes per analytical run plus sample preparation and evaluation time; therefore, large
samples can tie up an instrument for several days. In addition, instrument maintenance and
repair activities and new assay validations must also be performed. Analysts must routinely
work around limited instrument capacity. The Lab will receive some relief with the purchase
of the replacement GC/MS this year. However, based upon the current number of chemists
and the current case load, we believe that additional capacity is needed.

6WDII5HYLHZDQG&RPPHQW
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'HSDUWPHQW

3ULRULW\

SWIFS: Medical Examiner
,WHPWREH
5HSODFHG

$JH
\HDUV 


3URSHUW\
1XPEHU

1

over 5
Chair
Leticia Flores-Rojas years

IFS Nos:
672
673

2

Chair
Roquel Mayhorn

over 5
years

1509
1511
1512

3

Chair
Tracy Dotson

over 5
years

4

over 5
Chair
Michelle Baptiste years

5

Chair
Jason Bonham

6

7

8

over 5
years

No DC/IFS
tag

%XGJHW1R

(VWLPDWHG&RVW
RI5HSODFHPHQW

3312

&RPPHQWV-XVWLILFDWLRQ

$6,250
(5 @
$1,250/ea.)

Autopsy saws receive frequent use and the units
are repaired multiple times or (until the vendor
advises that the unit cannot be repaired) before
replacement is requested.

$500

Heat sealer is used with Kapak bags
containing medical specimens and
other evidence processed by morgue

staff. Current sealer is not working
properly (multiple efforts required to
completely seal bags) and needs to be
replaced.

No DC/IFS
tags

$2,520
Chairs shared by shift staff
(5 @ $504/ea.) (heavy use)

No DC/IFS
tags

$1,425
(3 @ $339/ea.
1 @ $408/ea.)

No DC/IFS
tags

$40,000
(3@ $9,716/ea.
+ "adders")

Manager and administrative
task chairs need replacement
due to wear/condition
Door mechanisms on body cooler doors
do not work properly and doors get
"stuck" in the open position or cannot be
opened. Facilities unable to repair.

Vendor states that current
mechanisms are obsolete and that
they cannot be properly repaired.

9

10


)RUP'
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5(3/$&(0(17(48,30(175(48(67
'HSDUWPHQW

3ULRULW\

Crime Lab/Forensic Chemistry
,WHPWREH
5HSODFHG

$JH
\HDUV 

1

over 5
Chair
Leticia Flores-Rojas years

2

Chair
Roquel Mayhorn

over 5
years

3

Chair
Tracy Dotson

over 5
years

4

over 5
Chair
Michelle Baptiste years

5

Chair
Jason Bonham

6

7

8

over 5
years


3URSHUW\
1XPEHU

%XGJHW1R

(VWLPDWHG&RVW
RI5HSODFHPHQW

3312

&RPPHQWV-XVWLILFDWLRQ

none/IFS-0139
none/IFS-0086
84838/IFS-0102
85976/IFS-0104
none/IFS-0087

$23,500 (4 @
$5,000 and 1@
$3,500)

95372
IFS-0930

$80,000

94505/
IFS-0783

$260,000

Technology is currently used for quantitation of
benzodiazepines, cannabinoids, and other drugs
in the Toxicology Lab. Current instrument has
communications problem between LC and MS
which limits unattended (i.e. overnight) operation.

75277/
IFS-0141

$5,000

This centrifuge is used by the
Toxicology Lab for routine specimen
processing. It is becoming unreliable
due to age.

No DC/IFS
tags

$2,520
Chairs shared by shift staff
(5 @ $504/ea.) (heavy use)

No DC/IFS
tags

$1,425
(3 @ $339/ea.
1 @ $408/ea.)

No DC/IFS
tags

$40,000
(3@ $9,716/ea.
+ "adders")

Equipment is old and beginning to drift. The Lab requests
replacement with 4 analytical balances and one small top
loading balance. Balances are used routinely to weigh drug
evidence to determine penalty group and to make standard
solutions.

The current system is used as part of the general drug
screening process for 4500 cases annually in the Toxicology
Lab resulting in charges of $293,801 in 2013. The current
system is aging and requiring more maintenance; we have
no backup for this critical equipment.

Manager and administrative
task chairs need replacement
due to wear/condition
Door mechanisms on body cooler doors
do not work properly and doors get
"stuck" in the open position or cannot be
opened. Facilities unable to repair.

Vendor states that current
mechanisms are obsolete and that
they cannot be properly repaired.
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JUSTICES OF THE PEACE

Dallas County has eleven elected justices of the peace, each presiding over their respective precincts
within Dallas County. The sworn oath of office for each Dallas County justice of the peace is to
faithfully execute the duties of their office and to the best of their ability preserve, protect, and defend
the Constitution and laws of the United States and of this State.

Description
Justice of the Peace Courts have original jurisdiction in criminal cases where the fine does not exceed
$500, and civil matters when the amount in controversy does not exceed $10,000. A Justice of the
Peace may issue warrants of search and arrest, conduct preliminary hearings, and perform marriages.
Any justice precinct that includes a city of 8,000 or more residents may elect one additional Justice of
the Peace. Each Justice Court in Dallas County is headed by a judge who is elected to a four-year
term.

Organizational Chart

Justice of the
Peace
Chief Clerk

Collections Clerk

JP Clerks

Bookkeeper
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

FY2015 baseline budgets for Justice of the Peace Courts represent a net decrease of nine clerk
positions in all of the Justice of the Peace courts with a FY2015 net budget impact of $332,783
including salary and fringe benefits.

x

During FY2014 Justice of the Peace Chief Clerk positions were upgraded from Grade C to a Grade E.

x

During FY2009 Dallas County began implementing the Scofflaw Vehicle Registration Block.
The scofflaw project matches the information in the Dallas County Wanted (DCW) against the
Texas Department of Transportation’s data bases to flag vehicle registration renewal notices.

x

The District Attorney’s Office continues to coordinate their Hot Check Program with the
Justice of the Peace offices. Effective September 1, 2005, all issuance of bad checks will be
required by law to be filed with the District Attorney’s Office. The change in the law affects
all of the Justice of the Peace courts.

x

During FY2004 the Dallas County Commissioners Court entered an Interlocal Contract with
the Texas Department of Public Safety. Dallas County will provide information necessary to
the department to deny the renewal of the driver license of a person who fails to appear for a
complaint or citation or fails to pay or satisfy a judgment ordering payment of a fine or court
costs.

x

Linebarger Goggan Blair & Sampson entered into an agreement with Dallas County
Commissioners Court for the purpose of providing collections services for the Justice of the
Peace Courts. The implementation of the program began the weekend of January 15, 2005.

x

SB 1863 passed during the 79th Legislature and Article 10 requires cities with population of
50,000 or more, and counties with populations of 100,000 or more to implement collections
improvement programs based in part on Office of Court Administration (OCA) Model Court
Collection Program. Effective date for compliance, April 1, 2006. Implementation of the
program resulted in deletion of two clerk grade five positions and the addition of one grade
seven clerk position and one grade six position in each court.

x

July 2006 a grade 5 clerk was added to each Justice of the Peace Court to address the additional
workload resulting from SB 1863.

x

During FY2012 an award was approved for a Justice of the Peace Case Management System.

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$6,322,139

$6,238,991

$6,480,398

$6,247,196

377,947

332,061

285,163

284,699

0

0

0

0

$6,700,086

$6,571,052

$6,765,561

$6,531,895

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

136

128

121

112

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
11 Justice of the Peace (Official)
10 Chief Clerks
2 Clerk V (9)
1 Clerk IV (8)

10 Clerk III – Bookkeeper (7)
10 Clerk III – Collections (7)
20 Clerk II – Back up Collections (6)
48 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE JONES
Department #4811

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Budget for Justice of the Peace Jones court represents one less clerk due to
workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014
Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$903,034

$918,379

$990,084

$936,293

67,495

52,242

49,102

$47,435

0

0

0

0

$970,529

$970,621

$1,039,186

$983,728

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

21

20

19

18

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
2 Clerk V (A)
1 Clerk IV (8)
1 Clerk III - Bookkeeper (7)

1 Clerk III – Collections (7)
1 Clerk II – Back up Bookkeeper (6)
1 Clerk II - Back-up Collections (6)
10 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE NASH
Department #4812

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for Justice of the Peace Nash’s court represents a continuation of
existing staffing as a result of the approved workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$480,134

$498,314

$472,897

$533,274

36,881

42,476

35,063

36,935

0

0

0

0

$514,141

$540,790

$507,960

$570,209

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

11

11

10

10

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
1 Clerk III - Bookkeeper (7)

1 Clerk III – Collections (7)
1 Back up Collections (6)
5 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE COOPER
Department #4821

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for Justice of the Peace Cooper’s court represents one less clerk
as a result of the approved workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

$598,503

$593,374

$661,475

$561,992

27,180

22,921

16,925

27,021

0

0

0

0

$625,683

$616,295

$678,400

$589,013

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2015
Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2014 Budget

11

10

10

9

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
1 Clerk III - Bookkeeper (7)
1 Clerk III- Collections (7)

1 Clerk II – Back-up Bookkeeper (6)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Collections (6)
3 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE WINDHAM
Department #4822

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Budget for Justice of the Peace Windham court represents two less clerks based
on the approved workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$750,718

$661,475

$620,988

$591,902

23,289

16,925

22,944

$21,596

0

0

0

0

$774,007

$678,400

$643,982

$613,498

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time
Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

18

16

13

11

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
1 Clerk III – Bookkeeper (7)
1 Clerk III – Collections (7)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Bookkeeper (6)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Collections (6)
5 Clerk I (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE CERCONE
Department #4831

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2014 Budget for Justice of the Peace Cercone’s court represents one less clerk based on
the approved workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$693,340

$710,488

$733,612

$705,105

35,786

37,026

28,344

27,498

0

0

0

0

$719,126

$747,514

$761,956

$732,603

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

15

14

14

13

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
1 Clerk III – Bookkeeper (7)
1 Clerk III – Collections (7)

1 Clerk II - Back-up Bookkeeper (6)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Collections (6)
7 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE SEIDER
Department #4832

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Budget for Justice of the Peace Seider’s court represents continuous service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$565,326

$591,446

$640,162

$586,933

28,035

29,250

28,990

26,434

0

0

0

0

$593,361

$620,696

$669,152

$613,367

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

13

12

11

11

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
1 Clerk III – Bookkeeper (7)
1 Clerk III – Collections (7)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Bookkeeper (6)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Collections (6)
5 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE ELLIS
Department #4833

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

Judge Ellis’ term expires December 31, 2014. The FY2015 Budget represents three months of
salary and benefits budgeted.

·

One precinct was deleted in precinct 3 as part of the FY2012 redistricting. Judge Ellis will
continue to serve as visiting judge until the end of her term.

·

During FY2012 Judge Ellis’ deleted the Chief Clerk position as part of a DDA initiative.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$514,063

$135,199

$141,895

$58,105

18,990

1,465

0

0

0

0

0

0

$533,053

$136,664

$141,895

$58,105

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

2

1

1

1

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE RIDEAUX
Department #4841

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Budget for Justice of the Peace Rideaux’s court represents one less clerk due to
approved workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$626,737

$650,487

$552,142

$622,101

52,710

52,961

27,293

27,461

0

0

0

0

$679,447

$703,448

$579,435

$649,562

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

12

11

11

10

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
2 Clerk III – Bookkeeper (7)
1 Clerk III – Collections (7)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Bookkeeper (6)

1 Clerk II – Back-up Collections (6)
3 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE HUBENER
Department #4842

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Budget for Justice of the Peace Hubener’s court represents one less clerk due to
approved workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$514,668

$528,747

$545,496

$479,113

26,265

22,294

20,446

21,297

0

0

0

0

$542,107

$551,041

$565,962

$500,410

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

11

10

10

9

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
1 Clerk III – Bookkeeper (7)
1 Clerk III – Collections (7)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Bookkeeper (6)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Collections (6)
3 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
Department #4851

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Budget for Justice of the Peace Precinct 5-1 court represents one less clerk due to
the workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$489,804

$409,785

$592,732

$541,541

41,520

27,350

24,366

24,746

0

0

0

0

$531,324

$437,135

$617,098

$566,287

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

11

13

12

11

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
1 Clerk III - Bookkeeper (7)
1 Clerk III- Collections (7)
1 Clerk II – Bookkeeper (6)

1 Clerk II (6)
5 Clerk II (6)
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE JASSO
Department #4852

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·

The FY2015 Budget for Justice of the Peace Jasso’s court represents one less clerk due to the
workload standard.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$488,657

$541,297

$623,263

$546,570

29,513

27,151

23,861

24,276

Capital

0

0

0

0

Total

$

$568,448

$647,124

$570,846

Personnel
Operations

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

8

11

11

10

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Justice of the Peace (Official)
1 Chief Clerk
1 Clerk III – Bookkeeper (7)
1 Clerk III – Collections (7)

1 Clerk II – Back-up Bookkeeper (6)
1 Clerk II – Back-up Collections (6)
4 Clerk II (6)
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JUVENILE DISTRICT COURTS
Department # 4310, 4320

Mission Statement
The mission of the two Juvenile District Courts is to administer justice in a fair and equitable manner,
while protecting the rights of the parties involved.

Description
Each of the two Juvenile District Courts has a presiding Judge elected from the County at large every four
years. These courts have original jurisdiction over juvenile delinquency cases, any subsequent legal
actions in the same case, and any child abuse case when the child has not been involved in a Family
District Court case. Each court has an Associate Judge and is assigned two Bailiffs from the Sheriff’s
Department. The courts also require support from the District Clerk, the District Attorney, the Public
Defender’s Office (in some courts), and the Juvenile Department. The Juvenile District Courts are located
in the Henry Wade Juvenile Justice Center.

Organizational Chart

District Judge

Associate
Judge

Court
Recorder

Court Reporter

Court
Coordinator
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
•

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for the Juvenile District Courts represents a continuation of current
service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

Personnel

$793,799

$822,986

$830,084

$872,476

Operations

4,901,955

5,611,799

6,586,155

0

0

0

3,579,314
0

$5,695,754

$6,434,765

$7,416,239

$4,451,790

Capital
Total

FY2015 Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

10

10

FY2014 Proj. FY2015 Baseline
10

10

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
2 District Judge (Official)
2 Associate Judge (00)
2 Court Coordinator (00)

2 Court Reporter (CR)
2 Court Recorder (D)
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OFFICE OF BUDGET AND EVALUATION
Department #1060

Mission Statement
The mission of the Office of Budget and Evaluation is to assist the Dallas County Commissioners
Court with the task of wisely, effectively, and efficiently deploying and monitoring the financial
resources available for the benefit of all citizens of the County.

Description
The Office of Budget and Evaluation coordinates a five-month budget process that includes the evaluation
of all departments’ requests with recommendations to the Commissioner’s Court. The Office of Budget
and Evaluation also coordinates the submission of all grant requests and manages certain social services
contracts with other agencies. During the year, the Office of Budget and Evaluation prepares interim
budget reports, performance reports, staffing studies, offers transfer recommendations, and generally
serves as an early warning of financial stress.

Organizational Chart
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
•

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for the Office of Budget and Evaluation represents a continuation of
current service levels

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$417,856

$487,474

$514,946

$528,231

4,371

6,943

9,175

10,325

0

0

0

0

$422,227

$494,417

$524,121

$538,556

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

7

5

5

5

$0

$0

$0

$0

Full Time Employees
Extra Help

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Budget Officer (G2)
1 Assistant Budget Officer (N)

3 Budget/Policy Analysts II (H)
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OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Department #3341

Mission Statement
The mission of the Dallas County Office of Emergency Management is to protect the lives,
environment and property of the citizens of Dallas County through an incident management system of
mitigation, preparedness, and response/recovery. The Department will use its resources for the
protection of the health, welfare and property of the citizens of Dallas County through a cost effective,
cost efficient and highly trained team of professionals proficient in the specialties of
emergency/contingency planning and response.

Description
The Office of Emergency Management will coordinate emergency management planning.

Organizational Chart

Director of Emergency
Management

Emergency Mgmt Officers (3)

Secretary I (6)

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget represents a continuation of current service levels.

x

The FY2011 Budget included the deletion of the Assistant Director of Emergency Management and
the down-grading of the Director from a grade N to a grade L based on the Fire Marshal Office and
Building Security functions being broken out as stand alone Departments.
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Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

F2015 Baseline

Personnel

$257,219

$380,922

$341,810

$396,541

Operations

443,967

12,469

11,219

37,000

0

0

58,808

0

701,187

$393,391

$411,837

$433,541

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

5

5

5

5

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Director of Emergency Management (A2)
1 Emergency Management Officer-Operations (H)
1 Emergency Management Officer-Planning (H)
1 Emergency Management Officer-Training (G)
1 Secretary I (6)
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OPERATIONAL SERVICES:
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER
Department #1027

Mission Statement
The mission of the Automotive Service Center Section of the Communications and Central Services
Division is to efficiently maintain the County’s fleet of vehicles.

Description
The Automotive Service Center provides fuel, preventive maintenance, and routine maintenance at the
County-operated service center. Non-routine repairs are made through contracts with outside vendors.

x
x

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
The FY2015 Auto Service Center Baseline Budget reflects a continuation of current service levels.
The FY2014 Projection includes $1.6 million of projected capital expenses which include
replacement vehicles and automotive repair equipment.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$862,808

$843,002

$853,622

$903,450

70,788

98,973

283,186

235,175

115,237

1,965,562

1,613,002

0

$1,048,833

$2,907,537

$2,749,810

$1,138,625

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual
16

FY2013 Actual
16

FY2014 Actual
16

FY2015 Budget
16

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Fleet Coordinator (F)
2 Shop Foreman (D)
7 Automotive Technician (10)
2 Mechanic (10)
1 Administrative Coordinator I (9)
1 Senior Secretary (8)
1 Shop Assistant/Safety Coordinator (8)
1 Mechanic Assistant (6)
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 7, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Charles Reed, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Auto Service Center FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Auto Service Center has submitted the following requests:
1. online training class for Fleet Management Certification;
2. automotive software scanner upgrade;
3. and various equipment replacements.
Auto Service Center’s request for an online training class so that the County’s Fleet
Manager is a Certified Automotive Fleet Manager. The County has not traditionally paid
for this certification for the employee since it is not a requirement of the job description.
The previous incumbent paid for the certification out of personal funds.
The automotive software scanner upgrade is part of a recurring cost for the department.
The upgrades are required so the software used to troubleshoot vehicles in our fleet can
recognize new vehicles added as we replace older models.
Equipment submitted includes five (5) three-ton floor jacks, four (4) jack stands, one (1)
coolant pressure tester, two (2) air impacts, one (1) portable batter booster, and three (3)
floor creepers. These items have been requested to replace current tools that are no longer
working properly. All items will be able to be moved to the new Auto Service Center
upon its completion.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated one-time cost of the online training class is $1,600. The estimated onetime cost of the software scanner upgrade is $5,000. The estimated one-time cost of the
requested equipment is $2,950.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. authorizing the online training class for the Fleet Management Certification;
2. authorizing the upgrade of the automotive software scanners as they will be
needed for the department to service the new fleet additions;
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6655 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x charles.reed@dallascounty.org
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3. authorizing the replacement of the requested equipment as they are needed for the
department to continue maintenance on the County’s fleet.
These recommendations have an estimated annual cost of $9,550.

934

935

936

937

938

OPERATIONAL SERVICES:
COMMUNICATIONS & CENTRAL SERVICES
Department #1023

Mission Statement
The mission of the Communications section of the Communications and Central Services division is to
provide communication services in an effective and efficient manner.

Description
The Communications section is responsible for all telecommunications contracts/services and radio
purchases and installations in County vehicles.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Communications & Central Services budget reflects a continuation of current service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$471,658

$500,674

$495,415

$505,762

Operations

2,167,485

2,166,410

2,699,709

2,374,300

0

187

417,347

0

$2,639,143

$2,667,271

$3,612,471

$2,880,062

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

6

6

6

6

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Director of Operational Services (P)
1 Radio Communications Manager (HM)
1 Telecommunications Manager (HM)

1 Telecommunications Specialist (GM)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)
1 Clerk II (6)
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 7, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Charles Reed, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Communications FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Communications has submitted the following requests:
1. continuing education courses for Cisco technology;
2. reclassification of the Radio Communications Manager;
3. reclassification of an Administrative Assistant.
The County is currently upgrading the entire telecommunications infrastructure to a
Cisco based communications platform that consolidates voice, data, and video. This
platform is entirely new to the organization and, as such, requires a new scope of
knowledge. As a result, the department has requested continuing education courses for
Cisco Technology for the County’s Telecommunication Manager.
Also requested is a reclassification of the Radio Communications Manager.
Communications is also currently upgrading the $150 million radio communication
system upgrade, of which, the County’s portion is $57 million. This is a significant
increase in the scope of work on the position.
Communications has also requested the reclassification of an Administrative Assistant.
This position’s scope of work has increased since the position was last reviewed and
currently supports six departments with over sixty employees, monitors the status of
work projects, and monitors budgets.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated one-time cost of the continuing education classes is $1,312. The estimated
recurring cost of the Radio Communications Manager reclassification is $22,669. The
estimated recurring cost of the Administrative Assistant reclassification is $5,126.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. authorizing the continuing education for Cisco technology;
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6655 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x charles.reed@dallascounty.org
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2. directing Human Resources / Civil Service to review the Radio Communications
Manager position for proper classification;
3. and directing Human Resources / Civil Service to review the Administrative
Assistant position for proper classification.
These recommendations have an estimated one-time cost of $1,312 and recurring annual
cost of $27,795 for a total cost of $29,107.
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OPERATIONAL SERVICES:
ENGINEERING & PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Department #1021

Mission Statement
The mission of the Engineering and Project Management division of the Operational Services Department
is to perform quality architectural projects and to properly manage major capital projects throughout the
County.

Description
This department has the responsibility of managing all County-wide utility and architectural expenses,
evaluating space requests, and supervising the elevator maintenance contract.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x
x

The FY2015 Engineering & Project Management Baseline Budget reflects a continuation of
current service levels.
The FY2014 Projection reflects $1,087,147 in capital expenditures related to the Founder’s Plaza,
Grand Prairie Subcourthouse, and Elevator Modernization projects.

Financial Trends
FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$339,283

$352,337

$343,051

$347,027

Operations

675,747

530,962

812,726

653,200

0

528,731

1,087,147

0

$1,015,030

$1,412,030

$2,242,924

$1,015,316

Budget Category

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

5

4

4

4

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Lead Project Manager Operations (K)
1 Project Manager Operations (H)
1 Contracts Coordinator (D)

1 Project Manager (PE 10)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

May 8, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

From:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

Subject:

Engineering & Project Mgmt. FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such,
Engineering & Project Mgmt. has submitted the following requests:
1. addition of one Planner / Estimator position Grade F;
2. addition of one Senior Secretary position Grade 8;
3. update of the AutoCAD software;
4. and additional professional elevator consulting services.
Due to the increase in the number and complexity of small to medium building
improvement projects assigned to Engineering & Project Mgmt., the department has
requested an additional Planner / Estimator. This position would assist in the preparation
of project drawings and specifications and the maintenance of the department’s catalogue
of completed project and record drawings. As projects are added to the department’s
workload others are completed. This position was requested as part of the FY2014
Budget Process. Since then, the number of projects assigned to the department has
remained relatively stable. The addition of a Planner / Estimator would increase the
project capacity of Engineering & Project Mgmt. However, this would add more
workload to the Facilities department which is already at capacity on current projects.
Likewise, the number of projects assigned to the department has increased the
administrative workload of the Contracts Coordinator position. Due to this, the
department has requested an additional Senior Secretary to support the Contracts
Coordinator position by performing secretarial tasks. Adding the Planner / Estimator
position will increase the capacity of Engineering & Project Mgmt. and result in the need
of a Senior Secretary.
Engineering & Project Mgmt. also requests an update to the AutoCAD software the
department is currently using. The last update to the software was in FY2009. Since then,
the software has had several updates. The Department is now experiencing compatibility
issues when sharing information between the County and contractors working on
buildings.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
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The Department also requests additional professional elevator consulting services to
monitor overall maintenance of the equipment, performance of the maintenance
contractor, provide a recommendation for modernizing existing equipment, prepare
contract documents for modernization, bid evaluation, construction administration, and
other elevator consulting services as needed.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated recurring annual cost of adding one Planner / Estimator position Grade F is
$67,169. The estimated recurring annual cost of adding one Senior Secretary position
Grade 8 is $47,625. The estimated annual cost of updating the AutoCAD software is
$6,000. The estimated annual cost of the additional professional elevator consulting
services is $15,000.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1) not authorizing the addition of one (1) Planner / Estimator position as the project
workload is not anticipated to increase above the current level;
2) not authorizing the addition of one (1) Senior Secretary position since there is not
an anticipated workload increase from adding the additional Planner / Estimator
position;
3) authorizing the update of the AutoCAD software;
4) and authorizing the additional professional elevator consulting services.
These recommendations have an estimated annual cost of $21,300.
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OPERATIONAL SERVICES:
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT - WILMER MAINTENANCE
PROPERTY
Department #5340

Mission and Description
The Wilmer Maintenance section of Facilities Management is required to maintain the campus of the
Wilmer Substance Abuse Center. The staff members for this campus are permanently assigned to the site
and are supervised by the maintenance manager of Facilities Management.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Wilmer Maintenance Baseline Budget represents a continuation of current service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$159,786

$164,811

$162,053

$174,233

53,249

0

46,008

33,300

0

0

0

0

$213,035

$164,811

$208,061

$207,533

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

3

3

3

3

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Lead A/C Mechanic (AM)
2 Building Mechanic (9)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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OPERATIONAL SERVICES:
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Department #1022

Mission Statement
The mission of the Facilities Management division of Operational Services is to provide excellent,
professional, efficient, and cost-effective services for the maintenance of the County’s facilities and
infrastructure including facilities maintenance, in-house construction, contract and property management.

Description
The primary responsibility of Facilities Management is the maintenance of Dallas County facilities.
Maintenance of Dallas County facilities includes preventive maintenance as well as various skilled
trades such as carpentry, electrical, painting, HVAC and plumbing. Facilities Management supervises
various contracts including janitorial, window cleaning, trash and dumpster pick up, and parking. The
department is also responsible for the Wilmer Substance Abuse Facility maintenance (under contract
with Community Supervision and Corrections).

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x
x

The FY2015 Facilities Management Baseline Budget reflects the continuation of current service
levels.
The FY2014 Facilities Management projection shows a $9 million reduction in operations
expenditures due to the movement of utilities costs to the Major Capital Development Fund.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$6,770,027

$6,997,111

$6,905,477

$7,442,016

Operations

16,759,660

17,322,435

8,399,576

$5,366,500

0

12,871

0

0

$23,529,687

$24,332,417

$15,305,053

$12,808,516

Capital
Total

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

149

129

129

134

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Director of Facilities Management (N)
2 Maintenance Manager (J)
6 Maintenance Supervisor (F)
1 Contracts Manager II (F)
2 Facilities Inspection Supervisor (E)
6 A/C Lead Mechanic (AM)
1 Inventory Control Specialist (AM)
10 Lead Building Mechanic (AM)
6 Lead Electrician (AM)
3 Lead Electronic Mechanic (AM)
1 Lead Kitchen Equipment Mechanic (AM)
1 Lead Locksmith (AM)
9 Lead Plumber (AM)
1 Lead Welder (AM)
1 Contracts Support Assistant II (11)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)
2 Contract Compliance Inspector (10)1
3 A/C Mechanic (9)
51 Building Mechanic (9)
1 Carpenter (9)
3 Electrician (9)
5 Electronic Technician (9)
2 Plumber (9)
2 Welder (9)
1 Clerk (8)
9 Maintenance Technician (7)
2 Shipping / Receiving Clerk (7)
1 Maintenance Dispatch Clerk (6)
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

May 12, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

From:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

Subject:

Facilities Management FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such,
Facilities Management has submitted the following requests:
1. reclassification of all Maintenance Technician positions;
2. reclassification of one (1) Welder position;
3. reclassification of five (5) Building Mechanic positions;
4. addition of four (4) Shift Foreman positions;
5. addition of one (1) Lead Electrician position;
6. addition of eight (8) Maintenance Technician position;
7. addition of one (1) Welder position;
8. addition of eleven (11) Building Mechanic positions;
9. addition of one (1) Office Manager position;
10. addition of one (1) Clerk IV position;
11. addition of one (1) Supervisor for Training and Safety position;
12. addition of two (2) A/C Mechanic positions;
13. addition of one (1) A/V Technician;
14. purchase of one (1) crew cab pickup truck;
15. purchase of tools including one (1) turret lathe, one (1) sewer line camera, two (2)
electric lifts, and one (1) boom lift;
16. and additional funding for training and licensing;
Facilities Management has seen an increase in square footage the department is required
to maintain as well as increased responsibilities. This has forced to the department to
assign supervisory duties to non-supervisory positions, rotate employee shifts to
accommodate repairs, and the maintenance and repair of new equipment added through
the Energy Management Project. As such, the department has requested reclassification
all Maintenance Technician positions, one (1) Welder position, and five (5) Building
Mechanic positions.
Likewise, the department has also requested the addition of four (4) Shift Foreman
positions, one (1) Lead Electrician position, eight (8) Maintenance Technician positions,
one (1) Welder position, eleven (11) Building Mechanic positions, one (1) Office
Manager position, one (1) Clerk IV position, one (1) Supervisor for Training and Safety
position, two (2) A/C Mechanic positions, and one (1) A/V Mechanic position.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
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Facilities Management also requests the purchase of one (1) crew cab pickup truck with a
tailgate lift to transport employees and equipment between complexes. Currently, the
department does not have enough vehicles to provide for the amount of employees and
heavy equipment needed to be transferred between buildings on a day-to-day basis.
The department also requests the purchase of tools including one (1) turret lathe, one (1)
sewer line camera, two (2) electric lifts, and one (1) boom lift. The turret lathe is needed
to facilitate the in-house fabrication of limited quantities of small detention door parts
that are needed in the jails. The sewer line camera system is needed to replace an old and
outdated machine that constantly requires repairs and would allow plumbers to make
better informed diagnosis of sewer line problems. The two electric lifts are needed for the
department to access equipment in locations that a ladder will not reach and would allow
personnel to service out of reach equipment more efficiently instead of waiting for a
rental. The boom lift is needed to replace a current model that has become expensive to
repair and is needed to access parking lot lighting, CCTV pole mounted cameras, and
high building repairs on the exterior of buildings.
Facilities Management also requests additional funding for training and licensing. If
approved, the department plans to send employees to continuing education and technical
licensing classes, purchase in-house training materials and supplies, and schedule vendor
provided on-site training classes on selected equipment.
The department also requests several large building repairs including retrofitting key
switches in West Tower, retrofitting existing outside air return and relief dampers in West
Tower, replacing the ceiling in the Frank Crowley first floor lobby, replacing tube
bundles on hot water generators, replacing the hot water line from North Tower to West
Tower, replacing the door controls and intercom system in the jails, and replacing several
air handler units throughout the County. These requests will be handled through the
normal Permanent Improvement and Major Capital Development Fund project requests.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated annual cost of reclassifying all Maintenance Technician positions is
$26,523. The estimated annual cost of reclassifying the Welder position is $5,720. The
estimated annual cost of reclassifying five Building Mechanic positions is $14,740.
The estimated annual cost of adding four Grade D Shift Foreman positions is $251,120.
The estimated annual cost of adding one Grade AM Lead Electrician is $57,261. The
estimated annual cost of adding eight Grade 7 Maintenance Technician positions is
$363,784. The estimated annual cost of adding one Grade 9 Welder is $51,541. The
estimated annual cost of adding eleven Grade 9 Building Mechanic positions is $566,951.
The estimated annual cost of adding one Grade E Human Resources Generalist position
is $65,320. The estimated annual cost of adding one Grade 8 Clerk IV position is
$48,420. The estimated annual cost of adding one Grade F Supervisor for Training and
Safety position is $68,347. The estimated annual cost of adding two grade 9 A/C

979

Mechanic positions is $103,082. The estimated annual cost of adding one Grade AM A/V
Mechanic is $57,261.
The estimated one-time cost of purchasing a crew cab pickup truck with a tailgate lift is
$40,000.
The estimated one-time cost of purchasing a turret lathe is $20,000. The estimated onetime cost of purchasing a sewer line camera system is $8,500. The estimated one-time
cost of purchasing two electric lifts is $30,000. The estimated one-time cost of
purchasing the boom lift is $70,000.
The department request for training and licensing is $100,000.
The total recurring cost of all requests is $1,571,282 and a one-time cost of $268,500 for
a total cost of $1,839,782.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. authorizing Human Resources / Civil Service to review the Maintenance
Technician positions, Welder position, and five (5) Building Mechanic positions
for proper classification;
2. authorizing the addition of one (1) Safety and Training Officer position;
3. authorizing the addition of five (5) Building Mechanic positions;
4. authorizing the addition of two (2) A/C Mechanic positions;
5. authorizing the addition of one (1) A/V Mechanic position;
6. authorizing the addition of one (1) Human Resources Generalist position;
7. authorizing the purchase of one (1) crew cab pickup truck;
8. authorizing the purchase of one turret lathe and sewer line camera system;
9. and authorizing $75,000 for efficiency training with the expectation that further
training and licensing will be submitted during FY2015 on an as needed basis.
These recommendations have an estimated annual recurring cost of $598,698 and a onetime cost of $143,500 for a total cost to the FY2015 Budget of $742,198.
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Facilities
requests the addition of one (1) Grade AM A/V Mechanic to repair the audio / video


hardware in the courts.
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The courts are currently experiencing recurring technical issues with their audio / video

equipment. The equipment is several years
old and is failing on a regular basis. Facilities does 

not currently
have a position available to dedicate solely to fixing audio / video equipment in the 


courts even though there are multiple repair requests daily. The addition of one (1) Grade AM
A/V Mechanic will give Facilities the ability to address these repairs in a timely manner. This will 

prevent the Courts from having to delay proceedings because of technical issues and will free

up Facilities staff to perform other repairs.
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OPERATIONAL SERVICES:
RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Department #1024

Mission Statement
The mission of the Records Management Section of the Communications and Central Services Division is
to provide for efficient, economical and effective controls of all County records consistent with the
requirements of the Texas Local Government Records Act and accepted records management practice.

Description
Records Management manages an array of storage and retrieval projects including imaging, microfilming,
and the operation of a records warehouse facility. The main long-term records storage facilities for the
County are located at 2121 French Settlement as well as 2121 Panoramic Circle and is overseen by this
section. The section also runs the County mail room and supply room-which mainly provide replacement
cartridges for laser printers and supplies paper.

x

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
The FY2015 Records Management Baseline Budget reflects the continuation of current service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$574,861

$600,500

$510,578

$647,449

Operations

140,031

151,989

146,383

110,478

0

0

0

0

$714,892

$752,489

$656,961

$757,927

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees

14

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

14

14

FY2015 Baseline
14

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Records Management Officer (H)
1 Records Analyst (E)
1 Records Center Supervisor (A)
1 Clerk III (7)
1 Lead Mail & Supply Clerk (6)
4 Clerk I (5)

1 Mail Supply Clerk (5)
2 Warehouse Clerk I (5)
2 Clerk Assistant I (3)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 7, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Charles Reed, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Records Management FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such,
Records Management has submitted the following requests:
1. reclassification of one (1) Grade H Records Management Officer;
2. one (1) projector;
3. and one (1) Apple iPad.
The Records Management Officer currently supervises a staff of thirteen (13) full-time
employees. Due to changing technology, the knowledge requirements of this position
have increased in scope to include electronic storage and data management and the
management of a county-wide e-certified mailing system and the associated database.
This position was last evaluated by the Human Resources / Civil Service Department in
November, 2004.
One (1) projector has also been requested by the department. This projector is needed for
the department to conduct training sessions with other County departments in conjunction
with the rollout of e-certified mailing system. This projector will enable Records
Management staff to have training sessions with larger groups of employees from other
departments and will reduce the amount of sessions required.
The Department also requested one (1) Apple iPad for use by the Records Management
Officer to provide the employee with the capability to review documents while out of the
office.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated annual recurring cost of reclassifying the Records Management Officer
position from a salary grade H to the proposed salary grade J is $12,126. The estimated
one-time cost of purchasing the projector is $250. The estimated one-time cost of
purchasing the Apple iPad is $625.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
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1. directing the Human Resources / Civil Service Department to review the Records
Management Officer position for proper classification;
2. not authorizing the purchase of the projector as the County has multiple rooms in
most County buildings with adequate technology for presentations / training;
3. and not authorizing the purchase of the Apple iPad until the County has
developed and implemented a policy to govern their purchase and usage.
These recommendations have an estimated annual cost of $12,126.
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PARK AND OPEN SPACE
Department #8101

Mission Statement
The mission of Park and Open Space is to partner with the cities of Dallas County to create a
nationally recognized trail system and acquire open space parks when appropriate.

Description
The Park and Open Space program consists of a manager to administer the program and an engineer to
oversee improvements in County-acquired property. The funding of these projects is accomplished
through previously issued bonds and a portion of the Major Capital Development Fund. Prior to
FY2001, this program was included in Commissioners Court Administration.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Park and Open Space Baseline Budget represents the continuation current service
levels.

.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$164,344

$181,605

$245,889

$310,289

29,791

87,093

136,491

500

0

0

0

0

$194,135

$268,698

$382,380

$310,789

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

2

2

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

4

4

Authorized Position Detail
1 Open Space Administrator (F)
1 Project Manager for Trails and Open Space (PE)
1 Construction Inspector (DM)
1 Design Engineer (PE6)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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PROBATE COURTS #1 and 2, Investigators/Court Visitors Program
Department #4701, 4702, 4704

Mission Statement
The mission of the Probate Courts is to hear cases related to wills, guardians, and other probate
matters, and to rule in a manner that is impartial, fair, and in the best interest of the parties involved.

Description
There are three Probate Courts in Dallas County, two of which deal exclusively with probate matters.
Probate Court #3 (see following budget) handles probate matters as well as all mental illness-related
cases. Probate Courts adjudicate cases involving the probate of wills, appointment of guardians,
settlement of executor’s accounts, transactions of all business pertaining to deceased persons, and the
appointment of guardians for minors as provided by law.
The three probate judges also maintain constant oversight of individuals who are under the
guardianship of the courts. A group of trained volunteers under the direction of the investigators
maintains the Court Visitors Program to help monitor guardianship cases up for annual review.

Organizational Chart
Elected
Judge

Administrative
Assistant

Court
Reporter
Probate
Auditor

Clerk IV

Probate
Investigator

Assistant Probate
Auditor

Senior
Secretary
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x The FY2015 Probate Court and Court Investigator/Visitor Budgets includes the deletion of:
o 2 Clerk II (6) positions
And the addition of

o 2 Probate Auditor Assistant (9) positions
x In FY2013 one Administrative Assistant position and one Attorney III position previously funded
by the Probate Escrow Fund were added to the Investigators/Court Visitor Program budget

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,330,087

$1,482,576

$1,482,055

$1,637,759

132,137

137,656

110,680

116,684

0

0

0

0

$1,462,224

$1,620,232

$1,592,735

$1,754,443

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

17

19

19

19

$42,341

$62,406

$63,705

$60,000

Full Time Employees
Extra Help

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
2 County Judge (Official)
2 Administrative Assistant (G)
3 Probate Court Investigator (FM)
2 Probate Auditor (F)
1 Associate Judge **
1 Attorney III (ATT 3)

2 Clerk IV (8)
2 Probate Auditor Assistant (9)
2 Court Reporter (CR)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)
2 Probate Court Investigator Supervisors (GM)
**This positions is funded by the Probate Escrow
Fund
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PROBATE
COURTILLNESS
#3
PROBATE COURT
#3/ MENTAL
COURT
Department #4703

Mission Statement
The mission of Probate Court #3/ Mental Illness Court is to protect the rights of those individuals who
are unable to make reasonable decisions on their own, as well as to rule impartially in traditional
probate matters.

Description
Probate Court #3 has primary jurisdiction in mental illness and chemical dependency cases, in addition
to jurisdiction in cases involving the probate of wills, appointment of guardians, settlement of
executor’s accounts, transactions of all business pertaining to deceased persons, and the appointment
of guardians for minors as provided by law. The budget for this court includes specialized support
staff to perform the functions associated with the mental illness/chemical dependency cases.
The Judge of Probate #3 makes decisions regarding the institutionalization of individuals who are
alleged to be a danger to themselves or others as a result of mental illness. These decisions must be
continually reviewed in light of new information provided by the medical staff at treatment facilities.

Organizational Chart
Elected
Judge
Mental Illness
Assistant

Administrative
Assistant

Court
Reporter
Probate
Auditor

Probate
Investigator
Assistant Probate
Auditor

Clerk IV

Senior
Secretary

9
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget includes the deletion of one position:
o Clerk II (6)
And the addition of:
o Probate Auditor Assistant (9)

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$718,322

$740,834

$746,284

$754,264

Operations

500,710

432,624

508,116

485,200

0

0

0

0

$1,219,022

$1,173,459

$1,254,400

$1,239,464

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

9

9

9

9

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Judge (Official)
1 Administrative Assistant (G)
1 Probate Auditor (F)
1 Mental Illness Assistant (F)
2 Mental Illness Assistant (10)

1 Clerk IV - Docket Assistant (8)
1 Court Reporter (CR)
1 Probate Auditor Assistant (9)

9
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

May 3, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Probate Courts FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Probate Court 1 submitted the following requests:
1. 3 Office Chairs
2. 1 Laser Printer
Two of the three replacement chairs being requested are in the back offices and one is in
the courtroom. One of the two chairs in the office has an arm rests that moves and does
not stay in place. The other chair in the office has an armrest that is practically broken off
and was briefed for replacement in May of FY14. The chair in the courtroom has a piece
of back support built into the chair that is loose and comes off.
A printer is being requested that can better handle the volume of printing needed by
Judge Thompson. This will be a replacement printer in the Judge’s office. The current
printer is too slow, according to staff. Ink is also reported to be expensive. You must
replace ink cartridges every 25 pages.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated one-time cost of purchasing the two remaining chairs is $600 for both. The
estimated one-time cost of purchasing a laser printer is $400.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Replacing the two remaining chairs being requested.
2. Authorizing a new printer which can better handle the volume of printing needed
by Judge Thompson.
These recommendations come with a one-time cost of $1,000.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x alejandro.moreno@dallascounty.org
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PUBLIC DEFENDER
Department #4040

Mission Statement
It is the mission of the Public Defender’s Office to encourage Judges to use the office as a cost-effective
means to provide legal defense to individuals who cannot afford legal representation in all of the Criminal
District, Judicial District, County Criminal, Juvenile, Family, Appeals and Mental Illness Courts, by hiring
and training competent attorneys and providing meaningful investigation of cases.

Description
The Public Defender’s Office aims to effectively represent clients in pre-trial motion hearings, jail
visits, record checks, plea negotiations, competency hearings, client and witness interviews, and both
jury and bench trials. Because no judge is required to appoint a Public Defender, the Chief Public
Defender is also responsible for expanding the scope of the office by convincing the judges that this
form of defense is more cost-effective than appointing outside legal counsel. The office is under the
direction of the Chief Public Defender who is appointed by Commissioners Court.

Organizational Chart
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
≠ FY2015 Baseline Budget includes the reclassification of 1 Public Defender from grade (ATT4) to:
o Public Defender (ATT 5)
≠ FY2014 Budget included the addition of the following positions:
o One Paralegal (15)
o One Legal Secretary (8)
≠ In FY2013 the Capital Murder Division was added to the Public Defenders Department: one Public
Defender (ATT 7), two Public Defender (ATT 6), one Public Investigator III (69), and one Legal
Assistant (10). The Public Defender Department received 2 grants and funded 2 positions, one
Paralegal (15) and one Public Defender Attorney IV (Att 4).
≠ In FY2010, one Lead Case Worker (FF) position and one Case Worker position (EE) were added to
better meet the department’s operational needs.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$9,805,713

$10,774,196

$10,958,197

$11,723,290

108,586

123,236

102,532

118,292

0

0

0

0

$9,914,229

$10,897,432

$10,893,963

$11,841,582

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

108

115

118

118

$17,865

$36,638

$35,897

$20,000

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Public Defender Director (ATT 8)
2 Public Defender (ATT 7)
4 Public Defender (ATT 6)
11 Public Defender (ATT 5)
50 Public Defender (ATT 4)
7 Public Defender (ATT 3)
20 Public Defender (ATT 2)
2 Public Defender Investigator III (69)
5 Public Defender Investigator (68)

2 Lead Case Worker (FF)
2 Case Worker (EE)
2 Paralegal (15)
1 Administrative Assistant II(C)
1 Legal Assistant (10)
3 Senior Legal Secretary (9)
4 Legal Secretary (8)
1 Clerk I (5)
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 5, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Public Defender FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Public Defender submitted the following requests:
1. 2 Investigator II positions
2. 2 Data Entry Clerks
3. Attorney 6 Mental Health Division Supervisor
4. High Volume Printer
5. A digital Camcorder
6. Bullet Proof Glass
7. Four Vehicles
8. Reclassification of 5 (Grade Att4) Attorneys to grade Att5.
9. Reclassification of 1 (Grade C) Administrative Assistant to grade F.
10. Reclassification of 1 (Grade Att6) Dept. Supervisor to a grade Att7.
11. Reclassification of 2 (Grade FF) Caseworker Supervisor to a grade G.
12. Reclassification of 2 (Grade EE) Lead Case Workers to grade FF.
The Public Defender’s Office is requesting 2 (Grade 68) Investigator II positions in order
to support the Felony, Misdemeanor, Mental Health, Family, and Juvenile Attorneys. The
investigative unit is responsible for assisting the attorney in representing the clients by
gathering evidence, reviewing videos and documents.
The PD’s Office is requesting 2 (Grade 6) Data Entry Clerks in order to prepare the
closed files to send to the Records Center. Current secretaries are unable to complete the
task due to more pressing job responsibilities. A data entry clerk would enter, maintain,
and prepare files for off-site storage which is currently backlogged. Due to the backlog, it
is currently difficult to locate closed files in a timely manner. Additionally, the
misdemeanor division recently decided to request that the secretaries scan in their closed
files onto the Common Drive. Each misdemeanor attorney is required to turn in their
closed files to be scanned. The misdemeanor division consists of 18 attorneys. The
division closes out an average of 1,632 files a month. The files have to be scanned in
individually, renamed and moved to the assigned attorney’s file on the network.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 ≠ Fax (214) 653 - 6517 ≠ alejandro.moreno@dallascounty.org
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The PD’s Office is requesting 1 (Grade Att6) Mental Health Supervisor Attorney due to
the high volume of specialized cases the division is receiving. The Mental Health and
Specialty Court Division is the only division in the office that does not have a designated
supervising attorney. The First Assistant is responsible for the overseeing of this division
instead of managing and coordinating with a division supervisor, as in the other divisions.
There are a total of 9 attorneys and 4 caseworkers this position will manage.
The PD’s Office is requesting a High Volume Printer for a newly acquired office space
separate from the main office. There are currently 15 employees stationed in that area. A
misdemeanor attorney prints out anywhere between 40 – 50 sheets a day for their
dockets, they also print out motions, letters and standard paperwork for their files which
are not included in that number. There are 10 misdemeanor attorneys, 1 capital murder
investigator, and 3 capital murder attorneys in that area using the printer. A digital
camcorder is also being requested for the Investigative Division in order to videotape
crime scenes, CPS Parent/child visits for Juvenile cases, and training purposes. Bullet
proof glass, or in the alternative, Plexiglas, is being requested by the Public Defender’s
Office. It is intended to be an enclosure in the reception area to provide protection for the
receptionist and all other employees.
The PD’s Office is requesting 4 Vehicles for the Investigative Division. They are worried
about wear and tear on personal vehicles. Investigators are unable to transport people in
their personal vehicles. Safety is another concern. Investigators are currently getting
reimbursed for mileage. Purchasing new vehicles is not cost-effective.
The PD’s Office is requesting the reclassification of 5 (Grade Att4) Attorneys to Grade
Att5. The attorneys have the new responsibilities of corresponding and communicating
with medical doctors and licensed psychologists, collaborating with outpatient service
providers, handling forced medication hearings.
The PD’s Office is requesting the reclassification of 1 (Grade C) Administrative
Assistant) to a Grade F. The Administrative Assistant has new duties which were added
when the current employee was promoted to the Administrative Assistant position. The
duties require analytical and evaluative thinking. New responsibilities include human
resource analyst duties, supervision duties, budget preparation duties, and I.T.
troubleshooting duties. The position’s responsibilities have expanded beyond what is on
the job description.
The PD’s Office is requesting the reclassification of 1 (Grade Att6) Dept. Supervisor to a
Grade Att7. Responsibilities not included in the job description include preparing
continuous legal education classes for public defenders, and preparing weekly updating
of three reports reflecting the current status of all cases.
The PD’s Office is requesting the reclassification of 2 (Grade FF) Caseworker
Supervisors to a grade G. The caseworker supervisors have new duties which include
supervising the daily case management and counseling activities, conducting audits on
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casework documentation, coordinate jail releases, and creating individual service plans
for clients.
The PD’s Office is requesting the reclassification of 2 (Grade EE) Lead Case Workers to
grade FF. The Lead Caseworkers have new duties which include providing guidance to
Dallas County Liaisons, providing behavioral/mental health consultation to Dallas
County Judges, and conduct trainings for Judges, public defenders, CEO’s of health care
agencies.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated annual cost of 2 (Grade 68) Investigator II positions is $165,105 including
benefits. The estimated annual cost of 2 (Grade 6) Data Entry Clerks is $86,889 including
benefits. The estimated annual cost of 1 (Att6) Attorney is $145,958 including benefits.
The estimated one time cost of furniture for the proposed new employees is $16,245. The
estimated one-time cost of a High volume printer is $1,500. The estimated one-time cost
of a digital camcorder is $600. The estimated one-time cost of a bullet proof glass is
$10,000 and $5,000 for a Plexiglas. The estimated one-time cost for the four vehicles is
$83,044. The estimated annual cost of reclassifying 5 (Grade Att4) Attorneys to Grade
Att5 is $96,822. The estimated annual cost of reclassifying 1 (Grade C) Administrative
Assistant to a Grade F is $8,749. The estimated annual cost of reclassifying 1 (Grade
Att6) Department supervisor to a grade Att7 is $19,570. The estimated annual cost of
reclassifying 2 (Grade FF) Caseworker Supervisors to grade G is $7,466. The estimated
annual cost of reclassifying 2 (Grade EE) Lead Case Workers to a grade FF is $5, 899.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Not funding the 2 Investigator II positions
2. Funding 1 Data Entry Clerk
3. Funding 1 Attorney 6 Mental Health Division Supervisor
4. Funding a printer. Request sent to I.T. for further review on the type of printer
needed.
5. Not purchasing four vehicles. It is cheaper to do mileage reimbursement.
6. Funding 1 digital camcorder
7. Not funding a bullet proof glass or a Plexiglas.
8. Reclassifying the Administrative Assistant position
9. Not Reclassifying the Dep. Supervisor
10. Not reclassifying the 2 Caseworker Supervisors
11. Reclassifying 5 (Grade Att4) Attorneys
12. Not reclassifying the 2 Lead Case Workers
These recommendations come with a one-time estimated cost of $9,679 and an annual
recurring estimated cost of $294,974.
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PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAM
Department #3330

Mission Statement
The Public Service Program places major emphasis upon reducing contract labor, adding revenues from
recycling as well as creating a sound environmental atmosphere for Dallas County. The benefits from the
Public Service Program directly impact our individual departments receiving clients, the debtors
themselves and more importantly any work otherwise contracted. The program goal is to save tax payer
money, enabling indigents to repay their debt to Dallas County.

Description
The Public Service Program makes community service available as a court-ordered sanction. Clients
participating in the program perform various tasks under the direct supervision of County employees.
These tasks may include seasonal mowing of county property, collection and sorting of materials for
recycling and assistance with general office support functions. In all cases, work performed under this
program offsets costs that would otherwise be borne by County taxpayers.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Public Service Program Baseline Budget represents a continuation of service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$743,850

$806,907

$744,816

$982,175

Operations

136,529

159,155

247,178

152,700

0

0

0

0

$880,379

$966,062

$991,994

$1,134,875

Capital
Total
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

18

18

20

20

$

$

$

$

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1
1
2
8
1
1
1
2
1
2

Public Service Program Coordinator (G)
Public Service Program Assistant III (C)
Lead Painters (AM)
Painters (9)
Plasterer (9)
Groundskeeper III (7)
Groundskeeper II (6)
Public Service Program Assistant I (6)
Clerk II (6)
Service Attendant II (4)
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 22, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Charles Reed, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Public Service Program FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Public Service Program has submitted the following requests:
1. replacement of three (3) cargo trailers;
2. replacement of ten (10) push mowers;
3. and, the reclassification of two (2) Service Attendant II positions.
Public Service Program requests the replacement of three (3) cargo trailers. The current
cargo trailers have become deteriorated to a point that justifies replacement.
The Department also requests the replacement of ten (10) push mowers. These mowers
are used every workday, all day, during mowing season. The current mowers have
become deteriorated to a point that justifies replacement.
Public Service Program also requests the reclassification of two (2) Service Attendant II
positions. These positions supervise up to eight people daily and service over twohundred recycle bins.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The replacement of three (3) cargo trailers has a one-time cost of $22,500. The
replacement of ten (10) push mowers has a one-time cost of $10,000. The reclassification
of two (2) Service Attendant II positions has an annual recurring cost of $13,868.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. replacing three (3) cargo trailers;
2. replacing ten (10) push mowers;
3. and directing the Human Resources / Civil Service department to review the
Service Attendant II positions for proper classification.
This recommendation has a one-time cost of $32,500 and an annual recurring cost of
$13,868 for a total cost of $46,368.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6655 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x charles.reed@dallascounty.org
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PUBLIC WORKS
Department #196.2010

Mission Statement
Our mission is to improve the quality of life of our customers – the citizens, taxpayers, transportation
users, communities, and internal County partners – by effectively planning, developing, implementing and
administering approved regional public works transportation projects, supporting maintenance of
countywide roads and bridges, and providing real property management services.

Description
The Public Works Department is divided into four operational divisions. The Engineering and
Construction division is responsible for the technical design process involved in construction and public
work projects. The Transportation and Planning division are responsible for all transportation/planning, as
well as the implementation of major transportation improvements throughout the County. The Program
and Engineering Management Division is responsible for the financial administration and engineering
management activities of the department. Finally, the Property division is responsible for appraisal and
acquisition of right-of-way.

Organizational Chart

Public Works
Administration
Engineering and
Construction

Transportation and
Planning

Property Division

Program and
Engineering

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x The FY2015 Baseline Budget for Public Works represents the continuation of current service
levels.
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Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

Personnel

$4,573,047

$4,748,302

$4,457,349

$5,038,460

Operations

8,771,789

819,663

274,088

$216,819

0

130,700

0

0

$13,344,837

$5,698,665

$4,731,437

$5,255,279

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

Capital
Total

FY2015 Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

70

70

67

67

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Dir. of Public Works & Engineering (G2)
1 Assistant Dir. Engr./Construction (PE15)
1 Assistant Dir. Trans. Planning (PE14)
1 Assistant Dir. Program/Eng. Mgmt. (PE11)
1 Senior Project Managers (PE 11)
1 Assistant Dir. Property (PE11)
4 Project Manager (PE10)
2 Senior Civil Designer (PE8)
3 Senior Construction Inspector (PE7)
4 Civil Designer (PE6)
1 Transportation Engineer (PE6)
1 Program Manager (PE6)
2 GIS Analyst / Coordinator (PE5)
2 Engineer Technician (PE1)
1 Senior Transportation Planner (I)
1 Property Appraiser Supervisor (H)
2 Accounts Manager (H)
1 Party Chief (GM)
1 Transportation Planner (F)
1 Property Supervisor (F)
4 Property Appraiser (F)
1 Property Acquisition Supervisor (F)
1 Bridge Program Coordinator (EM)
10 Construction Inspector (DM)
3 Property Acquisition Agent (D)

2
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
2

GIS Tech (CM)
Property Specialist (C)
CAD Operator (BM)
Office Manager (A)
Contracts Support Assistant (10)
Senior Field Trans. Tech. Supervisor (9)
Instrument Tech (8)
Senior Secretary (8)
Field Trans. Technicians (7)
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

May 10, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

From:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

Subject:

Public Works FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such,
Public Works has submitted the following requests:
Engineering and Construction Division
1. replacement of seven (7) office chairs;
2. replacement of two (2) folding tables;
3. purchase of three (3) folding tables;
4. purchase of Toll Tags for;
5. replacement of two (2) printers;
6. purchase of Go-To-Meetings audio / web conferencing;
7. purchase of continuing education units for surveyors;
8. purchase of three (3) iPads and ancillary equipment;
Program and Engineering Management Division
9. replacement of two (2) office chairs;
10. attendance of regional conferences;
11. replacement of three (3) desktop printers;
12. purchase of three (3) warranties for projectors.
Property Division
13. replacement of two (2) computer workstations;
14. replacement of one (1) office chair.
Transportation Planning Division
15. replacement of three (3) office chairs;
16. maintenance of four (4) Dalworth Dams;
17. purchase of one (1) computer workstation;
18. training funds;
19. purchase of one (1) airless striping machine;
20. and expansion of Enterprise GIS to Phase 2.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6655 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x charles.reed@dallascounty.org
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The Engineering and Construction division of Public Works has seven (7) chairs that are
in a state of disrepair and are nearly unusable. These chairs are in need of replacement.
The division also requests the replacement of two (2) folding tables as well as the
purchase of three (3) additional folding tables to further enhance the functionality of
workspaces. Toll Tags for the department’s thirty vehicles are also included in the
division’s request to lower the cost of traveling on toll roads by paying a lower rate. The
division also requests to replace two HP8000N printers with two (2) HP LJ ENTER 700
M712 MONO so the division can continue to print plans and other project related
documents. A Go-To-Meetings subscription for audio and web conferencing is also
included in the division’s request to enhance staff’s ability to work with partner
organizations. The division also requests reimbursement for annual continuing education
units required for Registered Professional Land Surveyor License renewals. Also
included in the division’s request is the purchase of three (3) iPads with a data plan and
other related equipment including car chargers, styluses, and a business Dropbox
membership for the Senior Construction Inspector positions to enable staff to view up-todate plans and reports for assigned projects.
The Program and Engineering Management Division has two (2) chairs that are in a state
of disrepair and are nearly unusable. These chairs are in need of replacement. The
division also requests funds to attend regional conferences relating to planning,
compliance, GIS, trails, and project management to keep staff up-to-date on industry
practices. Also included in the division’s request is the replacement of two (3) desktop
printers used by staff to print court agendas, presentations, letters, and labels. The
division also requests the purchase of three (3) warranties for the portable projectors used
by staff during presentations with partners and constituents. The current warranty expires
in March 2015.
The Property Division requests the replacement of two (2) workstations used by appraisal
staff. The current workstations are more than five years old and do not meet the
division’s needs. The division also requests the replacement of one (1) office chair due to
the current chair having reached an unusable state.
The Transportation Planning Division requests the replacement of three (3) office chairs
that are in a state of disrepair and are nearly unusable. Also included in the division’s
request are the annual recurring maintenance costs for the Dalworth Soil and Water
Conservation District to maintain four earthen dam structures in the cities of Sachse and
Rowlett. The division also requests the purchase of one (1) computer workstation to meet
the demanding requirements of computer-aided design software used by the
transportation engineer. Funding for training is also included in the division’s request
such as engineering conferences and webinars. The division also requests the purchase of
one (1) airless striping machine for use in tight quarters on smaller jobs when the truckmounted striper is impractical such as parking lots, bike trails, and crosswalks. Also
included in the division’s request is the expansion of Enterprise GIS to Phase 2 which
will enable multiple departments within the County to use the GIS software such as
Health and Human Services, Homeland Security and Emergency Management, Elections,
and Sheriff.
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FINANCIAL IMPACT
The cost of replacing seven (7) office chairs is $3,528. The cost of replacing two (2)
folding tables is $302. The cost of purchasing three (3) additional folding tables is $453.
The cost of acquiring Toll Tags for the thirty department vehicles is $7,200. The cost of
replacing two (2) HP8000N printers with two (2) HP LJ ENTER 700 M712 MONO
printers is $5,000. The cost of purchasing a subscription to Go-To-Meetings is $468
annually. The cost of purchasing the continuing education units for the department’s
surveyors is $400. The cost of purchasing the three (3) iPads with data plans and ancillary
equipment is $8,000. The total cost of Engineering and Construction Division’s request is
$25,351.
The cost of replacing two (2) office chairs is $700. The funding request for regional
conferences is $10,000. The cost to replace three (3) desktop printers is $357. The cost to
purchase three (3) one year warranties for the department’s portable projectors is $677.
The total cost of Program and Engineering Management Division’s request is $11,734.
The cost of replacing two (2) computer workstations is $2,460. The cost to replace one
(1) office chair is $350. The total cost of Property Division’s request is $2,810.
The cost of replacing three (3) office chairs is $1,050. The cost of maintenance of four (4)
Dalworth Dams is $45,000. The cost of replacing one (1) computer workstation is
$2,500. The funding request for training is $10,000. The cost of purchasing one (1)
airless striping machine is $2,651. The cost of expanding Enterprise GIS to Phase 2 is
undetermined at this time and will be considered by the Information Technology
Executive Governance Committee. The total cost of Transportation Planning Division’s
request is $61,201.
The total cost of all FY2015 Budget Requests for Public Works is $101,096.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
Engineering and Construction Division
1. authorizing the replacement of seven (7) office chairs;
2. authorizing the replacement of two (2) folding tables;
3. authorizing the purchase of three (3) folding tables;
4. authorizing the purchase of Toll Tags for Public Works vehicles;
5. authorizing the replacement of two (2) HP8000N printers with two (2) HP LJ
ENTER 700 M712 MONO printers;
6. authorizing the purchase of Go-To-Meetings audio / web conferencing;
7. authorizing the purchase of continuing education units for surveyors;
8. not authorizing the purchase of three (3) iPads and ancillary equipment until the
County has formally adopted a mobile device policy to govern the usage of iPads
and similar devices;
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Program and Engineering Management Division
9. authorizing the replacement of two (2) office chairs;
10. authorizing the attendance of regional conferences;
11. not authorizing the replacement of three (3) desktop printers as there are network
printers in the department that can be utilized at a lower cost to the County;
12. authorizing the purchase of three (3) warranties for projectors;
Property Division
13. authorizing the replacement of two (2) computer workstations;
14. authorizing the replacement of one (1) office chair;
Transportation Planning Division
15. authorizing the replacement of three (3) office chairs;
16. authorizing the maintenance of four (4) Dalworth Dams;
17. authorizing the purchase of one (1) computer workstation;
18. not authorizing the training funds with the expectation that training events will be
briefed and funding approved during FY2015 on an as needed basis;
19. authorizing the purchase of one (1) airless striping machine;
20. and directing the Information Technology Executive Governance Committee to
review the expansion of GIS to Phase 2.
These recommendations have an estimated cost to the FY2015 Budget of $82,739.
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PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
Department #1080

Mission Statement
The mission of the Purchasing Department is to provide Dallas County Departments with professional
services, support and advice for execution of departmental programs resulting in the effective
procurement of quality and cost effective goods and services.

Description
This department is responsible for maintaining vendor lists, reviewing new products, establishing and
maintaining annual contracts and ensuring that the County receives goods and services at competitive
prices. The Purchasing Agent of the County is selected by the Dallas County Commissioners.

Organizational Chart
Purchasing
Agent

Purchasing
System Specialist

Assistant
Purchasing Agent

Purchasing Manager
Goods Division

Executive
Secretary

Purchasing Manger
Services Division

Buyer – Goods
(2)

Secretary I

Buyer – Services
(3)
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Baseline Budget for Purchasing represents a continuation of current service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

$593,864

$818,546

$902,564

$917,616

10,896

11,193

14,937

14,332

0

0

0

0

$604,761

$829,739

$917,501

$931,948

Operations
Capital
Total

FY2015 Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

11

11

11

Full Time Employees

FY2015 Budget
12

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Purchasing Director (D2)
1 Assistant Purchasing Agent (M)
1 Purchasing Manager - Goods (H)
1 Purchasing Manager - Services (H)
1 Purchasing System Specialist (G)

2 Senior Buyer (E)
3 Buyer (B)
1 Executive Secretary (10)
1 Senior Secretary (8)
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ROAD & BRIDGE DISTRICT #1
Department 105.2510

Mission Statement
The mission of Dallas County’s Road and Bridge District #1 is the effective maintenance, improvement
and construction of roads and/or road systems throughout the County through direct financial contribution
and collaboration with other road and bridge districts and cities.

Description
Road and Bridge District #1, under the supervision of Commissioner Dr. Theresa M. Daniel, responsible
for the maintenance, improvement and construction of roads in Commissioner District #1 of the County
was reorganized in late FY2007 as a Grant-In-Aid organization. The department’s annual budget allocation
is now free to be used in road projects with area municipalities and other Road and Bridge Districts.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Road and Bridge District #1 baseline budget reflects the continuation of the same
services.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$475,043

$416,159

$403,090

$530,492

Operations

303,113

254,718

272,339

290,289

0

0

0

0

$778,156

$670,877

$675,429

$820,781

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees

7

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

7

FY2015 Baseline
7

7

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Commissioner (OO)
2 Commissioner Executive Asst. II (H)
1 Commissioner Executive Asst. I (F)
1 Commissioner Office Manager (C)

1 Clerk IV (10)
1 Light Truck Driver (5)
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ROAD & BRIDGE DISTRICT #2
Department 105.2520

Mission Statement
The mission of Dallas County’s Road and Bridge District #2 is the effective maintenance, improvement
and construction of roads and/or road systems throughout the County through direct financial contribution
and collaboration with other road and bridge districts and cities.

Description
Road and Bridge District #2, under the supervision of Commissioner Mike Cantrell and is responsible for
the maintenance, improvement and construction of roads in Commissioner District #2 of the County, was
reorganized in FY2006 as a Grant-In-Aid organization. Presently, District #2 maintains approximately
6.417 miles of County road and the department’s annual budget allocation free to be used in road projects
with area municipalities and other Road and Bridge districts.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Road and Bridge District #2 Baseline Budget reflects the continuation of service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$449,712

$579,401

$576,386

$591,598

Operations

1,016,198

871,665

1,131,203

139,602

0

0

0

0

$1,465,910

$1,451,066

$1,707,589

$731,200

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual FY2013 Actual

Full Time Employees

8

FY2014 Actual
7

FY2015 Baseline
7

7

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Commissioner (OO)
2 Commissioner Executive Asst. II (H)
1 Commissioner Executive Asst. I (F)
1 Commissioner Office Manager (C)

1 Senior Secretary (8)
1 Program Coordinator (12)
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ROAD & BRIDGE DISTRICT #3
Department 105.2530

Mission Statement
The mission of Dallas County’s Road and Bridge Districts is the effective maintenance, improvement and
construction of roads and/or road systems throughout the County, utilizing construction and management
techniques designed to maximize operational efficiency and manage increasing traffic volume through
tangible improvements to transportation systems both existing and under development.

Description
Road and Bridge District #3, under the supervision of Commissioner John Wiley Price, is responsible for
the maintenance, improvement and construction of roads in the central and southeast portions of the
County. Presently, District #3 maintains approximately 110.166 miles of County road and participates in
numerous joint road projects and fully reimbursed contract work with area municipalities.

Organizational Chart

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Road and Bridge District #3 Baseline Budget reflects the continuation of current
service levels.
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Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

Personnel

$1,960,885

$2,188,435

$1,891,333

$2,498,930

Operations

1,475,541

1,161,619

674,827

1,107,882

0

0

88,619

0

$3,436,426

$3,350,054

$2,654,779

$3,606,812

Capital
Total

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual
47

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

47

47

FY2015 Baseline
47

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Commissioner (OO)
1 Road and Bridge Superintendent (L)
1 Commissioner Executive Asst. II (H)
1 Road Manager (H)
1 Commissioner Executive Asst. I (F)
1 Mechanic Supervisor (D)
1 Road Supervisor (D)
1 Commissioner Office Manager (C)
1 Administrative Assistant (A)
5 Crew Chief (10)
3 Mechanic (10)
8 Equipment Operator III (8)
1 Shop Assistant / Safety Coordinator (8)
7 Equipment Operator II (7)
1 Accounting Clerk II (7)
11 Equipment Operator I (6)
1 Road and Bridge Crewmember (6)
1 Light Truck Driver (5)
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ROAD & BRIDGE DISTRICT #4
Department 105.2540

Mission Statement
The mission of Dallas County’s Road and Bridge Districts is the effective maintenance, improvement and
construction of roads and/or road systems throughout the County, utilizing construction and management
techniques designed to maximize operational efficiency and manage increasing traffic volume through
tangible improvements to transportation systems both existing and under development.

Description
Road and Bridge District #4, under the supervision of Commissioner, Dr. Elba Garcia, is responsible for
the maintenance, improvement and construction of roads in the west and southwest portions of the County.
Presently, District #4 maintains approximately 3.563 miles of County road and participates in numerous
joint road projects and fully reimbursed contract work with area municipalities.

Organizational Chart

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Road and Bridge District #4 Baseline Budget reflects the continuation of current
service levels.
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Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,379,849

$1,348,308

$1,246,730

$1,964,358

936,784

881,484

506,827

779,082

0

31,805

0

0

$2,316,633

$2,261,597

$1,753,557

$3,083,025

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

37

37

37

37

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Commissioner (OO)
1 Road and Bridge Superintendent (L)
2 Commissioner Executive Asst. II (H)
1 Road Manager (H)
1 Mechanic Supervisor (D)
1 Road Supervisor (D)
1 Commissioner Office Manager (C)
2 Mechanic (10)
2 Crew Chief (10)
1 Accounting Clerk IV (9)
2 Equipment Operator IV (9)
1 Senior Secretary (8)
7 Equipment Operator III (8)
9 Equipment Operator II (7)
4 Equipment Operator I (6)
1 Road and Bridge Crewman (5)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Mission Statement
The Dallas County Sheriff’s Office is committed to protect and serve the community with integrity,
pride and professionalism through the operation of a safe and humane jail system that meets all
statutory mandates and is certified by the State of Texas Commission on Jail Standards.
The Dallas County Sheriff’s Office is additionally committed to swift, fair and effective enforcement
of laws in Dallas County.

Description
The County Sheriff is an elected official and administers the largest department within County
government. In Dallas County, the Sheriff’s responsibilities center on jail administration and law
enforcement in unincorporated parts of the County. The Sheriff’s Office is comprised of two major
sections, General Services and Detention Administration. The Executive Chief Deputy directs the dayto-day operations of each section. Two Chief Deputies manage the General Services and Detention
Administration sections. These Chief Deputies are additionally supported by four Assistant Chief
Deputies. As illustrated on the organizational chart, the Sheriff’s Office consists of a total of twentyseven budgets each representing a functional area. These budgets are shown on the following pages.
The Sheriff’s Office operates six major jail facilities (two of which are currently depopulated) with a
total of 7,074 bunks, a central kitchen providing more than 9.5 million meals a year, a central laundry
washing more than two million pounds a year, a book-in process that processes more than 100,000
individuals a year, as well as, numerous support operations.
For over the past twenty years, the County has held a contract with the City of Dallas to function as the
city jail. This annual contract is funded at approximately $8.7 million. Currently, the County has an
open-ended contract to hold inmates for the U.S. Marshal, Dallas Independent School District, Dallas
Area Rapid Transit and Baylor Hospital. In addition, the Sheriff’s Office provides law enforcement
services to the Town of Sunnyvale.
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Organizational Chart
Sheriff

Executive
Services
Executive
Internal Affairs

General
Services

Detention
Administration

Operations

Administration

Operations Services
Bailiff
Warrants
Fugitive
Civil
Patrol/Traffic
Animal Control
Physical Evidence
Criminal Invest.
Fleet
Inmate Transport

Human Resources
Training
Communications
Fiscal
Photo Lab
Bond

Inmate
Housing

Technical
Services

Sterrett West Jail
North Tower Jail
Kays South Jail
Allen Jail

Central Intake
Intake/Release
Food Service
Laundry
Inmate
Programs

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x
x
x

The Jail staffing was adjusted based on the projected average Jail population of 6,511.
During FY2015, the Sheriff’s Office reorganized the Executive staff, thereby adding two (2)
Assistant Chief Deputies, one to General Services and one to Detention Services. With the
additions, the Sheriff’s Office deleted one (1) Captain, five (5) Clerk I, and (1) Clerical Assistant.
For FY2014, a new department has been created to distinguish between George Allen BCOC staff
and Inmate Transport operations.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$128,292,849

$135,559,748

$130,919,306

$130,424,433

11,103,806

11,147,533

6,215,860

5,677,158

832,282

0

$137,967,449

$136,101,591

0
$139,396,655

$147,062,061
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

2,281

2,169

2,169

2,165

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 County Sheriff (Official)
1 Attorney IV
1 Chief Financial Officer (M)
1 Director of Food Service (J)
1 Director of Inmate Programs (J)
1 Data Director (J)
1 Fiscal Manager (H)
1 Public Information Officer (H)
2 Assistant Director (G)
1 Assistant Director of Inmate Programs (G)
1 Assistant Director of Operations (G)
1 Photographic Services Manager (G)
1 Assistant Manager III (F)
1 Audio Visual Manager (D)
1 Production Manager (C)
18 Process Support Supervisors (A)
1 Buyer (A)
6 Communications Supervisor (A)
1 Photographer (A)
1 Administrative Assistant (A)
1 Executive Secretary (A)
1 Executive Chief Deputy (75)
2 Chief Deputy (73)
6 Assistant Chief Deputy (72)
7 Captain (70)
15 Lieutenant (69)
49 Sergeant (68)
1 Public Safety Coordinator (67)
338 Deputy (66)
2 Detention Commander (44)

10 Detention Service Manager (43)
1 Classification Supervisor (42)
43 Detention Service Supervisor (42)
20 Classification Specialist (40)
1324 Detention Service Officer (40)
1 Cook Chill Specialist (10)
1 Intake Coordinator (10)
1 Accounting Clerk IV (9)
4 Food Service Technician (9)
3 Clerk V (9)
2 Accounting Clerk III (8)
24 Clerk IV (8)
15 Communication Technician (8)
1 Evidence Registrar (8)
2 Head Cook (8)
1 Human Resources Technician
6 Senior Secretary (8)
1 Legal Secretary (8)
1 Video Technician Assistant (8)
3 Accounting Clerk II (7)
4 Bulk Food Technician (7)
11 Clerk III (7)
2 Photo Technician II (7)
14 Cashier II (6)
54 Clerk II (6)
2 Data Entry Clerk II (6)
11 Secretary (6)
1 Accounting Clerk I (6)
112 Clerk I (5)
25 Clerical Assistant II (4)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - EXECUTIVE

Department #3110

Description
The major function of the Executive Division is to formulate, execute and enforce the policies of the
Dallas County Sheriff’s Office. The County Sheriff is an elected position with a four-year term.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Executive Division represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$760,553

$877,636

$875,717

$924,620

42,558

44,411

23,419

33,172

0

0

0

0

$803,111

$922,047

$899,136

$957,792

Operations
Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees

10

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

10

10

10

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Sheriff (Official)
1 Attorney (IV)
1 Public Information Officer (H)
1 Assistant Manager III (F)
1 Executive Chief Deputy (75)

1 Captain (70)
1 Executive Secretary Official (A)
2 Senior Secretary (8)
1 Legal Secretary (8)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – INTERNAL AFFAIRS
Department #3113

Description
The Internal Affairs Division is responsible for assisting the Sheriff’s Administration in maintaining
public confidence by conducting administrative investigations of officers involved in critical incidents
and complaints received on all employees of the Dallas County Sheriff’s Office. All complaints of
misconduct, whether received from citizens or Department employees, are investigated in accordance
with Sheriff’s Civil Service Rules.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Internal Affairs Division represents a continuation of FY2014 service
levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

Personnel
Operations

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$671,708

$708,943

$676,296

$678,046

2,825

3,280

4,508

3,646

0

0

0

0

$674,533

$712,223

$680,804

$681,692

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees

9

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

9

FY2015 Baseline
9

9

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Captain (70)
4 Deputy (66)
1 Detention Service Manager (43)

2 Detention Service Officer (40)
1 Senior Secretary (8)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - GENERAL SERVICES
Department #3121

Description
The General Services Division provides the planning, direction and control of all of the
administrative and support services in the General Services Bureau. In addition, the division
provides administrative support and control of field operations and judicial services. These
divisions include: Intelligence, Bailiff, Warrants, Fugitive, Civil, Patrol, Freeway Management,
Criminal Investigation and Physical Evidence Divisions, and the Administrative Division that
consists of Personnel, Training, Communications, Fiscal Affairs and Fleet Management.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

During FY2014, the Sheriff’s Office reorganized the Executive Staff and one (1) Assistant
Chief Deputy to General Services.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$781,769

$ 964,361

$ 896,993

$ 897,331

9,550

9,807

6,977

9,750

0

0

0

0

$791,346

$974,168

$903,970

$907,081

Operations
Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

8

8

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline
9

9

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Chief Deputy (73)
3 Assistant Chief Deputy (72)
3 Captain (70)

1 Sergeant (68)
1 Senior Secretary (8)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - HUMAN RESOURCES
Department #3122

Description
The Human Resources Division recruits, interviews, investigates, screens and hires all qualified
applicants for certified law enforcement and civilian positions within the Dallas County Sheriff’s
Office. The hiring process for certified law enforcement officers includes a drug screen,
polygraph, physical exam and extensive background investigation.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

In FY2013, the Sheriff Human Resources Division was reorganized and added one (1)
Human Resources Technician and one (2) Detention Service Officers to address the
increased processing and screening of applicants.

x

The leased space that Sheriff Human Resources was housed in was allowed to expire as the
Division moved into the Records building in FY2012.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$383,989

$516,572

$560,186

$580,693

Operations

194,415

175,415

216,728

178,420

0

0

0

0

$578,404

$691,987

$776,913

$759,113

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

6

9

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline
9

9

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Sergeant (68)
2 Deputy (66)
3 Detention Service Officer (40)

1 Human Resources Technician (8)
1 Clerk II (6)
1 Clerk I (5)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - TRAINING ACADEMY
Department #3123

Description
The Training Academy prepares and presents in-house training programs for all Sheriff’s Office
personnel in state-mandated basic courses for certified law enforcement and detention personnel,
as well as providing this service for other local law enforcement agencies. The Sheriff’s
Training Academy is under contract with the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement Officer’s
Standards and Education (TCLEOSE) to conduct basic certification courses. The Training
Academy also operates a state-of-the-art gun range that is utilized by area law enforcement
agencies for a fee.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Training Academy Division represents a continuation of FY2014
service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$425,056

$483,041

$468,434

$484,485

98,933

93,323

95,203

99,760

0

0

0

0

$523,989

$576,364

$563,637

$584,245

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

7

7

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline
7

7

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
3 Sergeant (68)
1 Deputy (66)

1 Secretary (6)
2 Data Entry Clerk II (6)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – COMMUNICATIONS
Department #3124

Description
This division is the 24-hour communications center for Dallas County law enforcement, fire,
ambulance, rescue service and 9-1-1 emergency service. The Communications Division handles
calls for service, dispatch and the flow of criminal justice information. This division also
monitors the court, fire, door/elevator and evidence locker alarm systems.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

During FY2014, one (1) Sergeant position was deleted and one (1) Lieutenant position was
created to provide direct supervision of 34 employees in the 24/7 Communications Center.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2014 Budget

$1,510,043

$1,734,734

$1,734,734

$1,785,880

130,532

140,668

140,668

$142,840

0

0

0

0

$1,640,575

$1,875,402

$1,875,402

$1,928,720

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2011 Actual

FY2012 Actual

35

35

Full Time Employees

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

35

35

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Lieutenant (69)
1 Sergeant (68)
6 Communications Supervisor (A)

15 Communication Technician (8)
11 Clerk II (6)
1 Clerk I (5)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - FISCAL AFFAIRS
Department #3125

Description
The major function of the Fiscal Affairs Division is to collect, account and distribute all moneys
received by the Sheriff’s Office. The purchasing function for the entire department is handled in
this office. The billing of bond recovery invoices and collection of these invoices are also
processed by the Fiscal Affairs Division. The Fiscal Affairs Division is responsible for the
operation of the property evidence room. Uniforms are budgeted centrally in this division. In
FY2004, the Fiscal Affairs Division took over the bond window and warrant confirmation
function from the Bonds Division.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Fiscal Division represents a continuation of FY2014 service
levels.

x

The FY2013 Budget for the Fiscal Affairs Division included the addition of a one (1) Deputy
position.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,610,862

$1,839,785

$1,884,673

$1,826,878

556,213

531,185

568,706

464,892

0

0

0

0

$2,167,075

$2,370,970

$2,453,379

$2,291,770

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

32

33

FY2014 Proj.
33

FY2015 Baseline
33

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Chief Financial Officer (M)
1 Fiscal Manager (H)
3 Bond/Warrant Processing Supervisor (A)
2 Deputy (66)
1 Accounting Clerk IV (9)

2 Accounting Clerk III (8)
1 Evidence Registrar (8)
18 Clerk IV (8)
3 Accounting Clerk II (7)
1 Clerk II (6)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - PHOTO LAB

Department #3126

Description
The Photo Lab provides photographic laboratory services to the Dallas County Sheriff’s Office,
as well as all Dallas County governmental offices, departments and courts, and to all area
criminal justice/governmental agencies on a fee basis. The lab serves as the nucleus for
planning, research, maintenance, standardization, requisitioning and issuing of all photographic
equipment and supplies for the Dallas County Sheriff’s Office.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Photo Lab represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$214,345

$240,642

$262,152

$235,467

59,992

26,570

35,529

31,544

0

0

0

0

$274,337

$267,212

$297,681

$267,011

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

4

4

Full Time Employees

4

4

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Photographic Services Manager (G)
1 Photographer (A)

2 Photo Technician II (7)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - BONDS

Department #3128

Description
The Bond Division processes warrants through the Criminal Justice system, provides approval
and acceptance of all bonds posted in Dallas County (excluding municipal courts) and confirms
the existence of active warrants issued by Dallas County courts. The Fiscal Affairs Division now
assists in the regulation of the entire bail bond business in Dallas County. As part of the FY2004
10% plan to reduce expenditures, the Sheriff’s Office reorganized the Bond Division and
absorbed the Pre-Trial Release Department into the Bond Division, eliminating the Pre-Trial
Release Department.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Bonds Division represents a continuation of FY2014 service
levels.

x

In FY2013, the Bonds Division was part of the Data Management Unit reorganization. This
included the addition of one Assistant Data Manager (G), and the reclassification of the Data
Manager Grade I to Director Grade J. The Assistant Data Managers received the new title of
Assistant Director.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,869,554

$2,040,680

$2,000,933

$2,252,689

43,692

41,900

45,979

40,850

0

0

0

0

$1,913,246

$2,082,580

$2,046,913

$2,293,539

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

47

49

49

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees

49

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Data Director (J)
2 Assistant Director (G)
2 Process Support Supervisor (A)
7 Clerk II (6)

2 Clerk III (7)
1 Secretary (6)
31 Clerk I (5)
1 Clerical Assistant II (4)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - BAILIFF
Department #3129

Description
The Bailiff Division provides security to the courts in four different locations on a daily basis,
including auxiliary courtrooms for visiting judges. The responsibility of performing bailiff
functions for the Justice of the Peace Courts belongs to the Constable Offices. Bailiffs are
generally responsible for security, transporting prisoners, execution of warrants and serving civil
papers. The functions of the Bailiff Division are conducted through a combination of full-time
Sheriff’s Deputies and a bailiff pool of part-time employees who can be assigned as needed to
the courts.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Bailiff Division represents a continuation of FY2014 service
levels.

x

The Bailiff Division FY2012 Budget included the addition of two bailiffs for elected official
courts.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$7,676,999

$9,000,726

$8,365,663

$8,081,708

6,194

8,992

4,992

7,197

0

0

0

0

$7,683,193

$9,009,718

$8,370,655

$8,088,905

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Bailiff Pool

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

80

80

80

80

$1,741,561

$1,982,374

$1,968,340

$1,800,000

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Lieutenant (69)
3 Sergeant (68)

75 Deputy (66)
1 Clerk I (5)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - WARRANT EXECUTION

Department #3130

Description
The Warrant Execution Division performs various tasks related to the service of criminal
warrants and the apprehension of persons with outstanding felony and misdemeanor charges.
This division also executes mental illness warrants and orders of protective custody. The
Warrant Execution Division works with various law enforcement agencies on focused crime task
forces.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Warrant Execution Division represents a continuation of FY2014
service levels.

x

The Warrant Execution Division Budget for FY2012 included the deletion of 11 deputy
positions as part of budget balancing.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$3,773,919

$4,332,074

$4,204,032

$4,581,740

160,000

171,591

161,921

166,400

0

0

0

0

$3,934,020

$4,503,665

$4,365,953

$4,748,140

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

59

59

59

59

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Lieutenant (69)
5 Sergeant (68)
47 Deputy (66)

3 Clerk III (7)
1 Secretary (6)
2 Clerk I (5)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - FUGITIVE

Department #3131

Description
The Fugitive Division provides the transportation of all persons wanted by Dallas County from out-ofCounty and out-of-State and aids other states in extradition of those persons who are in Dallas
County’s custody. Dallas County has a contract with the U.S. Marshal to provide some transportation
for prisoners wanted in Dallas County. Dallas County utilizes the State’s travel rate to operate as cost
effectively as possible.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Fugitive Division represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,058,945

$1,227,590

$1,193,602

$1,161,201

672,664

580,478

630,850

664,185

$1,731,610

$1,808,068

$1,824,451

$1,825,385

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

16

16

FY2014 Proj.
16

FY2015 Baseline
16

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Lieutenant (69)
1 Sergeant (68)
10 Deputy (66)

1 Data Entry Clerk (5)
3 Clerk I (5)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CIVIL

Department #3132

Description
This division conducts sales on abandoned vehicles and real property. In addition, the Civil Division
of the Sheriff’s Office is responsible for the correspondence, collection and dispersal of all monies, the
issuance of deeds and/or titles connected with vehicle sales.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2013 Budget for the Civil Division includes the addition of one Clerk II.

x

In FY2012, the Civil Division Budget included the addition of 18 deputy positions, one Sergeant
and three clerks as the service of Civil District and County Clerk papers transitioned from
Constables to the Sheriff’s Office.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,574,332

$1,876,577

$1,876,236

$1,694,065

147,635

146,508

121,106

145,573

0

0

0

0

$1,721,966

$2,023,085

$1,997,342

$1,839,638

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual
28

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

28

FY2015 Baseline

28

28

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Sergeant (68)
20 Deputy (66)

2 Clerk III (7)
5 Clerk II (6)*
* One Clerk II is funded through the Dallas
Land Bank Grant.
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS
Department #3134

Description
The Criminal Investigation Division provides various law enforcement activities in unincorporated
Dallas County including investigating criminal offenses, making arrests, preparing charges for
prosecution, maintaining records and criminal files and providing testimony as required. The Criminal
Investigations Division assists local municipalities with investigations as requested. One authorized
Deputy is reimbursed by the Town of Sunnyvale based on their contract with the County to provide
police services.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Criminal Investigations Division represents a continuation of FY2014
service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$2,030,591

$2,377,897

$2,218,673

$2,165,642

121,697

144,346

137,970

163,500

$2,152,288

$2,522,243

$2,356,644

$2,329,142

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

27

27

FY2014 Proj.
27

FY2015 Baseline
27

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
2 Lieutenant (69)
1 Sergeant (68)
21 Deputy (66)

1 Secretary (6)
1 Accounting Clerk I (6)
1 Clerk II (6)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - FLEET MANAGEMENT

Department #3136

Description
The major function of Fleet Management is to account for the 230 vehicles assigned to the Sheriff’s
Office and to coordinate all transactions affecting those vehicles. The unit also oversees the
installation of emergency equipment in all vehicles.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Fleet Management Program represents a continuation of FY2014
service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$86,066

$100,999

$94,520

$92,524

Operations

60,376

66,243

43,030

70,769

0

0

0

0

$146,442

$167,242

$137,549

$163,293

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2010 Actual

FY2011 Actual

1

1

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

1

1

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Deputy (66)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - FREEWAY MANAGEMENT
Department # 3137

Description
In FY2000, Dallas County implemented a Freeway Management Program, whereby, Dallas County
entered into a freeway management partnership with the Texas Department of Transportation and
various cities in the southern portion of the County. As a result, the Dallas County Sheriff’s Office
provides a full range of law enforcement services to the region’s freeway system, including dedicated
units for accident investigation, traffic enforcement and freeway clearance.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Freeway Management Program represents a continuation of FY2014
service levels.

x

The FY2012 Budget for the Freeway Management Program included the deletion of five (5)
Deputy III, thirty-two (32) Deputy I, and a Clerk I, Grade 5.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$9,159,788

$ 9,708,697

$9,593,358

$9,021,781

Operations

1,073,427

1,139,691

1,277,535

1,184,008

0

0

832,282

0

$10,233,214

$10,848,388

$11,703,175

$10,205,789

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

123

123

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.
123

FY2015 Baseline
123

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
4 Lieutenant (69)
16 Sergeant (68)
97 Deputy (66)
1 Public Safety Coordinator (67)

2 Secretary (6)
2 Clerk II (6)
1 Clerk I (5)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - DETENTION ADMINISTRATION
Department #3140

Description
Detention Administration conducts the daily operations of the Detentions Division which consists of
four jail facilities, Support Services and Inmate Programs. The division ensures that the processing
and housing of inmates complies with Article 5115.1 Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

During FY2014, the Sheriff’s Office reorganized the Executive Staff in FY2014 and added one (1)
Assistant Chief Deputy to Detention Services.

x

The FY2013 Budget for the Detention Administration Division included the transfer of one (1)
Detention Service Supervisor and two (2) interim Detention Service Officers for the construction
of the Medical Modification Unit.

x

The FY2012 Budget for the Detention Administration Division included the movement of a Senior
Secretary to the Executive Division with it being titled a Legal Secretary.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$810,668

$1,011,301

$992,317

$856,092

18,459

20,346

25,457

24,192

0

0

0

0

$829,126

$1,031,647

$1,017,774

$880,284

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

10

13

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

14

14

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Chief Deputy (73)
3 Assistant Chief Deputy (72)
1 Detention Service Supervisor (42)

2 Deputy (66)
5 Detention Service Officer (40)
2 Senior Secretary (8)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - STERRETT NORTH JAIL
Department #3141

The North Jail Tower at the Lew Sterrett Jail was opened in May of 1993. The North Tower is the
County’s largest jail and was designed to house 2,364 prisoners. In the summer of 1994, additional
bunks were added bringing the number of bunks to 3,292. The Sterrett North Jail has two building
control centers which allow access between the outside areas and the inside areas and is composed of
six housing floors. A portion of the facility is used for a jail industry program, in which inmates make
and repair mattresses, coveralls and shower curtains.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2013 Budget included the transfer of two (2) Detention Service Officers to Detention
Services for the Medical Modification Project.

x

The FY2012 Budget included the movement of ten (10) deputy positions to the George Allen
Transportation Unit.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$20,812,657

$23,964,804

$23,824,193

$23,754,646

359,384

415,650

424,746

389,665

0

0

0

0

$21,172,041

$24,380,454

$24,248,939

$24,144,311

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

425

425

425

425

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Detention Service Commander (44)
3 Detention Service Manager (43)
11 Detention Service Supervisor (42)

409 Detention Service Officer (40)
1 Secretary (6)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE - STERRETT WEST JAIL
Department #3142

Description
The Sterrett West Tower at the Lew Sterrett Jail is designed to house 1,478 prisoners. The Sterrett
West Jail has two building control centers that allow access between the secured and unsecured areas.
A third control center, located in the loading dock/kitchen area, is no longer being used or staffed. The
Sterrett West Jail is composed of nine housing floors and an infirmary. The Court Desk operation is
responsible for transporting all prisoners to and from scheduled court appearances and is part of the
Sterrett West Jail budget.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the West Tower represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$14,130,487

$17,909,125

$17,365,380

$17,383,578

30,846

275,590

282,788

267,664

0

0

0

0

$14,161,333

$18,184,715

$17,648,168

$17,651,241

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

316

316

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

316

316

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Detention Commander (44)
3 Detention Service Manager (43)
10 Detention Service Supervisor (42)

301 Detention Service Officer (40)
1 Secretary (6)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – ALLEN JAIL

Department #3145

Description
The George Allen Jail is an 807-bed maximum security facility located on the upper floors of the
George L. Allen Sr. Courts Building in downtown Dallas. The Allen Jail has three building control
centers, two of which control access between the unsecured areas and the jail. There are four housing
floors each with a control center in the Allen Jail.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x The FY2015 Budget for the Executive Division represents a continuation of FY2014 service
levels.
x The FY2014 Budget for the George Allen Jail reflects the addition of the new Inmate Transport
Department, with all but 30 officers to cover officers in BCOC being moved to Inmate
Transport.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$14,130,487

$14,006,437

$8,674,599

$1,553,276

30,486

193,189

104,940

0

0

0

0

0

$14,161,333

$14,199,626

$8,779,539

$1,553,276

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

181

231

FY2014 Proj.
30

FY2015 Baseline
30

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
30 Detention Service Officers (40)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – CENTRAL INTAKE
Department #3147

Description
Central Intake is responsible for the processing of arrested persons into the Dallas County jail system.
Activities include searching prisoners, approving arrest documents, computer processing, escorts to
Magistrates and Pre-Trial Release, record processing, collections and storage of valuables. The
Central Intake Division is responsible for two control centers, one which permits access from the
Sterrett lobby, and another which controls access into the holding cells. Central Intake staff is
responsible for classifying fingerprints of incoming prisoners and verifying the identities of prisoners
prior to their release.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x
x

During FY2014, the Sheriff’s Office reorganized the Executive Staff and deleted one (1) Clerical
Assistant, Grade 4.
In FY2013, the Central Intake Division was part of the Data Management Unit reorganization that
includes the deletions of one (1) Clerk I and two (2) Clerical Assistants.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$9,375,473

$ 10,886,627

$ 10,919,308

$ 10,457,541

169,414

220,180

271,512

238,798

0

0

0

0

$9,544,887

$11,106,807

$11,190,820

$10,696,339

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

202

199

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.
198

FY2015 Baseline
198

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Captain (70)
3 Lieutenant (69)
6 Sergeant (68)
2 Deputy (66)
3 Process Support Supervisor (A)
105 Detention Service Officer (40)
1 Intake Coordinator (10)

3 Clerk V (9)
3 Clerk III (7)
48 Clerk I (5)
22 Clerical Assistant II (4)
1 Secretary (6)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – KAYS SOUTH TOWER
Department #3148

Description
The Kays South Tower opened in March of 2009. The Kays South Tower is the County’s only direct
supervision facility and was designed to house 2,304 prisoners. The Kays South Tower has one main
building control center which allow access between the outside areas and the inside areas and is
composed of four housing floors each with nine pods that house sixty-four (64) prisoners per pod.
Each of the four floors also has a medical or dental area.
.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Kays South Tower represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.
The Kays South Tower FY2011 Budget includes the movement of 10 deputy positions to the
transportation unit.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$15,932,727

$18,079,133

$18,325,679

$17,644,467

335,344

383,613

$403,498

$261,500

0

0

0

0

$18,488,562

$18,462,746

$18,729,176

$17,905,967

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

322

322

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

322

322

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Detention Commander (44)
3 Detention Service Manager (43)
10 Detention Service Supervisor (42)

307 Detention Service Officer (40)
1 Secretary (6)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – CLASSIFICATION/RELEASE
Department #3150

Description
The Classification/Release Division continues the processing of County jail inmates from the Central
Intake Division into the County jail system. Processing inmates into the County jail system includes
prisoner search, storage of property and money, issuance of jail clothing, prisoner classification,
transfer to assigned jails and transfer of inmates to Court and other facilities.
The
Classification/Release Division processes court dispositions and computes all fines and time imposed
by the Courts. The Classification/Release Division is also responsible for public information
concerning inmates. This section distributes more than 135,000 pieces of mail to the prisoners each
year.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x
x

During FY2014, the Sheriff’s Office reorganized the Executive Staff and deleted five (5) Clerk I,
Grade 5 positions.
The Classification / Release Division FY2012 Budget includes the movement of 25 deputy, 5
Detention Service Supervisors and 87 Detention Service Officer positions to the Transportation
Unit.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$7,782,547

$8,334,826

$7,995,307

$7,622,406

254,215

250,916

236,735

221,530

0

0

0

0

$8,036,762

$8,585,742

$8,232,042

$7,843,756

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

146

146

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.
138

FY2015 Baseline
141

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Captain (70)
3 Lieutenant (69)
8 Sergeant (68)
10 Process Support Supervisor (A)
1 Classification Supervisor (42)
20 Classification Specialist (40)
25 Detention Service Officer (40)

4 Clerk IV (8)
1 Clerk III (7)
14 Cashier II (6)
25 Clerk II (6)
1 Secretary (6)
28 Clerk I (5)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – INMATE PROGRAMS
Department #3151

Description
The Inmate Programs Division coordinates all education for inmates within the jails, all alcohol and
substance abuse programs and all outside agency contact with inmates. This division is also
responsible for supplying indigent inmates with hygiene kits. The Library Section provides law library
and general circulation services to the inmates. The Recreation Section coordinates and inspects all
gym programs. The Video Services Section maintains televisions in the jail system and produces
programming for the inmates. The Sheriff’s Office offers no religious services directly but,
coordinates and schedules religious services conducted by volunteers and church groups.

FY2014 Budget Highlights
x
x

During FY2014, one Detention Service Officer (DSO) was added to assist in the Sheriff
Print Shop, also funded by the Commissary Escrow Account.
Beginning in FY2008 all funding for the Inmate Programs Division will provide by the
Commissary Escrow Account.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$0

$0

$0

$0

Operations

0

0

0

0

Capital

0

0

0

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

$0

$0

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$0

$0

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Director of Inmate Programs (J)*
1 Assistant Director of Inmate Programs (G)*
1 Audio Visual Manager (D)*

13 Detention Service Officer (40)*
1 Video Technician Assistant (8)*

* These positions are funded through the Commissary Escrow Account.
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – FOOD SERVICE
Department #3152

Description
The Food Service Division is responsible for the purchase, storage, preparation and delivery of all
meals for inmates housed in the Dallas County jail facilities. All food provided for the five Dallas
County Jails, the Juvenile Detention Center and the Emergency Shelter are prepared in the Central
Kitchen and transported to the individual jails in large refrigerated trucks. In addition to food service,
the management of the Food Service Division is responsible for the supervision of Laundry Services.
The Sheriff’s Office uses trusty labor throughout the Central Kitchen, resulting in the need to staff
Detention Service Officers to supervise the trusties.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Food Services represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$1,730,016

$1,975,478

$1,888,400

$1,921,668

Operations

6,239,461

6,048,571

6,257,596

6,6,270,537

0

354,780

0

0

$8,007,367

$8,378,829

$8,145,996

$8,192,205

Capital
Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

33

33

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

33

33

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Director of Food Service (J)
1 Assistant Director of Operations (G)
1 Production Manager (C)
2 Head Cook (8)
4 Bulk Food Technician (7)
1 Clerk II (6)

1 Cook Chill Specialist (10)
4 Food Service Supervisor (9)
1 Buyer (A)
1 Detention Service Supervisor (42)
16 Detention Service Officer (40)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – LAUNDRY SERVICES
#3153

Description
The Laundry Services Division is responsible for washing, drying and sorting the clothing and bedding
for all inmates in the County Jail as well as in the Juvenile Detention Center. The folding and sorting
of clean laundry are done in each jail by the laundry officers authorized in those facilities.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2015 Budget for the Laundry Services represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations

FY2012 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$1,136,780

$1,361,063

$1,364,052

$1,336,232

17,323

15,070

14,623

21,800

0

0

0

0

$1,154,103

$1,376,133

$1,378,676

$1,358,032

Capital
Total

FY2013 Actual

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

24

24

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

24

24

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
2 Detention Service Supervisor (42)

22 Detention Service Officer (40)
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE – INMATE TRANSPORT
Department #3154

Description
Undergoing a reorganization in FY2013, The Inmate Transport Division, comprised of the Mental
Health Unit, Intercity Transport, and TDC, is responsible for transporting inmates in all situations that
do not involve medical attention.

FY2015 Budget Highlights
x

The FY2014 Budget includes funding for the Inmate Transport Division as a standalone
department no longer under George Allen.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$0

$0

$2,799,991

$11,900,311

Operations

0

0

1,243

92,950

Capital

0

0

0

0

$0

$0

$2,801,234

$12,066,637

Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

0

0

Full Time Employees

FY2014 Proj.
199

FY2015 Baseline
151

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Captain (70)
54 Deputy (66)
7 Detention Service Supervisors (43)
87 Detention Service Officer (40)
1 Secretary (6)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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DALLAS COUNTY
OFFICE OF BUDGET AND EVALUATION
______________________________________________________
May 6, 2014
TO:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

FROM:

Erica Terrazas, Budget & Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

FY2015 Baseline Budget Sheriff’s Office

BACKGROUND
The Office of Budget and Evaluation has used estimates based on past expenditures and historic
trends to develop the Sheriff’s Office FY2015 Baseline Budget. The purpose of this analysis is to
highlight key components and provide a detailed explanation of the impact these items will have on
the Baseline Budget.
POPULATION PROJECTION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation is estimating an average jail population of 6,511 for FY2015.
This population is based on recent County inmate trends and estimated population.
FIGURE I
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JAIL FACILITIES
The FY2015 Sheriff’s Office Baseline Budget includes full fiscal year funding for the North Tower,
West Tower, Kays South Tower. The Office of Budget and Evaluation projects that the North
Tower, West Tower and Kay’s South Tower will be operating at full capacity, with George Allen Jail
operating as an overflow facility. The Jail is currently undergoing construction for the Medical
Modification project which is projected to be completed by early FY2015.
DETENTION COSTS
Table I identifies those expenses that are closely correlated with the overall jail population. In
addition, the table shows the FY2015 estimate for total detention expenses along with the projected
cost per inmate. In FY2014, clothing and bedding expenses were funded from the Sheriff’s
Commissary Escrow Fund. The detention expenses listed in Table I have been included in the
FY2015 Baseline Budget.

FY2010
Actual
Average Population
Groceries
Jan Supplies Kitchen
Clothing & Bedding
Laundry Supplies
Jan Supplies - Jails
Total

Groceries - Per Meal
Jan Supplies Kitchen
Clothing & Bedding
Laundry Supplies
Jan Supplies - Jails

TABLE I
DETENTION EXPENDITURES
FY2011
FY2012
FY2013
Actual
Actual
Actual

FY2014
Budget

FY2014
Projection

FY2015
Baseline

6,511

6,511

6,828

6,849

6,127

6,307

6,475

$5,383,384

$5,534,068

$5,351,775

$5,137,984

$5,150,000

$4,770,996

$5,150,000

231,843

221,472

504,647

283,619

300,000

333,109

300,000

734,248

1,056,660

1,146,926

1,185,605

1,096,850

1,288,182

1,288,182

$5,615,227

$6,812,200

$7,003,348

$6,323,589

$6,246,850

$6,059,178

$6,438,182

FY2010
Actual

FY2011
Actual

FY2012
Actual

FY2013
Actual

FY2014
Budget

FY2014
Projection

FY2015
Baseline

$0.52

$0.59

$0.59

$0.58

$0.79

$0.79

$0.79

$24
$0
$13
$99

$32
$0

$82
$0

$45
$0

$46
$0

$51
$0

$46
$0

$155

$187

$188

$169

$198

$198

*Note, clothing, bedding expenses, and laundry supplies were funded through the Sheriff Drug Commissary Escrow Fund beginning in FY2008.

SHERIFF’S OFFICE OVERTIME
Data through March 2014 indicates that the Sheriff’s Office has had an average of 16 Detention
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Service Officer vacancies. The Sheriff’s Office FY2015 Baseline Budget was developed with the
assumption that there will be an average of 16 Detention Service Officer positions vacant throughout
FY2015. For FY2015, $1.5 million in overtime has been budgeted as a result of anticipated
vacancies and incidental overtime usage.
STEP RAISES
The FY2015 Baseline Budget does not include step raises or any other compensation increases.
RECOMMENDATION
The various impacts of the items detailed above result in an FY2015 Sheriff’s Office Baseline
Budget of $143.396 million, which is $61,499 more than the FY2014 projected expenditures of
$143.335 million due to higher expenditures in overtime, fuel, and jail supplies.
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends that the FY2015 Baseline Budget be established
at $143.396 million.
The various impacts of the items detailed above result in an FY2015 Sheriff’s Office Baseline
Budget of $143.396 million, which is similar to the FY2014 projected expenditures of $143.335 to
align with the upward trend in jail population.
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends that the FY2013 Baseline Budget be established
at $143.396 million.
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1
1

3

Receptionist

Civil Deputy

DSOs - Detached Quality Assurance
Less Overtime

Sheriff Assistant

Reclass Position

1

9

Jail Clerks

DSO - Detached Fleet Officer

1

Grant Coordinator

1

1

PREA Coordinator

DSO - Detached School Coordinator
for Training

1

Number of
Positions

Station 9 Clerk 7

Position Description

DALLAS COUNTY SHERIFF DEPARTMENT
BUDGET POSITION REQUEST SUMMARY

4,735.50

4,266.02

2,329.50

FICA

3,397.21

2,199.07

33,696.00

2,329.50

101,088.00 7,733.23
151,618.50 11,598.82

44,408.00

28,746.00

258,714.00 19,791.62

61,902.00

55,765.00

30,451.00

Salary

3,288.71

10,917.50
16,374.80

4,796.06

3,104.57

27,941.11

6,685.42

6,022.62

3,288.71

Retirement

8,200.00

24,600.00
0.00

8,200.00

8,200.00

73,800.00

9,200.00

8,200.00

8,200.00

Insurance

47,514.21

144,338.74
179,592.11

60,801.28

42,249.64

380,246.73

82,522.92

74,253.64

44,269.21

Total
Cost
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1

Quartermaster
Grade 8 to A

Total Request

1

Grade F To H

8,008.00

613.00

865.00

1,065,274.48

9,486.00

1352

3

Deputy Security Positions - Intake

9

3

1

DSO - Intake Detached positions

DSO - Detached Recuriters

Deputy - Detached to Gun Range

Total Request Savings

Quartermaster
Grade 8 to 10

Reclass Position

1

18

1

Deputy - Detached Fleet Officer

Net Savings Detached Positions

1

3

DSO - Detached School Coordinator
for Training
Less Overtime

DSOs - Detached Quality Assurance
Less Overtime

Detached Positions

5

1

Quartermaster Clerk

Total

1

Number of
Positions

Station 9 Clerk 7

New Positions

Position Description

DALLAS COUNTY SHERIFF DEPARTMENT
BUDGET POSITION REQUEST SUMMARY

2,375.63

2,375.63

FICA

2,329.50

2,329.50
4,403.65

3,644.00

49,462.00
74,193.00

3,783.84
5,675.76

115,128.00 8,807.29
172,692.00 13,210.94

345,384.00 26,421.88
518,076.00 39,632.81

49,462.00

38,376.00
57,564.00

115,128.00 8,807.29
172,692.00 13,210.94

148,386.00 11,351.53

31,054.00

31,054.00

Salary

5,688.13
8,532.20

13,239.72
19,859.58

39,719.16
59,578.74

5,688.13

4,413.24
6,619.86

13,239.72
19,859.58

17,064.39

3,571.21

3,571.21

Retirement

8,500.00
0.00

25,500.00
0.00

76,500.00
0.00

8,500.00

8,500.00
0.00

25,500.00
0.00

25,500.00

8,500.00

8,500.00

Insurance

111,553.95

3,644.00

(185,393.65)

67,433.97
88,400.96

162,675.01
205,762.52

488,025.04
617,287.55

65,979.63

53,618.74
68,587.51

162,675.01
205,762.52

293,303.60

202,301.92

45,500.84

45,500.84

Total
Cost

TAX ASSESSOR/COLLECTOR
Department #1035

Mission Statement
The mission of the Dallas County Tax Office is to efficiently and effectively collect and account for
property tax revenues owed to the County and to all client organizations contracting with the County for
tax collection services.

Description
The Tax Office (with nine branch offices) collects current and delinquent ad valorem taxes on real and
personal property for Dallas County, the Hospital District, Community College District and over 25 cities,
school districts, and special districts. The branch offices are strategically located throughout the County in
order to provide convenient, customer service oriented services. The Tax Assessor/Collector is elected
County-wide to a four year term.

Organizational Chart

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
•
•

FY2015 Baseline Budget represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.
During FY2012 Commissioners Court approved a Tax Office reorganization resulting in the
deletion of one grade 5 position, one grade 6 position, and the creation of one IT Tech, grade EM,
position.
The FY2012 Adopted Budget represents a continuation of FY2011 service levels, which includes
the decrease of the operating cost associated with the closing of the Valley View Tax Office.
During FY2011 Commissioners Court approved a Tax Office reorganization resulting in the
deletion of twelve positions, addition of six positions, and one re-class. The overall staff decreased
by six positions.
During FY2010 Commissioners Court approved a Tax Office reorganization resulting in the
reclassification – upgrade of three positions, deletion of three positions, and creation of two
positions.
As part of their Tax Office Budget Balancing Strategies, salaries and benefits line item was
decreased by $347,400 (positions funded directly from VIT) and operating line items were
decreased by $110,713.

•
•

•

•

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Baseline

$10,249,337

$10,830,148

$11,091,159

$11,0465,510

Operations

761,875

727,076

784,165

786,463

Capital

327,926

40,535

0

0

$10,577,263

$11,597,759

$11,875,324

$ 11,832,973

Personnel

Total

Staffing Trends
Staff Category
Full Time Employees
Extra Help
Overtime

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

223

223

222

222

$ 174,361

$ 266,642

$ 252,137

$269,786

$18,009

$14,623

$13,500

$19,000

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Tax Assessor/Collector (Official)
1 Chief Deputy (O)
1 Tax D P Manager (KM)
1 Tax Accounting Manager (KM)
1 Manager III (I)
1 Program Manager II (I)
1 IT Tech (EM)
1 Manager II (H)
2 Manager I (G)
1 Senior Tax D P Coordinator (FM)
1 Tax D. P. Coordinator (EM)
1 Assistant Manager II (E)
1 Human Resource Specialist (E)
10 Office Branch Supervisor (D)
1 Tax D P Coordinator I (CM)
1 Collections Manager (C)
1 Customer Service Supervisor II (C)

1 Administrative Assistant (A)
3 Process Support III (C)
14 Process Support Supervisor (A)
1 Training Technician (9)
1 Bank Reconciliation Assistant (10)
4 Accounting Clerk III
5 Clerk IV (8)
2 Senior Secretary (8)
23 Clerk III (7)
2 Lead Customer Service Representatives
113 Clerk II (6)
1 Tax Courier
2 Accounting Clerk I (6)
17 Customer Service Representatives (6)
1 Data Entry Operator III (6)
1 Secretary I (6)
2 Clerk I (5)
1 Mail & Supply Clerk (5)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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TEXAS AGRILIFE
Department #2050

Mission Statement
Texas Agrilife is dedicated to providing research based information and outreach education to the
citizens of Dallas County. It is our goal to involve local citizens in the planning and implementation of
quality educational programs, relevant to the needs of Dallas County.

Description
The County Agrilife provides informal education to citizens of Dallas County in subjects related to
agriculture, natural resources, horticulture, family and consumer science, community development, and
youth development. Volunteers are recruited, trained and supported by extension agents to increase
the outreach capability of the department.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
•

The FY2015 Budget for Texas Agrilife reflects the continuation of current service levels.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

$248,916

$248,572

$231,214

$286,511

9,926

8,589

11,620

9,102

0

0

0

0

$258,842

$257,161

$242,834

$295,613

Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

7

7

7

7

$16,658

$16,265

$15,715

$16,300

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
4 County Extension Agents (00)
1 Administrative Assistant (10)

1 Senior Secretary (8)
1 Clerk II (6)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 22, 2014
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Charles Reed, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Texas A&M AgriLife FY2015 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. As such, the
Texas A&M AgriLife Extension has submitted the following requests:
1. refilling of one (1) County Extension Director position;
The County Extension Director position has been requested to serve as a department head
to maintain relationships between other departments and outside agencies. It is needed to
ensure the County has an approved program plan and to provide oversight for the
development and management of the office. This position was eliminated in FY2011 due
to State cutbacks in the program. The State has decided to refund the position for
FY2015.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The refilling of one (1) County Extension Director position has no additional cost to the
County. The $24,082 supplement for this position was never eliminated from the County
budget in anticipation of the State refunding the position.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends authorizing the refilling of one (1)
County Extension Director position.
This recommendation has no additional cost to the County.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6655 x Fax (214) 653 - 6517 x charles.reed@dallascounty.org
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accreditation standards requires the addition of a full-time Medical Examiners (Gr. F1). Failure 

to add the Medical Examiner positions will result in the loss of NAME accreditation.
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The last increase in Medical Examiner staffing was made in FY2007, when two Medical Examiners were added to bring the autopsy

caseload within NAME standards. Prior to that, the most recent Medical Examiner position additions were made during FY2000 and

FY91, also to decrease the average per physician caseload.


NAME standards rank performance criteria as Phase I (important) or Phase II (essential). To receive full accreditation, no Phase IIs are 
permitted. The updated standards assign a Phase I deficiency to offices where MEs are required to perform more than 250 autopsies
per year, and a Phase II deficiency if more than 325 autopsies per year are performed. To calculate the “number of autopsies”,

Pathology Fellows “count” as ½ a position and residents may not be counted. External examination workload also must be factored in,

with 3-5 externals counting as 1 autopsy (we count 1/5). The administrative duties of the Chief and Deputy Chief Medical Examiner
should be considered (i.e., their caseload allocation should appropriate recognize administrative responsibilities*).

*In large and complex offices, the chief may spend almost all of his or her time in non-autopsy activities; in such instances, that position 
should be eliminated from the fractional denominator. By contrast in a small office or in an office organized so that administrative duties 

are not a substantial burden, it may be appropriate to make only a modest reduction of the fractional denominator.
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The OME currently reports autopsy numbers and total case turnaround time in the performance 
measures quarterly report. The numbers in this report are generated using NAME standards

(i.e., limiting “credit” for cases performed by Fellows and adding a portion (1/5) of external

examinations to the autopsy case count).
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TRUANCY COURT CLERKS
Department #4033

Mission Statement
The mission of the Dallas County dedicated Truancy Courts is to hear cases timely and ensure
consistency in disposition and enforcement of the truancy court orders.

Description
Senate Bill 358 passed during the 78th Legislature established the Truancy Courts as a constitutional
court. Currently, Dallas County operates five dedicated Truancy Courts. The primary goal of the
Truancy Court model is to be more proactive in reducing truancy in Dallas County by utilizing a case
management approach. Once the truant is placed under a court order, case managers provide
monitoring of school attendance, counseling, referrals to local resources, and other familystrengthening services to truants and their families. Dallas County Truancy Courts receive case filings
from Dallas Independent School District (D.I.S.D.), Garland Independent School District (G.I.S.D.),
Richardson Independent School District (R.I.S.D.), Mesquite Independent School District (M.I.S.D.)
and Texas Can Academy.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·
·

FY2015 Budget represents a continuation of FY2014 service levels.
Truancy Court Clerks FY2014 baseline budget includes 5 additional positions (3 Clerk II, 1
Bookkeeper, and 1 Process Support Supervisor) due to the opening of the Grand Prairie
Truancy Court
Budget includes only those positions with the clerical functions

·

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

$997,412

$1,103,151

$1,265,748

$1,338,928

Operations

0

0

0

0

Capital

0

0

0

0

$997,412

$1,103,151

$1,265,748

$1,338,928

Personnel

Total

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

24

29

30

30

Full Time Employees

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Truancy Court Manager (G)
5 Process Support Supervisors (A)
6 Clerks III - Bookkeeper (7)
18 Clerks II (6)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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TRUANCY COURT ADMINISTRATION
Department #1011

Mission Statement
The mission of the Dallas County dedicated Truancy Courts is to hear cases timely and ensure
consistency in disposition and enforcement of the truancy court orders.

Description
Senate Bill 358 passed during the 78th Legislature established the Truancy Courts as a constitutional
court. Currently, Dallas County operates five dedicated Truancy Courts. The primary goal of the
Truancy Court model is to be more proactive in reducing truancy in Dallas County by utilizing a case
management approach. Once the truant is placed under a court order, case managers provide
monitoring of school attendance, counseling, referrals to local resources, and other familystrengthening services to truants and their families. Dallas County Truancy Courts receive case filings
from Dallas Independent School District (D.I.S.D.), Garland Independent School District (G.I.S.D.),
Richardson Independent School District (R.I.S.D.), Mesquite Independent School District (M.I.S.D.)
and Texas Can Academy.

FY2015 Baseline Budget Highlights
·
·

FY2015 Budget represents a continuation of current service levels.
Truancy Court Administration FY2014 baseline budget includes 2 additional positions (1
Magistrate and 1 Juvenile Case Manager) due to the opening of the Grand Prairie Truancy
Court.

Financial Trends
Budget Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Budget

FY2015 Baseline

Personnel

$949,347

$998,382

$1,202,009

$1,203,919

Operations

263,059

271,416

324,276

294,796

0

0

0

0

$1,212,405

$1,269,797

$1,526,285

$1,498,715

Capital
Total

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Actual

FY2015 Budget

10

12

12

12

$5,647

$90,217

$0

$0

Full Time Employees
Extra Help

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
6 Magistrates
1 Truancy Coordinator (G)
5 Juvenile Case Managers (EE)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 BASELINE BUDGET
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VETERANS SERVICES
Department #2060

Mission Statement
The mission of Veterans Services is to assist county residents and family members who served in the
Armed Forces of the United States in accessing entitlements provided to veterans and administered by the
Department of Veterans Affairs.

Description
The Veterans Services Office assists veterans and/or family members in accessing Department of Veterans
Affairs entitlement programs. The department also provides consultation to Commissioners Court and
veterans service organizations; facilitates loan applications; collaborates with various political entities on
veterans affairs; and is the Dallas County representative at all veteran commemorative events.

FY2014 Budget Highlights
x In the FY2013 Budget, Commissioners Court added a Senior Secretary (Grade 8) position.
Financial Trends
Budget Category
Personnel
Operations
Capital
Total

FY2012 Actual

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

$125,764

$170,758

$180,288

$222,741

5,691

9,905

4,003

$1,750

0

0

0

0

$131,455

$180,663

$184,291

$224,491

DALLAS COUNTY FY2014 BASELINE
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Staffing Trends
Staff Category

FY2012 Actual

Full Time Employees
Extra Help

FY2013 Actual

FY2014 Proj.

FY2015 Baseline

2

3

3

3

$5,474

$5,000

$20,000

$20,000

Authorized Position Detail (Grade)
1 Veterans Services Officer (I)
1 Senior Secretary (8)

1 Caseworker I (CC)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2014 BASELINE
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1367

1368

1369

1370

1371

1372

1373

1374

1375

1376

1377

1378

1379

1380

1381

1382

1383

1384

1385

1386

1387

1388

1389

1390

1391

1392

1393

1394

1395

1396

1397

1398

1399

1400

1401

1402

1403

1404

1405

1406

1407

